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This summer is different from all other summers.
In other summers, we might be taking carefree outings to the beach, organizing barbecues, attending baseball games, planning summer vacations, anticipating summer camp. This summer, the COVID-19 pandemic has cast many
seasonal pastimes in doubt.
This summer we’re undergoing a profound historical reckoning, as millions
of Americans of all races have taken to the streets to protest racism and police
violence and support the Black Lives Matter movement. A momentous presidential election looms ahead of us in November. This summer is hopeful, and
terrifying, and anything but ordinary.
Whatever your circumstances, we know that you’ll be reading. During the
Tom Beer
most intense days of sheltering in place, many of us took refuge in immersive
novels or fictional series that offered the reassurance of familiar worlds. In the wake of the killing of
George Floyd in Minneapolis and the wave of BLM demonstrations that followed, Americans turned
to books about race and racism in unprecedented numbers. On Twitter and in the media, people shared
lists of anti-racist books, especially ones aimed at children and young adults.
The twin impulses to be educated and entertained run through this,
our first-ever Summer Reads issue. Our editors have highlighted 60 top
picks—in fiction, nonfiction, middle grade, picture books, young adult,
and indie—that offer a blueprint for your summer reading. We asked a
group of authors, all of them Kirkus Prize winners or finalists, for their own
recommendations. Lily King, Laila Lalami, Helen Macdonald, Beth Macy,
Tracy Chee, Meg Medina, and others suggested a surprising range of titles
old and new.
We also speak with the authors of some of the season’s hottest books.
Wes Moore discusses Five Days: The Fiery Reckoning of an American City
(Random House, June 23), his timely account, written with journalist Erica
L. Green, of the 2015 Baltimore uprising that ensued after the death of
Freddie Gray while in police custody. Elin Hilderbrand, whose novels have
been a dependable summer treat for two decades, talks about this year’s
model, 28 Summers (Little, Brown, June 16).
Kevin Kwan, who took the world by storm with his jet-setting Crazy Rich Asians trilogy, returns
with Sex and Vanity (Doubleday, June 30); he tells us that summers spent on Capri and in the Hamptons constituted research for the novel (poor guy). Children’s author and
illustrator Christie Matheson rhapsodizes about the natural world as seen
in her vibrant new picture book, The Hidden Rainbow (Greenwillow, June
9), while YA novelist Kit Frick divulges her true-crime obsession and how
it influenced her new mystery, I Killed Zoe Spanos (McElderry, June 30), in
surprising ways.
My own summer reading is everyone else’s fall reading, so here are two
books to look forward to: a monumental new biography of Malcolm X,
The Dead Are Arising (Liveright, Sept. 29), written by journalist Les Payne
over the course of 30 years and completed by daughter Tamara Payne after
his death in 2018; and Piranesi (Bloomsbury, Sept. 15), the first novel from
Susanna Clarke since her unforgettable 2004 debut, Jonathan Strange & Mr.
Norrell. I expect to be enlightened and entertained—in equal measure—by
both.
Whatever the next few months bring, we can all depend on books.
Print indexes: www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/print-indexes
Kirkus Blog: www.kirkusreviews.com/blog
Advertising Opportunities: www.kirkusreviews.com/about/advertising opportunities
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reading
recommendations
By Megan Labrise
We asked 10 Kirkus Prize finalists and winners,
“What book would you recommend everyone read
this summer?” Among their selections are some of
the year’s most anticipated titles, including two coming later this summer, as well as contemporary classics that continue to resonate with readers.
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Jesse Dittmar

Winky Lewis

Lily King recommends An American Marriage by
Tayari Jones (Algonquin, 2018):
“I’ve lost track of how many
times I’ve read An American
Marriage by Tayari Jones, a novel that explores the personal
price a young, upwardly mobile
African American couple pays
for the institutionalized racism
of our ‘justice’ system. During
a night’s stay at an inn on their
way home to Atlanta, Roy offers help to an older woman at
the ice machine in the hallway.
The next morning, he is accused
of raping her. Jones dispenses with the criminal proceedings quickly—her interest lies in Roy and Celestial and Celestial’s best friend Andre, whose alternating voices tell the tale. Jones has so much to say
here—about love and innocence
and family and the erosion of all
of it in the face of systemic injustice—and she weaves it all seamlessly into an intimate, compelling,
masterful work of literature.”
King is the author of 2014 Kirkus
Prize winner Euphoria and the recently published Writers & Lovers.

Laila Lalami recommends Notes of a Native Son
by James Baldwin:
“My summer reading recommendation is Notes of a Native
Son by James Baldwin. In these
essays, originally published in
the 1940s and ’50s, Baldwin
draws from his experiences and
those of his family to give readers a portrait of black life in
America, from the violence and
discrimination that flow from
white supremacy to the joy and
sustenance that come from art
and resistance. A searing, beautiful book whose continuing relevance is an indictment of this
country’s rejection of its own proclamations of equality.”
Lalami is the author of 2019
Kirkus Prize finalist The Other
Americans and the forthcoming
Conditional Citizens: On Belonging in
America.
Brian Morton recommends What It Is: Race, Fam
ily, and One Thinking Black Man’s Blues by Clifford
Thompson (Other Press, 2019):
“A book I can’t recommend highly enough is Clifford
Thompson’s What It Is: Race,
Family, and One Thinking Black
Man’s Blues. A beautifully lucid
writer, Thompson explores the
question of whether the humane
vision that animated thinkers
like Martin Luther King Jr. can
survive in today’s America. It’s a
sort of intellectual work of suspense, with the fate of a nation
hanging in the balance. Early
in the book, Thompson talks about what he owes to
writers including James Baldwin, Stanley Crouch, Joan
Didion, and Albert Murray; with What It Is, he proves
himself their worthy successor.”

David Kumin

Morton is the author of 2014
Kirkus Prize finalist Florence Gor
don.

Bill Johnston Jr

Blakiston’s fish owls, huge, shaggy-feathered, yelloweyed, and elusive birds that hunt fish by wading in icy
water. The book beautifully evokes the reality of fieldwork in remote regions and reminded me of a medieval quest in how Slaght suffers trials and tribulations, triumphs and
epiphanies on his search. Even on
the hottest summer days this book
will transport you to a land of dark
and snowbound forests running
with radioactive rivers. A treat.”
Macdonald is the author of 2014
Kirkus Prize finalist H Is for Hawk.

y o u n g a d u lt

Helen Macdonald recommends Owls of the Eastern Ice:
A Quest To Find and Save the
World’s Largest Owl by Jonathan Slaght (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, Aug. 4):
“My recommendation is
Owls of the Eastern Ice by Jonathan Slaght, a terrifically exciting account of his time in
the Russian Far East studying

Beth Macy recommends Filthy
Beasts by Kirkland Hamill (Avid
Reader Press, July 14):
“If you’re looking for a truly original new voice, check out Kirkland
Hamill’s Filthy Beasts, a memoir in
which money and immiseration
collide in surprising, hilarious and
poignant—but
never whiny—
ways.
Macy is the author of 2016 Kirkus
Prize finalist Truevine: Two Brothers, a
Kidnapping, and a Mother’s Quest and
2019 Kirkus Prize finalist Dopesick:
Dealers, Doctors, and the Drug Com
pany That Addicted America.

Tom Landon

Lynn Weir

Jack E. Davis recommends
The Outermost House: A Year of
Life on the Great Beach of Cape
Cod by Henry Beston: (Henry
Holt, 1928)
“When Henry Beston went
to a Cape Cod beach in 1924
intending to spend a fortnight,
the ‘beauty and mystery of this
earth and outer sea so possessed
and held’ him that he could not
leave. He stayed a year, living in
a cottage atop a duney headland in solitude with nature.
The voluntary quarantine that Beston writes about suggests ours today, and the ‘elemental things’ that revealed
themselves to him are like those revealed to us as nature
breathes easier during humanity’s
downtime. What followed Beston’s
year was the quietly alluring and
timeless The Outermost House. Rachel Carson embraced the book as
an inspiring favorite.”
Davis is the author of 2017
Kirkus Prize winner The Gulf: The
Making of an American Sea.

Dina Nayeri recommends Women & Power: A
Manifesto by Mary Beard (Liveright, 2017) and Wom
en Talking by Miriam Toews (Bloomsbury, 2019):
“I recommend two books to
read together, each an extraordinary reflection on how women
wield whatever forms of power
they’re allotted. The first, Mary
Beard’s Women & Power, is a brilliant feminist manifesto and an
infuriating education by a renowned writer and classicist on
all the many ways women have
been silenced throughout his|
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Meg Medina recommends Not So Pure and Sim
ple by Lamar Giles (HarperTeen, Jan. 21):
“Giles’ YA fans know him best for his fast-paced
crime whodunits, but this contemporary romp
through the #MeToo era is a must-read for teens.
Del Rainey has hopelessly loved Kiera Westing, the
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Duncan Tonatiuh recommends El Deafo by Cece
Bell (Abrams, 2014):
“I recently read El Deafo with
my daughter. I cannot recommend it enough. This graphic
novel illuminates what life for a
child with a hearing impairment
can be like. But Cece’s quest for
true friendship throughout the
book also shows us that what
makes us different is also what
makes us special. Our differences
are our superpowers.”
Tonatiuh is the author of 2015
Kirkus Prize finalist Funny Bones:
Posada and His Day of the Dead Calaveras.

Eugenia Tinajero

Traci Chee recommends The Silence of Bones by
June Hur (Feiwel & Friends, April 21):
“Set in Korea in 1800, The Silence of Bones by June
Hur has the detail of a historical plus the puzzle of a mystery.
Under a rigid patriarchy, male
policemen are forbidden from
examining female murder victims, and when a noblewoman
ends up dead, they rely on damos like Seol, an indentured
girl whose loyalty and curiosity
make her a captivating character. I recommend this historical whodunit for its jealous lovers, fugitive priests, and family secrets, but what I
adored most was that at its heart, it’s a story about a
girl struggling to find her place in the world.”
Chee is the author of 2016 Kirkus Prize finalist The
Reader and the forthcoming We Are Not Free.

preacher’s daughter, since kindergarten, but she has never been without a boyfriend.
Spotting his chance at last, Del
joins the purity pledge group at
church just for the chance to
make his move. Giles has drawn
a cast that is one hot mess: insecure in their sexuality, dripping in bravado, realistic, and
just plain wrong about the facts.
This #ownvoices novel offers belly laughs,
tight dialogue, and a thoughtful,
much-needed rewrite of a playbook for teen relationships.”
Medina is the author of 2016
Kirkus Prize finalist Burn Baby
Burn and 2018 Kirkus Prize finalist
Merci Suárez Changes Gears.
Sonya Sones

Anna Leade

tory and literature. And the second, Miriam Toews’
Women Talking, a novel, is a glimpse into a bizarre and
captivating corner of the world: two families of women in a strict religious colony plotting escape from
their rapists. I loved this book not only because it’s
gorgeous and heartbreaking and true, but because it
shows readers who have never lived among such women (strong, loyal, smart, but without the privilege of
education) how they find their
voices and their power together,
wielding their strength, love, intelligence in secret—just as women
did in Iranian villages when I was
a child. Both moved me to tears, in
very different ways.”
Nayeri is the author of 2019 Kirkus
Prize finalist The Ungrateful Refugee:
What Immigrants Never Tell You.

Megan Labrise is the editor at large
and host of the Fully Booked podcast.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Adams, Alina
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$27.99 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-0-06-291094-3
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A GIRL IS A BODY OF WATER
by Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi....................................................... 26

The stories of five generations of
Soviet Jewish women come to light as a
Brighton Beach family prepares to celebrate an anniversary.
In 1930s Odessa, Daria Gordon
seems to have it all. Her new husband, a
refined pianist who, to her mother’s delight, hails from a social
class slightly above her own, is smitten with her. But their
fortunes quickly turn when they and their two daughters are
deported as enemies of the state, allegedly having been overheard speaking German. As laborers in Siberia, they encounter
extreme hardship, and Daria turns to an unexpected source for
help, embarking on a relationship that will indelibly change the
course of her family’s life. At this point the narrative jumps to
the 1970s and shifts to the perspective of Daria’s granddaughter Natasha, a gifted math student in Odessa whose ambitions
are thwarted by state anti-Semitism. Her desire to broaden
the horizons of her world, mixed with her infatuation with a
charismatic young refusenik, sets her on a path that propels
the narrative forward again to the present-day Russian-speaking Brooklyn enclave of Brighton Beach, once more skipping
two generations to the perspective of Natasha’s granddaughter
Zoe, who is dealing with her own romantic entanglements. The
novel’s title, though perhaps unoriginal, is appropriate: With
each section, Adams reveals another layer of the matryoshka
doll that is Zoe’s history and identity. As the family prepares to
celebrate Natasha and her husband’s 45th wedding anniversary,
about which Natasha is strangely unenthusiastic, Zoe comes
to understand how her foremothers’ choices have brought her
family to the present moment. Adams’ prose leaves much to be
desired; she often relies too heavily on melodramatic clichés
instead of letting the already soap-opera–esque dynamism of
her story speak for itself. But ultimately, the novel adds a degree
of nuance to a historical narrative that is often flattened: It
depicts some of the subtleties and complexities of being a Jew
in the Soviet Union, offering a partial corrective to the frequent
oversimplification of a chapter of history that is anything but
simple. Moreover, it is a compelling example of how deeply personal stories can lie beneath the surface of sweeping histories.
An imperfect but ambitious family saga that invites us
to consider the personal and emotional stakes of political
choices.

|
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black sleuths crack the case
There’s something so easy about
reading mysteries over the summer;
once you adopt a series or two, you
can sit back and wait for the next
volume to show up in the bookstore,
safe in the knowledge that you’ll have
something to read in the park or at the
beach. Two of my standby writers have
been Donna Leon and Louise Penny, and it’s not that I’m not looking
forward to their latest books, but I have been wondering
why I’m so attached to their heroes, Commissario Guido
Brunetti and Chief Inspector Armand Gamache, two dependably honest and upstanding white police detectives.
As Kathryn VanArendonk pointed out in Vulture recently,
“TV teaches us that cops are the characters we should care
about,” and it seems like long past time to focus on more
noncop detectives—particularly by black writers.
Walter Mosley has been leading the way for years, of
course, with his Easy Rawlins
novels and a more recent series
about former boxer Leonid McGill. If you’re looking for another
Los Angeles–based mystery, Nelson George’s work would be a
good place to start. His protagonist, D Hunter, is immersed in the
music industry as a former bodyguard-turned–talent
manager.
Our review of To Funk and Die in
L.A. (Akashic, 2017) said, “What’s
most engaging here is what feels
like a fan’s ongoing argument
about the evolution and present form of R&B. The pages
are filled with discussions including whether Jackie Wilson
was more vital than James Brown…and with name checks
to the likes of Madlib, the late J. Dilla, D’Angelo, and Sade.”
Former television writer Kellye Garrett brings inside
knowledge to her Detective by Day
mysteries. In the first book, Hol
lywood Homicide (Midnight Ink/
Llewellyn, 2017), struggling actress
Dayna Anderson decides that earning the $15,000 reward for solving a
murder case would be a good way to
make some money, since she did actually see the crime take place.
Switching coasts, Pamela
Thomas-Graham is an entrepreneur and business executive with
8
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both an MBA and a law degree
from Harvard; she’s also the author of three books about Nikki
Chase, a young black economics
professor at Harvard. In the first
book of the series, A Darker Shade
of Crimson (Simon & Schuster,
1998), Nikki finds the body of the
black dean of students on a staircase after a committee meeting. If
you’ve ever wanted to visit the Widener Library or attend the Fogg
Museum Gala, this is your ticket.
Or perhaps you’re looking for a police procedural
whose sleuth isn’t a tormented white guy: Start with Rachel Howzell Hall’s Detective
Elouise Norton series. The first installment, Land of Shadows (Forge,
2014), introduces Lou, who grew
up in Los Angeles and now works
for the LAPD, 30 years after her
sister disappeared, a probable murder victim. She’s investigating an
apparent suicide that she’s sure is
actually a murder—committed by
the same person she thinks killed
her sister. Our review said the
book “combines a conflicted, gutsy
heroine and a complex, many-layered mystery.”
Attica Locke’s two novels about African American
Texas Ranger Darren Matthews—
Bluebird, Bluebird (Mulholland
Books, 2017) and Heaven My Home
(2019)—have both been among
Kirkus’ best books of the year.
Darren investigates hate crimes in
small Texas towns, and our review
of Heaven said, “In addition to her
gifts for tight pacing and intense
lyricism, Locke shows…a facility
for unraveling the tangled strands
of the Southwest’s cultural legacy
and weaving them back together
with the volatile racial politics and traumatic economic
stresses of the present day.” That couldn’t be more timely.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

Addressing race, risk, retreat, and the ripple effects of a national
emergency, Alam’s novel is just in time for this moment.
leave the world behind

SILENCE IS MY MOTHER
TONGUE

Addonia, Sulaiman
Graywolf (208 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-64445-033-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A headstrong young woman and her
brother attempt to rebuild their lives in
a refugee camp.
At the opening of Addonia’s novel,
court is in session. For the refugees in a
Sudanese camp for those fleeing Eritrea, trials are held in the
ersatz cinema where skits are sometimes put on with cardboard
figures. The accused is a young woman called Saba; her alleged
crime, incest with her mute brother, Hagos. As Saba awaits her
verdict, the novel takes us back in time to illuminate how so
many in the community have turned on her. Stubborn, intelligent, and bold, Saba excelled at school and wanted to attend university before her life was uprooted. She also has complicated
ancestry: half-Eritrean, half-Ethiopian, “half from an occupied
country and the other half from the occupying....Half of her was
at war with the other half.” Saba’s more traditionally masculine
qualities are balanced by Hagos, who is “the girl [their] mother
had always wanted,” taking care of the domestic work and taking an interest in Saba’s hair, makeup, and clothing. Unable to
understand either sibling’s unorthodoxies, the growing community in the camp attempts to police their adherence to traditions. As more refugees arrive, Saba and Hagos draw increasing
scrutiny until these outside forces threaten to overwhelm their
seemingly unbreakable bond. Addonia’s greatest strength is the
arresting image, imbued with symbolism—as when a man tears
a newspaper into pieces and the crowd scatters “in different
directions with broken sentences” or when a girl is sentenced
to physically carry the man she allegedly seduced on her back
through the camp as punishment—while the novel’s vignette
structure underscores the fragmentary, hallucinatory quality of
trauma and memory.
A memorable chronicle about “the bitterness of exile”
and the endurance of the spirit.

marble countertops!) in a remote area of Long Island they’ve
rented for a family vacation. Shortly after they arrive, however,
the family’s holiday is interrupted by a knock on the door: The
house’s owners, a prosperous older black couple—George
Washington and his wife, Ruth—have shown up unannounced
because New York City has been plunged into a blackout and
their Park Avenue high-rise apartment didn’t feel safe. Soon it
becomes clear that the blackout is a symptom (or is it a cause?)
of something larger—and nothing is safe. Has there been a
nuclear or climate disaster, a war, a terrorist act, a bomb? Alam’s
story unfolds like a dystopian fever dream cloaked in the trappings of a dream vacation: Why do hundreds of deer show up in
the house’s well-maintained backyard or a flock of bright-pink
flamingos frolic in the family pool and then fly away? What is
the noise, loud enough to crack glass, that comes, without warning, once and then, later, repeatedly? Is it safer to go back to the
city, to civilization, or to remain away, in a world apart? As they
search for answers and adjust to what increasingly appears to
be a confusing new normal, the two families—one black, one
white; one older, one younger; one rich, one middle-class—are

LEAVE THE
WORLD BEHIND

Alam, Rumaan
Ecco/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$27.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-06-266763-2
An interrupted family vacation, unexpected visitors, a mysterious blackout—
something is happening, and the world
may never be the same.
On a reassuringly sunny summer day,
Amanda, an account director in advertising; Clay, a college professor; and their children, Archie, 15, and Rose, 13, make their
way from Brooklyn to a luxury home (swimming pool! hot tub!
|
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compelled to find community amid calamity, to come together
to support each other and survive. As he did in his previous
novels, Rich and Pretty (2016) and That Kind of Mother (2018),
Alam shows an impressive facility for getting into his characters’
heads and an enviable empathy for their moral shortcomings,
emotional limitations, and failures of imagination. The result is
a riveting novel that thrums with suspense yet ultimately offers
no easy answers—disappointing those who crave them even as
it fittingly reflects our time.
Addressing race, risk, retreat, and the ripple effects of
a national emergency, Alam’s novel is just in time for this
moment.

ANXIOUS PEOPLE

Backman, Fredrik
Atria (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5011-6083-7

Eight people become unlikely friends
during a hostage situation created by an
inept bank robber.
In a town in Sweden, a desperate
parent turns to bank robbery to help
pay the rent. Unfortunately, the target
turns out to be a cashless bank, which means that no robbery
can take place. In an attempt to flee the police, the would-be
perpetrator runs into a nearby apartment building and interrupts an open house, causing the would-be buyers to assume
they’re being held hostage. After the situation has ended with
an absent bank robber and blood on the carpet, a father-andson police pair work through maddening interviews with the
witnesses: the ridiculous realtor; an older couple who renovates
and sells apartments in an effort to stay busy; a bickering young
couple expecting their first child; a well-off woman interested
only in the view from the balcony of a significant bridge in her
life; an elderly woman missing her husband as New Year’s Eve
approaches; and, absurdly, an actor dressed as a rabbit hired to
disrupt the showing and drive down the apartment price. Backman’s latest novel focuses on how a shared event can change the
course of multiple people’s lives even in times of deep and ongoing anxiousness. The observer/narrator is winding and given to
tangents and, in early moments, might distract a bit too much
from the strongly drawn characters. But the story gains energy
and sureness as it develops, resulting in moments of insight and
connection between its numerous amiable characters.
A story with both comedy and heartbreak sure to please
Backman fans.
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A TRAVELER AT THE GATES
OF WISDOM

Boyne, John
Hogarth/Crown (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-0-593-23015-2

This challenging, time-traveling epic
looks at a family’s travails in different
eras and locales around the world.
With his 12th novel for adults, Irish
writer Boyne tracks one family, more or
less, through two millennia and over much of the globe. Gird
your loins: This is busy and potentially confusing stuff, teeming
with treachery, flaying, famous figures, and “the marriage act.”
As the book begins, in Palestine, 1 C.E., the unnamed male narrator’s father, a Roman soldier, heads off to slaughter innocents
at Herod’s behest. Chapter 2’s segue suggests the same narrative, but the family members have different names and live in
Turkey, 41 C.E. So it will go, for 50 chapters, as the family members and their crises slowly evolve in ever new settings enriched
by historical details and cameos from Attila, Michelangelo, and
Lady Macbeth, inter alia. It’s a kind of mashup of the History
Channel and soap operas, with the cast facing enslavement,
rape, gay bashing, murder, natural disasters, a missing brother,
and lost wives. The narrator, along with an artistic bent, has a
nasty side, and the latter part of the book will be dominated
by his drive for vengeance against a crippled cousin. With
Chapter 51, the final crisis arrives in the U.S. on election night
2016. Boyne is a gifted storyteller, but the language here can be
stilted, sometimes comically so: “the unexpected engorgement
beneath my tunic.” His theme, with all its variations and repetition, boils down to plus ca change: “[T]he things that surround
us may change, but our emotions will always remain the same.”
Yet an epilogue set in the near future suggests what it might take
to get us off our hamster wheel.
An intriguing work whose ambition and richness should,
for many readers, overcome some flaws.

THE SEDUCTION

Briscoe, Joanna
Bloomsbury (384 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-40887-349-6
When a woman falls under the thrall
of an unscrupulous therapist, she must
reconcile with the demons of her past in
order to confront the present.
Beth is drifting through life with
some appearance of ease, a successful
London artist with a precocious preteen
daughter and a charmingly attentive and supportive husband.
In fact, it’s Sol’s suggestion that she seek out therapy as Fern’s
13th birthday approaches; Beth was abandoned by her own
mother when she was 13, and he wants to help her navigate the

As clean prose dissects messy lives, these stories combine
an empathetic heart with acute understanding.
likes

inevitably painful memories that will arise. So Beth begins to
meet with Dr. Tamara Bywater, but as therapy continues, she
begins to feel more and more estranged from her daughter.
Sol and Tamara both try to soothe her, reminding her that it’s
natural teen behavior to pull away and acknowledging Beth’s
own baggage when it comes to mothering, but soon, Beth and
Fern are barely speaking. When Tamara begins to make friendly
overtures, Beth is flattered and desperate to keep her attention.
Slowly, she finds herself deeply fascinated by Tamara, open to
a flirtation that will threaten everything she holds dear. Briscoe slowly and skillfully unspools the sexual and psychological
tension to the breaking point; even as it becomes apparent to
the reader that Tamara Bywater is disturbed and manipulative, we can’t help but understand, for a time, Beth’s clinging
to the adventure and romance she offers. Buried at the heart of
Beth’s choices are her own fears that she is, in fact, unlovable,
as proven by her mother’s constant rejection. Like the smooth
surface of an oil painting, the novel presents a slickly beautiful
vision of fantasy, layered under with ferocious, stabbing brushstrokes of pain.

A haunting novel that lays bare the ugliness of narcissism
at its most extreme.

LIKES

Bynum, Sarah Shun-Lien
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(240 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-374-19194-8
A collection of stories that find
politics gone crazy, girls and women
navigating their ways through social
media minefields, and identity refracted
through celebrity culture.
The title story generated considerable attention when it
appeared in the New Yorker in 2017. On one level it’s about a father’s
attempts to decipher the life of his 12-year-old daughter through
her Instagram posts, some of which appear to be suggestive, or
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maybe that’s just to him. Here’s one: “New post: a pair of lips, shining wetly.” Another: “New Instagram post: a peeled-off pair of
ballet tights, splayed on the white tiles of a bathroom floor.” Just
what is it she’s trying to communicate, and with whom? When he
tries to talk with his daughter, she’s often silent or, perhaps worse,
complains that she has no friends. Beyond the father-daughter
relationship, the story, set against a backdrop of a dysfunctional
culture whose presidential election defies understanding, captures
a more general malaise. So many of the stories here are about trying to understand, failing to connect, and interpreting the signs
from a relentless barrage of media. The stories evoke myth (“The
Erlking”), fairy tales (“Young Wife’s Tale”), and science fiction
(“The Burglar”), with dreamlike reveries that find protagonists
not quite clear on what they’re experiencing, let alone what it
means. Throughout, Bynum combines a firm command of tone
(often warm, even when dark) with precise detail. In “Many a Little
Makes,” the longest story and the collection’s centerpiece, a woman
named Mari gets a long text from an old friend and finds it reviving
all sorts of memories of girls on the cusp of adolescence, how a few
years found them changing so dramatically in different ways, how
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boys and parents complicated the relationship. Bynum’s characters
struggle to determine who they are, how they are, and how they
were in a distant time before smartphones and cyber-media.
As clean prose dissects messy lives, these stories combine
an empathetic heart with acute understanding.

MEMOIRS AND
MISINFORMATION

Carrey, Jim & Vachon, Dana
Knopf (272 pp.)
$27.95 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-0-525-65597-8
A mad fever dream starring Jim Carrey, incorporating morsels of autobiography with adventures involving Nicolas
Cage, Kelsey Grammer, Taylor Swift,
Anthony Hopkins, Goldie Hawn, Sean
Penn, and many more.

A visceral book that promises a major new literary voice.
bestiary

he buried the family gold—in spite of Ama’s best efforts to beat
it out of him. Mother, in an attempt to escape Ama’s violence, has
married another man from the Chinese mainland and struggles
instead to shield her children from her husband’s abuse. Meanwhile, the daughter navigates both the demands of her American
community to assimilate and the need of her immigrant family to
preserve the cultural memories of a place she has never known.
The magic of these origin myths is very much present in all their
lives. When the daughter and her brother dig a series of holes
in the rank soil of their backyard, the holes become mouths,
open and hungry. When the daughter is beaten for this infraction by her mother—enacting a violence more typical of Ama—a
tiger tail with its own vituperative will grows from one of the
scabs. And when the daughter’s lover, Ben, a girl from Ningxia
who could “spit a watermelon seed so far it skipped the sea and
planted in another country,” gets the idea to feed the daughter’s
tail to one of the backyard holes, what emerges are letters from
Ama that tell not only the secret at the root of her violence, but
the secret at the root of all their entangled lives.
A visceral book that promises a major new literary voice.

y o u n g a d u lt

“They say his empire was ruined by the same psychosis that
found him, at the end, driving around Tucson with a loaded Uzi on
his lap, ranting in word salad, high on methamphetamine.” This
remark is made about a fictional celebrity guru named Natchez
Gushue, but when you encounter it in Chapter 2 you may wonder
if it also applies to the creators of this book. Carrey and his collaborator Vachon pull out all the stops as their protagonist Jim Carrey
careens from midlife blues through love and career complications
toward the apocalypse. (The actual apocalypse, in which the world
ends.) “He was nearing fifty, his fans aging, too. His talent was such
that Hollywood could not replace him in its usual way, the kind
of body snatching that saw Emma Stone swapped in for Lindsay
Lohan, Leonardo DiCaprio taking over for River Phoenix.” The
question is, should he stage his comeback with “Disney’s Untitled
Play-Doh Fun Factory Project” or with a star turn as Mao Zedong
in a biopic by Charlie Kaufman? Mixing the memoir with the misinformation, as the title suggests, is not the clearest or most powerful way Carrey might have presented the story of his life. Did his
parents really tell everyone to feel free to beat him, “joking but not
really”? Was an affair with Linda Ronstadt in 1982 “the only truly
selfless love he’d ever known”? Is the scene where Carrey remembers telling Rodney Dangerfield a joke on the older comic’s deathbed (“Don’t worry Rodney, I’m gonna let everyone know you’re really gay.
That kind of thing isn’t frowned on anymore”) real? Moments of candor
and alarming or moving revelations are a bit lost in the mad rush
from Hungry Hungry Hippos in Digital 3D to the end of the world,
when “Cher and Dolly Parton whizzed by overhead, both singing
Leonard Cohen’s ‘Hallelujah.’ ”
If you really like Jim Carrey, stick out the insanity for the
gems of comic fantasy and the nuggets of memoir gold.

BESTIARY

Chang, K-Ming
One World/Random House
(272 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-593-13258-6
In a Taiwanese immigrant family,
secrets and myths are indistinguishably
intertwined.
This debut novel is told from the
alternating perspectives of three generations of women from the same family: Ama, the grandmother,
who emigrated from Taiwan with her war-addled husband and
two children, leaving three other daughters behind; Mother, who
remembers both Taiwan and the Arkansas chicken farm where
they arrived through the lens of poverty and struggle; and the
daughter, born in this country, who serves as a link between her
mother and grandmother which both would be more comfortable severing. From the beginning, the story is one of internalized violence. Agong, the family patriarch, was a soldier from the
Chinese mainland, 20 years older than Ama when she married
him at 18, already a widow and mother of three. In their second
life in America, Agong has lost the thread of his memories and
forgotten his name, the faces of his children, and the place where
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THE NICOTINE CHRONICLES

Ed. by Child, Lee
Akashic (288 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-61775-859-1

Sixteen tributes to America’s guiltiest pleasure.
Although editor Child acknowledges
that his current collection may be more
controversial than his contributions to
The Cocaine Chronicles (2005) and The
Marijuana Chronicles (2013), his approach to curating these
tobacco tales is unapologetic. Cigarettes are above all a bonding
experience. They connect a downtrodden motel maid and her
employer in Hannah Tinti’s “Park & Play.” Resistance fighters
use them to pass messages in Cara Black’s “Spécial Treatment.”
They bring a visitor to Havana together with an unexpected
kindred spirit in Achy Obejas’s “The Smoke-Free Room.” They
help a compromised cop get out of a jam in Robert Arellano’s
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“Climax, Oregon.” In Peter Kimani’s “Freshly Cut,” they help
Wacera, a country girl gone astray, find fellow villagers to lead
her home. Child himself shows how smoke breaks can save
the day in “Dying for a Cigarette.” But smoking provides solace even to outsiders like the expatriate heroine of Ariel Gore’s
“My Simple Plan” and the feisty teenage lead of Lauren Sanders’
“The Summer You Lit Up.” And for the mystic at the heart of
Michael Imperioli’s touching “Yasiri,” tobacco is little short of
salvation. Even the more smoking-skeptical takes, like Christopher Sorrentino’s “The Renovation of the Just” and Jonathan
Ames’ “Deathbed Vigil,” acknowledge tobacco’s allure. Only
Joyce Carol Oates comes out foursquare against nicotine in
“Vaping: A User’s Manual.”
Even confirmed anti-smokers will find something to
savor.

A nuanced study of the power plays and
violence sparked by colonialism.
the sword and the spear

THE SWORD AND THE SPEAR

Couto, Mia
Trans. by Brookshaw, David
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-374-25689-0

y o u n g a d u lt

A cross-racial romance complicates tensions in 19th-century colonial
Mozambique.
The second novel in this trilogy (following Woman of the Ashes, 2018) is set in
1895 amid territorial fighting among Portuguese colonists, the
powerful native leader Ngungunyane, and the VaChopi, a rival
tribe. But its heart is the affair between Imani, a young VaChopi
woman, and Portuguese Sgt. Germano de Melo. As the story
opens, Imani’s family is trying to ferry an injured Germano
to safety, finding refuge in a church whose priest is ostensibly
Catholic but who has fallen for a native healer and adapted his
faith to match. (“Here, even Christ would have thrown in the
towel,” he proclaims.) Couto’s narrative is designed to highlight how opposing sensibilities merge and repel each other;
the novel alternates between Imani’s narration and letters from
Germano and other Portuguese military leaders. Germano
needs to decide whether his love for Imani is worth sacrificing his military position; meanwhile, Imani is trying to balance
whether she can keep her relationship with Germano while also,
at her father’s insistence, being part of a peace offering with
Ngungunyane. It’s best to start with Woman of the Ashes to feel
better grounded in this dynamic but also because Couto’s writing has a richer, more allegorical feel there; Imani’s voice in the
first novel has a dreamlike cast, the better to capture the disorientation and fear that marks her tribe’s precarious position;
here the prose is more flatly descriptive. Still, the second novel
offers a helpful summary of the first and provides a stand-alone
story with its own intrigues, as battles between the colonists
and colonized intensify, and a late-breaking plot twist sets up
the concluding novel on both symbolic and plot levels.
A nuanced study of the power plays and violence sparked
by colonialism.

though she was deeply affected by her “acquaintance with” radical reformer Francis LeMoyne while at finishing school in
Washington, Pennsylvania. Then, in 1861, she published the
title novella, about Hugh Wolfe, a lowly ironworker who possesses natural artistic talent, and his hunchbacked cousin, Deb,
who silently loves him and inadvertently causes his ruin after
misunderstanding some thoughtless words from wealthy visitors to the mill. Harding (not yet Mrs. Davis) became a literary darling for her realistic portrayal of the proletariat. Olsen
makes clear that while Davis continued publishing fiction after
she married until her death at 79, her embrace of her position in
society as subservient wife and devoted mother battled against
her literary ambitions. The two other stories here concern
women facing that struggle. “The Wife’s Story,” written during
Davis’ first pregnancy, concerns a woman deciding whether or
not to leave her marriage to pursue her musical talent; Davis
concocts an unsatisfactory double ending of tragedy and happy
complacency that exposes her own ambivalence. In a later story,
“Anne,” an older woman, outwardly successful in business and at
home, briefly leaves her family to seek the creative dreams of

LIFE IN THE IRON MILLS
And Other Stories
Davis, Rebecca Harding
Ed. by Olsen, Tillie
Feminist Press (256 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-936932-88-7

This volume, consisting of three
examples of short fiction by almost-forgotten 19th-century author Davis along
with Olsen’s biographical essay about her,
first appeared in 1972 at the height of second-wave feminism.
Born in 1831, Davis spent most of her first 30 years as an obedient member of her wealthy Wheeling, West Virginia, family,
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her youth; the sense of the vibrant girl she once was becomes
all the more moving when she returns home with her illusions
about artists and intellectuals shattered. Davis was no Louisa
May Alcott, but Olsen argues that her writing about women’s
needs for both love and self-fulfillment was groundbreaking.
The stories themselves are less noteworthy than Olsen’s biography of a writer grappling with issues she’d still face today.
A thought-provoking volume for anyone interested in the
evolution of women’s fiction.

THE DARK HEART OF EVERY
WILD THING

Fasano, Joseph
Platypus Press (272 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-913007-06-5

A hunter seeks both vengeance and
inner peace.
Set in the rugged landscape of western Canada, poet Fasano’s debut novel
tells the dramatic story of a solo hunter’s
Ahab-like pursuit of a formidable mountain lion—“the mind
of the wild”—while simultaneously battling his lingering grief
over the tragic deaths of his wife and young son. Endangered
by his decision to prolong his quest as late autumn turns suddenly to winter, the unnamed narrator’s situation quickly turns
dire; he finds himself forced to battle injury, hunger, exhaustion, and his own fear as his role shifts between pursuer and
pursued. In the novel’s many vivid descriptive passages, Fasano
unashamedly reveals his poetic DNA, describing how “the sun
was already casting its lattice against the spruces and opening
the thrushes’ throats in the saxifrage” or “the early moon in
the chasm above me, dark wings crossing it in the vengeance of
their abiding.” Some readers will adore this lush prose; others
will find its persistence occasionally aggravating. What should
unite them, however, is Fasano’s ability to tell a pulsating story
featuring a resolute man, alone in the beautiful but unforgiving
wilderness, who must bring to bear all of his resources of endurance and courage merely to survive. The encounter between
this determined human and his equally imposing animal adversary is as profoundly psychological as it is intensely physical. As
these creatures stalk each other on the snowy mountainside,
their deadly dance is complicated by the presence of two other
hunters and their pack of hounds. Fasano’s resolution of the
taut adventure tale is both surprising and truly satisfying. He
enhances the pacing of that story with flashbacks to the narrator’s life with his late wife—a former ballet dancer—and scenes
with his son, contrasting the tenderness of their relationship
with his tension-filled one with his own father.
A suspenseful, epic battle between man and pitiless nature.

PAYBACK

Gordon, Mary
Pantheon (352 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-524-74922-4
An unhappy interaction between a private school teacher and a difficult student
inspires a decadeslong revenge scheme.
From the title out, Gordon’s 20th
book aspires to be a snappy, plot-driven
novel with a premise based on reality
TV—a socially current, Jodi Picoult–ish type of book. Agnes
Vaughan, an art teacher at the Lydia Farnsworth School in New
16
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England, tries to embrace an extraordinarily miserable and universally disliked student named Heidi Stolz. But her suggestion
that Heidi take a trip to the Museum of Modern Art in New
York leads to a terrible misadventure for Heidi, and her initial
reaction to hearing that Heidi went to a strange man’s apartment is a bit harsh: “How could you have done that?” These
six words set a disastrous course for the rest of both of their
lives that culminates in a big, televised shebang several decades
(and hundreds of pages) later and then a bunch of additional
smaller shebangs as the book keeps refusing to end. Hung on
the scaffolding of this silly plot is another sort of book entirely,
a deep and dilatory character study of Agnes Vaughan, both her
interior life (she is obsessed with the origins of words and the
way we use language) and her biography (she quits teaching,
moves to Italy, becomes an art restorer, has a child, has a grandchild, moves back to the U.S., all the while suffering continually for her supposed crime against Heidi). Major philosophical
digressions abound—about the love of one’s work, about the
love of one’s dog, about motherhood and marriage, about the
persistence of “hatred and ugliness” in the world, and much

more—and some of these are quite wonderful, but they end
up feeling like ballast in the unwieldy mess that is this novel.
Despite all Gordon’s detailed fleshing-out of the ruminative
Agnes, the villainous Heidi is completely nuance-free, with a
backstory of Grimm Brothers–style grimness, hateable from
the heels of her stilettos to the spiky tips of her hair, from her
predilection for vicious lying to her enthusiasm for Ayn Rand.
(As bad as she is, her mother is even worse!) And after all this,
the ending—the long awaited payback—is unsatisfying, since
the truth is never confronted and Agnes is never actually exonerated for her imaginary crime.
The marriage of shallow suspense plot and deep character study creates the wrong kind of page-turner.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Elin Hilderbrand

THE QUEEN OF THE SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER ADMITS: SHE LIVES IN AN
ELIN HILDERBRAND NOVEL (AND WORKS REALLY HARD)
By Laurie Muchnick
Nin Subin

Elin Hilderbrand is the queen of the summer
blockbuster. Wherever you may be reading it, after
just a few pages you’ll find yourself occupying a fantasy Nantucket, swept up in the lives of her fortunate, attractive, compassionate characters.
This season’s treat is 28 Summers (Little, Brown,
June 16), about a couple who have what they call a
“same time, next year” affair, getting together every
Labor Day weekend. When Mallory and Jake meet,
he’s just broken up with his longtime girlfriend, Ursula, whom he’s known since they were kids, and he’s
spending the weekend at Mallory’s oceanfront cottage for her brother’s bachelor weekend. Through a
18
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series of fortunate events, Mal and Jake wind up alone
in the cottage, and they quickly fall for each other—
but Mallory doesn’t want to leave the cozy home she
inherited from her aunt or the life she’s starting to
build on Nantucket, and Jake has to go back to Washington and his career as a lawyer.
Each chapter covers a year in their lives, as Mallory becomes an English teacher and Jake marries Ursula; as Mal’s brother gets married, and married, and
married again; as Ursula runs for Senate and eventually for the U.S. presidency; and our couple gets together every September without fail. Our starred review says, “Hilderbrand sets the gold standard in escapist fiction.” We recently spoke with Hilderbrand
about the novel; the conversation has been edited for
length and clarity.
Last summer, when Kirkus reviewed What
Happens in Paradise, we said, “Print the bumper
sticker—I’d rather be living in an Elin Hilderbrand
novel.” Your publisher actually went out and printed the bumper sticker! But what I’d like to know
is whether you’re actually living in an Elin Hilderbrand novel or if you spend too much time writing
for that to be the case?
Well, to be perfectly honest, I do live in an Elin Hilderbrand novel. I mean, I am working all the time. But
I tell everybody that holidays always trip me up because my regular day-to-day life is so fabulous. My career is very fulfilling. You know, my kids are born and
raised on Nantucket. They surf, they go to the beach,
they ride their bikes everywhere. It’s very blessed. It’s
very idyllic. So yes, I go to the farm stand and I get
the lobster salad for lunch, and I bring it home, and

I eat by my pool—but I am always working. So it’s
both: I am living it, and I do work all the time.
How has your quarantine been going?
I’ve had a really good quarantine. I cannot complain.
It’s been very similar to the way it might have been;
what’s missing are social things I would do in the evenings. But it does produce a gratitude for the things
that we have left and for the things that we will again
have, and I think that is really the lesson—how we’ve
taken for granted the most simple of pleasures that
have now been taken from us.

That sounds like a description of your books. Even
though Mallory and Jake are the protagonists, and
your narrator even refers to them as “our girl” and
“our boy,” you also have chapters from the points
of view of Ursula and several other characters—we
get to know everyone.
Right. I love doing that in my fiction because, obviously, the world has more than one point of view. My
novels will always have multiple points of view so you
get a rounder perspective, a deeper, more faceted situation.

You like to experiment with different forms, like
the murder mystery or the way this book has each
chapter covering one year. Are you thinking about
how to make things challenging for yourself after
so many books?
Oh, gosh, the novel I’m writing now…if I told you the
premise, you would be like, that is so strange, but it’s
going to work. It’s about a 51-year-old novelist who
goes out running—this is Page 1—and she gets hit
in a hit-and-run and dies. She goes up to the beyond,
like an ecumenical beyond. And she’s assigned a sortof administrative assistant who says, basically, “OK,
that was really unfair. For the summer, you can watch
what happens down below and you get three nudges,
you can influence what happens below three times.”
There’s going to be all this great writer stuff in it, but
it’s going to be this bizarre thing where she’s up in the
clouds. No one’s ever written a beach book like this.

y o u n g a d u lt

Jake and Mallory are always giving each other
books as gifts, and it feels like you’re recommending books to your readers. Do you have any recommendations for this summer?
I just read Valentine by Elizabeth Wetmore, and that is
my No. 1 recommendation. It starts out being about
the rape of a 14-year-old Mexican girl in 1970s oilboom Texas, and it very quickly shifts to being about
the female community’s reaction to not only the rape,
but the male-dominated culture of Texas in the 1970s.
And that’s what’s so fascinating. Her characters all
intertwine and overlap, so it’s not a linear story. It’s
my favorite kind of book—you learn about the community and the characters in such fine detail that you
feel like you are living there. It was sheerly brilliant,
and the writing is amazing. I loved it.

Have you always done that? Or is that something
you’ve grown into?
I started dabbling in the omniscient narrator in 2012,
and I do think it’s something that comes with practice, age, perspective. I don’t think I could have done
it earlier. But it just occurred to me at some point in
my early 40s that I can do whatever I want. This is fiction. And it doesn’t have to follow a pattern. So in my
novel Summerland, I started writing from the point of
view of Nantucket, as a “we,” and it really worked.

28 Summers was reviewed in the April 15, 2020, issue.

You also have a strong authorial voice, with the
narrator talking directly to the reader.
Yeah, someone’s in charge. Me.
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DEAR CHILD

Hausmann, Romy
Trans. by Bulloch, Jamie
Flatiron Books (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-25076-853-7
A father’s quest for his kidnapped
daughter, gone 13 years, may finally have
borne fruit.
Hausmann’s debut, translated from
the German, revolves around a young
woman who has been held captive in a windowless forest cabin
on the border between Bavaria and the Czech Republic. As
the story opens, she has escaped, one of her two children in
tow, only to be hit by a car on the road just outside the woods.
She’s in intensive care, unable to explain much of anything; her
daughter, Hannah, though extremely intelligent, has developmental issues that make her unhelpful to investigators as well.
Once it’s determined that the injured woman’s name is Lena,

the police are able to connect her with a 13-year-old cold case
involving the disappearance of a college student in Munich.
The round-robin narration switches among Lena, Hannah, and
Lena’s father, Matthias Beck. Matthias has been counting and
cursing the days—4,825 of them—since his daughter went missing. Now, at last, he gets the call he’s been waiting for, and he
and his wife accompany the police investigator, a close family
friend, to the hospital—only to find out the woman in the bed is
not their Lena. But wait—there’s a little girl in the hallway who
is their daughter’s spitting image. Hausmann’s novel has been
billed as Room meets Gone Girl for its combination of mother
and kids locked up in a hidey-hole with dueling, often dissimulating, unreliable narrators. But both of those blockbuster
antecedents are strongly character-driven. Here, possibly in the
interest of withholding information, the author has failed to
make the central characters seem like real people, and the supporting ones are barely outlined. For this reason, the reveals in
the latter part of the book are less exciting than they should be.
The plot is sufficiently creepy and twisty, but without
well-developed characters, the reader’s buy-in will be limited.

BEST DEBUT SHORT STORIES
2020

Ed. by Igarashi, Yuka
Catapult (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-64622-022-9

The annual PEN award volume delivers another slate of outstanding stories
from emerging writers of short fiction.
It being a fraught year already, it
makes sense that many of the stories
gathered here feature characters who fret about money and
bleak futures. Sometimes these worries are nested, one unfolding from another. In Ani Cooney’s “Evangelina Concepcion,”
for instance, the first glimpse we have of the teenage narrator
comes as she gathers up her mother’s things for a yard sale. She
is without visible emotion, following her mother’s mandate:
“You will be like steel. You can cry the first few days, but…I
expect you to get up and help your father.” Her mother has died
in an automobile accident. The family needs money, but there’s
more: The accident was the fault of a drunk man driving a BMW,
and therefore presumably wealthy, and the news account of the
accident highlighted a pedestrian who was also killed, a young
woman named Ashley who adored Paris. That the paper didn’t
mention the name of the unfortunate Evangelina Concepcion
and her love for Los Angeles speaks volumes about the casual
cruelties of class and race, cruelties that Cooney deftly brings
to the fore. In Willa C. Richards’ meaningfully titled “Failure
To Thrive,” a graduate student with a newborn infant confronts
a miserable existence that binds mental illness, near servitude
to one’s thesis adviser, and being “so poor we had begun to eat
only the casseroles Alice’s mother sent over in weekly batches.”
In another standout story, by Kristen Sahaana Surya, a Tamilspeaking woman is “sold to a man twelve years her senior…with
20
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top summer fiction reads
If It Bleeds by Stephen King
(Scribner, April 20): You probably don’t need to be reminded
to read Stephen King, but just in
case…our review called this collection of four chilling novellas
“vintage King: a pleasure for his
many fans and not a bad place to start if you’re
new to him.”

The Pull of the Stars by Emma
Donoghue (Little, Brown, July
21): Donoghue has either the best
or worst timing as she releases a
novel set during the 1918 flu pandemic in a Dublin hospital’s maternity ward. Our review says it’s
“her best novel since Room.”
Old Lovegood Girls by Gail
Godwin (Bloomsbury, May 5):
Our review called it “intelligent,
reflective, satisfying fiction from
an old master”: Godwin’s 16th
novel follows the half century of
friendship between two very different women who rarely meet in person over
the decades after spending one semester as college roommates.
Take a Hint, Dani Brown by Talia Hibbert (Avon, June 23): Last
summer, Hibbert made a splash
with Get a Life, Chloe Brown. Now
Chloe’s sister Dani, a pink-haired
Ph.D. student, gets her turn at a
hot, funny romance.
Trouble the Saints by Alaya
Dawn Johnson (Tor, July 21): In
Johnson’s first novel for adults,
set in World War II–era New
York, there’s magic in the hands
of some people of color: the ability to sense threats, to read cards,
to wield knives.
22
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Sex and Vanity by Kevin Kwan
(Doubleday, June 30): Kwan returns with his first novel since
Crazy Rich Asians hit the movie
theaters, this time setting the story in Capri and the Hamptons—
classic summer locales. “While
he’s engineering the timeless love story and continuing our postgraduate education in all the
things money can buy, Kwan manages to take a
few swipes against snobbery and racism. Nice.”
Crossings by Alex Landragin (St.
Martin’s, July 28): The narrator
of this novel’s preface is a bookbinder, and the rest of the book
consists of three manuscripts
that have been placed in his professional care. Each has a different author, but somehow they’re linked. You
can read them straight through or by interleaving the chapters. “Romance, mystery, history,
and magical invention dance across centuries in
an impressive debut,” according to our review.

Utopia Avenue by David Mitchell (Random House, July 14):
Taking a break from busting
genres and the space/time continuum, Mitchell returns with
a straight-up rock ’n’ roll novel
set in the late 1960s—though
the guitarist does turn out to be a descendant
of Mitchell’s earlier hero Jacob de Zoet.

Big Summer by Jennifer Weiner
(Atria, May 5): This novel might
as well have been called Take Me
to the Beach! Most of us won’t be
traveling this summer, but we
can follow Weiner’s heroine,
Daphne, to her best frenemy’s
Cape Cod wedding, where she finds herself
caught up in a murder mystery.

RED PILL

Kunzru, Hari
Knopf (304 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-451-49371-2
A writer on retreat in Germany is
unwittingly drawn into the world of altright ideologues.
Much like Kunzru’s excellent White
Tears (2017), this novel features a lead
character stumbling into confrontations
about race and society he’s ill-prepared to handle. The unnamed
narrator is a Brooklyn creative-writing teacher and essayist struggling to write a book on the self in literature. A break (both emotional and careerwise) seems to arrive when, in early 2016, he
begins a three-month fellowship at the Deuter Center in Wannsee, Germany. But almost immediately the good vibes turn bad: A
blowhard scholar explodes the writer’s thesis, everybody’s online
activities are creepily scrutinized, and what’s with that staffer
wearing a Pepe the Frog pin? (Adding to the queasy unease, it’s
hard to ignore that Wannsee hosted the conference where the
Nazis finalized plans to implement the Final Solution.) Exasperated and demoralized, the narrator retreats into binge-watching
a cop show whose leads are merciless with perps and who spew
black-hearted monologues on humanity’s fate. In time, the narrator crosses paths with the show’s creator, Anton, a charismatic
but smugly racist man. The increasingly paranoid narrator tries
to get to the bottom of Anton’s ideology; meanwhile, the U.S.
presidential election approaches. Plotwise, the novel is clunky,
slow to establish the narrator’s character and awkwardly introducing Anton into the narrative; a lengthy section featuring a
Deuter Center housecleaner’s experience being manipulated by
the Stasi is razor-sharp in itself but effectively a sidebar to the
main story. Yet as an allegory about how well-meaning liberals
have been blindsided by pseudo-intellectual bigots with substantial platforms, it’s bleak but compelling. Our intellectual freedom,
Kunzru writes, “is shrinking, its scope reduced by technologies
of prediction and control, by social media’s sinister injunction to
share.” This novel, in all its disorder, represents some worthy and
spirited push back.
“Kafkaesque” is an overused term, but it’s an apt one for
this dark tale of fear and injustice.
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The Five Books of (Robert)
Moses by Arthur Nersesian
(Akashic, July 28): If you’ve used
your time sheltering in place to
finally finish The Power Broker,
you might want to move on to
this novel, which is almost as
long. Our review calls it “a postmodern masterwork that outdoes Pynchon in eccentricity—and electricity, with all its dazzling prose.”

the promise of cash and a cow.” His abuse yields unexpected
revenge of a fiscal nature. Where there are marriages, as in Matthew Jeffrey Vegari’s densely layered “Don’t Go To Strangers,”
evoking a blend of the best of Cheever and Carver, they are
miserable—not just because of money, but always with the lack
of it in play.
An anthology full of promise for more and better (and,
with luck, happier) stories to come.

23

RUTHIE FEAR

Loskutoff, Maxim
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-393-63556-0
The mundane and the extraordinary
converge in this novel of one Montana
woman’s life.
Neither Loskutoff ’s novel nor the
character who inspires its title is easy to
summarize. To say that this book covers several decades in the life of its protagonist and tracks her
shifting bonds with her father and some of the other residents
of a rural Montana town would be accurate. That description
wouldn’t get at the mysteries that this book contains, nor would
it properly encapsulate the memorable contradictions held by
Ruthie herself. The early pages introduce Ruthie as a child,
raised by her father. At the age of 5, she sees a bizarre creature
in a nearby canyon. “A tall feathered thing, it lurched toward

the creek on two long, spindly, double-jointed legs.” Even more
alarming is the fact that it lacks a head. This intrusion of the
uncanny into an otherwise realistic novel is the first indication that Loskutoff is willing to take this narrative into unexpected places. A number of other scenes, though more overtly
realistic, offer a similarly dizzying experience. One, in which a
high school–aged Ruthie is caught in a violent incident, is harrowing for its suddenness. Omens and dreams punctuate the
novel, including a particularly vivid dream involving moss and
dead skin. An early reference to “her short life” hints at something terrible to come for Ruthie—but the arc of this novel is
anything but predictable. Its conclusion represents a bold and
potentially divisive decision on Loskutoff ’s part—but ultimately a powerful and evocative one that casts a number of earlier scenes in sharp relief.
With resonant characters and a great sense of place, this
novel rarely goes where you’d expect, and is stronger for it.

THE DEATH OF
COMRADE PRESIDENT

Mabanckou, Alain
Trans. by Stevenson, Helen
The New Press (256 pp.)
$23.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-62097-606-7

An ingenuous young teenager is
thrust into a nation’s chaos.
Novelist, poet, and essayist Mabanckou
returns to his native Congo in a gentle tale
translated by Stevenson. At once charming and disquieting, the
novel is narrated by Michel, who lives with his mother and Papa
Roger, his adopted father, in the town of Pointe-Noire. A student at the Three-Glorious-Days middle school, Michel is given
to daydreaming and making innocent remarks that discomfit
some people. He tries to censor himself, reflecting, “people
will say Michel always exaggerates, and sometimes he says rude
things without meaning to.” His world is inhabited by evil spirits, river monsters, superstition, and fierce animosity between
northerners and southerners. He learns that whites and black
capitalists exploit Congolese, that other African nations—
especially Zaire—are trying to wage war, create chaos, and steal
Congo’s oil; he knows that colonization has victimized Africa;
and he is a fervent supporter of the Congolese Socialist Revolution. Whatever he learns of life beyond Pointe-Noire comes
from Papa Roger, who works at the posh Victory Palace Hotel,
where he has gleaned a measure of sophistication about world
events. On his static-filled radio, Papa Roger prefers to listen
to the Voice of America rather than the Voice of the Congolese
Revolution. The critical event of Michel’s young life occurs on
March 18, 1977, when the nation learns that President Marien
Ngouabi has died: Gossip swirls, and quickly the streets fill with
military vehicles. Michel has been taught to revere Ngouabi: “It
was Marien Ngouabi who changed our national anthem, our
flag, and who laid out the path of scientific socialism we follow
today....” The assassination upends Michel’s world, and in the
24
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ominous atmosphere that ensues, he comes to understand his
country’s politics, and his own family’s involvement, in disquieting new ways.
A country’s fraught history comes vividly to life through
a child’s eyes.

A GIRL IS A BODY
OF WATER

Makumbi, Jennifer Nansubuga
Tin House (560 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-951142-04-9
A young girl comes of age in 1970s
Uganda.
Makumbi’s latest book is a luminous and sprawling bildungsroman set in
Uganda under the rule of Idi Amin. Kirabo,
a smart and willful girl, is growing up with her grandparents in a

rural village. Her father is off in the city, and Kirabo doesn’t know
who her mother is. Worse, no one is willing to tell her. Kirabo
starts visiting the local witch, Nsuuta, hoping to learn something.
There’s another issue to address, too. Sometimes Kirabo seems
to fly outside her own body, to observe herself from without.
“Listen,” Nsuuta tells her. “You fly out of your body because our
original state is in you.” What is that original state? Nsuuta tells
Kirabo that it was “the way women were in the beginning,” when
“we were not squeezed inside, we were huge, strong, bold, loud,
proud, brave, independent. But it was too much for the world
and they got rid of it.” The novel is a magnificent blend of Ugandan folklore and more modern notions of feminism. Eventually,
Kirabo finds herself admitted to an elite girls school, where she
learns from the older pupils not to shrink inside herself but to
take pride in herself and in her body. Kirabo is a wonderful character, as are her best friend and Nsuuta. But Sio, the boy in whom
Kirabo takes an interest, never comes fully to life. Occasionally, dialogue between the characters can feel flat, as though the
author were inserting her own political beliefs into their mouths.
These are relatively minor flaws: As a whole, the novel is a vivid,
rambling delight. Makumbi’s prose can be musical and rhythmic
or calmly informative, as her narrative requires.
In its depiction of both singular characters and a village
community, this book is a jewel.

BOX HILL
A Story of Low SelfEsteem
Mars-Jones, Adam
New Directions (112 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-8112-3005-6

In a cruisy, pastoral spot, a young,
inexperienced gay man trips over the
“long and insolently extended” legs of a
mysterious older gay man and falls, quite
literally, into a new life.
It’s 1975, south of London, and clumsy, pudgy Colin is turning 18 on a Sunday, the day the bikers hang out at Box Hill in Surrey. Colin is so self-conscious about his weight and looks that he
doesn’t understand that sexy, 6-foot-5 Ray—after an initial bit
of sex in the fields near the pub where the bikers congregate—is
taking possession of him by moving him into his home and controlling almost every aspect of his life. But that control is something Colin yearns for. Told by Colin years after the relationship
has ended, Mars-Jones’ trim, poignant novel humanizes the
intricacies of a dominant-submissive gay relationship. “If there
are to be leaders then there must be followers, and I had followership skills in plenty,” Colin confides. Some aspects of their six
years together are shocking: Colin learns to prefer sleeping on
the floor and doesn’t ever learn Ray’s last name, occupation, or
birthday. Since the novel is narrated by Colin, and since Colin
loves the mystery of being with Ray, the potential pitfall here
is that the mystery man will remain a cipher to readers. But
Mars-Jones uncovers revealing details about Ray, like the fact
26
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big books
TRADE BY CONSORTIUM

“Fun, inventive fiction that
refreshes the fantasy genre with
elements of black heritage and
culture.” — Kirkus Reviews

philip k. dick
award winner
Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel Best
Books of 2019
Booklist: Top 10
Debut SF&F

“An auspicious start to
★ “The title story is the strongest, what promises to be one
wild ride of a literary
imagining a group of immortals
career.”— Kirkus Reviews
with the ability to extend their
lives by growing and consuming
★ “Captivating.”
fruit. . . . Readers will be blown
— Publishers Weekly
away by this standout tale, which
(starred review)
grapples with the responsibility of
holding power, and whether that ★ “Haunting and
power can, or should, be shared.” hopeful.”
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)
— Booklist (starred review)

FEBRUARY 2021
trade paperback & ebook

y o u n g a d u lt

august 2020
trade paperback & ebook

Spells and stories, urban legends
and immigrant tales: the magic
in Isabel Yap’s debut collection
jumps right off the page, from the
joy in her new novella, “A Spell
for Foolish Hearts” to the terrifying tension of the urban legend
“Have You Heard the One About
Anamaria Marquez.”
Praise for Isabel Yap’s stories:
“An elegiac story of love, grief and
sacrifice.” — Kirkus Reviews

BOOKS, ZINES, CHAPBOOKS &C:
SMALLBEERPRESS.COM
DRM-FREE EBOOKS
WEIGHTLESSBOOKS.COM
AND NOW, A BOOK SHOP:
BOOKMOONBOOKS.COM
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Kevin Kwan

JUST IN TIME FOR SUMMER, THE CRAZY RICH ASIANS AUTHOR IS
BACK WITH A GLOBE-TROTTING TALE OF MONEY, IDENTITY, AND
PASSIONATE ROMANCE
By Tom Beer
Raen Badua

If a Kevin Kwan novel isn’t the very definition of a
summer read, I don’t know what is. His bestselling
trilogy about a superrich Singapore clan—Crazy Rich
Asians (2013), China Rich Girlfriend (2015), and Rich
People Problems (2017)—was a feast of designer clothes
and luxury goods served up with a tasty side of social satire. It exploded into a bona fide pop-culture
phenomenon with the box office success of the Crazy
Rich Asians movie in 2018.
So Kwan’s latest novel, Sex and Vanity (Doubleday,
June 30), arrives right on time. We open on the Isle of
Capri as biracial Lucie Tang Churchill—part Chinese
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American, part WASP—arrives with her cousin/chaperone Charlotte Barclay for the destination wedding
of a childhood friend. But once installed at the Hotel
Bertolucci, they find that their rooms don’t have the
promised ocean views. “What a sham!” That’s when
fellow hotel guest Rosemary Zao—a nouveau riche
Hong Kong matron accompanied by sexy surfer son
George—offers to swap with them. If the setup calls
to mind E.M. Forster’s classic A Room With a View, famously adapted for the screen by Merchant Ivory—
well, you’re on to something.
Kwan spoke about the novel via Zoom from his
home in Los Angeles, where he’s been sheltering in
place during the pandemic. Our conversation has
been edited for length and clarity.
How is your quarantine going? What are you
reading?
I’m reading a ton, actually. I mean, I always read,
but now more than ever. I discovered the work of
Christopher Bollen. I started off reading A Beauti
ful Crime, his novel set in Venice, and just finished
the novel he did before that, called The Destroyers.
Another book that I read was Frances Cha’s If I Had
Your Face, about a group of women from very disparate lives in Seoul, Korea, and it’s just the most searingly eye-opening look at contemporary Korea that
I’ve ever experienced.
Let’s talk about Sex and Vanity. First, I want to say,
thank you—it’s a total delight. And special bonus:
It sent me back to A Room With a View, which I
hadn’t read in decades.
Well, it had its moment, back in the mid-1980s,
when the movie came out—it had a resurfacing.
That’s when I discovered it.

Do you think of Sex and Vanity as an homage?
It really takes the premise as a departure point to
tell a very, very different story, ultimately. I’ve been
lucky enough to be able to travel to Capri quite frequently, and every time I was like, I want to set a story here. In the summertime, all these families from
Europe, from around the world, gather, and the teenagers run loose. To me it was so fascinating to watch
these young people—it’s summer, they’re hormonal
and going crazy, you know? Island romances happen.
I would even see it at my hotel. Knowing A Room With
a View like I do, and seeing what’s happening in modern-day Capri—that was the departure point.
Lucy Honeychurch, the character [in A Room With
a View], she’s straddling two worlds, in that she’s a
girl of the Edwardian Age, and she’s really dragged
down by the Victorian Age—her cousin, her parents,
all the societal expectations. And she has to reckon
with that as she comes into her own. And for my Lucie, Lucie Tang Churchill—how to create something
that is the modern equivalent of that? To me, she had
to be a biracial character, struggling with her internal
self-identity. I just thought it was a really great opportunity to explore something meaningful that way.

After all the success of Crazy Rich Asians, was it
harder to write Sex and Vanity?
It really wasn’t. This was kind of a delight from start
to finish. I wish I’d had more time, but I’m kind of
glad I hammered it all out. You know, it had been
brewing for 10 years; it was already percolating in my
mind.
How long did the actual writing take?
I started in October and finished in January. So four
months.
That’s amazing.
Yeah. It was just having that dedicated time to hit
pause on everything else happening in my life.
Is there going to be a film?
I hope so, I really hope so. You know, my book is as
much inspired by the film [of A Room With a View] as
by the book. I’m ready.

y o u n g a d u lt

At one point, Lucie says, “Don’t you see it’s
possible to love someone without realizing you’re
being racist toward them?” The white, blue-blooded
side of her family loves her, but they’re not aware
of the ways in which they constantly make her
feel inferior.
Racism can exist even within your own family. How
do these characters deal with the external racism
and the internal racism that they feel? Because [Lucie] is racist against herself in many ways. As an Asian
American immigrant, I went through that phase, too.
In my journey of assimilation into the American culture, I had to sublimate everything about me that was
Asian. It’s a process, as we all come to try to find level
ground in this country.

perience growing up in Singapore in a family where
it’s about not being showy—everything is about heirlooms, the older the better. I was sort of adopted by
these families, and from basically Year 1 I was spending every summer in the Hamptons.

Have you cast it in your head?
I absolutely have. But I don’t want to jinx things!
[Laughs.]
Sex and Vanity received a starred review in the May 15,
2020, issue.

The novel drops readers on Capri and then into the
moneyed worlds of New York and the Hamptons.
Did you have to do research?
I wish I could say that I’m some diligent researcher.
But, really, I write about what I know. I moved to
New York when I was 21 [to attend Parsons School
of Design], and a lot of my closest friends are native
New Yorkers who grew up on the Upper East Side. So
I got to peek behind the curtain into this other world
of privilege. For me, it was so comfortable and so easy
because the high WASP aesthetic is similar to my ex|
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A beautifully written homage to the 1960s by a
mature writer at the top of her literary power.
dear ann

that although he always heads up the motorcade of bikers, he’s
not all cocky swagger; he’s a real stickler for speed limits and is
courteous to pedestrians. Their relationship may end in tragedy,
but it’s a joy to learn that Colin conquers the pejorative assessment in the novel’s subtitle, A Story of Low Self-Esteem.
A relationship that could seem profoundly unfair blossoms into a revelation of love and magic.

DEAR ANN

Mason, Bobbie Ann
Harper (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-06298-665-8
Mason’s first novel since The Girl in
the Blue Beret (2011) is a deeply moving
meditation on one woman’s life choices
and the road she didn’t take.
Onboard a cruise ship in 2017, a

troubled Ann Workman ponders her past. What if she had
heeded her old college professor Albert’s advice and gone to
Stanford for graduate school instead of heading to Harpur
College in upstate New York? It was the 1960s, and California
was “at the center of the universe,” as Albert enthused in a
letter, one of many that Ann has saved over 50 years and that
populate the narrative. How would Ann’s life have changed?
Fusing her memories with a writer’s imagination, she creates
a new storyline in which a naïve young woman drives west
“with an innocent boldness” to Palo Alto. Exploring this new
world that is “both tantalizing and threatening,” Ann gradually comes out of her shell, especially after she meets Jimmy,
the “Real Thing” she has longed for. He too is an outsider,
ashamed of his suburban Chicago background and intrigued
by her rural Kentucky roots. Bonding over literature and
music, they embark on an intense relationship against the
backdrop of a Stanford campus “quivering with spontaneous
demonstrations and teach-ins” against the escalating Vietnam
War. Through this poignant romance, Mason vividly evokes
the exhilaration and excitement of being young during such
tumultuous cultural and political changes. It’s no wonder that
years later Chip, a friend of Jimmy and Ann, refers to that era
as “the best time of my life, and of course the saddest.” As Ann
reassesses her choices, the reader senses that the 80-year-old
author is using this haunting novel to also take stock of her
own life.
A beautifully written homage to the 1960s by a mature
writer at the top of her literary power.

THE LESS DEAD

Mina, Denise
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(336 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-0-31652-851-1
Finding out about the long-ago murder of her teenage mother fills a woman’s
life with terror in this riveting story.
The latest from the prolific Mina
is a stand-alone novel. Glasgow doctor
Margo Dunlop is grieving the death of her adoptive mother
and the breakup of her relationship with the eccentric but
affable Joe when she learns she is pregnant. She goes in search
of her biological mother and drops right into a nightmare.
Months after Margo’s birth and adoption, her mother was
brutally murdered. Susan Brodie was a 19-year-old sex worker
and former junkie, making her one of the “less dead” of the
title, victims the police shrug off as disposable. Margo hears
the grisly story when she meets her aunt, Nikki, a survivor of
the same desperate circumstances that killed her sister. Nikki
might be sober now, but she still has an addict’s deviousness.
She is also sure she knows who murdered Susan—a corrupt
cop named Martin McPhail—and she urges Margo, who has
the money and status Nikki lacks, to help bring him down.
The killer, Nikki says, still sends her threatening letters with
30
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Dryly funny and deeply tender.
what are you going through

objects related to Susan’s murder. Margo has barely begun to
absorb this disturbing information when she starts getting
such letters herself. As she struggles to figure out whom to
trust, she’s also dealing with the nasty breakup between her
best friend, flighty Lilah, and her obsessive ex, Richard, who is
Joe’s brother. Margo meets Jack Robertson, a slickly charming
true-crime writer, and Diane Gallagher, an impressive retired
police detective, who both know more about Susan’s death
than they’re saying. Mina is matchless at building suspicion
and creeping dread. Susan might have been a victim, but the
novel is filled with strong, resourceful women who won’t let
her life and death render her “less.”
A bold and bracing twist on the fallen-woman-as-victim
story.

IGIFU

Mukasonga, Scholastique
Trans. by Stump, Jordan
Archipelago (160 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-939810-78-6
A collection of thematically linked
tales of Rwandan life in a time of ethnic
conflict.
Originally published in French in
2010, these short stories partake of both fiction and memoir.
The title story centers on a constant of refugee life, for Igifu
is hunger personified, “given to us at birth like a cruel guardian
angel.” Igifu is kept at bay only by food, of course, and while the
parents of the Tutsi narrator did so with abundant milk, now
the cows are dead, and, as in Mukasonga’s real life, “we’d been
abandoned on the sterile soil of…Igifu’s kingdom.” Although
starving, her mother worries that the neighbors will learn that
they’ve been reduced to eating wild radishes, “no food for Tutsis,”
though she’s not too proud to turn to those neighbors when the
narrator faints from hunger and approaches the gates of death
itself. Mukasonga then shifts genders, relating in a man’s voice
the cultural realities of a people who measure wealth in cattle
(and for whom “cattle stealing was nothing short of a sport”)
but are reduced to the shameful condition of raising goats. In
that story, which spans decades, a young cowherd grows to manhood in exile while his father finally saves enough to buy a cow‚
a trajectory interrupted by the next spasm of ethnic violence:
“The genocide did not spare my father Kalisa, or my mother, or
all my family, any more than the other Tutsis of Nyamata. I’ll
never know what name he gave his one cow. I don’t want to
know if the killers feasted on her.” In another story, a grownup woman, beautiful, proud, and devoted to fine clothing and
makeup, paints herself into an existential corner: The object of
a French colonist’s desire until independence, then the mistress
of a wealthy, politically powerful entrepreneur in Kigali, she
becomes just another refugee, reduced to selling herself in the
camps. Reminiscent at times of Iris Origo, Mukasonga writes
with world-weary matter-of-factness, her stories understated
testimonials to the worst of times.
Elegant and elegiac stories that speak to loss, redemption, and endless sorrow.

WHAT ARE YOU
GOING THROUGH

Nunez, Sigrid
Riverhead (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-593-19141-5

A woman is enlisted to help a dying
friend commit suicide in Nunez’s latest
novel, which—true to form—is short,
sharp, and quietly brutal.
Nunez returns to many of the topics
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she mined in The Friend, which won the National Book Award
for Fiction in 2018: the meaning of life, the nature of death,
writing, the purpose of friendship. This is hardly a criticism; in
fact, what else is there? The novel, spare and elegant and immediate, often feeling closer to essay than fiction, is as much about
its unnamed narrator’s thoughts as the events of her life (is
there a difference?). To the extent there is a “plot”—less a “plot”
than “circumstances to inspire thinking”—it is this: A writer in
late middle age goes to another city to visit an old friend who
is sick. Later, when it becomes clear that the friend’s condition
is terminal, she enlists our narrator to assist her in ending her
life. Not to help with the actual dying part—“I know what to
do,” she quips. “It’s not complicated”—but rather with everything that should happen in the interim. What she wants is to
rent a house for the end, nothing special, “just somewhere I can
be peaceful and do the last things that need to be done.” And
she would like our narrator to be there. “I can’t be completely
alone,” she explains. “What if something goes wrong? What if
everything goes wrong?” She will, she promises “make it as much
fun as possible.” Reluctantly, the narrator agrees. Most of the

novel, though, is not about this, or at least not directly. Instead,
the narrator considers her past and her present. She attends the
doomsday climate lecture of an ex-boyfriend. She thinks about
an unpleasant neighbor. She recounts, delightfully and in great
detail, the plot of a murder mystery she is reading and then
circles back to the trauma of aging, for everyone, and especially
for women. The novel is concerned with the biggest possible
questions and confronts them so bluntly it is sometimes jarring:
How should we live in the face of so much suffering?
Dryly funny and deeply tender; draining and worth it.
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HAMNET

O’Farrell, Maggie
Knopf (320 pp.)
$26.95 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-525-65760-6
Imagining the life of the family
Shakespeare left behind in Stratford
makes an intriguing change of pace for a
veteran storyteller.
While O’Farrell eschews the sort of
buried-secrets plots that drive the propulsive narratives of such previous novels as Instructions for a
Heatwave (2013), her gifts for full-bodied characterization and
sensitive rendering of intricate family bonds are on full display.
She opens with 11-year-old Hamnet anxiously hovering over
his twin sister, Judith, who has a mysterious fever and ominous
swellings. When Hamnet asks his grandfather where his mother
is, the old man strikes him, and as the novel moves through
the characters’ memories, we see the role John Shakespeare’s
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brutality played in son Will’s departure for London. The central
figure in this drama is Shakespeare’s wife, Agnes, better known
to history as Anne, recipient of the infamous second-best-bed
bequest in his will. O’Farrell chooses an alternate name—spelling was not uniform in Elizabethan times—and depicts Agnes
as a woman whose profound engagement with the natural world
drew young Will to her from their first meeting. The daughter
of a reputed sorceress, Agnes has a mysterious gift: She can read
people’s natures and foresee their futures with a single touch.
She sees the abilities within Will that are being smothered as a
reluctant Latin tutor and inept participant in his father’s glove
trade, and it is Agnes who deftly maneuvers John into sending
him away. She believes she will join Will soon, but Judith’s frailty
forestalls this. O’Farrell draws us into Agnes’ mixed emotions as
the years go by and she sees Will on his increasingly infrequent
visits “inhabiting it—that life he was meant to live, that work he
was intended to do.” Hamnet’s death—bitterly ironic, as he was
always the stronger twin—drives the couple farther apart, and
news of a new play called Hamlet sends Agnes to London in a
rage. O’Farrell’s complex, moving finale shows her watching the

Tender, fierce, proudly black and beautiful, these
stories will sneak inside you and take root.
the secret lives of church ladies

performance and honoring her husband’s ability to turn their
grief into art.
A gripping drama of the conflict between love and destiny.

THE INVENTION OF SOUND

Palahniuk, Chuck
Grand Central Publishing (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5387-1800-1

y o u n g a d u lt

The modern architect of transgressive fiction returns with the tale of a sonic
artist looking for the perfect scream.
Palahniuk dives deep into Hollywood
noir with a grotesque and outrageous
stand-alone that marries the sexual deviance of Snuff (2008) with the late-stage sadism of Bret Easton
Ellis. Reminding us from the beginning, “Keep Telling Yourself
It’s Only a Movie,” Palahniuk thrusts us into the demented
world of one Mitzi Ives, a pill-popping, masochistic, borderline
psychotic woman whose specialty in her profession as a freelance Foley artist is capturing the screams of people in the worst
agony of their lives. Her narrative runs parallel to that of Gates
Foster, an investigator who specializes in tracking down pedophiles. Also in the mix is fading movie star Blush Gentry, whose
autobiography, Oscarpocalypse Now, interrupts the torture scenes
from time to time, as well as Schlo, the inevitably creepy movie
producer. The figure that ties all these deviants together is Dr.
Adamah, nominally the physician for Mitzi but, at the book’s
core, its real villain. You have to give Palahniuk credit, because
there’s just nobody like him when it comes to skeeving out readers, but as in many of his nihilist fancies, there’s nobody to root
for here. Gates is a bit useless in the detective department, and
Mitzi quite literally disses her boyfriend, Jimmy, because he
“only managed to knock out one of her front teeth.” Palahniuk is
an acquired taste, and fans will appreciate the story that scrapes
like fingernails on a chalkboard and the familiar post-capitalism
end-of-the-world vibe, but it might be a little too close for comfort for less amenable readers.
A Hollywood fantasy that’s all about hurt until the very
end, which is so much worse.

Though each of these nine stories carries a strong female
voice, or voices, from a different region, life experience, and
time, the church and its profound influence on black communities is a complex character in itself. In “Eula,” two 40-year-old
lifelong friends battle each other in defining the parameters of a
relationship that had turned sexual years earlier. Tension mounts
between the women on New Year’s Eve 1999, the last day of the
20th century, when Caroletta, the narrator, wants Eula to admit
they could be more than occasional lovers while Eula refuses to
let go of her dream of a traditional churchly life with a husband
and child. Meanwhile, in “Jael,” a woman raising her orphaned
great-granddaughter finds the 14-year-old’s diary and reads about
her erotic obsession with the preacher’s wife, struggling with
her own judgment that the child she raised might be an ungodly
abomination. In “How To Make Love to a Physicist,” a middle
school teacher embraces therapy, still taboo in many communities of color, to work her way through fears stoked by her
rigid mother and give herself over to an unexpected love. The
strongest story in a collection of gems is “Peach Cobbler,” which
finds a teenage girl reckoning with her mother’s coldness and

THE SECRET LIVES OF
CHURCH LADIES

Philyaw, Deesha
West Virginia Univ. Press (192 pp.)
$18.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-949199-73-4
In a collection of luminous stories
populated by deeply moving and multifaceted characters, the black girls and
women who sit in traditional church
pews discover their own unique ways to
worship.
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yearslong affair with their pastor. No saints exist in these pages,
just full-throated, flesh-and-blood women who embrace and redefine love, and their own selves, in powerfully imperfect renditions.
Tender, fierce, proudly black and beautiful, these stories
will sneak inside you and take root.

THE FORGOTTEN KINGDOM

Pike, Signe
Atria (480 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5011-9145-9

Second in Pike’s trilogy about ethnic,
political, and religious strife in sixth-century Celtic Britain.
Pike’s intent in this trilogy, as
expressed in her exhaustive author’s note,
is twofold: to reconstruct a factual basis
for Arthurian legend and to shed more light on Languoreth, a

queen who was outshone in history by her brother Lailoken, later
known as Myrddin—or Merlin. The action covers the period
from 572 to 580 C.E. Languoreth is the wife of Rhydderch, heir
apparent to King Tutgual, and her brother is a Wisdom Keeper
and a warrior in Uther Pendragon’s Dragon Warriors. War
ignites as Tutgual’s forces, led by Rhydderch in alliance with the
depraved pedophile Gwrgi, march on the Dragons. Because of
her brother’s affiliations, Languoreth endures house arrest in
Tutgual’s hall despite the fact that her oldest son, Rhys, is fighting on Tutgual’s side and the fact that her mother-in-law, Queen
Elufed, (a Pict, which will prove significant later) is her ally. The
third protagonist here is Angharad, 9-year-old daughter of Languoreth and Rhydderch. The child accompanies the Dragons to
their stronghold to further her training as a Wisdom Keeper, but
she is caught up in a siege. After the Dragons’ defeat in a catastrophic battle, the three principals disperse along separate paths.
Lailoken goes into exile, Angharad falls in with Picts and priestesses, and, as her husband’s political fortunes increase, Languoreth seems to resign herself to her marriage of convenience. Artur
(Arthur) is introduced as a minor character. With its plethora of
information on the ethnicities, languages, and geography of postRoman Britain, this novel might risk having only niche appeal if it
weren’t for the propulsive plot and flawed humanity of its characters. Invading Germanic Angles will sorely test the Celts’ always
questionable ability to unify in defense. Pike continues to elucidate the feminist struggles of the matriarchal Old Way against
encroaching patriarchal Christianity. Languoreth’s role remains
diminished, less by Lailoken than by the constraints imposed on
women by noblesse oblige.
A rich, immersive narrative founded on impeccable
scholarship.

EVENING

Rapoport, Nessa
Counterpoint (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-64009-408-6
Returning to Toronto to sit shiva
for her sister, Eve finds herself entering
a seven-day hiatus from life, a time in
which to not only mourn, but rethink
the past, ponder the future, and reevaluate the sibling lost forever.
Methodical, conscientious Tam had achieved it all. Canada’s
premier anchorwoman, she also possessed “a great marriage, a
wonderful daughter and a new baby, fame and fortune.” Her sister, Eve, however, chose a different, messier life plan. Fleeing
Canada to travel, then settling in New York, Eve, now 35, has
a semiavailable boyfriend, an incomplete dissertation about
unmarried British women writers in the interwar years, and a
job teaching continuing education courses. Eve’s return to the
family home to grieve her sister’s untimely death comes with
the added discomfort that at their final meeting, two week
earlier, the sisters argued so vehemently that they never spoke
again. Being back also revives Eve’s feelings for Laurence, her
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childhood love, who is newly single and just as desirable. Could
a cozy future in Toronto be hers? Rapoport’s tightly structured
novel uses the seven-day Jewish mourning ritual to delve claustrophobically into Eve’s psychology and the family history that
shaped it. Parents, grandparents, the sisters’ seesaw relationship, and Eve’s childhood memories are repeatedly scrutinized,
interrupted by occasional plot nodes like a date with Laurence
and a video from Tam, prepared before her death. Was Tam as
perfect as she seemed? Who envied whom? Can Eve make better choices? These questions, both familiar and overworked,
will all resolve themselves neatly as suggestions of moral lapses
are excused by extenuating circumstances, and a couple of surprises help other issues melt away.
The scenario is sympathetic but the conceptual bones
poke too visibly through this novel’s narrative skin.

OLDER

Redmond, Pamela
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(320 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-982142-94-0
In the sequel to Younger (2005), now
a popular TV series, former publishing
professional Liza Miller finds herself
grappling with what it really means to be
older.
Liza is about to turn 50, but she’s still dealing with the
effects of the years she spent pretending to be younger. Readers meet Liza two years after the events of the first book, now
sequestered at a cabin in Maine. Thanks to her daughter Caitlin’s pregnancy, Liza is preparing to return to New York City,
but this time with no home, no job, and no romantic prospects.
That is, until Liza’s friend and former co-worker Kelsey—now
working in Hollywood—decides she wants to turn Liza’s thinly
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A sometimes tender, sometimes fraught story
of interracial love in a time of trouble.
jack

veiled novel, Younger, into a TV series. This is when things start
to get meta—real-life Younger stars Sutton Foster and Debi
Mazar are mentioned as prospective cast members, blurring the
lines between reality and fiction in a way fans will find amusing. Of course, the book goes a different route, picking flighty
fictional actress Stella Power to play Liza and international
superstar Hugo Fielding to play her male boss, allowing these
two new characters to become the catalysts for much of the
book’s personal and professional drama. But as Liza attempts
to balance shooting the series with caring for Caitlin, figuring
out her growing feelings for Hugo, and examining her continuing attraction to ex-boyfriend Josh, it can feel like the book
is simultaneously doing too much and not enough. The plot
wades into issues of motherhood, career, and aging but never
dives in fully, and attempts at lighthearted moments like Liza’s
ill-advised use of hallucinogenic mushrooms feel out of place.
Fans of Younger are better off waiting for the show to
return to the small screen.

THE DIVINE BOYS

Restrepo, Laura
Trans. by De Robertis, Carolina
AmazonCrossing (208 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jul. 21, 2020
978-1-5420-4312-0
In Bogotá, Colombia, where the
light-skinned, smartly dressed men of
the upper class hunt the streets, a group
of former schoolmates will discover how
far they can fall into a depravity born of
their unquestioned privilege.
The self-named Tutti Frutti quintet is led by charismatic
Tarabeo and manic, handsome Muñeco, who are followed by
the rich, spoiled Duque and eager-to-assist Píldora. Hobbit, or
Hobbo, who lives on the edges of the group in class and privilege,
is their “interpreter,” narrating their history in a blur of disbelief
and horror. He begins when they were schoolboys, ruthlessly
ruling the hallways, and continues into their adulthood, when
they indulge in every manner of excess. All the men feel familiar, and they can skirt the edges of caricature when it comes to
their misogyny—for example, Hobbo has a distant relationship
with his mother despite his closeness to his sister, and Muñeco
has an overindulgent mother, whom we only glimpse in stifling
childhood descriptions. The only semideveloped female character is Duque’s girlfriend, Alicia, whom Hobbo calls Malicia, a
“playful” nickname imbued with evil—he considers her a friend
though he’s secretly in love with her. Hobbit is the most selfperceptive of the group by far, but he falls prey to his own brand
of narcissism, paying little attention to the ever growing perversion that ultimately leads Muñeco to stalk, rape, and kill a
7-year-old girl from the mountains on the outskirts of the city.
The murder of the girl, whom even Hobbit refuses to name as
he dissects her body in his mind, leads to an unusual public furor
by her family and manhunt for Muñeco, testing the very souls of
each Tutti Frutti member.
A compelling story of how men who revel in misogyny
and privilege can create a brutal darkness.

JACK

Robinson, Marilynne
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(320 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-374-27930-1

A sometimes tender, sometimes
fraught story of interracial love in a time
of trouble.
“I have never heard of a white man
who got so little good out of being a
white man.” So chides Della Miles, upbraiding John Ames
Boughton at the opening of Robinson’s latest novel, set in an
unspecified time, though certainly one of legal racial segregation. Jack hails from Gilead, Iowa, where so many of Robinson’s
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stories are set, and he has a grave waiting there that he seems in
a headlong rush to occupy. He drinks, he steals, he wanders, he’s
a vagrant. Now he’s in the black part of St. Louis, an object of
suspicion and concern, known locally as “That White Man That
Keeps Walking Up and Down the Street All the Time.” Della is
a schoolteacher, at home in Shakespeare and the classics. Jack is
inclined to Milton. He is Presbyterian by birth, she Methodist
and pious—but not so much that she can’t laugh when he calls
himself the Prince of Darkness. Both are the children of ministers, both smart and self-aware, happy to argue about poetry
and predestination in a whites-only graveyard. The arguments
continue, both playful and serious, as their love grows and as
Jack tries his hand at the workaday world, wearing a tie and
working a till—and, more important, not drinking. Pledged
to each other like Romeo and Juliet, they suffer being parted
more than they do having to deal with the disapproval of others,
whether white or black, though Della’s father, aunt, brothers,
and sister all separately tell Jack to leave her alone, and once,
when Jack’s landlady finds out that Della is black, she demands
that he leave. The reader will by this time doubtless be pulling

for them, though also wondering how the proper Della puts up
with the definitively scruffy Jack, even if it’s clear that they love
each other without reservation. Robinson’s storytelling relies
heavily on dialogue, moreso than her other work, and involves
only a few scene changes, as if first sketched out as a play. The
story flows swiftly—and without a hint of inevitability—as Robinson explores a favorite theme, “guilt and grace met together.”
An elegantly written proof of the thesis that love conquers all—but not without considerable pain.
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A ROOM CALLED EARTH

Ryan, Madeleine
Penguin (304 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 18, 2020
978-0-14-313545-6

Debut novelist Ryan explores an
unusual young woman’s perspective on
the world over the course of one eventful
evening.
The night before Christmas Eve, a
young woman in Melbourne gets ready
to go to a party. She lives alone, kept company by a shrine to
Heath Ledger and a cat named Porkchop; as she explains, “Connection with my own species has been difficult. I’m more at ease
with the animal part of myself than the human part of myself. I
feel at peace when I’m with Porkchop.” Over the course of the
evening, this unnamed narrator struggles to interact with other
people at the house party she attends, from the woman who
compliments her kimono (“I’m not my kimono,” she explains)
to an ex-boyfriend who wants her to meet his new girlfriend. But
all this changes when she meets a man with whom she shares an
instant connection, and a romance begins to blossom between
them. Though Ryan, who is autistic, never explicitly labels her
narrator neuroatypical, much of the novel’s appeal comes from
its illustration and examination of the narrator’s blunt perspective on life and specifically social interaction. People “assume
that through articulating what’s happening that they’re being
judged, and ridiculed, when they’re actually just being seen,”
she explains. At their best, the narrator’s voice and perspective
are beguiling; at other times, they can feel strained, particularly when she makes broad political statements. The dialogue,
which suffers from an abundance of ellipses (“Do you...need a
drink top-up?”), is also less engaging than the narrator’s inner
monologue. Ultimately, though very little happens in this book,
Ryan’s ability to convey her narrator’s unique perspective makes
it a worthwhile read.
A promising but slight debut that richly depicts its narrator’s inner life.

THE ANCESTRY OF OBJECTS

Ryckman, Tatiana
Deep Vellum (144 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-64605-025-3

In this spare novel, a young woman
copes with the yawning emptiness of her
life by having an affair.
By the time the narrator, referred
to only as “we,” meets David in a bar,
she has already lost her job in medical dictation and, faced with the prospect of coming to terms
with her own life, is now fixated on killing herself. Her life is
one of complete isolation—she has no friends and lives alone
in the house she inherited from the grandparents who raised
40
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her, severely devout Christians whose constant judgment of
her during her childhood replays in her head ceaselessly. “You
can’t go alone, the grandmother says.…You can’t leave the house
like that. What will people think. They’ll find your body in the
lake. You need a man to take you/show you/protect you/tell you
how to be.” Just as inescapable is the clutter they left behind,
which forms the fabric of the narrator’s existence as she spends
her days lying listlessly in bed or on the floor: the “glittering
linoleum, the puzzles with missing pieces and bars of old soap,
the rusted razors dropped into the wall behind the medicine
cabinet and decades of dust woven into the thinning thread of
the curtains.” When she and David begin having sex—his wife,
Lara, is away visiting her sick mother—he moves in and out of
the woman’s house freely and without warning, and she longs
to be truly known by him even as she acts detached. Ryckman
writes with cool, tightly packed precision on the futile ways
people try to fill the emptiness and absence of life with objects
and religion and desperate acts. Her rendering of the dynamics
of an affair, which is so often an attempt to escape oneself, is
especially keen: “Each time David comes, the guilt shrinks so
that the noose of shame which ties us together diminishes into
habit. As the guilt diminishes so does the pleasure. And with
the pleasure our worth.”
A hypnotizing, bleak account of the ways people trap
themselves in their own minds.

THE MEMORY MONSTER

Sarid, Yishai
Trans. by Greenspan, Yardenne
Restless Books (176 pp.)
$20.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-63206-271-0

In a report to the Chairman of
the Board of Yad Vashem, a historian
recounts how his life and livelihood
became consumed by his study of the
Holocaust.
Award-winning Israeli novelist Sarid’s latest work is a slim
but powerful novel, rendered beautifully in English by translator Greenspan. The unnamed narrator, addressing an official at
the Israeli Holocaust memorial museum Yad Vashem, explains
how he ended up in his current position as a disgraced Holocaust
scholar. His limited career options as a young academic—whose
dissertation focused specifically on the details of extermination
processes among concentration camps—led him to become first
a Yad Vashem tour guide, then a leader of teen tours of Poland,
then a guide accompanying ambassadors and elected officials on
their Holocaust remembrance photo ops. Because of his expertise, he is asked to explain such horrors as the mechanics of the
gas chambers and the strategy behind crematorium location and
how these vary from camp to camp; he is even called on as a consultant for an Auschwitz “virtual reality” simulation. As he gets
further into the story of his career, himself wandering deeper
into the barren moral landscape he has dedicated his livelihood
to assessing, the reader’s emotional journey mirrors his own: The

unthinkable becomes mundane, gruesome atrocities become
bland facts. Propelled by the narrator’s distinctive voice, the
novel is an original variation on one of the most essential themes
of post-Holocaust literature: While countless writers have asked
the question of where, or if, humanity can be found within the
profoundly inhumane, Sarid incisively shows how preoccupation
and obsession with the inhumane can take a toll on one’s own
humanity. As the narrator falls into the clutches of “the memory
monster,” he is forced to consider—and the reader alongside
him—at what point we ourselves become memory monsters.
Sarid does not shy away from the aspects of these questions that
cause many to avert their eyes. For instance, he limns the devastatingly simple cycle that leads the traumatized to inflict trauma
upon others, his narrator recounting the sometimes ugly effects
of the macho survivor mentality on Zionism: As he leads a tour
of Majdanek, “on the few hundred meters’ walk from the gas
chambers to the dirt monument and the crematoriums, I heard
them talking about Arabs, wrapped in their flags and whispering,
The Arabs, that’s what we should do to the Arabs.” Nevertheless,
the novel is anything but moralistic; it is, if not an indictment

of Holocaust memorialization, a nuanced and trenchant consideration of its layered politics. Ultimately, Sarid both refuses to
apologize for Jewish rage and condemns the nefarious forms it
sometimes takes.
A bold, masterful exploration of the banality of evil and
the nature of revenge, controversial no matter how it is read.

SAVAGE KISS

Saviano, Roberto
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-374-10795-6
Italian journalist/novelist Saviano
continues his exploration of Neapolitan
youth gangs with a sequel to The Piranhas:
The Boy Bosses of Naples (2018).
Nicolas Fiorillo, who bears the nom
de crime Maraja, is emphatically not a
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nice guy. As Saviano’s novel opens, we find him in an obstetrics
ward, where he’s about to rub out a newborn boy. “Come s’accide
’nu criaturo, Tuca’?” How do you kill a baby, Tucano?” he asks a
lieutenant. He’s got reason: The baby is the son of the man who
killed his brother, just one chit in a long roster of back-and-forth
murders among the paranzas, the savage youth gangs, of Naples.
Maraja has what might be called a Napoleonic complex, but he
really wants to be the Godfather: “Nicolas had always had a weak
spot for Don Vito Corleone. He felt just like him: courage above
everything else. But that ignoramus of a lawyer was having trouble even registering his Brando imitation.” But there are other,
grown-up Godfathers whom he must serve first, moving drugs,
illegal weapons, prostitutes, and other contraband for bosses
like a certain Don Vittorio, to whom Nicolas pledges fealty with
the decidedly medieval act of delivering the detached head of a
murdered rival. Nicolas is a gangster, but a learned one, preparing to relate the story of Hasdrubal Barca, the Carthaginian
leader whom the Romans beheaded, “which is the way of victors.”
Instead, writes Saviano, Maraja can barely squeak out, “Don
Vitto’, is this loyalty enough to make you trust the paranza?” Alas,
the tests are many, and when Nicolas falls short of them, betrayed
by his endless ambition and inexperience, he must pay a stiff penalty. The wheel continues to turn, though; the book closes with
teenage boys even younger than Maraja, Tucano, Lollipop, and
the other young gangsters of a gang that burns, stabs, and shoots
its way to renown and even adulation.
There’s not an ounce of Mario Puzo’s romanticism in this
grimly riveting tale of crime and punishment.

DIVORCING

Taubes, Susan
New York Review Books (264 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-68137-494-9
First published in 1969, shortly
before the author’s death, this formally
bold novel will gratify admirers of Taubes’
friend and contemporary Susan Sontag,
Elizabeth Hardwick’s Sleepless Nights,
and Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye.
Sophie Blind, nee Landsmann—philosopher, secular granddaughter of the former chief rabbi of
Budapest, intellectual waylaid by the exigencies of life—has
announced her intention to divorce her husband, Ezra, a peripatetic academic with whom she has traveled unceasingly, “on
both sides of the Atlantic as far as Jerusalem,” throughout their
15 years of marriage, alighting here and there for his various
visiting lecturer posts before uprooting and moving on to the
next place. Although she leaves him and settles herself and their
three children in a Paris apartment, acquired and appointed
with the money her celebrated psychoanalyst father gave her
“in case” after she married, Ezra has not managed to digest the
fact that the beautiful Sophie now not only wants to live apart,
but, as she says, “the thought of being married to you drives
me insane.” Daily reality and vivid dreams of death, judgment,
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and humiliation puncture and bleed into one another as Sophie
adjusts to a life and identity outside her marriage, sometimes
with dispassionate acceptance, other times with a detached
sense of alienation. Now rooted in one place where she can
“have peace and quiet to write one of the books she had always
thought of writing someday,” she endeavors to do just that by
beginning to write an autobiographical novel. As Sophie delves
into her past, divorce appears in many forms: her own rupture
with Ezra; her mother’s several failed marriages, including to
Sophie’s father; the break with her homeland when she and her
father fled to America; estrangement from the religion of her
forebears; escape from the fates suffered by her family members who stayed behind during the Nazi occupation of Hungary
and subsequent Russian “liberation”; and the schism between
her current self and past versions. Only through writing her
novel can she discern the motifs of familial history and reconcile those selves she abandoned in other countries, former lives
with the self she is carrying forward.
A wry and cerebral study of identity, marriage, sex, and
the interleafing of personal, familial, and national history.

LAPSE

Thornton, Sarah
Text (320 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-92577-394-1
A white female Australian football
coach trying to hide from her past gets
swept up in the long-simmering racebased conflicts of the small town she
moves to when she tries to help her star
player, an Indigenous man.
Clementine Jones is just a part-time Australian football
coach in the tiny town of Katinga in Victoria. A white, middleclass one-time corporate lawyer who’s fled Sydney, she’s trying
to escape her past life and live in anonymity in her haven, a
little cottage nestled in the hills. But one thing led to another,
and now she coaches the Cats, the town’s football team, for a
paltry $140 a week. She’s an excellent coach, and the team has
the chance to go to the finals for the first time in decades. Her
star player is Clancy Kennedy, the only Indigenous man on
the team, whose pregnant wife is a month from her due date.
When he suddenly quits the team and is fired from his job for
theft, something doesn’t seem quite right to Clem. But when
she tries to get to the bottom of it, she finds that the seemingly
bucolic town is one where race tensions run high. Very high. On
one side is the Indigenous population, trying to get by and live
within a system that devalues them and their history, and on the
other is a group of militant and criminal skinhead whites who
wield physical violence against people and property as if it were
a right. This is a rip-roaring tale that addresses weighty issues
head-on: Discrimination, race-baiting, harassment, physical
violence, corporate corruption, and criminality all play major
roles in the story. First-time author Thornton interweaves all
this with on-field action, a combination that propels the story

A memorable, beautifully written story of love and loss.
the distance

THE COLD MILLIONS

forward addictively and will leave readers eager to read the next
installment of this new series.
A riveting thriller with a heroine willing to get her hands
dirty to find the answers she seeks.

THE DISTANCE

Vladislavić, Ivan
Archipelago (210 pp.)
$20.00 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-939810-76-2

Irresistible hobo brothers, an evil
tycoon, a pregnant union organizer, a
burlesque star, and a shady private eye
light up a tale of the great Northwest in
the early 20th century.
The fact that the same author has
written books as wildly different and all as transporting as The
Zero (2006), The Financial Lives of the Poets (2009), Beautiful Ruins
(2012), and now this latest tour de force is testimony to Walter’s protean storytelling power and astounding ability to set a
scene, any scene. Here it’s Spokane, his hometown, circa 1909.
Orphaned Montana brothers Gig and Rye Dolan, 23 and 16,
have wound up there along with so many others—“they floated
in from mines and farms and log camps, filled every flop and
boardinghouse, slept in parks and alleys…and, on the night just
past, this abandoned ball field, its infield littered with itinerants, vagrants, floaters, Americans.” The violent adventure that
befalls Rye and Gig the next morning becomes the centerpiece
of a story that Rye ends up reciting onstage when he goes on
the road with 19-year-old Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, a suffragette
and union organizer and one of several real-life characters in the
book. The free speech riots the Dolan brothers get involved in
and end up incarcerated for are taken from history as well. At
intervals, chapters are narrated by first-person characters both
major and minor, several of whom die on the page midsentence,
a literally breathtaking fictional flourish. Two favorite voices are
Ursula the Great, the vaudeville performer Gig falls in love with,
and Del Dalveaux, a detective in the employ of Ursula’s patron.
Noted for her singing and her way with a live cougar, Ursula displays food-writing talent as well: “We were served a French red
wine, a fine local beefsteak, scallops from Seattle, and gnocchi
that might have been pinched from the ass of an Italian angel.”
Dalveaux is a hard-boiled piece of work: “Spokane gave me the
morbs. Right blood blister of a town. Six-month millionaires
and skunk hobos, and none in between….The city was twice the
size of the last time I’d hated being there.”
We have heard that Jess Walter writes nonstop: Seven
days a week, 365 days a year. Please, never stop.

y o u n g a d u lt

South African novelist Vladislavić
delivers a moving, closely observed study
in family dynamics in a time of apartheid.
Like the author, Joe and Branko
Blahavić are the descendants of a Croatian migrant who landed
in South Africa and stayed, of which their father remarks, “He
knew people in Pretoria. That’s what immigrants do. They find
some connection to help them out until they’re on their feet.”
Joe would rather be by the sea than in the waterless Transvaal,
but, around the time of the Fight of the Century—the 1971
smackdown between Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier—he contents himself with keeping elaborate scrapbooks devoted to
The Champ: “In the buildup to the fight I started to collect cuttings,” says Joe, “and for the next five years I kept everything
about Ali that I could lay my hands on, trimming hundreds of
articles out of the broadsheets and pasting them into scrapbooks.” Joe and Branko’s childhood closeness widens in adolescence and adulthood, but the distance of which Vladislavić
writes comes in many forms: that of the immigrants from
an apartheid society, that of families as the children grow up
and move away, in Joe’s case to America, where he becomes a
writer. Joe returns to South Africa but suffers a bad end, leaving it to Branko to reconstruct his brother’s life through those
scrapbooks and complete the book Joe has been contracted to
write about them. “Scenes from our childhood flicker to life and
I write them down as they come. That’s something he taught
me: thinking about writing is not the same as actually doing it,”
Branko says, later texting Joe’s editor, “Btw the book is not actually about Ali.” Indeed it’s not, though the boisterous Ali is a
leitmotif. It helps to know a little South African patois (“Going
to the rofstoei on a Saturday night is a big thing for two teenage
boys, especially when we don’t have to take care of the lighties”), but allowing for a few linguistic puzzles, Vladislavić’s tale
unfolds with grace and precision.
A memorable, beautifully written story of love and loss.

Walter, Jess
Harper (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-06286-808-4

ONE BY ONE

Ware, Ruth
Scout Press/Simon & Schuster (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5011-8881-7
Our contemporary Agatha Christie
offers up her version of And Then There
Were None when 11 people are stranded in
a ritzy ski chalet and begin dying one by
one.
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By the numbers, the streaming app Snoop is devastatingly
successful, and the company is on the cusp of a major buyout—if the shareholders vote to take this route. The founders,
Topher and Eva, are torn, and the other three shareholders
are being courted to choose sides. Most of the pressure falls
on Liz, an awkward outlier when compared with the glamorous, beautiful people who head up the company. Though she
doesn’t work directly for Snoop anymore, Liz is included in the
leadership retreat: It’s her and eight other board members at a
lush, remote French ski chalet for a little powder, a little pampering, and a little back-channel business. Erin and Danny, the
caretakers of the chalet, notice tension among the members of
the Snoop group from the beginning, but overall it seems like
just another wealthy, entitled corporate gathering. The weather
on top of the mountain grows increasingly dangerous, and when
nine people go out to ski and only eight return, fear and suspicion begin to grow. Then there’s an avalanche, and the chalet
is cut off from contact with the outside world. Soon, another
group member dies, apparently poisoned, and then another is
murdered because of something she saw. The survivors must
split up to search for help before there’s no one left. Alternating chapters between Liz’s and Erin’s points of view, Ware does
what she does best: Gives us a familiar locked-door mystery
setup and lets the tension and suspicion marinate until they
reach fever pitch. Another win for Ware and her adaptations of
classic mystery traditions.
The solution is maddeningly simple but the construction,
simply masterful.

SELF-PORTRAIT WITH
RUSSIAN PIANO

Wondratschek, Wolf
Trans. by Yarbrough, Marshall
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-374-26049-1
Pensive, philosophically charged novel
of old age and loss.
Two principal characters occupy
the pages of prolific German novelist
Wondratschek’s book. The first is a writer who fades into the
background to privilege the second, his subject, a Russian pianist named Suvorin living in exile in Austria. “Vienna is full of
Russians,” Wondratschek writes, “young and old, living and
dead, poor and rich. Seems like every time the phone rings
there’s another one, man or woman, arriving or leaving for
good.” Suvorin was famed in his youth for his playing, but now
he is “a forgotten celebrity” who nurses memories of the horrors of World War II (“Death came, and there was no one left to
explain it”) and has to take “a little family” of pills every day. The
only piano he now possesses, writes Wondratschek in a subtle
turn, is in his mind—and even then, only as “a place to put photos.” (Naturally, Glenn Gould comes under discussion as having
been “right to quit early.”) That mind is capacious, though, and
inclined to seek meaning for all the things he has seen, heard,
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and experienced: the meaning of a mysterious cat that sheltered
the headstone of a pianist whose gravesite he traveled to Paris to
visit, of courage in the face of oppression (“Just think of young
Brodsky, who on top of that was a Jew!”), and, memorably, of
the idea of perfection, something known to a skilled carpenter,
a soccer player, a mathematician, but elusive to the demanding
Suvorin. Wondratschek’s layered narrative reflects on language,
art, politics, and history, and though nothing much happens in
it, there is plenty to think about. Wondratschek even sneaks in a
few jokes through his two interlocutors, as when Suvorin writes
to a daughter: “If it can be avoided...don’t marry an American.”
Readers with a bent for Thomas Mann and Elias Canetti
will find this book a pleasure, if a somber one.

THE BASS ROCK

Wyld, Evie
Pantheon (368 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-101-87188-1

Three women throughout history
find themselves unknowingly connected
through the violence enacted against
them.
Steeped in grief and teeming with
ghosts, Wyld’s new novel explores violence against women throughout time. The book is organized
into seven sections that contain three points of view: those
of Viviane, Ruth, and Sarah, who all lived near the titular Bass
Rock, off the coast of Scotland. In the present day, Viviane is
aimless, depressed, and on the verge of 40. Still grieving the
death of her father, she finds herself having to get her grandmother’s ghost-filled house ready to be sold. In the years after
World War II, Ruth—Viviane’s grandmother—is newly married,
struggling to conceive, and caring for her husband’s children
from his late wife. In the early 1700s, a young woman named
Sarah, an accused witch, flees with a local family that has
vowed to save her. With a restrained (but sustained) rage, Wyld
explores the physical violence, emotional abuse, misogyny, and
other harder to define aggressions women experience at the
hands of men. The novel’s ambitious structure—which falters
a bit during interspersed thematic vignettes—offers a kaleidoscopic portrayal of women’s suffering; certain themes, visuals,
and feelings echo throughout the generations, which creates a
sense of collective trauma. Wyld is particularly adept at describing the physical anticipation of danger; a sense of foreboding
hangs over the novel like a shroud. At one point, while describing the realities of being a woman, Viviane’s friend Maggie says:
“You know how sometimes you can smell it on a man, sometimes
you just know—if he got you alone, if he had a rock….you know
that thing when you feel it? Like your blood knows it.” Time
and time again, Wyld artfully proves the female body knows
(even if the mind won’t accept) the dangers lurking all around.
A haunting survival tale that lingers long after the last
page.

m ys t e r y
THE RED HORSE

Benn, James R.
Soho Crime (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-641-29100-2

CHECKED OUT FOR MURDER

Brook, Allison
Crooked Lane (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-64385-447-2

A librarian’s latest murder investigation involves her own family.
Although Carrie Singleton’s put in
her time as an amateur sleuth, her life
seems peaceful until her mother comes
to town. Their relationship had been difficult even before the marriage of self-centered Linda Singleton,
aka Brianna Farrell, to Tom, a movie actor 12 years her junior,
left her with still less time and attention for her daughter. Meantime, Carrie is approached by psychic Daphne Marriott, who

THE CABIN ON SOUDER HILL

Busch, Lonnie
Blackstone (300 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-982585-45-7

y o u n g a d u lt

Did the drowsy patient fall from
the clock tower, did he jump, or was he
pushed?
Narrator Billy Boyle, captain with
the American Allied Expeditionary
Force and frequent sleuth, finds himself a
patient at Saint Albans Pauper Lunatic Asylum in England, with
little recollection of how he got there and only slightly clearer
memories of his sidekick, Kaz. Both Boyle’s lover, Diana, and
Kaz’s sister, Angelika, have been taken to the Nazi prison camp
of Ravensbrück. A moment after Billy spots two men in the
asylum’s clock tower, one of them—Thomas Holland, the only
survivor of a unit that was captured by the Germans and repeatedly tortured—flies through the air to his death. Billy grows suspicious under the aggressive questioning of Dr. Robinson, the
head of the asylum. He searches the facility until he finds Kaz,
who suggests that Billy break into Robinson’s office, where Billy
pores over Holland’s file. Strangely, Robinson’s notes on Holland are sparse. But both Kaz and Holland have been treated
with Robinson’s unusual “sleep cure”; could Holland’s tumble
be an accidental fall? The arrival of Billy’s old pals Big Mike
and Lt. Feliks Kanski, along with the no-nonsense Maj. Charles
Cosgrove, provides possible reinforcements in Billy’s search for
the truth. The multilayered plot leaves the asylum grounds to
follow the exploits of the Special Operations Executive as well
as the eponymous resistance group and a possible link to some
at Saint Albans.
Benn’s latest caper has fascinating historical roots and
nicely balances action and investigation.

wants to display her talents at a library program. Daphne hopes
to solve the cold-case murder of her abusive father; Daphne’s
brother, Billy, wants to find his mother, who skipped town, leaving the siblings bereft. The two women are well on their way
to becoming friends when Daphne is strangled, possibly by her
abusive ex-husband. The only reason Carrie knows Daphne’s
real last name is Harper is because the psychic was recognized
by Evelyn, the library ghost, who often gives Carrie sleuthing
tips. Linda is frantic when Tom seems to be falling for Ilana
Reingold, his former fiancee, who’s starring as his love interest
in the film they’re shooting nearby. When Ilana becomes the
second murder victim, Linda is a prime suspect. Wondering if
the two murders could possibly be connected, Carrie revisits
the past in an attempt to find justice. It’s lucky for her that even
though her boyfriend, private eye Dylan Avery, may not approve
of her detective work, he always has her back.
Plenty of red herrings and amusing characters make for
a nice beach read.

An Atlanta woman who reports her
husband missing from the cabin they’re
sharing in the Georgia woods doesn’t
realize that his disappearance will rapidly
become the most normal-seeming event
in her life.
Michelle Stage has only recently
forgiven her husband, Cliff, a used-car dealer, for his adultery.
When he leaves their isolated cabin to track down the source
of a mysterious light and then doesn’t return, Sheriff Louden
Fisk assures her that no one else has lived anywhere close by
ever since the vanishing of realtor Pink Souder, who built the
cabin, and his mother, Wiccan priestess Mattie Souder, years
ago. Before Michelle even has time to shift from worrying to
grieving, Cliff turns up minus a finger he claims to have lost
in the car crash that claimed their teenage daughter, Cassie,
who Michelle just knows isn’t dead. But since Fisk and Deputy
Elmer Bogan claim that Michelle’s the one who was reported
missing and that they’ve never met her before, she doesn’t really
know what she knows. Under the circumstances, it’s logical, if
not exactly reasonable, that soon after she steals a car and a
gun from her older sister, Darcy, Michelle meets Pink Souder,
and then his mother, who, during a visit to the hospital where
Michelle’s been taken, miraculously identifies the Jane Doe
who’s sharing a room with her, a woman who’s soon reported
dead herself. Different readers will decide at different points
that there’s never going to be a rational explanation for all the
different realities that hover around the cabin on Souder Hill,
but Busch keeps the mysterious atmosphere thick enough to
cut with a knife—not that that would have any lasting effect.
More questions than answers. Lots more.
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KILLER KUNG PAO

Chien, Vivien
St. Martin’s (256 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-25-022830-7
A Chinese American sleuth finds herself immersed in yet another case involving the Asian community in Fairview
Park, Ohio.
The Ho-Lee Noodle House, the Chinese restaurant in Asia Village that Lana
Lee manages for her parents, is filled
with divas competing for oxygen. A minor car accident between
irritable June Yi and Mildred Mao results in an argument and
threats of lawsuits. When Lana, ever willing to experiment, goes
to the beauty parlor to have her hair dyed gray, she becomes
one of the witnesses to an unfortunate meeting between June
and Millie, and when Millie ends up electrocuted in a foot spa,
Lana sees June get promoted to the most likely suspect. Lana’s
boyfriend, Detective Adam Trudeau, naturally catches the case.
Knowing her proclivity for sleuthing, he warns her to be careful.
The police realize there’s no way Millie’s death could have been
an accident but don’t have enough evidence to charge June or
anyone else. With her hair only half dyed, her hands full with
organizing a sidewalk sale for the plaza, and her mother suddenly asking her to redecorate the restaurant, Lana might seem
to have no time for investigating. But when June’s sister, Shirley,
begs her to help, she can’t refuse. June had plenty of enemies
that supply Lana with a plethora of motives as she works to
solve the mystery before she becomes the next victim.
Plenty of quirky characters don’t make up for the lack of
pizzazz.

THE DARKEST EVENING

Cleeves, Ann
Minotaur (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-25-020450-9

A murder investigation hits close to
home for an experienced police officer in
the north of England.
Taking a wrong turn in a snowstorm,
Inspector Vera Stanhope finds a car
with only a baby inside. With no cellphone service, she drives to the nearest house, which just happens to belong to her estranged relatives. Vera’s cousin Juliet
and Juliet’s husband, Mark Bolitho, are giving a dinner party
in hopes of courting prospective donors to support Mark’s
plan of converting their estate into an art center, promoting
Mark’s artistic interests and keeping the faltering estate alive.
When a farmer tied to the estate discovers the body of a murdered woman in the snow near the main house, Vera becomes
involved in a case that bring her closer to her only family. The
car belongs to a retired schoolteacher who often loaned it to
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Lorna Falstone, the mother of a baby son. The suspects in her
murder include the dinner guests along with Juliet’s snobbish
mother, Harriet, and Dorothy Felling, a superior housekeeper
who lives with her husband and child in a tied cottage. It seems
unlikely that a madman wandered out of the storm to kill Lorna,
who’s never identified the father of her child. After the baby
is taken to Lorna’s parents, who own a farm nearby, a second
murder spurs Vera and her team to investigate a tangled web of
family connections and buried secrets.
Fans will enjoy matching wits with Cleeves’ eccentric
sleuth right up to the dangerous surprise in her denouement.

THE QUIET GIRL

Kosa, S.F.
Sourcebooks Landmark (384 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-7282-15563
Alex Zarabian thought life was good
with his new wife, Mina, until the day
she disappeared.
Alex, the chief financial officer of a
startup that aims to cure cancer, loves
being married to successful romance
author Mina Richards, and he thought she was happy, too.
However, they’d argued on Monday when Alex suggested they
start a family, and Mina left their Boston home for her little
writing cottage in Provincetown. It wasn’t unusual for Mina to
retreat to her cottage to write and think, and he thought giving
her space for a few days would help, but it’s out of character for
her not to respond to his texts. He only truly starts to worry
when he goes up to Provincetown after work on Wednesday and
finds her wedding and engagement rings in a little ceramic bowl
on her desk. Then he learns that a neighbor saw Mina load a
cake carrier into her car Monday night, evidently on her way
to her parents’ house for dinner, which they confirm, but that’s
where the trail ends. At a loss, Alex files a missing person report
and starts digging for clues himself. When her phone and her
car, with her wallet and keys locked inside, are found, Alex truly
panics. Then there’s that new manuscript Mina left with her
editor that was unlike anything she’d ever written. Turns out
Alex didn’t know as much about his wife as he thought. The
pseudonymous Kosa puts her real-world experience as a clinical psychologist to work exploring trauma and its insidiousness while deftly weaving together two seemingly unrelated
narratives: Alex’s first-person account and one that focuses on
a troubled young waitress named Layla. The story takes a bit
of time to find its footing, and the passages about Alex’s workplace woes seem extraneous. However, once it picks up the pace,
readers, especially those that appreciate less-than-tidy resolutions, will be hooked.
A twisty and poignant debut.

A twisty tale about the kidnapping of a Dartmouth physicist whose
recondite research has already been stalled by a mysterious malady.
interference

ROBERT B. PARKER’S
FOOL’S PARADISE

Lupica, Mike
Putnam (352 pp.)
$24.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-525-54208-7

THE ORPHAN’S GUILT

Mayor, Archer
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-25-022414-9

Vermont Bureau of Investigation
head Joe Gunther’s latest deep dive into
crimes and misdemeanors takes off from
the most unexpectedly consequential
DUI arrest in local history.
The stop itself is routine. Web
designer John Rust has clearly had one too many, Trooper Tyler
Brennan pulls him over without incident, and the closest Rust
comes to putting up any resistance is explaining that he’s been
drinking to get over the death of the brother he’s cared for since
childhood. Peter Rust had been hydrocephalic and vegetative
for most of his 28 years, and everyone who knew him would
agree that both before and after his worthless father, Daryl
Hicks, took off 10 years ago following the fatal overdose of his
wife, John took care of his brother with saintly patience. It’s not

INTERFERENCE

Parks, Brad
Thomas & Mercer (400 pp.)
$24.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5420-2339-9
Parks unfolds a twisty tale about the
kidnapping of a Dartmouth physicist
whose recondite research has already
been stalled by a mysterious malady.
The tobacco mosaic virus, the focus
of professor Matt Bronik’s work in quantum interference—the big-picture question of whether “life
can go quantum” because scientists can replicate small-scale
quantum leaps on unsettlingly larger and larger scales—seems
to be affecting him personally. Twice now he’s suddenly blacked
out, gone into unexplained comas, and awoken with monster
headaches. Has the virus been interfering with him so that his
identity has been lost in the universe or merged with his surroundings—for example, with Sheena Aiyagari, the postdoctoral student who tells Detective Emmett Webster that her
own mind seems to be merging with Matt’s? Beppe Valentino,
his department chair, is worried, and Brigid Bronik, his wife,
is frantic. When Matt is felled by a third attack, he’s bundled
off to the hospital once more in a grim routine, but this time
the ambulance never arrives there, and two of its three staffers
are soon found shot dead. A demand for $5 million comes not
to Brigid or the Dartmouth lab but to bored billionaire alum
Sean Plottner, who’s been trying to get Matt to ditch his job
and come work for him. As Webster and Plottner work at crosspurposes to rescue Matt, or to ensure or at least determine that
he’s safe, Parks races toward a climax that mercifully leaves the
game-changing, larger-than-life questions he’s raised behind.
If it never lives up to its brainy premise, Parks’ suspenseful novel will beguile, entrance, and fool the sharpest readers.
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Lupica, who’s been writing the new
adventures of Boston private eye Sunny
Randall, takes over the Police Chief Jesse
Stone franchise most recently handled
by Reed Farrel Coleman in Robert B.
Parker’s The Bitterest Pill (2019). Any questions?
Although Jesse recognizes him from an AA meeting, nobody
knows the identity of the John Doe fished out of a lake with
a bullet in his head. Even after he’s identified as Florida horse
groom Paul Hutton, nobody can explain what he was doing in
Paradise, Massachusetts, or why he took a taxi to the estate of
real estate tycoon Whit Cain, incapacitated after a series of
strokes. Whit’s wife, iron-willed socialite Lily, and their son,
privileged heir-apparent Bryce, insist they know nothing about
him, and Whit’s nurse and gatekeeper, Karina Torres, says she
never heard him buzz the gate for admittance. While Jesse
labors to figure out whom Hutton came to Paradise to see, his
deputy chief Molly Crane’s friend Annie Fallon is assaulted after
she leaves a local bar, and the incident sends Jesse, galvanized
by a series of attacks on himself and his colleagues, back to the
gang-rape of Candace Pennington by three of her schoolmates
years ago. Ringleader Bo Marino, Kevin Feeney, and Troy Drake
all avoided jail sentences because they were minors with fancy
lawyers. Is one of them resuming his bad habits and also seeking
revenge on the Paradise police force?
Though the two cases never converge, either one is
strong enough to hook you and keep you hooked.

until Scott Jezek, John’s lawyer, spots procedural irregularities
in the arrest that might give his client some wiggle room and
asks investigator Sally Kravitz to dig up more details about the
family’s past that skeletons begin to spring from their closets,
joined shortly by the all-too-fresh body of Daryl Hicks. As Joe
works his corner of the case, Sally and reporter Rachel Reiling
team up again to work their own, and Mayor provides so much
fodder for everyone that fresh complications are still piling up
as the tale hurtles toward its final scene.
The ending may leave readers shaking their heads, but
not until they’ve plowed through an impressively darkening
middle.
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This Victorian mystery offers thrills and
sharp insights into human behavior.
murder on cold street

A QUESTION OF BETRAYAL

Perry, Anne
Ballantine (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-593-12955-5

Only four months after “that desperate affair in Berlin” from Death in Focus
(2019), photographer Elena Standish is
called on again for another dangerous
mission in 1933 Germany.
Peter Howard, of MI6, wants Elena
to know that Aiden Strother, the lover who betrayed her six
years ago, didn’t betray his country as well: He’s been sent into
Trieste as an undercover agent. Now that Aiden’s handler, waiter
Max Klausner, has disappeared, Peter is worried that Aiden’s in
danger as well, and he needs to extract him and the information
he has on a radical splinter group of the Fatherland Front, which
is raising money for the National Socialists, as quickly as possible. Since nobody knows Aiden better than Elena, she’s the
logical, albeit unwilling candidate. And she adapts to the rapidly
shifting landscape of alliances and treacheries just as well as last
time. When Elena’s sister, war widow Margot Driscoll, travels
to Berlin for her friend Cecily Cordell’s wedding, she finds herself brushing up against the Fatherland Front as well. So does
Elena’s grandfather, former MI6 chief Lucas Standish, when his
old Cambridge friend Gladstone Canning dies under suspicious
circumstances soon after warning Lucas about the Front’s activity. How can the benighted, divided Brits, their most trusted
institutions honeycombed with traitors, possibly stand up to
such nefarious threats?
Readers who share Perry’s comfortable 20/20 historical
hindsight won’t be surprised by a thing.

SHADOWS IN DEATH

Robb, J.D.
St. Martin’s (368 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-25-020723-4

The savage gutting of a wine-andspirits heiress in Washington Square
Park brings Lt. Eve Dallas up against a
baleful killer with both eyes firmly fixed
on her husband and his family.
Wine distributor Jorge Tween shows
so little emotion over the death of Galla Modesto, the wife
he obviously married for her family’s money, that Eve and her
partner, Detective Delia Peabody, instantly conclude that he’s
behind her death. Since his home-monitoring system gives
him a cast-iron alibi, it would be clear that he hired a contractor even if Eve’s husband, Roarke, hadn’t recognized a balefully
familiar figure first staring at him, then running from the crime
scene. The hit man is Lorcan Cobbe, an enforcer for Roarke’s
late mobster father back in Dublin who’s convinced that he’s
Patrick Roarke’s illegitimate son and that the billions Roarke
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made before and after he walked away from crime to marry Eve
ought to be his. “This is almost too easy,” says Peabody, and she’s
absolutely right. Once Eve and Peabody, in the most predictably entertaining sequence of this installment, have extracted
a confession from Tween, it’s all Cobbe, all the time. Although
the presumed killer has been a suspect or a person of interest in
no less than 443 murders, his obsession with destroying Roarke
and his relatives seems to lead him to act as incautiously and
amateurishly as his client, and with a lot less excuse. Even the
final sequence, in which Eve and Roarke take down the allegedly indestructible Cobbe, then turn him loose so that the two
ancient antagonists can duke it out with bare fists, is comically
anticlimactic.
For readers who dream of hit men whose barks are worse
than their bites.

MURDER ON
COLD STREET

Thomas, Sherry
Berkley (352 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-451-49249-4
Alongside brief pauses for cake,
kisses, and intimate confessions, Charlotte Holmes uses her considerable mind
to solve two murders and save an innocent man.
Having barely recovered from a heist in France, told in The
Art of Theft (2019), private detective Charlotte Holmes is asked
to assist Inspector Treadles, an acquaintance from Scotland
Yard who has been arrested for killing two men. His wife, Alice,
is terrified for his life but hiding something, he himself is keeping mum, and the evidence looks damning. As the clock ticks,
Holmes must swiftly track the preceding events, assisted by her
old friend and recent lover Lord Ingram; her companion, Mrs.
Watson; and Mrs. Watson’s niece. The novel is sure-footed, its
puzzle the most tightly structured and enjoyable of the whodunits in Thomas’ series about the gender-swapped sleuth. As
the group questions witnesses and ferrets out motives of potential suspects, the narrative changes rapidly from scene to scene
around wintry London and from memory to memory. The telling shifts of speakers’ bodies punctuate conversations, distilling
emotions and speech into physicality. The novel also amplifies
the series’ theme of the assaults and challenges women face in
a world that disadvantages them personally and professionally.
More notably, it foregrounds the actions of numerous women
to do so. Each is richly drawn, with her own way of resisting
societal limitations regarding sex, ethnicity, and class. Holmes
herself is as adept at crime-solving as ever, but when it comes to
erotic love, she is still considering the ramifications of getting
what she has desired for years.
With an increasingly beloved detective crew, this Victorian mystery offers thrills and sharp insights into human
behavior.

THE SHAPESHIFTER’S LAIR

Alessio Andrian, though he’s still alive, hasn’t spoken since he
completed the picture in 1945. So she follows the nymph’s trail
to the Slovenian region of Resia, where she’s swiftly caught up
in tales of the artist’s resistance to the occupying Germans as
the war wound down. As a present-day murder forces her to ask
whether she’s really looking for a single killer pushing 90, she
has to contend with two other adversaries: Albert Lona, an old
enemy who’s stepped in to replace her suddenly stricken boss,
and her own creeping dementia, which she’s struggling to keep
secret. It’s lucky that she can obtain the services of Smoky, an
amazingly talented Human Remains Detection dog, and Blanca
Zago, his blind trainer, because she’ll need all the help she can
get.
A sprawling, ambitious thriller for readers with a taste
for florid invention and broad strokes of the supernatural.

Tremayne, Peter
Severn House (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-7278-8964-5

An accomplished advocate of the law
courts continues her detective adventures in seventh-century Ireland.
Fidelma, her husband, Eadulf, and
the warrior Enda leave Muman to find
Princess Gelgéis, her brother King
Colgu’s betrothed. It’s a dangerous undertaking, for they must
cross into hostile Laigin territory. Gelgéis and her steward vanished on a trip to seek advice from her cousin, the Abbot of the
Abbey of the Blessed Cáemgen. Cétach, a peddler, arrived at the
abbey with the body of Brehon Brocc, who was traveling with
Gelgéis but was found, his throat cut, on a mountain trail. The
only clues the body provides, aside from the fact that the killer
was almost certainly left-handed, are an arrow and a small pebble found on his corpse. On a trip to a nearby village, the sleuths
find Cétach in his hovel with his throat cut. Intending to report
the death to the local Brehon, Fidelma finds him absent and his
assistant, her law school classmate Beccnat, surprisingly hostile.
The three set off with a local guide to The Cuala, where Dicuil
Dóna, an uncle to the Laigin ruler, controls valuable mining
interests in the mountains. Captured by Dicuil Dóna’s warriors,
Fidelma agrees to investigate who’s stealing gold and silver from
his mines and for what purpose. After many false trails, she finds
enough proof to stage a trial where all is dramatically revealed.
One of the best cases for the complex, enchanting
Fidelma, whose adventures, rich in historical detail, rarely
disappoint.

A DECEPTION AT
THORNECREST

A dashing detective duo in 1930s England is in for some unpleasant surprises.
Amory Ames has had her share of
rocky times in her marriage to Milo, but
never before has a young woman turned
up claiming to be his wife. Milo is naturally annoyed that his
heavily pregnant wife has to deal with this false accusation
against him, but all is explained when the next shock arrives
on their doorstep in the form of Darien Ames, the illegitimate
half brother he never knew existed. Darien, a dead ringer who
shares Milo’s looks and some of his wilder proclivities, used
Milo’s name while seducing then declining to marry Imogen
Prescott, who’s stayed in town to confront him. Darien has
evidently moved on to Marena Hodges, who, unable to get
along with her own mother, has become almost a daughter to
the local vicar and his wife. Marena’s discarded beau, Bertie
Phipps, punches Darien after a war of words, and when he’s
found dead in a field, Darien is arrested for his murder. at first
it looks as if Bertie, a splendid horseman, was thrown and hit
his head, but an autopsy shows he was murdered. Milo insists
that Amory leave the investigation to the authorities, but the
inveterate sleuth, determined to clear Darien, continues to ask
probing questions and uncovers many hidden secrets that may
be motives for murder.
A splendid resurrection of a formula popular in the 1930s
combining romance and glamour with a tricky case of murder.

THE SLEEPING NYMPH

Tuti, Ilaria
Trans. by Oklap, Ekin
Soho Crime (456 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-641-29121-7

The creepiest painting ever encountered in fiction or real life sends a beleaguered Italian police officer searching for
the killer in a 70-year-old case.
Before he gave up painting at the age
of 23, Alessio Andrian completed fewer than a dozen pictures.
Raffaello Andrian, the artist’s great-nephew, has offered the
last of them, The Sleeping Nymph, to gallery owner Gianmaria
Gortan, whose routine tests of the painting have disclosed
something deeply disturbing: the presence of blood. The Sleep
ing Nymph isn’t marred by traces of blood; the whole painting
has been executed in blood—and not the artist’s own—mixed
with the odd bit of cardiac tissue, as if to establish its authenticity. Charged with investigating the presumed murder of the
sleeping nymph, Superintendent Teresa Battaglia finds that
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Weaver, Ashley
Minotaur (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-25-015979-3
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Weird and haunting and excellent.
piranesi

science fiction
and fantasy
PIRANESI

Clarke, Susanna
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-63557-563-7
The much-anticipated second novel
from the author of Jonathan Strange and
Mr. Norrell (2004).
The narrator of this novel answers to
the name “Piranesi” even though he suspects that it’s not his name. This name
was chosen for him by the Other, the only living person Piranesi
has encountered during his extensive explorations of the House.
Readers who recognize Piranesi as the name of an Italian artist
known for his etchings of Roman ruins and imaginary prisons
might recognize this as a cruel joke that the Other enjoys at the
expense of the novel’s protagonist. It is that, but the name is
also a helpful clue for readers trying to situate themselves in
the world Clarke has created. The character known as Piranesi
lives within a Classical structure of endless, inescapable halls
occasionally inundated by the sea. These halls are inhabited by
statues that seem to be allegories—a woman carrying a beehive;
a dog-fox teaching two squirrels and two satyrs; two children
laughing, one of them carrying a flute—but the meaning of
these images is opaque. Piranesi is happy to let the statues simply be. With her second novel, Clarke invokes tropes that have
fueled a century of surrealist and fantasy fiction as well as movies, television series, and even video games. At the foundation
of this story is an idea at least as old as Chaucer: Our world was
once filled with magic, but the magic has drained away. Clarke
imagines where all that magic goes when it leaves our world and
what it would be like to be trapped in that place. Piranesi is a
naif, and there’s much that readers understand before he does.
But readers who accompany him as he learns to understand
himself will see magic returning to our world.
Weird and haunting and excellent.

THE CONSTANT RABBIT

Fforde, Jasper
Viking (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-59-329652-3

Rabbits, foxes, weasels, and other
creatures live as humans, among humans
in Fforde’s wonderfully absurd new novel.
Fifty-five years ago, the Spontaneous
Anthropormorphizing Event resulted in
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18 rabbits, “six weasels, five guinea pigs, three foxes, a Dalmatian, a badger, nine bees and a caterpillar” inexplicably becoming, well, anthropomorphized. As time went on, the animals
continued to reproduce—especially the rabbits—causing a bit
of a political crisis for humans, who are loathe to extend human
rights to human-adjacent creatures. Rabbits in particular are
subject to cruelty and suspicion because of their rapid reproductive rate, causing political parties like the United Kingdom
Anti-Rabbit Party and hate groups like TwoLegsGood (because
humans, unlike animals, have two legs, get it?) to rise to
immense power. Racism as we know it still exists in this world,
as does Brexit. Indeed, “the consequences of the Event seemed
to highlight areas of the human social experience that perhaps
needed greater exploration, understanding and some kind
of concerted action...although once a fringe idea, the notion
that the event might have been satirically induced was gaining
wider acceptance.” And is there anyone who can write satire
quite like Fforde? Perhaps the sharpest, most searing aspect of
this brilliant satire is the choice of Peter Knox as narrator. An
unassuming human who thinks himself a well-meaning cog in
a regrettably evil machine, Knox finds himself at the very center of the rabbit resistance. Not only must he make the choice
to atone for the part he has played in the violent government
organization RabCoT (Rabbit Compliance Taskforce) and put
himself in danger for a greater good, but he learns to embrace a
supporting role in a struggle that is not about him at all.
An astonishingly well-crafted work of social and political
satire.

THE LOOP

Johnson, Jeremy Robert
Saga/Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-5344-5429-3
Weirdness invades a small Oregon
town as a government experiment gone
wrong escapes containment.
Where to start with the pop-culture
influences that erupt in this second
novel by Johnson, author of the novel
Skullcrack City (2015) and the story collection Entropy in Bloom
(2017)? It opens with a Goonies/Super 8 vibe: There’s a bunch of
high school misfits led by Lucy, a Peruvian adoptee whose closest friend is “Bucket” Marwani, whose Pakistani heritage makes
him another brown kid targeted for abuse by their classmates.
The nightmarish scenario goes all Stephen King’s Cell when one
of the kids’ classmates goes berserk and kills a teacher before
perishing himself. In the meantime, we’re getting broadcasts
from the Nightwatchman, a self-styled radio shock jock pulling
the curtain back on the utter weirdness erupting in Turner Falls,
Oregon, á la Welcome to Night Vale. When things really kick off,
it looks like a modernization of the townies-versus–rich-kids
trope until the whole thing goes to hell and Lucy and her posse
are just fighting for their lives. If you’re into this kind of thing,
there are some carrots, like Lucy having her first kiss, which is

THE YEAR’S BEST
SCIENCE FICTION
The Saga Anthology Of
Science Fiction 2020

kind of sweet, but as our heroes descend into the (inevitably)
human-made nightmare, it gets pretty grotesque. Is there a
secret laboratory? Check—in the supersecret IMTECH facility near our little village of idiots—making something that has
gotten completely out of control. Lucy is a fierce protagonist,
but from this point it evolves into a wetwork nightmare straight
out of Chuck Wendig’s daydreams. There’s some prescient dark
humor here, too: “Shoot, man. Maybe. That’s usually how it
goes, right? But I don’t know about this situation. The whole
city is on fire, man. I don’t think these guys are checking bank
balances before they start murdering people. Could be the old
rules, rich, poor, none of it means much anymore.”
A wickedly entertaining but also grotesque teen nightmare that’s pretty much Stranger Things meets Rogue One.

Ed. by Strahan, Jonathan
Saga/Simon & Schuster (608 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5344-4959-6

A DEADLY EDUCATION

Novik, Naomi
Del Rey (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-593-12848-0

A loosely connected group of young
magicians fight horrendous creatures to
ensure their own survival.
Galadriel “El” Higgins knows how
dangerous the Scholomance is. Her
father died during the school’s infamous
graduation ceremony, in which senior students run through a
gauntlet of magic-eating monsters, just to make sure her pregnant mother made it out alive. Now a student herself at the
nebulous, ever shifting magic school, which is populated with
fearsome creatures, she has made not making friends into an
art form. Not that anyone would want to be her friend, anyway.
The only time she ever met her father’s family, they tried to kill
her, claiming she posed an existential threat to every other wizard. And, as a spell-caster with a natural affinity for using other
people’s life forces to power destructive magic, maybe she does.
No one gave Orion Lake that memo, however, so he’s spent the
better part of the school year trying to save El from every monster that comes along, much to her chagrin. With graduation
fast approaching, El hatches a plan to pretend to be Orion’s girlfriend in order to secure some allies for the deadly fight that lies
ahead, but she can’t stop being mean to the people she needs
the most. El’s bad attitude and her incessant info-dumping
make Novik’s protagonist hard to like, and the lack of chemistry between the two main characters leaves the central romantic pairing feeling forced. Although the conclusion makes space
for a promising sequel, getting there requires readers to give El
more grace than they may be willing to part with.
A perilous, magic-school adventure that falls short of its
potential.
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Exploring critical issues impacting
humankind—from climate change to
racism to mass shootings—this timely
and thematically profound anthology of the year’s best shortform science fiction is filled with thought-provoking gems.
Noteworthy stories from all over the globe are featured
prominently in this collection, including Indian writer Indrapramit Das’ dark “Kali_Na,” which chronicles the unforeseen
consequences of a megacorp developing an AI deity for the
masses; Saleem Haddad’s “Song of the Birds,” about a 14-yearold girl living in Gaza City struggling to understand her
brother’s inexplicable suicide; and Chinese writer Han Song’s
metaphorical “Submarines,” in which the poor are forced to
live in homemade habitats underwater. Peter Watt’s “Cyclopterus”—set in a near future ravaged by environmental collapse—
is chillingly plausible, as is “Thoughts and Prayers” by Ken Liu,
which chronicles a couple’s ordeal after their daughter is killed
at a music festival by a shooter and their lives are destroyed by
online trolls. “The Bookstore at the End of America” by Charlie Jane Anders is both disturbing and inspiring. Molly and her
daughter, Phoebe, run a bookstore located on the border of California and the United States, which are at war. When the fighting begins and customers from both sides find shelter inside,
the owners begin a mandatory book club—with glorious results.
In an anthology full of powerful stories, perhaps the most memorable is “Emergency Skin” by N.K. Jemisin, about an explorer
who returns to an Earth that his misogynist, racist, and elitist
ancestors left generations earlier as it was dying—only to find
not a barren, graveyard planet, as he expected, but one thriving
and vastly advanced. In a sentence that exemplifies the tone of
many of the anthology’s selections, Jemisin writes: “Sometimes
that’s all it takes to save a world, you see. A new vision. A new
way of thinking, appearing at just the right time.”
If this is the future of science fiction, the genre is in very
good hands.
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ANTI-VAXXERS
How To Challenge a
Misinformed Movement

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
WRITING POLITICS by David Bromwich.......................................... 53

Berman, Jonathan M.
MIT Press (296 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-262-53932-6

PERSONAL WRITINGS by Albert Camus;
trans. by Ellen Conroy Kennedy...........................................................58
RED COMET by Heather Clark............................................................63

A primer on the history of vaccination and the anti-vaccination movement.
Berman seeks to present a complete
picture of the anti-vaccination crusade
from the 19th century to the present. Vaccination, which introduces an agent that creates immunity against a pathogen without causing the disease itself, can be traced as far back as the
16th century in China and India. But the first anti-vaccination
response, involving the treatment of smallpox, was recorded in
the mid-18th century in Britain. Perhaps understandably, there
was a visceral repulsion to polluting one’s body with unknown,
possibly toxic materials. Here and elsewhere, Berman deliberately investigates the psyche of anti-vaxxers to see what makes
them tick. While he appreciates that many anti-vaccine parents
want the best for their children, a host of factors have gotten
in the way of good science. In the 19th century, there were
issues of social class, individual rights, mandatory vaccination,
the cost of treatment, preserving the integrity of the body, and
poor laws that stripped the destitute of “the last dignity they
were afforded: control of their own bodies.” In the 20th and 21st
centuries, the greatest influencer has been the media, which has
allowed misinformation to spread like wildfire without giving
the same airtime to the refutations of fearmongers. Subsequently discredited papers associating vaccination with autism
made a big splash, but the arguments against the flawed studies
scarcely caused a media ripple. Also causing wariness on the part
of anti-vaxxers is distrust of government and pharmaceutical
companies as well as vaccine hesitancy encouraged by some religious sects, and countless crackpot remedies have flourished in
lieu of scientifically sound medical practices. Berman acknowledges the difficulty in changing the mind of an anti-vaxxer, and
he stresses that much more can be accomplished through building trust in scientific research and community-based activism
than mocking on Facebook.
Berman dispels anti-vax fears and subterfuges with
straight, scientific evidence.

DEAR LIFE by Rachel Clarke...............................................................65
SISTERS IN HATE by Seyward Darby................................................ 71
CHILE PEPPERS by Dave DeWitt......................................................72
LON CHANEY SPEAKS by Pat Dorian............................................... 73
ALL ABOUT THE STORY by Leonard Downie Jr............................... 73
CARY GRANT by Scott Eyman............................................................76
THE STONEWALL GENERATION by Jane Fleishman....................... 77
DECISIONS AND DISSENTS OF JUSTICE RUTH BADER
GINSBURG by Ruth Bader Ginsburg;
ed. by Corey Brettschneider..................................................................78
THE GOODE GUIDE TO WINE by Jamie Goode.................................78
LIAR’S CIRCUS by Carl Hoffman.......................................................81
THE DAUGHTERS OF YALTA by Catherine Grace Katz....................83
THE REIGN OF WOLF 21 by Rick McIntyre.......................................85
KANT’S LITTLE PRUSSIAN HEAD AND OTHER REASONS WHY I
WRITE by Claire Messud..................................................................... 86
THE BOOK COLLECTORS by Delphine Minoui;
trans. by Lara Vergnaud....................................................................... 86
GUANTANAMO VOICES by Sarah Mirk............................................87
REPUBLIC OF WRATH by James A. Morone......................................87
THE DEAD ARE ARISING by Les Payne & Tamara Payne................ 88
WHO GETS IN AND WHY by Jeffrey J. Selingo.................................93
YOU’RE THE ONLY ONE I’VE TOLD by Meera Shah.........................93
GAMBLING WITH ARMAGEDDON by Martin J. Sherwin.............. 94
WE HAVE BEEN HARMONIZED by Kai Strittmatter;
trans. by Ruth Martin...........................................................................95
HITLER by Volker Ullrich; trans. by Jefferson Chase.......................... 96
THE INNOVATION DELUSION by Lee Vinsel &
Andrew L. Russell............................................................................... 96
AMERICAN WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE ed. by Susan Ware.....................97
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Penetrating essays across three centuries
consider freedom, power, and justice.
writing politics

WRITING POLITICS
An Anthology

BALZAC’S LIVES

Brooks, Peter
New York Review Books (304 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-68137-449-9

Ed. by Bromwich, David
New York Review Books (496 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-68137-462-8

y o u n g a d u lt

Loosely connected biographical
sketches of Balzac’s central characters
sandwiched between two chapters of
insightful literary analysis.
French novelist Honoré de Balzac
(1799-1850) has had an inestimable influence on subsequent Western literature and culture. In his return
to the inspiring fount of Balzac’s The Human Comedy, Brooks,
emeritus professor of comparative literature at Yale, delves into
the inner lives of its main characters to illuminate the obsessions
and fantasies that drove Balzac’s writing. Unfortunately, after a
provocative introduction to his approach in this “oblique biography,” the author’s retelling of the life stories of Balzac’s main characters reads more like a set of CliffsNotes for The Human Comedy.
In contrast, the final chapter of this book, “Living in Fictional
Lives,” reprises the originality of the introduction and features
the discerning and perceptive scrutiny that the author displayed
in his earlier analyses of Balzac, The Melodromatic Imagination
(1995) and Realist Vision (2008). In closing Balzac’s Lives, Brooks
reminds us that Balzac’s vast imagined social world derived from
his being able to write down all that was in his head. But getting inside the head and illuminating the inner workings of one
of the world’s preeminent novelists is not the same as summarizing his characters’ lives or even their dreams and daydreams.
Rather, it may be enough to recognize, as Balzac himself knew,
that “invented persons represent…life for us.” As Brooks notes,
“their lives are exemplary ways of being. Fictional characters give
us as-if experiments in knowing the world.” Just because Balzac
projected himself into his characters and continually reinvented
his own life through them, it does not necessarily follow that the
characters are facets of Balzac’s mind. As Brooks knows well, we
read fiction to know the world, not the author.
Balzac imagined a world of people with rich, intertwined
stories. This retelling of these stories pales in comparison.

Penetrating essays across three centuries consider freedom, power, and
justice.
Bromwich, a Guggenheim fellow
and professor of English at Yale, collects essays, from the early-18th to mid20th centuries, addressing critical political issues not only of
each writer’s time, but of our own. The essays, writes the editor, “show the changing face of oppression and violence, and
the invention of new paths for improving justice. Arbitrary
power is the enemy throughout.” Several selections are likely
to be familiar: Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal,” Henry
David Thoreau’s “Civil Disobedience,” Martin Luther King
Jr.’s “Letter From Birmingham City Jail,” and Gandhi’s “The
Doctrine of the Sword.” Abraham Lincoln, though, is represented not by his Gettysburg Address but by a letter defending
the Emancipation Proclamation; Ralph Waldo Emerson, by a
moving protest against the Fugitive Slave Law; and George
Eliot, by an argument against anti-Semitism. William James,
a member of the Anti-Imperialist League, protests America’s
aggression in the Philippines. Repeatedly, writers urge the
need for independent thought against unexamined beliefs: As
Victorian journalist Walter Bagehot wrote, many “wish others to think as they do, not only because they wish to diffuse
doctrinal truth, but also and much more because they cannot
bear to hear the words of a creed different from their own.”
Likewise, W.E.B. Du Bois reminds us, “we have attempted
to enthrone any chance majority and make it rule by divine
right. We have kicked and cursed minorities as up-starts and
usurpers when their sole offense lay in not having ideas or hair
like ours.” In “Useful Work Versus Useless Toil,” William Morris cautions, “it has become an article of the creed of modern
morality that all labour is good in itself—a convenient belief
to those who live on the labour of others.” Overall, the sophistication of language and argument throughout this anthology
testifies to what public discourse used to sound like before it
became dominated by Twitter rants.
Well-chosen, enduringly relevant selections.

HOPE AND SCORN
Eggheads, Experts, & Elites
in American Politics

Brown, Michael J.
Univ. of Chicago (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-226-71814-9

Focusing on major American public
thinkers and writers of the half-century
after 1945, this searching book lucidly
explores the “tension between intellectuals’ special claims to authority and democratic principles.”
No one involved in or following debates in the worlds
of learning and public affairs after World War II could have
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armchair travel in
the age of covid-19
Leah Overstreet

Fathoms by Rebecca Giggs (Simon &
Schuster, July 28): “Giggs presents the
bounty of [her] scholarship in crisp,
creatively written chapters addressing the many layers of the whale population’s unique physiology and evolutionary history, sociality, above-water
balletic athleticism, and enigmatic
‘biophony’ of their vocalizations….An
adventurous explorer, the author immerses readers in an Australian whalewatching tour and then dips into the
deep international waters of Japan, where whaling ships flourish. With a conservationist mindset, Giggs reiterates that the
whale and its life, legacy, and precarious environmental state
are reflective of the greater issues the Earth faces, from ecological upheaval to overconsumption.”

In this era of pandemic and quarantine,
many of us are desperate to get away but
unable, which makes armchair travel all
the more appealing. What better venue
than the Summer Reads Issue to celebrate recent books that take us out of
our stagnant homes to more interesting
locales, at least on the page? Here are six
excellent ones and what Kirkus reviewers had to say about them.

Dirt by Bill Buford (Knopf, May 5):
“Journalist and foodie Buford, a writer and editor for the New
Yorker and former longtime editor
of Granta, follows Heat, his chronicle
of cooking in Italy, with an ebullient,
entertaining memoir of life in Lyon,
where he, his wife, and two young sons
settled so that he could indulge his desire to learn French cooking….He describes in mouthwatering detail the
many dishes he cooked and ate and
the charming restaurants the family
visited.”

The Museum of Whales You Will
Never See by A. Kendra Greene (Penguin, May 12): “A quirky, personal travel
guide to some of the offbeat sites that
Iceland has to offer….Greene, who
has worked at several museums, joyfully recounts her experiences in Iceland, a country of 330,000 people, visiting 28 of their 265 museums, most
‘established in the last twenty years’….
Greene’s story is not just about the
museums, but also about the people
who create their individualistic collections and their families,
who often keep them and a small cafe or gift shop going.”

Let Them Eat Pancakes by Craig Carlson (Pegasus, July 7): “In this follow-up
to Pancakes in Paris, Carlson shares more
intimate and engaging stories of how
he fell in love with France and a Frenchman while running his well-known diners….Carlson explores both French and
American food, whether cooked at his
diner, at a high-end French restaurant,
or by his mother-in-law.”

All the Way to the Tigers by Mary Morris (Nan A. Talese, June 9): “Morris
chronicles her journey to India, where
she sought a tiger and found herself….
Her descriptions of the villages and
cities on her route are characteristically honest, observant, and striking.
Her reports on the nature of the Bengal tiger, as well as conservation efforts
to restore its numbers, add to our understanding of the animal and its place
in the human imagination. For Morris, the restless child who became a restive traveler, the adventure is always about seizing the moment, impermanence,
and escape.”

Desert Notebooks by Ben Ehrenreich
(Counterpoint, July 7): “Journalist Ehrenreich, a contributor to the Nation as well as many other publications, offers
a thoughtful, often stirring, meditation on nature, myth, philosophy, politics, and time from the vantage of two
starkly different desert environments:
the ‘surging beauty’ of Joshua Tree National Park and the assaulting seediness
of Las Vegas….He draws on astronomy,
archaeology, anthropology, and ethnography as well as Greek, Roman, Mayan,
and various Indigenous people’s mythologies.”
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escaped the controversies that swirled around Brown’s central
characters: Richard Hofstadter, H. Stuart Hughes, Arthur M.
Schlesinger Jr., Noam Chomsky, Christopher Lasch, Irving
Kristol, and Cornel West. Other important thinkers appear,
as well, but these seven, especially Hofstadter, are central to
the author’s story. Sometimes they were in combat with each
other—Kristol, in particular, was a kind of anti-intellectual
intellectual—and rarely were they in full agreement about
what ailed the U.S. or what should be done to address its
problems. All were trying to figure out how to make serious
ideas take root within a diverse population historically on
guard against the intrusion of experts into public affairs. In
this deeply informed book, Brown brings their controversies
and critics’ views about them bracingly alive, and he allows the
distinctive interests and dispositions of each figure to come
sharply into view. The main issue with the text is that Brown’s
characters, as part of a loosely defined intellectual community
along the New York–Boston corridor, can’t be taken to represent American thinkers after midcentury. What about important figures outside the Northeast, those born elsewhere,
conservatives, women, and African Americans (although
members of all these groups make brief appearances)? Where
are Gertrude Himmelfarb, Susan Sontag, and Hannah Arendt?
Southerner C. Vann Woodward? Conservative William F.
Buckley Jr.? Black scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr.? Despite such
omissions, however, this knowledgeable historical study adds
significantly to an already large library of books about American thought in the second half of the 20th century.
An impressively authoritative and readable first book by
a promising historian.

France. Enter Jean-François Champollion, “a fiery Bonapartist…
[who] narrowly avoided incarceration and worse during the
Bourbon Restoration.” An atheist and freethinker, Champollion set to work with an idea that was shared by Thomas Young,
an older, pious Englishman who was much better grounded in
mathematics (and thus cryptography): that the texts said the
same thing, so that using the Greek, which was known, one
might figure out the corresponding Egyptian characters. Both
worked on their translations for years, sometimes sniping at,
sometimes collaborating with each other. Buchwald and Josefowicz deliver an account that sometimes seems as if in real time,
describing the blind alleys, intuitions, and thorny debates that
surrounded the scholars’ investigations. For example, “Young
happily conceded that orthographic shifts could and did occur
as writers labored to effect accurate transcriptions…[but] maintained that Egyptian hieroglyphs had never changed from the
originals, neither in shape nor in meaning.” Readers will find
some grounding in linguistics to be helpful, as the authors discuss phonetics, phonemics, morphemics, and other technical
matters surrounding whether the hieroglyphics in particular
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THE RIDDLE OF THE ROSETTA
How an English Polymath
and a French Polyglot
Discovered the Meaning of
Egyptian Hieroglyphs

Buchwald, Jed Z. &
Josefowicz, Diane Greco
Princeton Univ. (576 pp.)
$39.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-691-20090-3

Comprehensive account of a dense
and daunting project: deciphering ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics two millennia after their composition.
Buchwald, a historian at California Institute of Technology,
and writer Josefowicz put a decade’s worth of work into this
book, and it shows. Their story begins with a stone tablet bearing three inscriptions, one in ancient Greek, one in hieroglyphic
Egyptian, and one in demotic (or “Coptic”) script. French
troops had mauled it to keep it from their British enemies during the Napoleonic Wars, but the damage wasn’t catastrophic,
and the tablet was hauled off as a spoil of war, delivered to
London in 1802. British scientists puzzled over the thing and
then published not entirely accurate lithographs of the Rosetta
Stone that found their way into scholarly journals in Britain and
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A comforting work of art in troubled times.
american utopia

represented sounds, words, or concepts—the answer being “all
of the above.”
Knowledgeable fans of Egyptology, cryptography, and
languages will enjoy this exploration of the ancient past.

together even when we are each alone. The author opens with
what seems like a statement of purpose: “Despite all that has
happened, despite all that is still happening, I think there is
still possibility—we are still a work in progress. We’re not fixed,
our brains can change. Who we are thankfully extends beyond
ourselves...to the connections between all of us.” It’s a slim, suggestive volume, with sparing use of words amid the stark imagery. At times, it feels like Byrne is channeling the aphoristic,
sloganeering spirit of Truisms, the shifting-viewpoint series of
maxims by conceptual artist Jenny Holzer. “I’m not alone and
we’re all the same, and the world won’t end, it will just change its
name,” reads the accompaniment to two drawings of a woman
who appears to be very much alone, dancing. “We’re only tourists in this life,” says another. Taken together, all of the text
would likely fit on one page, and the sketches can be flipped
through in a matter of minutes. The book is not a substitute for
Byrne’s music or the Broadway musical—which is scheduled to
return in September and will soon become a documentary by
Spike Lee—but it does share the same sense of artistic daring,
naiveté, and childlike wonder. “Here is an area of great confusion / No more information now / This is my job,” reads a simple
haikulike passage that accompanies a series of seemingly unconnected drawings that proceed to the assurance, “It is safe right
where you are.”
A comforting work of art in troubled times.

AMERICAN UTOPIA

Byrne, David
Illus. by Kalman, Maira
Bloomsbury (160 pp.)
$24.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-63557-668-9

The companion volume to the
author’s acclaimed Broadway production of the same name.
Conceived before the pandemic,
Byrne’s collaboration with New Yorker
illustrator Kalman proceeds through a series of sparsely rendered full-color images about connection and how it feels to be

MY TIME TO SPEAK
Reclaiming Ancestry and
Confronting Race

Calderón, Ilia
Trans. by Obejas, Achy
Atria (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-982103-85-9

A prominent news anchor recounts
her life.
Univision anchor Calderón offers a
moving and timely memoir reflecting on her experiences as a
woman of color: “There’s no doubt. I…am black. Colombian,
Latina, Hispanic, Afro-Colombian, mixed, and anything else
people may want to call me or I choose to call myself, but I’m
always black. I may bear Castilian Jewish and Syrian Arab last
names, but I’m simply black in the eyes of the world.” Growing up in Istmina, Colombia, she was taught tolerance. “Understanding, equality, fairness, solidarity, generosity,” she writes,
“those were the messages that were repeated” at her family’s
table. But when she attended a Catholic high school in Medellín, Colombia’s second-largest city, Calderón, the only black
or mixed-race student, became increasingly aware of inequality, poverty, and racial injustice. In Medellín for college, she
decided to major in social work, hoping to effect change in her
own country. When a chance opportunity landed her a job at
a local news station, however, her focus changed to journalism.
“I’d found a profession in which inquiry was applauded instead
of punished,” she writes, “and my boldness wasn’t an obstacle
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COMMITTED WRITINGS

but expected and approved.” Calderón recounts her professional rise as co-anchor in Bogotá, as newscaster at Telemundo
in Miami, and finally as anchor for Univision. “It’s good,” she
admits, “nobody ever told me I was going to be the first Afrodescendant to anchor national newscasts in Spanish media
wherever I went!” Her positions have afforded her visibility
and power, and much of her memoir bears witness to oppression and discrimination. “What kind of country are we leaving
the new generations?” she asks. “Or rather, what kind of society
are we handing over to them? One where fundamental rights
are violated and no one says anything?” For her—and, she hopes,
her readers—there is no choice but to speak out.
A candid memoir that sends an urgent message.

Camus, Albert
Trans. by O’Brien, Justin & Smith, Sandra
Vintage (160 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-525-56719-6
A focused collection of the political
and moral writings and speeches by the
Nobel laureate.
After a fresh foreword by Camus
scholar Alice Kaplan, the compilation
begins with four letters Camus (1913-1960) published during
World War II, purportedly to a German he knew but who is
likely the author’s creation. The letters assail the Germans for
what they have done—and continue to do—with fierce candor:
“violence is more natural to you than thinking”; “you scorned
knowledge and spoke only of strength.” The longest piece is
“Reflections on the Guillotine” (1957), which describes and condemns capital punishment, employing logic, passion, grim detail,
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Much eloquent—often lyrical—evidence that
the author deserved his Nobel Prize.
personal writings

and skillful prose. Camus begins with his father’s vomiting after
witnessing a beheading; later, he includes a horrible description
of another beheading gone wrong. The author argues that capital punishment is not punishment but “revenge” and includes
comments about how the death penalty is related to religious
history. The volume concludes with two speeches related to the
author’s acceptance of the Nobel Prize in literature. The first is
the official speech he gave at the ceremony in Stockholm; the
second, a lecture he delivered at Uppsala University. In the first,
Camus is humble and grateful and talks passionately about the
significance of his art in his life. The second explores the idea of
realism in literature—and how absolute realism is impossible. It
would require, he writes amusingly, the author to devote their
life to following the entire life of another. Camus is also playful
with the old metaphor of the broken eggs and the omelet: You
don’t need to break thousands of them to make one omelet. The
author ends by saying that truth should be the aim of the artist.
Throughout, Camus’ talent, humor, and passion glisten
like rare jewels.

evocative language, his astonishing facility to create memorable
phrases and take readers to places most have never been but
who, because of his artistry, feel immediately at home.
Much eloquent—often lyrical—evidence that the author
deserved his Nobel Prize.

LECTURE

Cappello, Mary
Transit Books (120 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-945492-44-0
An attempt to revive the format and
reclaim its place in literary tradition.
In this entry in the publisher’s new
Undelivered Lectures series—joining
Namwali Serpell’s Stranger Faces—creative writing professor and Guggenheim
fellow Cappello argues for everything she thinks a lecture
should be: playful and provocative, to be sure, and perhaps
incorporating elements of stand-up comedy, performance art,
and improvisation. It should not conform to the clichés that
most commonly come to mind: pedantic, didactic, boring. “The
lecture will have succeeded if, like the essay, it cannot be summarized, but only experienced,” writes Cappello, who effectively demonstrates the connection between the lecture and
the essay. While the former is performed and the latter written,
they share a similar mindset and spirit. The lecture’s “geography
is a theater-cocoon, descended from the study carrel where you
read, the dark corner of the library you retreated into, which
was descended from the cubbyhole you stowed your books and
drawings in in kindergarten.” However, don’t confuse the future
of the lecture with the popularity of one of its current forms:
TED Talks, which “give me the creeps….They all have a whiff
of organized religion about them and the feel of the sermon on
the infomercial mount.” As her “lecture on the lecture” has led
to this book, the author intersperses examples of note taking.
These notes, which one might take while listening to a lecture,
or use to compose one, show the ways in which the mind works
and ideas connect (or not) as the lecturer searches for the form
and cohesion through which she can convey her message. Cappello also shows how the tradition of the lecture has too often
minimized, belittled, or excluded women. As she argues, the
lecture must be better than that, and this is a good introduction
to the art.
A lively and playful challenge to resuscitate a form that
has been considered all but dead.

PERSONAL WRITINGS

Camus, Albert
Trans. by Kennedy, Ellen Conroy &
O’Brien, Justin
Vintage (224 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-525-56721-9
A collection of brief, piercing personal pieces by the 1957 Nobel laureate.
In a selection of essays from the
1930s to the 1950s, Camus (1913-1960)
reveals himself to readers, discussing his affections, regrets,
memories, problems, complaints, and ideas about art and writing. He writes frequently about his youth in Algeria (where he
was born), and in a particularly poignant piece near the end, he
revisits Tipasa (Tipaza), Roman ruins not far from where he
grew up. He notes that “returning to places of youth” can be “a
great folly,” but he clearly demonstrates otherwise in this essay.
The author also writes incisively about war (both world wars),
the meanings of cemeteries, the sea and sun and rain and the
desert, and youth and age: “No longer to be listened to: that’s
the terrible thing about being old…condemned to silence and
loneliness.” Throughout are numerous classical allusions (to historical figures and events, to mythology); there’s a particularly
fine piece about Prometheus and his sacrifices for humanity. “If
Prometheus were to reappear,” he writes, “modern man would
treat him as the gods did long ago: they would nail him to a rock,
in the name of the very humanism he was the first to symbolize.” Camus sometimes chides the human race, but he sees hope
in us, as well. Although he writes quite a bit about Algeria, he
also describes some experiences elsewhere in the world (Paris,
New York), and he sets the final essay aboard a trans-Atlantic
ship. He discourses about the weather, the sailors, and the enormity of it all: “We sail across spaces so vast they seem unending.”
What will strike many readers is the author’s extraordinarily
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POLICING THE SECOND
AMENDMENT
Guns, Law Enforcement, and
the Politics of Race

who are feloniously killed, injured, and traumatized by them at
rates that exceed manyfold those of other racial groups in the
United States”—and that especially includes state harassment,
usually by police. Carlson demonstrates in an argument that
centers on Arizona, California, and Michigan that police officers and leaders tend to support gun rights, and far more so than
the public; in particular, they oppose widespread bans. This
seems a curious stance given that an armed society is certainly
more lethal than an unarmed one, “but police nevertheless
appear willing to live with the consequences of a widely armed
society.” This is generally as true in “gun-restrictive” California
as it is in “gun-lax” Arizona. In the West, Carlson ventures, a
tradition of law enforcement being used in the service of ethnic
oppression—mostly of Hispanics and Native Americans—has
translated into oppression of all minorities. This has not lessened in the least with the arrival of Donald Trump, since he
“represented the populist stitching together of hard-knuckled
policing with gun rights patriotism,” earning the support of the
Fraternal Order of Police and the National Rifle Association.
Ultimately, Carlson writes, “structural racism intersects with

Carlson, Jennifer
Princeton Univ. (296 pp.)
$29.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-691-18385-5

A professor of sociology and government offers a study of gun laws and their
racial implications in three states.
Though sometimes overly academic, Carlson’s account
points to an important social problem: The Second Amendment right to carry a firearm is unequally applied to members
of different ethnic groups. In particular, African Americans,
such as Philando Castile, may be authorized to carry concealed
weapons, but that fact did not keep a white police officer from
gunning him down at a traffic stop. “The proliferation of guns,”
writes the author, “disproportionately harms African Americans
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Wes Moore

THE AUTHOR AND ACTIVIST REVISITS THE 2015 BALTIMORE
UPRISING—A RESPONSE TO THE DEATH OF FREDDIE GRAY—IN HIS
TIMELY NEW BOOK, FIVE DAYS
By Marion Winik
Chris Jenkins

April marked the five-year anniversary of the Baltimore
uprising that followed the death of Freddie Gray, a 25-yearold African American man, in police custody—an event
echoed across the country in the recent demonstrations
following the death of George Floyd in police custody in
late May. Baltimore’s uprising is revisited in dramatic and
unprecedented detail in Five Days: The Fiery Reckoning of
an American City (One World, June 23) by Baltimore-based
poverty activist Wes Moore, in collaboration with journalist Erica L. Green.
The book follows eight Baltimoreans with widely differing roles through the days of unrest. Some of the characters are celebrities: outspoken attorney Billy Murphy, who
represented the Gray family; John Angelos, the owner of
the Orioles; politician Nick Mosby, then a member of the
Baltimore City Council and the husband of Marilyn Mosby,
state’s attorney for Baltimore City.
Less well known are Marc Partee, a city police captain;
Jenny Egan, a public defender; Anthony Williams, owner
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of a roller rink in Gray’s neighborhood; Tawanda Jones,
whose brother was killed by the police a few years earlier;
and Greg Butler, a young man whose sparkling prospects
as a student and as an athlete were snuffed out by systemic
prejudice (a biased method for computing GPAs, later exposed, kept him out of college) and the psychological impact of the never-ending violent deaths among his friends
and family.
The characters’ stories are told in brief alternating vignettes. “We’re with Angelos on vacation when he gets the
call that protestors have surrounded Camden Yards, and
he has to decide whether to keep the fans inside after the
game or let them out to face the protestors,” says Moore.
“We’re with Partee as he struggles to reconcile his allegiance to his West Baltimore roots with his allegiance to
his brothers and sisters in uniform. We’re at Gray’s funeral
with Billy Murphy, our closest connection to the Gray family—though the first time he met his client, the man was
in a coma.”
Some of the most dramatic moments in Five Days are
what Moore calls “Crash moments,” referring to the 2004
movie, when several characters’ stories converge. Most
dramatically, Partee, Egan, and Butler were all on the corner of North and Pennsylvania avenues at the peak of the
rioting, looting, and burning.
Partee was with the riot control squad, angry and frustrated, having already seen several officers injured. The
police had many conflicting concerns that day, Moore reminds us: containing the riot, limiting harm to police and
public, and also, with cameras everywhere, weighing how
their actions would look on videotape. When the fire department arrived and pulled out the hoses, public defender Egan, onsite as a legal observer, immediately feared that
the spray would be turned on the crowd. And then she saw
Greg Butler cut the fire hose with a pocketknife.
All three had experiences that day that changed their
lives.

Moore’s name is familiar to readers from his 2010 memoir, The Other Wes Moore. In it, he traced the parallel tracks
of two Baltimore-raised black men named Wes Moore.
One is the author, whose downward trajectory was broken
when his mother shipped him off to military school. He
went on to become a Rhodes Scholar, a White House fellow, a decorated combat veteran, and the CEO of a social
justice foundation. His namesake is now serving a life sentence in prison. The system failed the other Wes Moore in
much the same way it failed Freddie Gray and Greg Butler.
That is exactly Moore’s point in publishing Five Days.
“I want this book to be a catalyst for action,” says Moore.
“Given the spiraling violence and despair in many communities since the unrest, things have only gotten worse
in Baltimore since 2015. Have we taken deliberate steps
to change the circumstances that created the uprising, or
have we allowed ourselves to be placated?”
In an afterword, Moore tells us how we can move forward. His expertise on the topic flows from his central role
in the Robin Hood Foundation, one of the largest povertyfighting nonprofits in the country. Robin Hood funds organizations working for better schools, housing, and child
care; it advocates criminal justice reform; it creates public
policy initiatives and social entrepreneurship opportunities.
“The story of what happened in Baltimore after the
death of Freddie Gray is a lesson,” says Moore. “The consequences of not hearing too many lessons and too many
warning signs are playing out across the country right now.
Like the lives of the eight Baltimoreans in the book, our
fates are profoundly intertwined, and we each have a role
to play in creating change.”

gun policy to aggravate, rather than ameliorate, vulnerabilities
facing communities of color.”
No one who reads this will doubt that the Second
Amendment has particularly deadly dimensions in minority
communities.

GREAT ADAPTATIONS
Star-Nosed Moles, Electric
Eels, and Other Tales of
Evolution’s Mysteries Solved

Catania, Kenneth
Princeton Univ. (240 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-691-19525-4

Marion Winik is the author of The Big Book of the Dead.
Five Days was reviewed in the March 1, 2020, issue.
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A Vanderbilt biology professor digs
into “unsolved biological mysteries and
extreme adaptations.”
What do star-nose moles, electric eels, jewel wasps, tentacled snakes, and water shrews have in common? The rapt gaze
of Catania, who investigates those odd creatures and more. The
author knows better than most that even animals that have
been studied for centuries harbor secrets yet to be uncovered.
Using a variety of visual aids to good effect, Catania explores
how the humblest species may have developed their remarkable abilities. The author wants us to learn something not only
about these extraordinary creatures, but about the process of
discovery as well. This begins, prosaically, with the simple act
of taking a closer look. A Guggenheim and MacArthur fellow,
Catania was motivated to write the book, in part, as an alternative to the necessarily dry technical style of scientific papers,
which by their very nature do little to capture the sense of wonder or elation attending new discoveries. It’s clear that being
a scientist has only magnified the author’s sense of wonder,
and he notes how chance, failure, an open mind, and tirelessly
methodical experimentation are as much natural parts of science as breakthroughs. Very occasionally, he has hit the mother
lode in the field, when preparation and a bit of luck intersect
with biology, history, and culture, as in the marvel that is earthworm “grunting.” His studies also deal with the larger question
of the extremes to which evolution can tailor a species to its
environment as well as some potentially profound applications:
For example, the venom of the jewel wasp, a leading figure in
neuroparasitology, “may be useful for research into Parkinson’s
disease.” Perhaps not everyone will share the author’s abundant
enthusiasm for the specifics of insectivore senses, amphibian
electroreceptors, and the vagaries of neuroanatomy, but his
delight is contagious.
Catania successfully unearths a universe of surprises
within a small-scale realm.

61

ON CORRUPTION IN AMERICA
And What Is at Stake

unseen since the Gilded Age—enrich themselves through public- and private-sector (if not outright criminal) alliances. In an
intermittently enlightening but digressive mix of history, analysis, and polemic, the author shows how the fat cats consolidate
their power partly by shuttling among jobs at universities, government or nonprofit agencies, and corporations or top-tier law
firms like Jones Day and Kirkland & Ellis. Moving from John D.
Rockefeller’s era to the present, Chayes serves up some piquant
details and anecdotes—e.g., one involving Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s clerkship for Anthony Kennedy: “This
is the same Justice Kennedy whose son Justin was President
Trump’s loan officer at Deutsche Bank, and whose early retirement gave Trump a surprise Supreme Court slot to fill.” Much
of the story of how the U.S. sank into this ethics maw has been
told before—see Jane Mayer’s Dark Money, Nancy MacLean’s
Democracy in Chains, and Zephyr Teachout’s Corruption in
America—and Chayes’ effort to update the tale belabors metaphors from the Bible and Greek mythology and wanders far
afield to Nigeria, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. Ultimately, however, this book supports the view of a federal prosecutor who
told Chayes that today, “only bad criminals can get convicted”:
“And I don’t mean dangerous criminals. I mean people who are
just really bad at being corrupt.”
A rambling but sometimes on-target critique of kleptocratic public- and private-sector elites.

Chayes, Sarah
Knopf (384 pp.)
$28.95 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-525-65485-8

A former senior associate at the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace deplores America’s willingness
to ignore homegrown corruption that
undermines democracy.
Anyone who has followed the outbreaks of COVID-19
at U.S. meatpacking plants may find one fact in this book
especially chilling: In the anti-regulatory spirit of the Trump
administration, the Department of Agriculture levied on such
facilities one-tenth of the fines in 2018 that it had imposed in
2013 for rules violations. Chayes casts the slashed penalties as
evidence of an alarming trend: America is turning a blind eye
to the corruption of kleptocratic elites who—with an audacity

THE CLIMATE CRISIS AND THE
GLOBAL GREEN NEW DEAL
The Political Economy of
Saving the Planet

Chomsky, Noam & Pollin, Robert
Verso (192 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-78873-985-6

A specific plan to address humanity’s
“greatest existential crisis ever.”
With the global mean temperature
steadily rising and opposition based on
ideology over evidence, a steady stream of writing and conferences proposes to fix matters. Although some national leaders
support action, they are not responding to pressure from any
major movement because none exists—so, with rare exceptions, the end result has been mere rhetoric. Although it has
yet to gather mass support, one political movement proposes
to eliminate fossil fuels along with the supportive driving forces
of climate change, including deforestation, industrial agriculture, and food and land waste. Known as the Global Green
New Deal, its goal is to eliminate greenhouse emissions by
2050 and invest massively to raise energy efficiency and expand
clean energy sources. As the name “new deal” implies, it aims
to accomplish this without joblessness and economic insecurity
and to raise living standards for working people and the poor
throughout the world. The concise narrative is laid out as an
interview in which Chomsky and Pollin alternatively respond
to questions. Pollin, a professor of economics at the University
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A major biography that redeems Plath from
the condescension of easy interpretation.
red comet

RED COMET
The Short Life and
Blazing Art of
Sylvia Plath

of Massachusetts and co-founder of its Political Economic
Research Institute, concentrates on the evidence for climate
change and details of the legislation and finances required for
the GGND, which seem surprisingly attainable despite the
political difficulties he admits are considerable. Chomsky, longtime activist and emeritus professor of linguistics at MIT, concentrates a fierce attack on the culprit: a heartless, obsessively
profit-oriented capitalist system that has prevailed for more
than four decades. The GGND, which requires all governments
to cooperate to eliminate the powerful fossil fuel industry while
simultaneously eradicating poverty, has attracted sneers aplenty.
Nonetheless, its architects are convincing about the necessity
of such a program. What is lacking is a thoughtful discussion by
influential—rather than merely intelligent—people on preventing catastrophe.
A serious plan that needs refinement more than invective.

Clark, Heather
Knopf (1,152 pp.)
$40.00 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-307-96116-7

A sober and detailed critical biography of one of the 20th century’s greatest
and most misunderstood poets.
The story of Sylvia Plath’s (1932-1963) life is inseparable from
her tragic death: She committed suicide in London at 30, leaving behind a body of poetry and fiction often shaped by depression, rage, and heartbreak. Even so, Clark, a longtime Plath
scholar, is determined to extricate the poet from the prison of
a reputation as a “witchy death-goddess” and reframe her as a
serious, wide-ranging artist with prodigious expressive powers.
“Plath took herself and her desires seriously in a world that often
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top summer nonfiction reads
The Bird Way: A New Look at How
Birds Talk, Work, Play, Parent, and
Think by Jennifer Ackerman (Penguin Press, May 5): “Ackerman demonstrates bird science as an evolving
discipline that is consistently fascinating, and she offers brilliant discussions of the use of smell, long
overlooked but indeed deployed for
navigation; courtship signals; predator avoidance;
and, not surprisingly, locating food.”

ology and evolutionary history, sociality, abovewater balletic athleticism, and enigmatic ‘biophony’ of their vocalizations.”
The Vapors: A Southern Family, the
New York Mob, and the Rise and
Fall of Hot Springs, America’s For
gotten Capital of Vice by David Hill
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, July 7):
“For most Americans, Hot Springs,
Arkansas, doesn’t raise an eyebrow,
but folks who lived in the state from
the 1930s to the ’60s knew the place as ‘the most sinful little city in the world.’ In his first book, Hill, a
Brooklyn-based journalist from Hot Springs, tells a
juicy tale of how such a place was born and stayed in
business for so long as the ‘sin city of the Bible Belt.’ ”

On Lighthouses by Jazmina Barrera (Two Lines Press, May 12): “A
writer muses on what lighthouses
mean to her….Each story includes
a wide array of topics in lighthouse
culture, including literature, history, science, art, music, and the
daily, brutal lives of the isolated
keepers and their families.”

Splash!: 10,000 Years of Swim
ming by Howard Means (Da Capo,
June 2): “A nimble social history of
humans at play in water….Devoted swimmers will want to splash
about in this entertaining narrative.”

Why We Drive: Toward a Philoso
phy of the Open Road by Matthew
B. Crawford (Morrow/HarperCollins, June 9): “A philosopher stakes
his claim to freedom and the open
road….As in his previous books,
Shop Class as Soulcraft and The World
Beyond Your Head, the author brings
an easy and wide-ranging erudition
to his subject—in this case, our relationships to our
vehicles.”

Dolls! Dolls! Dolls!: Deep Inside
Valley of the Dolls, the Most Be
loved Bad Book and Movie of All
Time by Stephen Rebello (Penguin,
June 2): “Rebello delivers a meticulously detailed paean to both incarnations of Valley of the Dolls, which,
despite scathing reviews, were runaway commercial successes….Memorable reading for die-hard devotees and those seeking to relive all the breathless histrionics.”

Fathoms: The World in a Whale
by Rebecca Giggs (Simon &
Schuster, July 28): “Giggs presents
the bounty of [her] scholarship in
crisp, creatively written chapters
addressing the many layers of the
whale population’s unique physi64
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Entangled Life: How Fungi Make
Our Worlds, Change Our Minds
& Shape Our Futures by Merlin
Sheldrake (Random House, May
12): “A deep-running mycological inquiry from fungal biologist
Sheldrake….From bread to booze
to the very fiber of life, the world
turns on fungi, and Sheldrake provides a top-notch portrait.”
The Well-Gardened Mind: The
Restorative Power of Nature by
Sue Stuart-Smith (Scribner, July
7): “An analysis of and tribute to
the beneficial effects of gardening on the heart and mind….The
author [a psychiatrist and psychotherapist] delivers a thoroughly
researched text based on her deep and wide reading about the history of gardening, her visits to
many of the therapeutic garden sites she mentions, and her interviews with many people, professionals and patients alike.”
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refused to do so,” writes Clark. To make her case, the author
meticulously explores Plath’s omnivorous literary interests and
busy social life; she was a creative writer who craved liberation
as well as a high-achieving Smith College student and prim
Mademoiselle magazine intern who sought solace in conformity.
Her warring urges took a toll early: In 1953, following a harrowing round of electroshock therapy, she attempted suicide, an
experience repurposed for her novel The Bell Jar. Yet her conflicts also motivated her; a whirlwind marriage to the British
poet Ted Hughes stoked her iconoclasm while also providing
entry into the boys club of literary Britain. Clark claims better
and deeper access to Plath’s unpublished writings (particularly
related to Hughes) than prior biographers, and if that sometimes means she is persnickety about Plath’s day-by-day (if not
hour-by-hour) activities, the approach avoids sloppy armchair
psychoanalysis. The author’s attention to specifics serves her
very well in the closing pages, as she tracks how Plath’s depression, anxiety over her literary standing, despair over her failed
marriage, and fear of institutionalization speeded her death
even while those same forces inspired indelible, harrowing late
poems like “Daddy,” “Lady Lazarus,” and “Edge.”
A major biography that redeems Plath from the condescension of easy interpretation.

DEAR LIFE
A Doctor’s Story of
Love and Loss

The Language of Butterflies:
How Thieves, Hoarders, Scien
tists, and Other Obsessives Un
locked the Secrets of the World’s
Favorite Insect by Wendy Williams (Simon & Schuster, June
2): “In her hybrid history/science/
travel text, science journalist Williams…leads readers through the
body of human butterfly knowledge….Expect
this book to awaken the dormant butterfly enthusiast within.”

Clarke, Rachel
Dunne/St. Martin’s (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-250-76451-5

End-of-life stories from a palliative
care doctor.
When she was growing up, Clarke
loved to listen to her physician father tell
stories about his patients, many of which taught her “a different,
quieter style of doctoring in which medicine perhaps achieved
less yet was kinder and more humane.” Following those lessons, when she became a doctor, she chose palliative care. “I use
my training and skills,” she writes, “specifically to help people
with a terminal illness live what remains of their lives as fully as
possible, and to die with dignity and comfort....Rarely, if ever,
does a week go by in which all of my patients survive.” In this
fascinating and often moving narrative, which features sometimes graphic details, Clarke gives readers an inside view into
the life of the terminally ill and those who attend to them in
hospice. Make no mistake: Reading about death page after
page will bring tears to even the most hardened readers, but
the author’s empathetic approach leads to a clear understanding of death that most don’t receive until facing the prospect
themselves. Clarke also intertwines her own tales of near-death
experiences and of her father’s terminal cancer, and her unwavering sincerity and honesty reflect the profundity of life and
dignified death. “In a hospice,” she writes, “…there is more of
what matters—more love, more strength, more kindness, more
|
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A comprehensive, balanced, and insightful review
of the liberal American Protestant story.
the end of empathy

THE END OF EMPATHY
Why White Protestants
Stopped Loving Their
Neighbors

smiles, more dignity, more joy, more tenderness, more grace,
more compassion—than you could ever imagine. I work in a
world that thrums with life. My patients teach me all I need to
know about living.” Clarke’s message is especially timely as we
continue to face a global pandemic, and she also includes practical advice on end-of-life preparations and helpful notes about
relevant resources.
Death comes to all of us; these authentic stories show
how it can be met with strength and grace instead of fear.

Compton, John W.
Oxford Univ. (408 pp.)
$34.95 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-19-006918-6

The rise and fall of progressive American Protestant leadership.
Political science professor Compton
provides a historical review of the role of social justice and reform
within white Protestant churches in the U.S., noting that the importance of social issues through much of American history was especially related to the authority of church leaders and the strength
of denominational and ecumenical organizations. However, as the
author shows, after more than a century of such authority tying
together the activities of American churches, these structures fell
apart rapidly beginning in the turbulent 1960s, opening the way to
a starkly different religious landscape in the modern U.S. Compton
begins by exploring the unique American view—beginning with the
Puritans—“that Americans were duty bound to remake society in
preparation for the coming of the Kingdom”—a view that situated
the concept of sin as communal in nature. From that view arose the
Protestant movements against slavery and other social ills. Compton notes that in the 19th century, the power of progressive denominational authorities was joined by a social need for professionals to
belong to established churches, a trend that sociologist Max Weber
explored during the Progressive Era. Among the many high-water
marks in the history of progressive Protestantism’s firm grip on the
rudder of public affairs were temperance, suffrage, New Deal social
programs, and the struggle for civil rights. Multifaceted changes in
society, however, from the rise of Evangelicalism to the radicalism of
Vietnam-era protests, led to the near collapse of once-mighty Protestant denominations and related ecumenical networks. As Compton chronicles, there followed the rise of the religious right and the
increasing disregard for edicts from progressive church leadership,
trends that seem to have found their apotheosis in the form of evangelical support for Donald Trump.
A comprehensive, balanced, and insightful review of the
liberal American Protestant story.

A MOST BEAUTIFUL THING
The True Story of America’s
First All-Black High School
Rowing Team
Cooper, Arshay
Flatiron Books (240 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 30, 2020
978-1-25075-476-9

Spirited account of a pioneering allblack rowing team.
Cooper sums up his surreal experience in the late 1990s: “We’re a group of black kids from the
66
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turbulent West Side of Chicago, surrounded by a group of
Midwestern white kids all sharing praise and respect in the
middle of a lake.” The author begins with a keen sense of place,
chronicling how he grew up in a neighborhood beset by gangs
and addiction, with which his own mother struggled before
rebuilding their relationship through church-based recovery. Cooper felt frightened at his gang-plagued school until,
improbably, he became intrigued by a program to introduce
the elite sport of crew to black teens. Though the group eventually spread to other local schools, Cooper’s narrative follows
the team’s improvisational, fish-out-of-water first year, during
which the young men struggled to cohere as a unit. Many teammates came from harrowing backgrounds, including rival gang
members, which concerned him. Cooper makes abundant use
of dialogue, which can sometimes feel reconstructed, if true to
the characters, but the passages devoted to reconstructing the
matches precisely capture the nitty-gritty of rowing and how
it felt especially challenging and foreign to urban blacks: “I
look around at everyone’s faces and start to believe this might
actually work.” The author demonstrates how his peers were

simultaneously pulled by the promise of achievement and the
lure of the street. Eventually, Cooper became team captain.
Reflecting on their increasing cohesion, he recalls, “our focus
is more on how this unlikely lifeboat is changing our lives outside of it….[H]aving black kids race in this sport has already
been an enormous accomplishment.” The narrative feels both
familiar and memorable due to improbable context and wellrounded characterizations, and the moving story is now a
documentary narrated by actor and hip-hop artist Common.
Engrossing as a sports memoir but also relevant to any
conversation about privilege and race.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

David Hill

THE VAPORS RESURRECTS THE HISTORY OF THE BIBLE BELT’S VERY
OWN SIN CITY
By Eric Liebetrau
Pete D’Amato

“For most Americans, Hot Springs, Arkansas, doesn’t
raise an eyebrow, but folks who lived in the state
from the 1930s to the ’60s knew the place as ‘the
most sinful little city in the world.’ ” So wrote our
reviewer about The Vapors (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, July 7), by David Hill, a novelistic excavation
of Hot Springs, the author’s hometown, during its
infamous days as a hotbed of gambling, prostitution, corruption, and greed. Focused on the titular
nightclub and a vivid cast of characters that includes
Hill’s grandparents and father as well as a host of
gangsters and politicians on the take, this well-researched book is fast-paced and consistently fascinating. Hill deftly interweaves a variety of minibios
and narrative threads, ending in 1965 when the FBI
shut down the whole thing. I spoke with Hill on the
phone; the conversation has been edited for length
and clarity.
68
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Was the unique history of Hot Springs something
you learned growing up?
Everybody who grows up there hears stories about
the old days. I grew up in the ’80s, and I had friends
whose parents still had old craps tables in their
houses and stuff like that, these relics of the old days
that were still lingering around but would always be
covered up. Lots of things were hidden and whispered about, but there were also a lot of stories that
were not true. Part of the folklore was mythology,
and over the years, I started to learn the real history, which was far more fascinating than the version
that’s been told by successive generations.
What made you decide to write the book?
My first piece I wrote for Grantland was about Hot
Springs, and it did well; people enjoyed it. The more
I started talking it up with folks, the more I realized
that people actually did find this to be pretty compelling. I don’t think that I fully appreciated how
much folks who had never heard about Hot Springs
would find it an interesting subject.
Did your personal connection make writing the
book easier or more difficult?
It made it easier for sure, but it was hard to figure
out how to weave these stories together. I knew it
wasn’t going to be a strictly linear tale. Everyone
would end up in the same place, but I wasn’t sure
about whether the stories, which diverge from one
another along the way, would hang together. To be
able to tell my family’s history alongside that of the

|

gambling business definitely helped, because then it
was more than just researching the history of Hot
Springs; it was also exploring the stories within my
own family. So for more than just scholarly reasons,
it was personally rewarding.

in a way I couldn’t have imagined would have happened from the NYU library.
During this time, Hot Springs almost evolved into
what Las Vegas eventually became, the gambling
capital of the U.S. Why didn’t that happen?
It seems like Hot Springs was this sleepy, sad little
place while Las Vegas was a mammoth, international resort—but not at the time. It all could have been
the other way if a couple of state senators voted a
different way on a few bills. Passing the bill to legalize gambling in the county would have absolutely done it. If we hadn’t seen all the bombings [and
other violence, discussed in the book] and the war
between the different factions in Hot Springs, it
would be a different story.

Speaking of relatives, why did you move your family to Hot Springs for a year of research?
It was not my intention to move to Arkansas. I was
going to get a couple research assistants and fly
down there every once in a while. However, it didn’t
take me long to realize that plan wasn’t going to
work if I wanted to write the book in this decade.
Our third child was on the way, and I suggested to
my wife that maternity leave might be a good opportunity for us to take an extended break and do
a kind of book sabbatical in Arkansas. I could work
on the book and we could plan out the next phase
of our life.
How would you assess your time there?
It was an incredible year. Being there makes such
a difference. There’s no way I could have written
this book without doing that. I would meet people
who told great stories, and being there allowed me
to dig deeper and to go from one conversation to
the next. Many people allowed me to rifle through
their personal collections of newspaper clippings
and photographs and things like that. I’m sure
you’ve heard this from other writers, that it’s a truism—about being there. Things that people thought
were completely worthless were so fascinating, and
they wouldn’t have shared this material with me if I
wasn’t there to root through their stuff.
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What else should we know about Hot Springs?
It’s such an unexplored part of American cultural history, and it’s weird to me that someone from
my generation had to dig deep with the children
and grandchildren of the people who did all this. It
was a story in real danger of being erased from the
historical memory. When Arkansas went through
a cultural upheaval, becoming a kind of Baptist Bible-thumping place, many people were ashamed of
what went on in Hot Springs, and I think they went
to great lengths to obscure a lot of this history and
whitewash it.
The Vapors was reviewed in the May 1, 2020, issue.

It is a truism. Nearly every nonfiction writer I know
makes a similar point.
Being in Arkansas allowed me to develop trust with
people that wouldn’t have happened if I was just
dropping in on them every couple of months or talking on the phone. We lived two blocks from the Vapors, and I walked by that building every day, experiencing the sort of ruins of all the stuff I was writing
about. And the writing came freely while I was there
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TECUMSEH AND THE PROPHET
The Shawnee Brothers Who
Defied a Nation

war leader Pontiac and the Delaware prophet Neolin, both of
whom led resistances against British incursions a generation
before him. Important in this struggle was Tecumseh’s younger
brother Tenskwatawa, called the “Shawnee prophet,” whom
some historians—Cozzens calls out Alvin Josephy, author of
The Patriot Chiefs (1961) and other works—have depicted as a
“delusional charlatan.” Surely Tenskwatawa had his difficulties:
He lived in his brother’s shadow, and he battled alcoholism. Yet
the accomplishments of the brothers in uniting sometimescontending Native tribes into a formidable army were the
makings of a legend. It was their misfortune that the Shawnee
people inhabited the “fault line between French and British
interests, and as such was fated to become an imperial battleground.” Matters would grow worse with the War of 1812, when
Tecumseh found an imperial ally in Britain but was killed on a
battlefield in Canada—for which Harrison took undue credit.
For various reasons, writes Cozzens, in the aftermath, Tenskwatawa “had fallen mightily in the fragmented Indian world that
he and Tecumseh had striven to unite,” and after unsuccessful
attempts to negotiate reservation land in the East, he ended his
days in a small settlement of refugees that became known as
Shawnee Mission, Kansas.
Blending historical fact with solid storytelling, Cozzens
delivers a nuanced study of the great warrior and his times.
(16 pages of color illustrations, 13 maps)

Cozzens, Peter
Knopf (560 pp.)
$35.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5247-3325-4

A comprehensive biography of the
noted Native American leader and his
overlooked brother.
William Henry Harrison, whose
forces defeated Tecumseh at the Battle of Tippecanoe, held his
opponent in such high esteem that he said, “If it were not for the
vicinity of the United States, he would, perhaps, be the founder
of an empire that would rival in glory that of Mexico or Peru.”
As it was, writes historian Cozzens, Tecumseh forged a powerful
alliance of Native peoples in the area from Wisconsin to Ohio
that attempted to contain white expansion into the region.
Tecumseh took many of his “pan-Indian” cues from the Ottawa

UNDER THE DOME
Walks With Paul Celan

Daive, Jean
Trans. by Waldrop, Rosmarie
City Lights (160 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-87286-808-3

French poet and translator Daive
recalls his friendship with post–World
War II German poet Paul Celan
(1920-1970).
This slim, elliptical memoir, a new edition of a work published in 2009 but subsequently out of print, consists of a series
of fragments that barely cohere to create an alternately murky
and evocative portrait of the relationship between two significant figures in French letters. Though Daive was born more
than two decades after his mentor and subject, their poetry and
translation work provided common bonds, particularly their
shared obsession with how words work and language functions
as well as the many limitations of spoken and written communication. The narrative follows them as they walk around Paris,
in different seasons, over different years, often stopping for coffee, drinks, or a meal. The topics range widely but usually circle
back to words, language, and storytelling—and later, to death,
as Daive contemplates Celan’s 1970 suicide: how and when he
threw himself into the Seine River and the magnitude of the
aftershocks experienced by the author and those who knew
both of them. “There were never any crossroads on our walks,”
writes the author. “No halts I mean, exactly as if our promenade
70
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Engaging, horrifying, and informative—Darby offers an important,
fresh angle on the problems tearing our country apart.
sisters in hate

SISTERS IN HATE
American Women
on the Front Lines of
White Nationalism

were part of a long ribbon without beginning or end, without
collision and almost without witness. On the paving stones his
step turns gentle: pure sound, muted sighs.” And so seems the
conversation recollected in this diffuse narrative on poetry and
philosophy, on Kafka and God, on the challenge and futility of
using words to express what words cannot express: “The matter of words. Words as matter. Distance within logic.” Not for
general readers, it’s a book that will appeal most to fans of either
poet’s work and one that could find a home in courses on modern French literature.
A dark, disjointed reading experience.

Darby, Seyward
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-316-48777-1

Portraits of three contemporary
American women and the movement
that unites them: white supremacy.
“Hate in America is surging,” writes Darby, editor-in-chief
of the Atavist Magazine and former deputy editor of Foreign
Policy. That assertion will surprise few, but the author’s thesis—
“Women are the hate movement’s dulcet voices and its standard
bearers”—is more eye-opening since “men are the far right’s
most recognizable evangelists, and bombings, shootings and
rallies are the most obvious manifestations of the movement’s
strength.” While conducting research, the author learned that
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the assumption that “women likely wouldn’t fight against their
own interests” was incorrect. Darby fleshes out the story with
three cases. The first, Corinna Olsen, is arguably the most
interesting, partly because she’s a rare bird—she works as an
embalmer and was formerly a bodybuilding competitor and
an actress in torture porn—and partly because she changed
her mind about racism. Ayla Stewart is the opposite story. She
started out as a feminist and defender of gay rights and now
operates as one of the leading online proponents of what is
called “tradlife” as the “Wife With a Purpose,” combining
organic cooking with latter-day Nazism. The author reserves
most of her scorn for her third subject, Lana Lokteff. Described
by David Duke as a “harder-hitting” Ann Coulter with a “moviestar quality,” Lokteff runs a right-wing news outlet called Red
Ice with her husband. As Darby documents, she is “capable
of extraordinary venom,” from Jew-hating to fat-shaming, as
well as plenty of outright lying. (While Olsen cooperated with
Darby throughout the project, the other two met with her but
then cut off communications.) Along the way, the author carefully explains the supporting work of many other journalists and
researchers and a wealth of right-wing lingo.
Engaging, horrifying, and informative—Darby offers
an important, fresh angle on the problems tearing our
country apart.

sustainable development at the heart of the new government.
Davidson recounts the push back she received from politicians
and voters and the slow process—from 2003 until the passage
of the sustainability law in 2015—necessary to get popular support. Welsh voters needed to be convinced that the law was
both economically and environmentally sound: “How do we
create an economy that enhances our ecology—and thus our
survival? Currently all the evidence,” Davidson notes regretfully,
“particularly from the so-called developed countries, is going in
the opposite direction.” Wales’ hard-won success, though, is
cause for optimism.
A useful primer for environmental reform.

CHILE PEPPERS
A Global History

DeWitt, Dave
Univ. of New Mexico (376 pp.)
$29.95 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-8263-6180-6

A richly illustrated guided tour of
chile peppers and their uses in cuisines
around the world.
Food historian DeWitt, the author
of more than 50 books and a leader in the
study of chiles, has an obvious love for food plants laden with
capsaicin—and, he notes early on, “all capsicums are New World
plants.” More specifically, he cites plant geographer Barbara
Pickersgill, who locates the ground zero of chile peppers near
the area where Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil meet. Birds distributed those peppers widely, eating the fruits and then expelling the seeds, so that they “spread all over South and Central
America long before the first Asian tribes moved east and settled the New World.” When those tribespeople made their way
to Mexico, the feast began, and wherever chiles grew, DeWitt
writes, they became essential components of Indigenous diets—
and in some places even units of currency. The author explains
the bewildering variety of chiles, from the tiny berry called
the “chiltepín” to the much larger jalapeño. “Because chiles
cross-pollinate,” writes DeWitt, “hundreds of varieties of the
five domesticated chile species were developed by humans over
thousands of years in South and Central America.” From there,
they traveled first to Spain and Portugal, where they figure
only incidentally in the local cuisine; eastward to places such as
Hungary, which took its time to develop the fiery paprika that
is now central to that nation’s diet; and East Asia, where peppers entered the cuisine of Szechuan and other regions. Indeed,
writes the author, “Bangkok is…in the running for the title of
hottest city in the world. This city is populated not only by the
chile-loving Thais and Chinese but also by other ethnic groups
that use them heavily in their cuisines: East Indians, Pakistanis,
and Malays.” The text is handsomely designed and typeset and—
beg pardon—peppered with superb photography and, better
still, lots of recipes.
If you’re a fan of the hot stuff, you’ll definitely want this
deep-diving work of natural and food history.

#FUTUREGEN
Lessons From a Small
Country

Davidson, Jane
Chelsea Green (224 pp.)
$19.95 | Aug. 20, 2020
978-1-60358-960-4

Wales stands as a leader of sustainability.
Davidson, the former minister for
Environment, Sustainability and Housing in Wales, among many other public
roles, chronicles the complex, ultimately successful process by
which the nation created the Well-being for Future Generations (Wales) Act, which became law in 2015. The act, Davidson
explains, “creates seven goals for living within our environmental limits in the arenas of health, prosperity, resilience, communities, language and heritage, equality and Wales’ role in the
world.” The wide-ranging law connects environmental policy to
social justice, a crucial concern in the nation of fewer than 4
million, where social justice, poverty, and inequality—of housing, education, and access to services—are key political themes.
For Davidson, environmental awareness began early in her life.
She grew up in Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe, where, she writes,
“the wildness of nature entered my soul.” Returning to the U.K.
when she was 14, she resented the culture of consumerism that
she saw all around her and sought chances to immerse herself
in the natural world. After university, she became a teacher, but
she was “galvanized into resistance politics” by the policies of
Margaret Thatcher and eagerly joined the Labour Party. After
Wales voted for self-determination in 1999, she worked to put
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A dazzling debut in which the actor known as
“The Man of a Thousand Faces” reveals himself.
lon chaney speaks

SUPPOSE A SENTENCE

Dillon follows up on his last book
about essays with one on the briefer,
“slippery sentence.”
These chronologically arranged picks
from the 17th century to today are the
“few that shine more brightly and for the
moment compose a pattern.” The author plumbs biography,
autobiography, and history to add context and background,
with particular attention to each author’s literary style. Dillon
follows a road taken earlier by the French critic Roland Barthes,
the “patron saint of my sentences,” explicating the pleasure of
writing about writing and close reading, puzzling over the “Two
colons, two sets of parentheses?” in Barthes’ sentence. The
title of the book is inspired by a sentence in Gertrude Stein’s
Tender Buttons that uses the word “suppose” nine times. Dillon’s intriguing inquiry begins with the briefest of sentences,
from Hamlet, as the prince dies: “O, o, o, o.”—“nothing more
or less than the vocal expression, precisely, of silence.” Most of
them are much longer. Dillon also includes Charlotte Brontë’s
“The drug wrought,” from Villette. Taken from a sermon shortly
before his death, John Donne’s sentence is a “paratactic heap
of language” while Thomas de Quincey’s “demands patience; it
is like waiting for a photograph to develop.” Elizabeth Bowen’s
employs a “style by turns exact, easeful and bristling.” James
Baldwin’s sentence, by way of Norman Mailer, has Dillon pondering over Baldwin’s use of “ofay.” Annie Dillard’s sentence
about an eclipse, “with its central colon, feels balanced but
loose, centrifugal and strange.” In Korean American artist and
writer Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s sentence, Dillon hears echoes
of Samuel Beckett, and an imperfect translation of Swiss author
Fleur Jaeggy’s sentence gives Dillon fits. Near the end, Dillon
writes about how he tried to take notes on Anne Carson’s sentence but only came up with an “ambiguous doodle.”
A learned, spirited foray into what makes a sentence tick.
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The narrative is more of an imagined autobiography in which
Chaney, who “chose to keep his personal life hidden,” opens up
and tells all—or at least most. Dorian’s audacious, vital illustrations reflect the artistic spirit of the era and the rise of the star
from humble means through vaudeville and a series of starring
film roles, including The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923) and
The Phantom of the Opera (1925). Chaney and the motion picture
industry came of age together, and, with a troubled marriage
and a son to support, he would do whatever it took to set himself apart from other actors. When he learned that he could
make an extra $5 per day on horseback for a cowboy role, he
hopped right on. “And so I began my career in film as a centaur,
part man…part horse,” Chaney says, before revealing the contents of his “magic box,” which allowed him to transform himself into whatever a role might call for long before the wizardry
of makeup and special effects. “I searched for something that
other actors couldn’t…or wouldn’t do,” he explains. “I threw
myself into each part physically and mentally….A cast of my
head, made by a sculptor, gave me another canvas to experiment
with.” As the narrative takes readers through the films, the
period-piece artistry suggests Dorian’s labor-of-love passion for
the project, making us care for Chaney as much as he does.
A dazzling debut in which the actor known as “The Man
of a Thousand Faces” reveals himself.

Dillon, Brian
New York Review Books (176 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-68137-524-3

ALL ABOUT THE STORY
News, Power, Politics,
and the
Washington Post

Downie Jr., Leonard
PublicAffairs (368 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-5417-4228-4

The former executive editor of the
Washington Post reflects on his long, distinguished career and how the newspaper business has continued to evolve.
In 1972, the Post’s investigation of Watergate led not only to
Richard Nixon’s resignation, but also to the establishment of
reporters Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward as major authors
and the elevation of former executive editor Ben Bradlee to
legendary status. The paper’s coverage of the scandal also redefined the role of investigative reporting in the future. Though
much has been written about Watergate, Downie, who oversaw
much of the Watergate coverage as deputy metropolitan editor,
has his own story to tell. Over his 40-plus years at the newspaper, Downie, who started as a summer intern, advanced through
many prominent positions before replacing the retiring Bradlee
as executive editor in 1991, a position he would hold until 2008.
Under his leadership, the Post provided major, award-winning
coverage (25 Pulitzers) on many international events—e.g.,
9/11 and the ensuing wars in Afghanistan and Iraq as well as
investigations into political controversies such as the Clintons’
Whitewater investment connections and the Monica Lewinski
scandal. “The rules had changed,” writes Downie of the scandal.

LON CHANEY SPEAKS

Dorian, Pat
Illus. by the author
Pantheon (160 pp.)
$25.00 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-5247-4743-5

A cartoonist, designer, and filmmaker captures the voice and soul of Lon
Chaney (1883-1930).
Dorian, an instructor at Pratt and the
School of Visual Arts whose credits range from the New Yorker
to the Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim, calls this “an imagined
biography.” That description, while useful, doesn’t fully convey
the power of this impressively ambitious work of imagination.
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“Adultery would never again be off limits in decisions about how
to report on politicians—from the White House to statehouses
to city halls. Veracity, trust, judgment, and all the other elements
of, yes, character, would also come into play.” Throughout, the
author provides a compelling up-close perspective of running
a news organization and intriguing details about the coverage
surrounding each event. While he doesn’t shy away from highlighting his leadership accomplishments, he eagerly acknowledges the efforts of his hardworking reporters. He also candidly
admits to personality and leadership differences between he
and the more gregarious Bradlee, comfortably remaining somewhat apart from the celebrated spotlight.
An absorbing career memoir and an illuminating history
of the Post’s news coverage during the last 50 years.

financial investors, and adventure-story lovers [who] continue
to contemplate the fate of the [ship’s] precious cargo.”
Though weighed down by excessive detail and infelicitous prose, it’s an entertaining yarn whose ending is yet to
be written.

EVERY LIFE IS ON FIRE
How Thermodynamics
Explains the Origins of
Living Things

England, Jeremy
Basic (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5416-9901-4

THE TSARINA’S
LOST TREASURE
Catherine the Great, a
Golden Age Masterpiece, and
a Legendary Shipwreck

A largely successful effort to explain
biology through the principles of physics.
Physics depends heavily on reductionism: breaking complex actions down to the simplest mechanism. This holds little appeal to biologists who deal with the
messy phenomenon of life. England, a former associate professor of physics at MIT who is now senior director in artificial intelligence at GlaxoSmithKline, begins with a problem:
Every living thing has sprung from another living thing, but
that “implies that the first life that ever was grew from stuff
that was not alive,” so the laws of chemistry and physics had
to be involved. Life is clearly an emergent property, which England illustrates by the example of a frog put through a blender.
Every atom remains, but it is no longer a frog. The author
introduces two physical concepts that explain how a complex
frog emerges from a few trillion elemental atoms. The first is
“macroscopic coarse-graining,” which maintains that any system
can be described by numbers specifying what every individual
particle is doing. This works for simple systems such as crystals; while impossible for even the most primitive organism, it
enables scientists to create useful models. The second concept,
entropy, measures the probability that a collection of atoms
will assemble into something interesting such as a frog. Overwhelmingly, it won’t, but the odds are not zero, and they can be
calculated. Seen as a measure of disorder, entropy is extremely
low in a living organism. Living things keep their entropy low
by extracting energy from the environment through eating and
respiration. Since total energy in the universe remains constant,
this is a complex process that England explains using many simple drawings of curves that go up and down because that’s how
energy flows. The process is simple, but the details are not.
Those who put in the effort to read closely will discover
illuminating insights into the physics of life.

Easter, Gerald & Vorhees, Mara
Pegasus (400 pp.)
$29.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-64313-556-4

The story of a 1771 shipwreck off the
coast of Finland that contained Dutch
masterpieces bound for Catherine the Great.
Gerrit Dou (1613-1675) was one of the most prominent artists of the Dutch golden age. An apprentice to Rembrandt, he
eventually surpassed his teacher in fame and wealth. Over the
centuries, however, Dou’s reputation has shifted repeatedly
with the tides of fashion in the arts. His story makes up one
strand of this mostly engaging new book by Easter and Vorhees.
Another is the tale of Catherine the Great, who, during her reign,
became a prominent art collector, gathering scores of European
masterpieces and carting them to St. Petersburg. The authors
describe how Catherine acquired Dou’s masterpiece triptych,
The Nursery, and engaged a Dutch merchant ship to transport
the painting, and many others, to the east. That ship, the Vrouw
Maria, sank in the Baltic Sea, carrying Catherine’s paintings
down with it. The authors trace the numerous attempts, over
the centuries, to find the shipwreck (and the paintings trapped
inside) and bring it to the surface. In 1999, a wreck hunter discovered the ship perfectly preserved, but Russian and Finnish
officials have disputed the ownership of its contents. While
the intriguing narrative contains a fine collection of eccentric
characters, the style doesn’t always live up to the appealing
subject matter. The authors have an unfortunate penchant for
alliteration—e.g., “the apprehensive adolescent,” “stoic soldier,”
and “preaching patriarch”—and they occasionally overreach by
including too many minor characters, from 17th-century aristocrats to 20th-century Finnish divers. Still, they are largely successful in their synthesis of a massive amount of complicated
material, creating an often suspenseful tale that should please
the many “treasure hunters, marine archeologists, art historians,
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VAGINA
A Re-Education

Enright, Lynn
Allen & Unwin (240 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-911630-02-9
This personal and political guide
examines why we’ve been led to ignore
or be ashamed of a crucial anatomical
structure.
In her first book, journalist Enright,
who grew up in Ireland and now lives in London, moves freely
between her personal experience and the broader societal landscape while making sure to recognize those whose experiences
are different from her own, including members of the transgender community. Early on, she makes it clear that she is discussing not just the vagina, but the vulva, which many women, and
probably even more men, have trouble defining or precisely
locating. According to one 2016 study, writes the author, “60
per cent of British women were unable to correctly identify the
vulva.” Sex education, she argues, is sorely lacking both at home
and at school, in part because, to the extent that it’s taught it
all, far more attention is paid to male anatomy than to female,
with a particular disregard of female sexual pleasure. She set
out to remedy that situation with this book, moving briskly,
thoroughly, and often amusingly through the topic in chapters with such titles as “The Orgasm, and Why Everything’s
Normal” and “The Clitoris, and How It’s Ignored.” Many will
relate to Enright’s candid descriptions of struggles with painful menstruation and infertility and with her fears about the
onset of menopause. With sisterly authority, she opens up areas
for discussion that have often been ignored. She pays particular attention to debunking anatomical misperceptions, as in a
fascinating chapter on the hymen, which is not at all the “taut…
film-like membrane” it’s often assumed to be. Though the tone
of the book is often light and lively, Enright doesn’t shy away
from justified outrage when she discusses female genital mutilation or the fact that women’s pain is often disregarded by the
medical community.
Enlightening reading that debunks numerous myths
about female anatomy.

y o u n g a d u lt

love of singing and showed a special gift for music at an early
age. Her mother put together a family band, and soon Evans
and her siblings were playing all over Missouri at everything
from state fairs to Eagles Lodge dances. Difficulty coping with
the stress suffered when Evans sustained injuries from being hit
by a car led to familial strife, and her parents divorced just as
she reached adolescence. Because her father ignored her, Evans
began a long-term pattern of “ ‘begging’ men to love me” and
choosing abusive partners. It was her dream of country singer
stardom that helped her leave a bad relationship (which she
does not discuss in detail) and go to Nashville. A series of lucky
breaks led to a seven-record deal with RCA, but the author
did not achieve fame until the release of her third album. Sadly,
her “fairy tale” life fell apart when she had a “meltdown” and
then divorced the husband she neither describes nor names. A
second marriage to a divorced father and former University of
Alabama quarterback led to a happy blended family Evans dubs
the “Barker Bunch.” In the second half of the book, the author
offers such secrets for a happy marriage as “don’t be too needy
or clingy [and] have your own friends.” Regarding her children, Evan writes about the need for discipline and fostering
open lines of communication. Interspersed throughout with
personal photographs, the memoir, though neither insightful
nor revealing, will likely appeal to the singer’s fans and country
music lovers.
Light, not-especially-memorable reading.

FANGIRLS
Scenes From Modern
Music Culture

Ewens, Hannah
Univ. of Texas (256 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-4773-2209-3

An appreciative assessment of how
“girls and young queer people create modern mainstream music and fan cultures
with their outlooks and actions.”
VICE features editor Ewens probes the phenomenon of
fan bases comprised primarily of girls and women, an important subculture within the music industry that she believes is
misunderstood. Often, writes the author, the experience of
fandom feels like the gathering of a like-minded collective with
the unique ability to empower and identify with each other
and to “scream alone together.” Ewens covers a wide swath
of territory: holding down a sleeping bag in a ticket line at a
London venue at 3 a.m.; interviewing older devotees of Courtney Love and Amy Winehouse as well as sexagenarian Beatles
groupies; and watching the allegiant “emotional assembly line
of girls” after a solo Frank Iero (My Chemical Romance) concert. The author expertly brings out the reality of their passion
and devotion, and she reveals the often underappreciated interdependent relationship between musicians and fans. Adding a
personal layer to the narrative, Ewens writes about her teenage
years spent longing to “self-define” with connections to artistic

BORN TO FLY
A Memoir

Evans, Sara
Howard Books/Simon & Schuster
(224 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5011-6258-9

A popular country singer discusses
her life traumas and offers advice about
men, marriage, and parenthood.
Missouri native Evans was a self-professed “daddy’s girl” who bonded with her father over a shared
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Top-shelf film history.
cary grant

cultures, specifically music, which seemed to buffer “everything
hideous that was happening to me as a teenage girl.” The author
also explores how fandom can blur sexual boundaries, and she
zeroes in on the celebrated fan bases of certain megastars—e.g.,
Lady Gaga and her cherished “little monsters” and Beyoncé and
her “Beyhive” collective. Refreshingly, Ewens shows readers
that it’s not all wristbands and official merchandise. Somberly,
she discusses the fervent fears of parents for their obsessive
daughters, particularly in light of events such as the 2017 terrorist attack at an Ariana Grande concert in Manchester, England,
which killed 23 people. Offering a welcome new perspective on
music fandom, the author effectively captures the solidarity of
fans bound by their love of music.
An illuminating, sympathetic, and cautionary celebration of superfans, young and old.

examines] to place him inside any sexual box you want—gay, bi,
straight.” The author’s vivid profiles of Grant’s co-workers—
designer Orry-Kelly, director Leo McCarey, writer Clifford
Odets, and many others—create a colorful mural of Hollywood
during its golden age.
Top-shelf film history.

FIDELIS
A Memoir

Fazio, Teresa
Potomac Books (224 pp.)
$28.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-64012-355-7

An ex–Marine officer’s account of
her deployment to Iraq, the challenges
she faced as a female platoon leader, and
the illicit “quasi-relationship” she began
with a married fellow officer.
Fazio joined the Marines in the late 1990s on a ROTC scholarship that paid for the college education her parents could not
afford. “The Marine Corps looked badass,” she writes; with a
strong desire to prove herself, she thought the Corps would be a
perfect fit. She attended MIT, spent months training as a communications officer, and then received orders to deploy to Iraq.
The “youngest and shortest officer in the battalion,” Fazio was
keenly aware of the significance of her mission, and she wanted
to show others, especially Iraqi women, that she was “making
a difference” as the member of a fighting team. She quickly
learned that life as a female Marine was difficult. One female
staff sergeant told her that among male Marines, a woman was
either “a bitch, a dyke, or a ho.” Fazio never played up her femininity because she saw herself as a “warrior” who understood
the double standard that punished women for any expression of
sexuality. Then she met Jack, a chief warrant officer involved in
mortuary affairs, and her attraction to him was immediate. The
two began spending time together, keeping their relationship
“mostly chaste” out of fear of being discovered and court-martialed. When their tours of duty ended, both returned to California, where Fazio was forced to come to terms with the fact
that Jack was a war-damaged man whose promise to divorce his
wife would never become reality. Compelling for the conflict it
depicts between honor and love, Fazio’s book offers a deeply
personal perspective on gender issues in the male-dominated
world of the Marine Corps.
A candid and insightful memoir.

CARY GRANT
A Brilliant Disguise

Eyman, Scott
Simon & Schuster (576 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-5011-9211-1

A wounded Cockney lad becomes a
renowned movie star.
Among the several biographies of
Cary Grant (1904-1986), prolific film
historian Eyman’s version garners top
billing. Replete with meticulous research, perceptive observations, and sharp critiques, this account of the actor’s life consistently engages and illuminates. The author focuses on the
perennial actor’s tale: The protagonist flees a squalid childhood, first through fantasy and then through the realities of
fame, glamour, and wealth. Grant was born Archibald Leach
to working-class parents in Bristol, England. When he was 11,
his alcoholic, emotionally absent father had his “emotionally
and intellectually erratic” wife committed to an asylum for 20
years. Archie escaped this trauma at the local music hall, first
working odd jobs and then appearing onstage, where he demonstrated a talent for comic gymnastics. Vaudeville work ensued,
and the 16-year-old acrobat deserted a tour of America to work
on Broadway. Soon came film work in Hollywood, as Archie
gradually became the eternally suave, impeccably groomed
Cary Grant. Honing his skills, Grant survived several undistinguished early efforts to make “an astonishing run of films” in
which “his willingness to play the fool implied an ironic attitude toward his own good looks.” Backing encomiums of praise
from Grant’s colleagues are Eyman’s keen descriptions of the
actor’s techniques manifest in films such as Bringing Up Baby,
The Awful Truth, Notorious, and None but the Lonely Heart. Grant’s
personal life, on the other hand, gets mixed reviews: Only his
fifth marriage succeeded, though the birth of a child during his
fourth marriage, to Dyan Cannon, brought him lasting happiness. Canny business dealings, meanwhile, provided enormous
financial reward. To the undying rumors that Grant was gay,
Eyman replies, “there is plausible evidence [which the author
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THE STONEWALL
GENERATION
LGBTQ Elders on Sex,
Activism, and Aging

STORIES I FORGOT
TO TELL YOU

Gallagher, Dorothy
New York Review Books (96 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-68137-480-2

Fleishman, Jane
Skinner House (264 pp.)
$20.00 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-55896-853-0

LGBTQ community elders reflect
on the decades since the Stonewall
uprising.
After conducting an expansive statistical research project
on the sexual satisfaction of LGBTQ elders, veteran sex educator Fleishman acknowledges this demographic’s “invisibility,”
and she channels her findings into a book of profiles of LGBTQ
seniors whose memories and experiences form a moving tapestry of American gay history. Perhaps the most outspoken interviewee is transgender rights advocate Miss Major Griffin-Gracy,
one of the few remaining survivors of the uprising and a major
influence who has served as a “mother and grandmother figure
to countless trans and nonbinary people around the world.”
Among the couples interviewed are Bob Isadore and his partner, David Velasco Bermudez, who was inside the establishment
that night in 1969 to mourn Judy Garland’s death; and late-stage
activist lesbians Edie Daly and Jackie Mirkin, who met in their
60s and married in 2008. Many other contributors—diversified
by age, race, and locale—share their opinions on ageism, sex,
and their methods of staying true to the integrity of a liberation
movement they helped foster. Mandy Carter, a veteran justice
organizer, shares her coming-of-age experience as a black lesbian; at 70, she appreciates “the importance of being humble,
dreaming big, and taking risks.” Activist Hardy Haberman
reflects on a 1964 Life Magazine article about homosexuality
that sparked an interest in kink and leather subcultures and
the misconceptions about sexual violence involved in those
cultures. As Fleishman convincingly demonstrates, these significant voices embody the legacy of a movement for equality,
anti-discrimination, and sexual freedom; they also encourage
younger community members to take an active role in the
preservation of those hard-earned liberties. Though this inspirational volume represents just a small sampling of the community’s movers and shakers, it deserves prominent placement on
LGBTQ history bookshelves. Kate Bornstein and Barbara Carrellas provide the foreword.
An indelible collection of wise voices resonating with
experience, pride, resilience, and revolution.

y o u n g a d u lt

A memoirist writes to her husband to
update him on her life since his death.
Illness had always been part of the
three-decade-long marriage between
Gallagher, a former New York magazine
editor, and her husband, Ben Sonnenberg, founder of the literary journal Grand Street and an Anglophile fond of bespoke
Scottish tweeds. “You’re marrying a cripple,” he joked early in
the relationship that began when they were in their 40s, referring to the multiple sclerosis that progressed from his needing
a cane to “a wheelchair controlled by your increasingly hard
won breath.” Then came the inevitable: In June 2010, when she
returned home from the pharmacy with his medicine, she found
him with his “mouth slackly open, a dark stream of tea spilling
down your chin. And your brown eyes, lighter and clearer than
the tea, wide open, staring at nothing.” He died days later. In
these conversational essays, Gallagher speaks to Ben about the
changes to her life in the intervening years, including her move
to a two-room penthouse apartment overlooking Central Park
“that would fit into our old dining room.” She also writes of other
memories, such as those of her mother, her mind rapidly fading, asking, “have you seen my mother?” when Gallagher visited
her in a nursing home; her brief stint as a photographer in the
late 1970s; and the beloved manual typewriter on which, early
in her career, she wrote “dozens of articles that paid the rent”
and “many drafts of my first book.” Some essays, such as one on
her attempts to write about an Italian anarchist, are amusing
but forgettable. More powerful are passages about her husband,
episodes she infuses with heartbreaking delicacy. For example,
in his final days, with tubes down his throat, he still had enough
wit to respond to her question, “Do you love me?” by flashing
his eyebrows three times, “like Groucho Marx.”
A touching tribute to a beloved husband and a shared literary life.

A SYNTHESIZING MIND
A Memoir From the Creator of
Multiple Intelligences Theory
Gardner, Howard
MIT Press (272 pp.)
$29.95 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-262-04426-4

The latest view of intelligence combined with a compelling autobiography.
Gardner, professor of cognition and
education at Harvard Graduate School
of Education, has made groundbreaking contributions to cognitive psychology, and this lively memoir includes an extensive yet
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Accessible, well-edited selections amply demonstrating the astute
thinking and sharp voice of an indispensable legal mind.
decisions and dissents of justice ruth bader ginsburg

accessible introduction to his work. The son of refugees from
Nazi Germany, he was a bright, curious child with enough musical talent to teach piano. Breezing through Harvard, he sampled the humanities, but psychoanalyst Erik Erikson piqued his
interest in the study of human intellectual development. After
these early life details, the author delivers a lucid account of
the life of a successful academic: thinking, investigating, teaching, and arguing about unanswered questions and then communicating his ideas in hundreds of blog posts, articles, and
several dozen books, many for a popular audience. Dismissing
the controversy over whether psychology is a “hard” science,
Gardner explains that he avoids laboratory experiments, preferring to examine existing ideas to see where they lead. Possessing a “synthesizing mind,” he prefers to “take in a lot of
information, reflect on it, and then organize it in a way that is
useful.” Although not shy about describing other contributions,
his fame rests on theories of how humans process information.
Unhappy with the standard measure, the IQ test, which stresses
language and logic, Gardner absorbed the massive literature on
cognitive psychology and concluded that humans possess seven
distinct techniques for acquiring knowledge, which he called
“intelligences.” Besides the two IQ standards, he added musical,
spatial (navigation, chess playing), kinesthetic (athletics, dancing), interpersonal (leadership, salesmanship), and intrapersonal
(self-knowledge, wisdom), which he introduced in his 1983 book,
Frames of Mind. He later added several more. Gardner admits
that he “would not have achieved a certain degree of notoriety if
I had chosen some other noun: seven capacities; or seven compe
tences; or seven kinds of minds” or talents, gifts, or learning styles.
“Intelligence” caught everyone’s attention.
An insightful memoir from an eminent psychologist.

fell into the same category as race discrimination—an arbitrary
form of discrimination based in factors individuals did not have
power over.” She wielded the Equal Protection Clause first as a
litigator with the ACLU in Reed v. Reed (1971), which challenged
an Idaho law upholding irrational stereotypes about women as
inferior to men. In her arguments, she successfully rendered sex
a “suspect classification.” Her work as a litigator culminated in
what the editor deems her “crowning achievement in this area”:
United States v. Virginia (1996), in which Ginsburg argued against
the long-standing rule that “barred women from entering” Virginia Military Academy. She prevailed by establishing what she
termed “skeptical scrutiny, a “standard made clear that women
could not be denied opportunity simply because of their sex.”
Other key cases have included such issues as pay equity, affirmative action, voting rights, and religious freedom. Furthermore,
writes Brettschneider, whose shrewd shaping of this volume
makes it a good choice for students and nonscholars, Ginsburg’s
“famous dissent in Bush v. Gore linked the integrity of our electoral process to the security of the people’s rights.”
Accessible, well-edited selections amply demonstrating
the astute thinking and sharp voice of an indispensable legal
mind.

THE GOODE GUIDE
TO WINE
A Manifesto of Sorts
Goode, Jamie
Univ. of California (242 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-520-34246-0

British wine journalist Goode stakes
out a case for making and drinking the
best wine possible, which needn’t mean
expensive.
“Where should wine be heading?” So asks the author, a longtime columnist for the Sunday Express with a doctorate in plant
biology and an artistic bent. He’s been at it for years, but he
still remembers the cheap plonk of student days—and of working people such as the Portuguese farmhands who took slugs
of it to slake their thirst while working. “These wines are just
wine,” he writes, “and there’s an honesty to them.” Alas, these
inexpensive and unpretentious “just wines” are disappearing
since everyone now lives in trendy cities, and, as he puts it, “we
want wine to taste nice.” Nice means expensive, more expensive, at any rate, than cheap wine. The meaning of the “manifesto” of Goode’s subtitle unfolds as his mostly genial, mostly
short essays proceed: Growers should grow grapes that belong
to a particular climate and soil—thus the much vaunted “terroir”
that sophisticates speak of in hushed tones—without futzing
about too much. Consumers should take the time to learn about
wine on their own, without relying on tasting notes (“Tasting
notes are horrible and I hate them”) and by engaging all their
senses save the ability to use language: Experience the wine, he
counsels, before attempting to put that experience in words.
Wine depends on microbes, dirt, and knowledgeable growers

DECISIONS AND
DISSENTS OF JUSTICE
RUTH BADER GINSBURG
A Selection
Ginsburg, Ruth Bader
Ed. by Corey Brettschneider
Penguin (176 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-14-313511-1

This entry in the new Penguin Liberty series focuses on the case writings of
the most recognizable associate justice
on the Supreme Court.
Long before she was appointed to the Supreme Court in
1993, Ginsburg, aka the Notorious RBG, was a crusader for such
issues as equal protection for women, reproductive freedom, and
civil rights. Stung by her own experiences of discrimination—
during pregnancy, as a law student at Harvard, and through her
struggle to land a clerkship despite her sterling record—she
first grasped how the 14th Amendment, intended to end racial
discrimination, could be interpreted to protect sex, as well. As
editor Brettschneider, who also serves as the Liberty series editor, notes, “Ginsburg needed to show that sex discrimination
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REACHING MITHYMNA
Among the Volunteers and
Refugees on Lesvos

and drinkers, so the more one knows about it, the more likely
one is to make the right choice for the mood or one’s company
or accompanying meal. The payoffs are abundant, Goode notes
in the middle of a manifesto that’s more encouragement than
exhortation, for, as he happily notes, “there’s never been a better time to be a wine drinker.”
Oenophiles and vintners alike will find provocations, lessons, and pleasures in these smartly opinionated pages.

Heighton, Steven
Biblioasis (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-77196-376-3

THE DEEPEST SOUTH OF ALL
True Stories From Natchez,
Mississippi
Grant, Richard
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5011-7782-8

An award-winning British travel
writer and journalist tells the story of an
unexpected, powerfully revealing visit to
Natchez, Mississippi.
Grant first learned about Natchez
from Regina Charboneau, a native chef and cookbook author
who invited him to visit her at the antebellum plantation home
where she lived. As a resident of rural Mississippi, the author
already knew that, like so much of the South, the city was a
place where “beauty seemed inseparable from the horrors of
the [racist] regime that created [it].” From the moment Grant
set foot in Charboneau’s home, it was clear just how deeply
riven by racial issues Natchez really was. President of a “powerful and aristocratic” women’s garden club in Natchez, the
liberal-minded Charboneau had backed controversial changes
to yearly historical reenactments (called “Tableaux”) that called
for the miseries of slavery to be depicted alongside heavily
romanticized stories of plantation life. Yet other disturbing
traditions remained—e.g., employing African Americans to
work as servers in the antebellum museum homes that drove
tourist interest in Natchez. Grant tells delightful stories about
the ongoing skirmishes between garden clubs—dubbed the
Hoopskirt Mafia—and such Natchez eccentrics as the man
who resided in a local mental hospital for part of the year. But
what makes this engaging narrative especially timely is the way
the author interweaves his excursions with the fascinating, ultimately tragic story of Natchez transplant Abd al-Rahman Ibrahima, an African prince who was sold into slavery and bought
by a Natchez resident in the late 1800s. Grant chronicles how
one of Ibrahima’s female descendants had played the role of his
wife in a historical reenactment. This richly layered book offers
a multifaceted view of the culture and history of an American
city that, in its history, reveals the roots of the racial conflicts
that continue to haunt the American psyche.
An entertaining and thought-provoking memoir and
sociological portrait.

y o u n g a d u lt

A Canadian novelist’s travels among
desperate Middle Eastern refugees adrift
in the Aegean Sea region.
If the epigraph—a soulful invocation
by Leonard Cohen—doesn’t sufficiently
grab your attention, the drowned children and babies a few pages
later certainly will. Heighton’s searing memoir of embedding
among the volunteers takes us back to 2015, when the hapless
Greek government received assistance from the U.N. and dozens of nongovernmental agencies. At the same time, the Turkish
government “accepted an offer from the EU: two billion euros
to blockade their own coastline, for now, thus detaining the refugees on that side”—refugees that were attempting to make the
sea crossing to the Greek island of Lesvos. During his travels, the
author met not just Syrians, but also Kurds, Gazans, Afghans, and
Moroccans. Some readers may be surprised to learn that not all of
the refugees were destitute: Just three days earlier, two of the Syrians had been working well-paid jobs at a Damascus bank but left
when they received draft notices from Bashar al-Assad’s army (“a
death sentence”). Heighton also includes maddening information
about the traffickers—e.g., their money-saving tricks of having
random refugees pilot the boats or handing out fake life vests. This
is far more than a traveler’s tale, as the author hints at in the title,
preferring the town’s ancient name of Mithymna (now Molyvos).
The refugees remind him of the Greeks who fled the Turkish coast
a century before as well as fleeing survivors of the Trojan War many
centuries earlier. Heighton embarked on his journey to help where
he could, but he was also driven by the haunting memory of his
Greek mother. By the end, he writes, “I’ve no home to return to, I
see, just a place I can no longer belong in.”
This is the kind of book you won’t forget even if you wish
you could.

SEX WITH PRESIDENTS
The Ins and Outs of Love and
Lust in the White House
Herman, Eleanor
Morrow/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-06-297056-5

Herman, who has written about the
sex lives of royalty, turns to politicians
in a brisk, gossipy history of extramarital affairs from Alexander Hamilton to

Donald Trump.
What, asks the author, is the connection of sex drive to
political success or failure? “Does rampant adultery show a lack
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of character, the stamina needed to run the country, or a bit of
both?” Most of the men she profiles were/are narcissistic risktakers, with traits that include “impulsivity, restlessness, recklessness, contempt for the advice of others, and overweening
pride”; the world, as they see it, is “an arena in which to wield
power and seek glory….No matter what horrors occur on their
watch, they believe that history will vindicate them.” The
nation’s first sex scandal involved the married Hamilton and an
attractive young woman who sought his financial help. Their
affair eventually led to Hamilton’s being blackmailed, but it did
not end his marriage; his wife, Herman concludes, never knew.
Grover Cleveland was the first president accused of rape, an
assault that resulted in the woman’s pregnancy. Woodrow Wilson fell hard for Mary Peck, a flirtatious woman he met while
in Bermuda for his health. “Back in the 1912 election,” Herman writes, “journalists were well aware of Wilson’s relationship with Mary Peck—among themselves they called Wilson
‘Peck’s bad boy’—but didn’t print a word about it.” Journalists
had no such scruples covering Gary Hart, Bill Clinton, and
Trump. Rounding out the author’s group portrait are Warren
Harding and his “rotating buffet of delectable young woman”;
Eisenhower and his driver and aide; Franklin Roosevelt and his
long affair with Lucy Rutherfurd; Kennedy’s “three-whore a
day habit”; and Lyndon Johnson, who named his penis “Jumbo.”
Drawing on letters, memoirs, and biographies, Herman considers not just the men, but also their wives’ sometimes puzzling
responses, and she offers a quick overview of Europeans’ attitudes to adultery.
A racy, revealing look at illicit sex involving the country’s
highest office.

native-born citizens) are to be privileged over and protected
from outsiders (everyone else). In this in-group devotion, Hibbing finds Trump believers to be “eerily similar” to supporters
of Putin, Orban, Bolsonaro, Farage, Duterte, and other world
leaders who have been described as nationalists, authoritarians,
and fascists. Trump’s ideology, writes the author, is fundamentally not us vs. them but “us vs. not-us.” The border wall, the
immigration crackdown, the denial of DREAM Act supporters,
and other Trump hallmarks are manifestations of this securitarian, insider-against-outsider stance. In a narrative that is heavy
on social science and statistics, Hibbing chases down the demographics of those true believers: They are white, foremost, and
secondarily whites without a college degree. (This same core
demographic voted for George W. Bush, John McCain, and
Mitt Romney, Hibbing observes.) Securitarians are committed
to walling off “the other” but do not attribute this to racism or
xenophobia and are puzzled when others do. Neither do they
hate democracy, adds Hibbing, though “a strong majority of
Trump venerators would sacrifice democratic values in a heartbeat if doing so led to greater security.”
An illuminating look at the drivers of illiberal nativism—
and of support for its chief modern exponent.

HOW TO EDUCATE A CITIZEN
The Power of Shared
Knowledge To Unify a Nation
Hirsch Jr., E.D.
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$24.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-06-300192-3

THE SECURITARIAN
PERSONALITY
What Really Motivates
Trump’s Base and Why
It Matters for the
Post-Trump Era

A prominent educator asserts that
shared knowledge is crucial for national
unity.
More than 30 years after the publication of his controversial Cultural Literacy, Hirsch, now in
his 90s, offers his “farewell book about American early schooling,” which reprises his critique of fragmented, idiosyncratic
curricula and insists on the importance of shared content.
“Elevating rationality and natural science above emotional
and religious sentiments,” the author debunks what he calls
the “educational romanticism” of thinkers such as John Dewey,
who believed that teaching should be based on a child’s interests rather than a teacher-created curriculum. This pedagogy,
Hirsch maintains, has led to a dumbed-down, haphazard curriculum of “mush.” Citing research from the National Academy of Sciences, among other sources, the author asserts
that falling verbal test scores—and the nation’s low rankings
in reading, math, and science in relation to other developed
countries—result from the misguided notion that critical
thinking, problem solving, and reading comprehension are
skills that can be taught apart from content. Here, the author
quotes Swedish psychologist Anders Ericsson: “there is no
such thing as developing a general skill.” Hirsch’s ideal curricula have three important criteria: coherence over time, ensuring that students build on a knowledge base; commonality of

Hibbing, John R.
Oxford Univ. (304 pp.)
$29.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-19-009648-9

A sociological investigation of Donald Trump’s true believers, who are somewhat different from
the usual shorthand descriptions.
“Like the great majority of Americans, I am not a Trump
supporter, avid or otherwise,” writes University of Nebraska
political scientist Hibbing. “However, unlike the great majority
of Americans, I am an empirical social scientist, and this means
my job is…to collect and interpret evidence on the nature of the
social world.” Where the standard narrative is to depict Trump
voters as fearful, hateful, and thick-headed, Hibbing finds such
descriptors less useful and less accurate than to describe the
base as being “securitarian” versus “unitarian.” Those who have
remained in Trump’s camp throughout his term hold a strong
commitment to the idea that insiders (read: white American
80
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A valuable portrait of authoritarianism in action
and its more-than-willing adherents.
liar’s circus

references and vocabulary to form an inclusive speech community in the classroom; and specificity of content. The author
recounts his interviews with teachers and a school superintendent who express their dismay over contentless curricula and
praise shared-knowledge schools, such as those adopting the
curriculum that Hirsch created as founder of the Core Knowledge Foundation. In an afterword addressed to parents, the
author offers “free downloadable materials” from the foundation. Anticipating critics who worry about “lockstep uniformity,” Hirsch celebrates “unity in diversity” that can bind
us “in civic duty toward the good of the whole.” Americans’
lack of civic engagement and ignorance of history, he argues,
require nothing less than “an educational revolution.”
A fervent plea for reforming American schools.

up to a heady proposal for a new social compact, with every
point well worth debating.
A wildly contrarian argument that contains many provocations—and some sensible solutions to big fiscal problems, too.

LIAR’S CIRCUS
A Strange and
Terrifying Journey Into
the Upside-Down World of
Trump’s MAGA Rallies
Hoffman, Carl
Custom House/Morrow (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-06-300976-9

MONEY FROM NOTHING
Or, Why We Should Stop
Worrying About Debt and
Learn To Love the Federal
Reserve

Hockett, Robert & James, Aaron
Melville House (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-61219-856-9

National debt? What, me worry?
Hockett, an economist who drafted
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s Green New Deal resolution, and
James, the playful philosopher behind Assholes: A Theory (2012),
deliver a timely argument: If the government can bail out corporations and serve up huge giveaways to the already rich, why
shouldn’t everyone qualify? The coronavirus stimulus payout
shows that the Federal Reserve “could regularly credit a guaranteed income….Call it one’s ‘birthright’ for being a citizen or
authorized resident of the richest country in human history.”
But where will all that money come from? Here, the authors’
argument becomes ethereal, befitting the abstract nature of
money, and philosophical. Every dollar bill contains the words
“Federal Reserve Note,” and the note in question is in essence a
promise, “an IOU issued by the US central bank.” Given that
the “full faith and credit” of the U.S. isn’t likely to disappear
soon, and given that money in the hands of working people is
usually spent and circulated quickly, generating wealth by creating markets and jobs, then money can be printed at will with
the understanding that the promise it holds is neither too much
(inflation) or too little (deinflation). “Lately we’ve been underpromising,” write the authors, adding, “there is not enough
money in the right places.” Putting it in the right hands is the
purview of the Fed, which, the authors argue, is comfortable
with the notion of floating endless lines of credit to banks without demanding a profitable return—though banks, of course,
don’t extend the same to their customers. Eliminating the
middleman, the banker, by their account, is one of the “right
policies [that] produce the means of money absorption itself—
more goods and services, more real wealth—in tandem with the
money issuance that finances those improvements.” It all adds
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Travels among Trumpian true believers.
Hoffman, the author of outstanding books that blend travel, history, and anthropology such as
Savage Harvest (2014), turns his eye on Donald Trump’s MAGA
rallies. The author racked up thousands of road miles over
many months going into Trumpian strongholds, meeting people such as “a fifty-nine-year-old self-employed house painter
and dog breeder, a former Marine, big boned and goateed,
who walked with a rolling gait and traveled with a bottle of
whiskey, a battery-operated bullhorn, several large flags, and
banners exalting Donald Trump.” That fellow vies to be first
seated in the front row at any Trump rally, but he’s skunked
by a young cancer survivor who has turned to both the Bible
and the Donald. Early on, Hoffman validates Godwin’s law:
namely, that these days, in any conversation involving politics,
someone will soon compare one of the players or subjects with
Hitler. Sure enough he does, citing Hitler’s observation nearly
a century ago that “great movements are…volcanic eruptions
of human passions and emotional sentiments.” That’s abundantly evident, and the quote is apposite. Hoffman often
shakes his head in wonderment but rarely condescends, and he
approaches his subject with scholarly vigor, sometimes quoting from heady philosophical and sociological sources while
retaining a sense of fraught adventure: “If Trumpism was a
place, then it was a place I could travel to just as surely as a
village in the swamps of New Guinea or the huts of nomads
in the rain forests of Borneo.” What he discovered speaks
volumes about economic uncertainty, racism (“almost no one
admitted to being a racist…but none of them wanted blacks
living next door to them or to share any power with them”),
xenophobia, fundamentalism, and other populist dog whistles
that “lay at the heart of Trump’s message and his power.”
A valuable portrait of authoritarianism in action and its
more-than-willing adherents.
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A LIBERTARIAN WALKS
INTO A BEAR
The Utopian Plot To Liberate
an American Town (and
Some Bears)

I AM THESE TRUTHS
A Memoir of Identity, Justice,
and Living Between Worlds
Hostin, Sunny with Jones, Charisse
HarperOne (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-06-295082-6

Hongoltz-Hetling, Matthew
PublicAffairs (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5417-8851-0

A mixed-race TV host shares her life
experiences.
Born in 1968 to a Puerto Rican
mother and African American father,
Hostin was raised in “the mythical heart of the Boogie Down
Bronx.” Though her early years were filled with loving family
members, they were also marked by trauma brought on by poverty, alcoholism, and violence. While these experiences were
difficult and chaotic, they forced her to hone the highly useful
ability to slow down in stressful situations. She learned Spanish
and was well educated by her parents, with outings to museums,
botanical gardens, and other culturally rich places and events,
but this only increased the perceived differences between Hostin and her schoolmates. Throughout her life, the author has
faced prejudice, which becomes one of the primary themes of
the narrative. After graduating from Notre Dame Law School
and embarking on a career in law, she moved into journalism,
working as a legal consultant on several TV programs—including the O’Reilly Factor, where she debated legal issues with the
host and with Megyn Kelly. When Trayvon Martin was killed
in 2012, Hostin, who worked at CNN at the time, pushed to
make sure he was portrayed fairly. Eventually, through numerous moves among networks, Hostin moved into her role as a
co-host on The View, a position she currently holds. In addition to chronicling her own inspiring story, the author also digs
into the intertwined undercurrents of racism and sexism that
continue to plague the country. Hostin’s willingness to return
to these themes and investigate them honestly and openly distinguishes her memoir from the average rise-from-poverty tale.
Through her eyes, readers will gain a better understanding of
what it means to be a mixed-race woman in a society that too
often defines people based on background or ethnicity rather
than work ethic or merit.
An educational memoir that illuminates the racism still
rampant in the U.S.

Good-natured account of a New
Hampshire town where living free and
the possibility of dying go hand in hand.
Magazine journalist Hongoltz-Hetling opens his narrative
with a firefighter who holds government in contempt even
if he draws a salary from it. The firefighter put out the word
that the little burg in which he lived, “a flyspeck town buried
in the woods of New Hampshire’s western fringe,” could be a
paradise for libertarians, if only enough of them would move
there and take control of—yes, the government. Libertarians
arrived just in time for an infestation of hungry black bears.
Enter a conundrum of libertarian logic: Bears pose a danger, but
nowhere in the Constitution does it say that the government
has the power to intervene. It’s an argument, writes the author,
that goes back to the Colonial era, when frontier settlers took
it upon themselves, rather than the hated crown, to engage in
self-defense. “Anti-tax, anti-law,” the libertarians did what libertarians do: They argued over purity while trying to defund
such things as the public library. The bears advanced their own
arguments—and, according to a local bear authority, bears are
smart, self-aware, and capable of cooperating “to enforce a
bear justice system.” Moreover, they had a local ally who was
happy to feed them as well as a town that, while sheltering a few
poachers and plenty of gun nuts, couldn’t quite get it together
to solve the problem. In the end, “the so-called Free Town” (and
local tent city, since many of the newcomers lacked the means
to buy property) project melted away. The bears were one thing,
but the libertarians, in the end, decided they liked basketball
courts, baseball fields, and even libraries and moved on. “They
don’t recognize,” our firefighter concludes, “that the town was
already free.”
An entertaining sendup of idealistic politics and the fatal
flaws of overweening self-interest.
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SURRENDER, WHITE PEOPLE!
Our Unconditional Terms for
Peace

Hughley, D.L. & Moe, Doug
Morrow/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$27.99 | June 30, 2020
978-0-06-295370-4

The acclaimed comedian announces
the terms of surrender that white America must claim for its sins, under threat of
being surrounded as the U.S. becomes majority nonwhite.
“We’re clearly at war,” writes Hughley. “When you can get
shot in your own house like Botham Jean or Atatiana Jefferson, what else can you call it? All deaths are tragic, but not all
of them are surprising. When dudes are on the streets, running afoul of the law, the propensity for something happening is probably exacerbated. But when cops kill two people in
their homes, what else can you call it but war?” In his latest,
the author offers a simultaneously humorous and serious take
on race relations in the wake of a near unprecedented resistance effort to stem fatal police violence. He appoints himself
as lead arbiter, “sole agent,” seeking cautiously to negotiate a
peace treaty that serves to establish a lasting peace between
“Black folks and their oppressors.” The author effectively
combines his outspoken comedic sensibilities with his longtime experience with political commentary (he had his own
show on CNN and serves as a correspondent for the network).
Neither side leaves the narrative unscathed. Assuredly, white
people get it the worst, yet many black readers may call into
question what it means to accept “our place in America” if it’s
built on what Hughley admits is stolen land and wealth. This
follows in the spirit of the author’s previous book, How Not To
Get Shot, as he mixes important statistics and earnest policy
reforms with his witty perspective gained from his upbringing
in South Central LA and decades of successful comedy tours
in front of black and white audiences. Readers will frequently
laugh out loud, but there’s far more to this couldn’t-be-timelier book than just jokes.
Prescriptively mild and bitingly comedic.

y o u n g a d u lt

In a substantive debut work of first-rate scholarship, Katz—
a Cambridge- and Harvard-educated historian now pursuing
a degree at Harvard Law School—delves into the behind-thescenes soft diplomacy of the “Little Three”: Kathleen Harriman, the “glamorous” daughter of the U.S. ambassador to the
Soviet Union; Anna Roosevelt, a mother of three and former
newspaper editor; and Sarah Churchill, an aerial reconnaissance intelligence analyst in the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force.
Each has a fascinating backstory involving the relationship
with her respective father, and each played an important role
during what promised to be an arduous meeting to figure out
the endgame of World War II and postwar reorganization of
Europe. Through letters home and dispatches written by the
three young women, Katz efficiently relays this fly-on-the-wall
account of how the three sprawling delegations managed to
get any business accomplished. FDR was housed in the czar’s
former summer palace of Livadia, on the Black Sea, which had
been occupied and trashed by the Nazi invaders; Churchill
and the British billeted at nearby Vorontsov Palace; and Stalin
and his people at the Koriez Villa and Yusupov Palace, situated
between the American and British residences. The main topics of discussion were Polish nationality, the methods by which
to deal with a defeated Germany, and how to draw the Soviets
into the Pacific theater to aid the Americans. Hanging over the
meetings and social gatherings was the specter of FDR’s grave
health—only Anna knew the truth of his heart disease—and
the Russian intentions to expand into Eastern Europe. Katz
effectively shows how these three often overlooked women
proved to be indispensable in a variety of ways.
Engaging, multilayered history of the best kind, grounded
in telling detail and marvelous personalities.

WILLIE NELSON
A Graphic History
Kirsch, T.J.
NBM (88 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-68112-262-5

A graphic biography that highlights
the phases and stages of the musician’s
extraordinary career.
In this collective portrait featuring
Kirsch’s text, seven different illustrators—based all over the world, from Portland, Oregon, to Norway and Turkey—demonstrate the global reach of Willie Nelson
(b. 1933). There’s a lot of life to compress into just 88 pages, and
the narrative works best in the early stages of Nelson’s life, documenting his humble origins in the Texas Hill Country, where
other kids teased him with the nose-picking nickname “Booger
Red.” The story wends its way through Nelson’s different odd
jobs (selling encyclopedias, pumping gas, serving as an on-air
DJ at a small radio station) and a series of wives, children, and
infidelities—just the sort of life that could inspire a country
songbook. Nelson doesn’t even arrive in Austin until Chapter
5, which leaves only two chapters to summarize the recording

THE DAUGHTERS
OF YALTA
The Churchills,
Roosevelts, and Harrimans:
A Story of Love and War
Katz, Catherine Grace
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-358-11785-8

A singular take on the history of
the Yalta Conference, viewed through
the eyes of the three notable daughters who supported their
famous fathers, the “Big Three,” and contributed in heretofore
undocumented ways.
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A rational, welcome exploration of an international trade that
is now at a crossroads, becoming less global than regional.
outside the box

career that has made him an icon even beyond the country
charts. In comic-book fashion, the illustrators cover a variety
of (mostly familiar) anecdotes from his life: how his first wife
sewed him into a bedsheet and beat him with a broom handle,
how he tried to sell many of his early songs for a pittance, and
how his nasal voice and idiosyncratic guitar playing led many in
the music industry to believe that he could never make a living
singing his own songs. After decades of struggle, his ascent was
swift and significant, as he became known as much more than a
songwriter, singing the Great American Songbook and becoming a Hollywood star. The turn of the century has found him settling into elder-statesman status while continuing to tour and
record. For readers interested in Nelson’s long, winding road to
stardom, this straightforward graphic biography puts his success in perspective.
A diverse crew of illustrators pool their talents on behalf
of a singular artist.

goods can be downloaded (movies) or 3-D-printed while “technology is making it easier to manufacture on a smaller scale” for
a bespoke audience. Levinson deals lucidly with thorny matters
of fiscal and trade policy, and though his book presupposes an
interest in such things, it requires no background in economics
to follow it.
A rational, welcome exploration of an international
trade that is now at a crossroads, becoming less global than
regional.

WAR
How Conflict Shaped Us

MacMillan, Margaret
Random House (336 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-984856-13-5

An analysis of war throughout history.
Because Canadian historian MacMillan specializes in the 20th century,
the scope of her latest is a stretch, and
she is also entering a crowded field that
includes plenty of excellent overviews. Despite the competition, however, MacMillan acquits herself well. She begins with
the traditional warning that, despite its popularity in books
and media, the concept of war is not taken as seriously as it
deserves. Moralists correctly denounce its miseries but err in
claiming that it is an aberration and that peace is the normal
state of affairs. That prehistoric humans lived in harmony with
each other was an article of faith until advances in archaeology
and anthropology revealed that they led a violent existence
(“humans, certainly by the time of the later Stone Age, made
weapons, ganged up on each other and did their best to finish
each other off ”). Although the usual wars make their appearances, this is not a history of particular conflicts but of their
influence on society. MacMillan emphasizes that humans grew
better at making war as states evolved: “War was…an integral
and necessary part of the emergence of the nation, as sanctifying it even, and the military wore a particular halo as its
defenders and saviors.” In ancient Greece and early Rome, only
full-fledged citizen landowners were entitled to take up arms.
All cultures but one, the Chinese, have venerated their warriors
and placed military values (courage, tenacity, self-discipline)
above civilian (virtue, scholarship, wisdom). In nine thoughtful
chapters, the author examines how increasingly sophisticated
central governments gradually suppressed small-scale bloodshed—e.g., tribal conflicts, private armies, banditry, ordinary
murder—in favor of efficient, large-scale warfare. With only a
nod to politics and technology, MacMillan tackles broad issues
such as the reasons nations go to war, the cult of the warrior,
the effect of war on civilians and on women, efforts (barely two
centuries old) to make laws for war, and its influence on art, literature, and national memories.
An insightful and disturbing study of war as an aspect of
culture.

OUTSIDE THE BOX
How Globalization Changed
From Moving Stuff to
Spreading Ideas

Levinson, Marc
Princeton Univ. (216 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-691-19176-8

One-time Economist editor Levinson
outlines a new phase in the history of
globalization.
The author’s history of the standardized shipping container,
The Box, spoke to an instrument of global trade that enabled a
key chapter in economic history: the ability to transport raw
materials to faraway manufacturing centers and ship finished
goods to commercial centers around the globe. That “Third
Globalization,” as Levinson calls it, does much to render
national borders immaterial, at least in some respects: “When a
Massachusetts-based manufacturer of industrial abrasives with
plants in twenty-seven countries could be owned by a Parisbased corporation that counted Dutch pension funds, British
investment trusts, and Middle Eastern governments among
its major shareholders, who was to say whether the resulting
entity was ‘French,’ ‘American,’ or just ‘international’?” Borders
may have been erased, but discontent is high in countries from
which manufacturing jobs fled—foremost among them the U.S.
Globalization writ large has been a good thing, Levinson argues,
for people around the world, lifting huge populations out of poverty. But it has also fueled inequality, and far-flung supply chains
are risky propositions. Moreover, resentments among industrial
workers in the wealthy nations of the West have since led to a
resurgence of nationalism, accompanied by the recent rise of
authoritarian leaders around the world. The new, fourth phase
of globalization is in some ways a response to tightened borders,
tariffs, and economic retrenchment. Now it hinges on intellectual capital, and economic activity can zip around the globe in
seconds without crossing physical borders. Many commercial
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ASK ME WHAT’S FOR DINNER
ONE MORE TIME

Masony, Meredith
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(256 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-9821-1796-2

The founder of a popular parenting
blog brings her cheeky tales and advice
to the page.
As any mother will tell you, raising children is no easy task.
For Masony, founder of the That’s Inappropriate blog, her experiences as a wife and mother of three provide seemingly endless fodder for a series of amusing, flippant essays, divided into
chapters such as “I’ll Take Household Chores for 800, Alex (A
Jeopardy Category Nobody Wins)” and “My Husband’s Love
Language Is Sex (and Other Things I’ve Learned in 17 Years of
Marriage).” While the author covers all of the classic elements
of parenting memoir—from snacks to pets to homework to
endless piles of laundry—she notes that it was the discovery of a
tumor that set her on the path of writing truthfully about being
a mother. “Motherhood is anything but appropriate,” she writes.
“There are so many bodily fluids and decisions to be made. It is
overwhelming, exhausting, and mind numbing at times. It will
cause you to say WTF more times than you thought humanly
possible. However, it will also cause a rush of emotions that
are so exhilarating and fulfilling that I can honestly say, being
a Mom is the most humbling and joyous parts of who I am.” In
addition to sharing her feelings about her husband—the love of
her life, yes, but also a man unable to properly wash the dishes—
she offers a candid discussion of the difficulties she has faced
raising an autistic child. In each scenario, whether it’s the family
road trip that feels more like a prison sentence or asking other
parents to leave their sick kids at home, the author is mostly
successful in her balance of emotion and humor.
Comical commentaries with grains of truth revealing
motherhood in all its warts-and-all glory.

y o u n g a d u lt

as deep scholarly research, he makes the compelling argument
that Americans are losing control of their work time. For generations, Americans saw hard work as a means to upward mobility,
with strong unions to protect wages and hours and employers
who managed workers’ time by adopting the ideas of efficiency
experts like Frederick Winslow Taylor and Frank and Lillian
Gilbreth. That changed beginning in the 1970s. As union power
waned and wages fell or stagnated, a new idea took hold: Work
was good for you. What mattered was following your “passion,”
not decent wages or hours. At the same time, new electronic
tools allowed companies to manipulate workers’ time in ways
that had especially harsh consequences for low-wage earners,
including giggers and taskers like Uber drivers and Instacart
shoppers, who were often left with too much or too little work
time or unstable schedules. McCallum describes giant screens
at Disneyland that showed workers’ names in real time—and
who was (and wasn’t) meeting productivity goals—and a scheduling algorithm at Target (“Walmart for liberals”) that doles out
shifts that can vary so much, employees can’t arrange child care
or supplement meager pay with second jobs. Archcapitalists
may be put off by the socialist-inflected remedies McCallum
proposes, but few will disagree with his conclusion: “Free time
is an objective good in and of itself, and workers clearly deserve
more than they’re currently getting.”
A sobering analysis of quasi-Orwellian tactics that permeate American work life.

THE REIGN OF WOLF 21
The Saga of
Yellowstone’s
Legendary Druid Pack
McIntyre, Rick
Greystone Books (272 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-77164-524-9

Yellowstone-based biologist McIntyre
continues his saga of the park’s wolf
population.
Picking up where The Rise of Wolf 8 (2019) left off, the author
writes with clear affection of a male alpha called Wolf 21, the
“adopted” son of Wolf 8. As McIntyre notes, 21’s notion of what
it meant to be the leader of the pack was “the exact opposite of
what we think of in humans as an aggressive, dominating alpha
male personality.” He was affectionate and playful, leading more
by example than by bullying. So taken is the author with 21 that
he risks the cardinal sin of anthropomorphism, attributing to
his hero noble intentions and behavior befitting an enlightened
king, even to the point, at the end of this lovely book, of sadly
dying of old age on a hilltop that “was the closest thing he had to
a throne room.” In between, McIntyre gives a close account of
how wolves live and behave: Observing a wolf pup that wove an
elusive path around the pack’s rendezvous area and then buried
a piece of meat out of sight of other pack members strongly suggests to McIntyre that wolves not only have an advanced sense
of location, but also think in pictures, with 21 picking up the

WORKED OVER
How Round-the-Clock
Work Is Killing the
American Dream
McCallum, Jamie K.
Basic (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5416-1834-3

A sociologist warns that too many
Americans are overworked or subject to
soul-crushing tactics such as real-time
electronic surveillance by their employers.
McCallum may be the only social scientist who has worked
as a longshoreman on the Seattle docks and marched in a picket
line with the Exotic Dancers Union at the Lusty Lady peep show
in San Francisco. Drawing on such colorful experiences as well
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Powerful and inspirational: Messud is as
fine a critic as she is a novelist.
kant ’s little prussian head & other reasons why i write

THE BOOK COLLECTORS
A Band of Syrian
Rebels and the Stories
That Carried Them Through
a War

pup’s scent and those of his other charges. Under 21’s leadership,
the so-called Druid pack flourished and grew, in part because
21 was indeed adopted into it. Since he was not related to any
of the females in the pack, he could mate with all of them. Like
Thomas McNamee, David Mech, Barry Lopez, and other literary naturalists with an interest in wolf behavior, McIntyre
writes with both elegance and flair, making complex biology
and ethology a pleasure to read.
Fans of wild wolves will eat this one up. (8-page color
insert, 5 maps)

Minoui, Delphine
Trans. by Vergnaud, Lara
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-374-11516-6

An extraordinary story about the
passion for books in war-torn Syria.
Minoui, a Middle East correspondent for Le Figaro, opens
with the story of a photograph she saw in 2015 on a Facebook
page called Humans of Syria. Taken in Istanbul, it shows two
young Syrian men standing in an enclosed room with thousands
of books on shelves all around them. Their city, Daraya, was
surrounded by Bashar al-Assad’s troops and was being regularly
bombed; yet here was a secret, underground library. “Amid the
bedlam,” writes the author, “they cling to books as if to life.”
How was this possible? Minoui contacted Ahmad, the photographer and one of the “cofounders of this secret haven.” He told
her about his devastated, bombed-out city and the books found
in destroyed buildings. The author tells two stories: one about
the library and the other about a city that had been starved and
attacked since 2012 and whose population went from 250,000
to 12,000. In 2013, Ahmad and some friends began collecting
books and hiding them underground in a damaged building.
They built shelves and organized the books. “From the ruins,”
writes Minoui, “a fortress of paper would arise,” an oasis that
became popular not just for the books on all kinds of subjects—
including much-needed medical textbooks—but as a place
for people to gather, talk freely, and learn. They even started a
small magazine. More bombs fell, some loaded with sarin gas.
The building housing the library was hit, damaging the books,
but the dedicated keepers glued pages back in. After 1,350 days
of siege, they were struck with napalm. In 2016, the city surrendered, and its people evacuated. The library was pillaged,
the books sold “for cheap on the sidewalk of a flea market in
Damascus….Four years of saving Daraya’s heritage swapped for
a few coins.” It’s an agonizing tale, but readers will be appreciative that Minoui has brought it to light. Shelve this one next to
Reading Lolita in Tehran.
Heartbreaking, inspiring, and beautifully told.

KANT’S LITTLE
PRUSSIAN HEAD &
OTHER REASONS WHY
I WRITE
An Autobiography in Essays
Messud, Claire
Norton (304 pp.)
$25.95 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-324-00675-6

A collection of essays fired by “the
heartfelt conviction that nothing matters more” than “the power of the word.”
Messud sets the tone in her impassioned introduction, proclaiming the importance of literature “in a period which can feel
like the dawn of a new Dark Ages.” Literature connects us to
the experiences of others both past and present, she declares,
engaging writer and reader in a vital exchange. Part 1, “Reflections,” opens with a suite of beautiful memory pieces about a
peripatetic childhood—Messud had lived in three different
countries and attended five different schools by the time she
was 12—that left her with a permanent sense of being an outsider and the conviction that the inner life was the most important. Her parents, a Canadian woman who married a “pied-noir”
displaced by the Algerian war for independence, shared this
conviction: Messud pays tribute to the knowledge of the female
literary tradition she acquired at her “Mother’s Knee”; and “The
Road to Damascus,” a painful, moving piece about her father’s
death, recalls his lifelong immersion in scholarship about the
Middle East, sparked by his childhood in Beirut and Istanbul.
The critical pieces in the second and third parts discuss individual works by literary and visual artists as varied as Albert Camus,
Jane Bowles, Saul Friedlander, Alice Neel, and Marlene Dumas;
the author discerns a common thread in their ability to convey
their personal experiences and connect them to larger issues
in the world. Messud seldom refers to her own accomplished
fiction, but her sense of kinship with fellow writers is palpable,
and a short, smart piece on “Teenage Girls” reveals the personal
origins of her most recent novel, The Burning Girl (2017). The
title essay, riffing on a comment in Thomas Bernhard’s novel
The Loser, affirms that “even a single successful sentence can be
transformative.” We can take that as Messud’s credo.
Powerful and inspirational: Messud is as fine a critic as
she is a novelist.
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GUANTANAMO VOICES
True Accounts From the
World’s Most Infamous
Prison

REPUBLIC OF WRATH
How American Politics
Turned Tribal, From
George Washington to
Donald Trump

Ed. by Mirk, Sarah
Abrams ComicArts (208 pp.)
$24.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-4197-4690-1

Morone, James A.
Basic (432 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-465-00244-3

A graphic depiction of the human
rights disaster that is the U.S. detention
facility at Guantanamo.
In this collection, illustrated by a dozen or so imaginative
artists, editor Mirk presents an extraordinary chronicle of the
notorious prison, featuring first-person accounts by prisoners,
guards, and other constituents that demonstrate the facility’s
cruel reputation. Since 2002, by the editor’s count, Guantanamo has housed 780 prisoners; 40 remain to this day. Of
the hundreds of prisoners, writes Mirk, “few have ever been
charged with a crime.” Following a reporter’s introduction to
the current status of the facility, the book cuts to observations
by Mark Fallon, former chief of Middle East Counterintelligence for the Naval Criminal Investigation Service, and Matthew Diaz, a former Navy Judge Advocate, which explore not
just the absurd discrepancies in the prison’s approach to discipline, but also the prevalence of torture. There are also the horrific stories of those considered prisoners of war: “You’re never
going to see your family again. You could be facing execution
by firing squad, lethal injection, or gas chamber.” We also hear
from the attorneys trying to mete out some kind of justice for
those unjustly imprisoned and the prosecutors trying to figure
out how to try accused men who don’t technically exist in the
American justice system. The sweetly illustrated chapter about
prisoner Mansoor Adayfi depicts how the Yemeni-born prisoner bonded with the island’s wild animals during his 14-year
stay: “She reminded me every week that I was still human and
that life still had beauty,” he says of the iguana he named Princess. Adayfi was never charged with a crime. Perhaps the best
summary comes from Katie Taylor, who coordinates the Life
After Guantanamo project at the human rights organization
Reprieve: “This prison is premised on false information.”
An eye-opening, damning indictment of one of America’s
worst trespasses that continues to this day.
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It’s us versus them—and thus it has
ever been.
As Brown University political scientist Morone writes, what
many of us find deplorable (or, for some, commendable) in
American politics is old hat: “nastiness, violence, intolerance,
fraud, twisting the election rules, bashing the government,
bias in the media,” and so forth. Today’s partisan politics may
seem particularly nasty, but compared with the election of 1800,
they’re not so bad. Two issues stand at the dividing line: race
and immigration. In the matter of voting rights, for example,
“the most intense battles have always blazed around African
Americans and immigrants,” and even now powerful forces
are afoot to disenfranchise minorities. Astonishingly, notes
the author, there is no basic right to vote at the national level,
that being punted back to the states, such that at a certain time
in history African Americans could vote in New York but not
Alabama and women in Arizona but not New York. There’s a
reason for the drive to disenfranchise, of course—namely, the
“unprecedented configuration” by which “African Americans,
immigrants, and women lean to one party, white, native males
toward the other.” Morone traces the evolution of that configuration across the broad expanse of American history, charting
the divisions between Federalists and Democrats in the early
days of the republic, Thomas Jefferson’s winner-take-all solution to Electoral College votes to secure victory for himself, and
like topics. He observes that with the election of Franklin Roosevelt during the Great Depression, racial and ethnic debates
were quieted but did not die, as is obvious today. Morone closes
this wide-ranging and readable history by venturing some suggestions on how the “tribal” breakdown of politics might be further reconfigured so that Trumpist ideas are shed for the “big
tent” notions of old in the Republican Party. At a more practical
level, he urges that voting rights be made automatic and easy:
“Register every American when they turn eighteen. No caveats.
No paperwork. No convoluted residency tests.”
A brilliant exposé of the uglier undercurrents of American political history.
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A superb biography and an essential addition to the
library of African American political engagement.
the dead are arising

WILD THING
The Short, Spellbinding Life
of Jimi Hendrix

THE DEAD ARE ARISING
The Life of Malcolm X
Payne, Les & Payne, Tamara
Liveright/Norton (640 pp.)
$33.78 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-63149-166-5

Norman, Philip
Liveright/Norton (352 pp.)
$28.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-63149-589-2

Comprehensive, timely life of the
renowned activist and his circuitous rise
to prominence.
Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Payne
died in 2018, leaving it to his daughter,
Tamara, to complete this book, on which he had been at work for
30 years. The catalyst was an introduction through a school friend
to one of Malcolm X’s brothers, who told him stories of young Malcolm Little (1925-1965) in childhood. Malcolm had grown up bookish and popular, even among the white children with whom he
went to school in Michigan, but he also acted out during adolescence, a trajectory that ended behind bars. (The detectives who
arrested him, appreciating the fact that, as one said, “He wasn’t
fresh at all,” gave him a couple of packs of cigarettes.) While
incarcerated, Malcolm experienced the intellectual reawakening that put him on the path to becoming a political activist and
Muslim. Payne delivers considerable news not just in recounting unknown episodes of Malcolm’s early years, but also in
reconstructing events during his time as a devotee of Nation of
Islam leader Elijah Muhammad, in whom he believed “as deeply
as his parents back in Michigan had believed in Jesus of Nazareth.” One instance was a meeting with the Ku Klux Klan that
Malcolm brokered, finding a sole bit of common ground in the
fact that both groups abhorred the notion of mixed-race marriages. Indeed, as Payne writes, for a long time, Malcolm was a
committed advocate of black separatism. It was only while on a
hajj to Mecca, where he saw blond-haired, blue-eyed Muslims as
devoted as he was, that he abandoned his former teachings and
broke with the Nation. Payne’s accounts of the consequences
of that rupture and Malcolm’s assassination at the hands of a
“goon squad” with ties to the FBI and CIA are eye-opening, and
they add a new dimension to our understanding of Malcolm X’s
last years.
A superb biography and an essential addition to the
library of African American political engagement.

A perceptive look at the rock
superstar.
Norman has created a successful
niche for himself writing first-rate biographies of rock musicians, including John Lennon, Mick Jagger, Eric Clapton, Elton John, and Buddy Holly. Add to that
esteemed list James Marshall Hendrix (1942-1970). Sharon
Lawrence, a former reporter and a close, “platonic” friend of
Hendrix’s, was a consultant, and the title of the book ostensibly
refers to Hendrix. However, born in Seattle to alcoholic parents,
Jimi wasn’t all that wild—until he got on stage, playing his guitar with his teeth, something he learned from a band mate, or
smashing and burning it. Norman describes a poverty-stricken,
shy youth whose aunt gave him the $5 he needed to buy his first
guitar at age 15. Left-handed, he turned it upside down to play.
“From that moment on,” his brother recalls, he “lived only for
the guitar.” Hendrix dropped out of high school, did a stint in
the Army, and played backup for the likes of Ray Charles, the
Isley Brothers, and Little Richard. His big break came thanks
to Chas Chandler of the Animals, who was interested in trying
management. Much impressed by Hendrix, he brought him to
London in 1966 to perform, later signing him up. Chandler also
found his band mates for the Jimi Hendrix Experience: bassist
Noel Redding and drummer Mitch Mitchell. Norman does a
fine job recounting the remaining whirlwind years of his subject’s life, discussing individual songs; the admiration of fellow
guitarists; his stunning American debut at the Monterey Pop
Festival in 1967, which turned him into a flamboyant fashion
icon and a legend in his own time; and the “bizarre” tale of his
plaster-cast penis. The author goes into detail about the days
and hours before Hendrix’s death in London from an overdose of sleeping pills. “Jimi’s death,” writes Norman, “would be
replayed over and over, with as many variations, and improvisations, as one of his guitar solos.”
An intimate, accomplished biography of a peerless
musician.

BE ALL IN
Raising Kids for Success in
Sports and Life

Pearce Rampone, Christie & Keane, Kristine
Grand Central Publishing (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-5387-5173-2
A star athlete provides expert advice
for parents and coaches.
In this comprehensive analysis, written with clinical neuropsychologist
Keane, Pearce Rampone, “the most decorated female American
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professional soccer player of all time,” shares her personal
experiences on and off the field, as a player and mother of two
athletes, alongside coaching tips geared toward young athletes.
Although most of the stories involve soccer, the advice is useful
for any sport. The authors discuss the importance of having parents refrain from coaching from the sidelines, the idea of signing a mission statement of appropriate conduct for everyone to
endorse prior to the season, and the need for open communication on and off the field. They explore body language and how
a parent can tell whether a child is enjoying the sport or playing
because they feel like they should as well as building confidence,
working through performance anxiety, and what to say and not
to say on the ride home from a game. Throughout, the authors
include anecdotes of young players that bolster their guidance.
Bulleted lists and clipboard-type notes are inserted into the
text, placing extra emphasis on key points and making it simple
for readers to find relevant concepts. The authors also cover the
all-important topic of injuries, particularly concussions, and
Pearce Rampone shares her own experiences with concussions
as well as a checklist of symptoms to watch out for in a person with a suspected head injury. Especially dangerous is “the
second concussive blow—more serious injury and prolonged
recovery time, sometimes resulting in the loss of an entire season.” As a professional athlete who has been both a winner and a
loser and who has played while injured, Pearce Rampone’s counsel on these important topics is easy to assimilate and should be
required reading for any coach or parent who wants their child
to play sports, regardless of the level.
Informative, nourishing reading for parents and coaches
and their young charges.

credited his singular focus but often said less about the costs
of that focus—Bryant comes off here, in the early years of his
career, as less of a spoiled star (though that element is present)
than as someone who understandably struggled with becoming a multimillionaire idol as a teenager. As Bryant angled to
become a Michael Jordan clone—with skill enough to nearly
pull it off—he famously went on trial for rape, which Pearlman
discusses in detail. Meanwhile, O’Neal’s big heart toward downand-out strangers and the guy at the end of the bench is belied
by his frequent quarrels with Bryant. Throughout, the author
uses a wide frame, giving more than cursory backstory for even
minor players. Though he commits a few personal fouls in the
form of hyperbole, he deftly illuminates the many dramatic
twists and turns of a unique team. The book is not short, but
it’s never a slog.
Easy reading that will appeal to all fans—and likely raise
the ire of a few apologists.

y o u n g a d u lt

A THEORY OF
EVERYTHING ELSE
Essays

Pedersen, Laura
She Writes Press (320 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-63152-737-1
A comic writer offers a collection of
merriment.
Former New York Times columnist,
essayist, comedian, and writer for the
Joan Rivers Show, Pedersen gathers a series of short essays,
some autobiographical, some cultural commentary, some philosophical, and all entertaining. In a section on “Quadrupeds,”
she expounds on the vagaries of dogs (and occasionally cats);
“Bipeds” recalls growing up in Buffalo, New York, in the 1970s;
“Estrogen-Americans” considers the plight and power of women
(“Does God Have a Woman Problem?” she slyly asks); “Human
Kind” takes on overarching questions about art, lying, morality,
and the good life. Although Pedersen grew up in a region where
“Catholicism seeped into the warp and woof of everyone’s daily
life,” she and her family were Unitarian Universalists, which
she characterizes as not quite a religion: “we celebrate the two
big Christian holidays along with hosting a Passover Seder,”
she explains. “The Easter sermon tends to view the resurrection more through the lens of spring and battling greenhouse
gasses.” Among a list of very funny Unitarian haiku is this one:
“What is the question / to which war is the answer? / Make bumper stickers.” When the author lived in Manhattan (“I spent a
number of years on Wall Street valuing things,” she writes about
working on the Stock Exchange), she noted that subway delays
were so prevalent “that straphangers now share a credo with
Unitarian Universalists: Your guess is as good as mine.” Besides
skewering consumerism (“Enough Is Enough”), discrimination
against women in fields from science to comedy writing, and
pretension in general, Pedersen offers a lovely homage to her
father, who “possessed a magic power to make humans happy,”

THREE-RING CIRCUS
Kobe, Shaq, Phil, and the
Crazy Years of the Lakers
Dynasty

Pearlman, Jeff
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-328-53000-4
Everything you wanted to know
about the Los Angeles Lakers in the
Kobe and Shaq days.
In his second book about the Lakers—after Showtime:
Magic, Kareem, Riley, and the Los Angeles Lakers Dynasty of the
1980s—Pearlman entertainingly chronicles the success of the
early-2000s Lakers, who, led by Shaquille O’Neal and Kobe
Bryant and coach Phil Jackson, won three consecutive NBA
championships and reached four Finals in five years. In the
process, the author wades into the collective psyche of modern
professional sports, showing the manifestation of monetized
idolatry. He demonstrates the belief of many fans that some
stars have too much money and self-importance and too little
self-awareness; this is reflected most clearly in the narrative via
Pearlman’s minibiography of Bryant. More nuanced than the
homages following his tragic death earlier this year—which
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Encouraging advances in biology delineated
through accessible, inviting writing.
saved by science

SAVED BY SCIENCE
The Hope and Promise of
Synthetic Biology

and some insightful reflections on community, responsibility,
and art. Art’s message, she writes, “is no different from that of a
good religion, that lives other than our own have value.”
A pleasing combination of cheer, diversion, and
incisiveness.

Poznansky, Mark J.
ECW Press (300 pp.)
$28.95 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-77041-535-5

THE DREAM ARCHITECTS
Adventures in the Video
Game Industry

A survey of the new field of synthetic
biology, “the science of building simple
organisms or ‘biological apps’ to make
manufacturing greener, energy production more sustainable, agriculture more robust and medicine
more powerful and precise.”
In this energetic and optimistic book, Poznansky, former
CEO of the Ontario Genomics Institute, shows how synthetic biology can be used to contend with major issues involving health, food, and the environment. This combination of
engineering and molecular biology serves to design and build
synthetic gene circuits and biomolecular components to reprogram organisms. The products are new life-forms, whether
completely novel or partly modified. Examples include viruses
that target specific diseased cells, genetically modified cells
that remove heavy metals from lakes and rivers, and bacterium
that take carbon out of the atmosphere. In layman’s terms,
Poznansky explains this new world of unnatural selection and
nonrandom mutation, evolution by human design. Although
he is profoundly enthusiastic about the prospects of genomics technologies and engineering, he recognizes that we are at
the beginning of a process that requires the safest and most
appropriate approaches: genetic manipulation incorporating
safety switches to ensure containment, further understanding
of gene editing, insertion, and expression, and the avoidance of
the new gene being identified as a foreign substance. With sensible language and peer-reviewed research, the author explores
the present and coming needs regarding global health care, food
security, and pollution and examines the history of genetically
modified organisms. Of special concern are the roles of ethics
and regulation regarding safety, public interest, risk vs. reward,
and the potential detrimental interference of political skulduggery, special-interest groups, and large corporations. Poznansky
also takes to task anti-vaxxers and those that doubt the severity
of climate change, while lauding the grassroots efforts—“the
democratization of science”—that have already shown some
promising results.
Encouraging advances in biology delineated through
accessible, inviting writing.

Polfeldt, David
Grand Central Publishing (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5387-0261-1

A rags-to-riches story from the international video game industry.
Polfeldt, the managing director of
Ubisoft’s Massive Entertainment, shows
how far optimism and perseverance can take you in the gaming industry. But if the author’s experience is the industry norm,
then being a game developer is nowhere near as fun as it seems.
Polfeldt is an art school–trained illustrator who got a job at a
small Stockholm game-design company at the height of the
tech startup craze two decades ago. It was a time when, as the
author admits, anyone with a pulse could get a job in tech. (He
was hired as a game designer after revealing in the interview
that he lacked experience.) As we learn, the tech industry is a
notoriously fickle environment where employees get fired as
arbitrarily as they get hired. After years of futilely working for
small startups staffed by a revolving cast of bitter, socially inept
tech nerds, Polfeldt’s company, Massive Entertainment, got
their big break with a game called “World in Conflict.” Eventually, Massive was bought by Ubisoft, the company responsible
for the globally popular Assassin’s Creed game series. Later, Polfeldt’s team designed a series of David Lynch–inspired “chapters” for “Assassin’s Creed: Revelations” in which the central
hero walks around in a coma. “Most people hated it,” admits
Polfeldt—though, in the bizarre gaming universe, it somehow
led to more lucrative projects. The author is a fluid writer, but
his lively prose style can’t hide the decided lack of dramatic
interest throughout. Gaming insiders may (or may not) find his
effusive descriptions of office politics and the production process fascinating, but it’s difficult to imagine a general audience
warming to the narrative, the tensest moment of which comes
when Polfeldt nearly drowns while diving in Corsica.
A well-written but plodding memoir that doesn’t live up
to the visionary promise of its title.
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WEIRD EARTH
Debunking Strange Ideas
About Our Planet

BEYOND BELIEF, BEYOND
CONSCIENCE
The Radical Significance of
the Free Exercise of Religion

Prothero, Donald R.
Red Lightning Books (248 pp.)
$20.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-68435-061-2

Rakove, Jack N.
Oxford Univ. (224 pp.)
$22.95 | Aug. 3, 2020
978-0-19-530581-4

A veteran scientist disproves a host
of outlandish beliefs.
In his latest, geologist and paleontologist Prothero attacks many of the
avalanche of conspiracy theories, pseudoscientific explanations of natural phenomenon, quack cures, and other mythical doctrines that have existed throughout history but have
mushroomed over the past generation with the explosion
of the internet and lowbrow journalism. Most readers know
that some unscientific beliefs, such as UFOs and creationism,
enjoy a mass audience, but the author deliver some jolts—
e.g., 6% to 9% of Americans believe the Apollo moon landing
might be a hoax (it’s 25% in both Britain and Russia). Many
people are so gullible that parody internet sites purporting to
advance ridiculous beliefs (“Christians Against Dinosaurs”)
convince many. Prothero also delivers 20 pages of solid evidence that the Earth is not flat, which may be more than most
readers require, and he demonstrates that it orbits the sun, is
not hollow, and does not harbor advanced civilizations reachable though deep caves, perhaps beneath Mount Shasta in California. Also, Atlantis is a myth, the Earth is older than 6,000
years, bad weather does not predict earthquakes, and Noah’s
flood cannot explain today’s geology. Aware of this pervasive
and seemingly unending blather, most readers are unwilling to
give themselves an ulcer fending it off—that stress produces
ulcers is another myth. Prothero cannot resist, but he is an
excellent writer, so readers will learn a great deal of science
as well as the history and current status of a staggering number of absurd beliefs. His introduction and conclusion deliver
an earnest case for the scientific method, although the best
explication remains David Deutsch’s The Beginning of Infinity
(2011), which dismisses the traditional defense (experiments,
logic, impartiality, peer review) in favor of a simpler one: Science provides good explanations, not bad ones.
Prothero offers plenty of convincing proof that nonsense
is nonsense. (63 b/w illustrations)

y o u n g a d u lt

Historical review of America’s concept of freedom of religion.
In the latest entry in the publisher’s
Inalienable Rights series, Pulitzer Prize winner Rakove uses a
historical rather than legal approach, providing a balanced and
intriguing look at the origins of religious freedom. The author
discusses the conflicts, theories, and personalities that led to
the creation of the religion clauses of the First Amendment,
and then he tracks how that amendment was tested throughout
American history, both judicially and culturally. He begins, necessarily, with the experience in mainland Europe and England,
demonstrating how many of the rights we take for granted have
roots in strife and inequality. The irony of living in a society
that promotes religious freedom is that “one no longer needs
to know what religious toleration originally meant.” Indeed,
this is Rakove’s most significant contribution: causing readers
to look past the legal story and realize the social, cultural, and
philosophical elements involved in the modern idea of freedom
of religion. After exploring the writings of John Locke and the
experience of Puritans and early Colonial dissenters, the author
discusses the vital roles of Thomas Jefferson and James Madison
in translating theories of tolerance into codified law and practice. Looking at the 19th century, Rakove shows how growing
numbers of Catholic immigrants and the advent of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints strained the concept of
religious freedom in a Protestant-centered America. The 20th
century brought further tension, especially where religious conviction ran up against government and civil activity. In the end,
Rakove echoes Madison by concluding that greater disestablishment leads to a healthier, freer practice of religion. Though
academic in tone, the book will be accessible to diligent readers.
A worthwhile look at a freedom too often taken for
granted.

HOW TO LEAD
Wisdom From the World’s
Greatest CEOs, Founders,
and Game Changers

Rubenstein, David M.
Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-982132-15-6

Charismatic leaders share the secrets
of their success.
In this follow-up to The American
Story: Conversations With Master Historians (2019), billionaire
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businessman and philanthropist Rubenstein highlights the contributions of distinctive leaders in six categories: “Visionaries,”
“Builders,” “Transformers,” “Commanders,” “Decision-Makers,”
and “Masters.” The author opens with Jeff Bezos, who discusses
his career as Amazon founder, space travel enthusiast, and owner
of the Washington Post. Since most of the interviews were conducted within the last decade, the advice about starting small,
building gradually, and staying focused is mostly relevant. In
other profiles, Rubenstein explores the careers and motivations
of Bill Gates, Warren Buffett, Richard Branson, Phil Knight,
Jamie Dimon, George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, Condoleezza Rice,
Nancy Pelosi, Jack Nicklaus, Lorne Michaels, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Yo-Yo Ma, and Oprah Winfrey, who was once terminated as
a TV anchor and advises that “getting fired is an opportunity for
something else to show up.” Though readers will be familiar with
many of Rubenstein’s subjects, his interviews are filled with useful, probing queries on career challenges, ethical responsibilities,
and even equality—as evidenced in an interview with Apple CEO
Tim Cook. The author also questions the interviewees about the
keys to their industry durability and longevity through volatile
economic, social, and political instability and their humanitarian initiatives and philanthropic foundations. Rubenstein also
shares his own personal history, emphasizing the indispensable
nature of a solid work ethic and how, as a young New York attorney, he was immensely influenced by John F. Kennedy. Though
the collection would have benefitted from a wider selection of
racially diverse contributors—notwithstanding the inclusion of
Winfrey, Ma, and PepsiCo. CEO Indra Nooyi—the profiles are
worthwhile, especially for college students and both aspiring and
established entrepreneurs eager to discover the unique perspectives of today’s distinguished leaders.
A cleverly organized motivational collection brimming
with wisdom and business acumen.

values—shape one’s access to wealth and prestige. “Even a fair
meritocracy,” he adds, “one without cheating or bribery or special
privileges for the wealthy, induces a mistaken impression—that
we have made it on our own.” Sandel deplores the rhetoric—
touted by politicians on the left and right—that “valorizes credentialism” by calling for workers to improve their lives by getting
a college degree. Such rhetoric, he insists repeatedly, erodes the
dignity of work, “undermines social recognition and esteem for
those who lack the credentials the system rewards,” and leads to
unfounded prejudice against those less educated. Loss of social
esteem, he maintains, afflicts many aggrieved workers in contemporary America. Sandel’s proposals to undermine the tyranny
of meritocracy include a lottery system for admission to highly
selective colleges, after a diverse and qualified pool is established;
and a commitment to creating spaces and places where “citizens
from different walks of life encounter one another.” The idea of a
competitive meritocracy, he writes, “is a hollow political project
that reflects an impoverished conception of citizenship and freedom.” Sandel’s proposals for change are less convincing than his
deeply considered analysis.
A stimulating examination of a divisive social and political problem.

THE MADMAN THEORY
Trump Takes on the World
Sciutto, Jim
Harper/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$26.09 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-0-06-300568-6

A look at the madness that pervades
the Oval Office.
CNN co-anchor and correspondent
Sciutto offers a sweeping assessment of
Donald Trump’s presidency, focused on
the president’s erratic, baffling leadership style, which he dubs
the “Madman Theory.” “By numerous accounts,” writes the
author, “President Trump as commander in chief is self-confident, impulsive, and skeptical of official advice,” foreign allies,
and career diplomats. He is willing to ignore information, contradict and defy advisers, and he believes that he alone knows
best. To fuel his analysis, Sciutto draws on media coverage, conversations with administration officials, and interviews with
Mick Mulroy, former deputy assistant secretary of defense for
the Middle East; Susan Gordon, the country’s “second-highestranking intelligence official”; Fiona Hill, former European and
Russian affairs director on the National Security Council; Peter
Navarro, Trump’s trade adviser; Joseph Yun, special representative for North Korea policy; and Steve Bannon. Emerging from
many sources is a portrait of “a former businessman applying the
lessons and rules of the New York real estate market to world
affairs and in the process jettisoning a values basis for US foreign policy.” For some, such as Navarro, Trump’s pragmatism is
an asset. Others vehemently disagree. “Depending on whom you
ask,” Sciutto writes, “Trump the ‘madman’ is either a danger or a
secret weapon, brilliant or incompetent, a ‘madman’ by choice to

THE TYRANNY OF MERIT
What’s Become of the
Common Good?

Sandel, Michael J.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-374-28998-0
How pernicious assumptions about
merit undermine democracy.
Harvard professor of political philosophy and host of BBC Radio’s “The
Global Philosopher,” Sandel offers a cogent, penetrating critique
of meritocracy, which, he argues persuasively, has trammeled our
sense of community and mutual respect. Central to the meritocratic ethic, he writes, is “freedom—the ability to control my
destiny by dint of hard work—and deservingness. If I am responsible for having accrued a handsome share of worldly goods—
income and wealth, power and prestige—I must deserve them.
Success is a sign of virtue. My affluence is my due.” However, the
author asserts that many factors beyond one’s control—family status, quality of education, what skills or talents the market
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One of the best books on college admissions in recent memory.
who gets in and why

YOU’RE THE ONLY
ONE I’VE TOLD
The Stories Behind
Abortion

gain advantage in negotiations, or a ‘madman’ by accident who
overestimates his own abilities and undermines the interests and
safety of the nation.” After examining Trump’s handling of Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, Syria, Ukraine, and COVID-19,
Sciutto agrees with those who characterize Trump’s approach to
the world and to the presidency as “minimize, politicize, personalize, demonize the experts, and rarely strategize.” The coronavirus, Sciutto concludes, “may be the crisis that finally exposed the
emptiness at the core of ‘America First.’ ”
No surprises for followers of the news but an ominous
warning about the future.

Shah, Meera
Chicago Review Press (304 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-64160-363-8

Women’s candid stories bear witness
to the state of reproductive health care.
Family medicine physician and chief
medical officer of Planned Parenthood, Hudson Peconic, Shah
has long served as a reproductive health advocate. As in recent
books such as Diana Greene Foster’s The Turnaway Study and
Annie Finch’s Choice Words, Shah’s profiles of 17 women—of
diverse racial, ethnic, and gender identity—testify to the complexities of choosing to abort a pregnancy. The author contextualizes each woman’s story with information about reproductive
rights and access in different states, treatment in various facilities, and the challenges a woman faces within different cultures.
“Being a woman of color, specifically Indian American, and
a daughter of immigrants,” writes Shah, “has given me some
insight to the intersections and complexities that come with
being pregnant.” Her subjects include an unmarried woman in
Austin, Texas, forced to undergo a mandatory 24-hour waiting
period before an abortion could be performed; a teenage daughter of West Indian parents who sought an abortion in the 1990s;
a biracial 15-year-old granted judicial consent so she could
proceed with an abortion; several women who chose abortion
when faced with evidence of the fetus’s severe abnormalities;
and a genderqueer individual whose experience made Shah
aware that “gender diversity among patients should be matched
with gender diversity among health care providers.” For some
women, abortion was proscribed by their religious background
or family beliefs; others were unable to be helped at Catholic hospitals, which provided other medical services. Some
women were forced to go out of their home state, incurring
huge expenses besides the cost of the procedure. “Abortion is
health care,” Shah writes. “But there is no other form of health
care that requires patients to face as many obstacles.” These
moving stories, taken together, sharply reveal the connections
among “reproductive justice, gender justice, racial justice, and
economic justice.”
A strong contribution to discussions of reproductive
rights.

WHO GETS IN
AND WHY
A Year Inside College
Admissions
Selingo, Jeffrey J.
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-982116-29-3

A veteran higher education reporter
pries open the gates to the college admissions process and distills his findings in
a book sure to help students and parents navigate their search.
During the 2018-2019 school year, Selingo accompanied
admissions officials at Emory University, Davidson College, and
the University of Washington as they read thousands of applications, sorted them into admit and reject piles, and then made the
painful final cuts. He opens with the closing days of admissions
at Emory, where officials received 30,000 applications and were
filling the 721 spots left for regular decision applicants after two
rounds of early admissions. The author sets the scene to show why
lovingly crafted essays get cursory reads and why many students
with perfect SAT scores and straight-A records are rejected in
favor of applicants that show evidence of leadership and perseverance. Selingo’s message for parents and students: When it comes
to admissions, it’s not about you; it’s about the college. “College
admissions,” he writes, “is a business—a big one—that you have
very little control over. Top colleges are inundated with more
well-qualified applicants than they can accommodate.” Admissions officers are looking for the ideal class, one that will enhance
the college’s reputation and bring in money. They must assemble
the right mix of top students, athletes, legacies, underserved students, and those who can pay the full price of up to $75,000 per
year. Selingo, who writes that he is “astonished and frustrated” at
the preoccupation with a small group of elite colleges, hammers
home several points: Apply to colleges that will actually accept you.
Consider what you and your parents can really afford, and carefully
scrutinize financial aid offers. Think as much about what you will
do once you’re in college as where you will go. In this meticulously
researched and evenhanded book, the author provides a unique
mix of in-depth reporting, insight, and advice that may save readers needless frustration and thousands of dollars.
One of the best books on college admissions in recent
memory.
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GAMBLING WITH
ARMAGEDDON
Nuclear Roulette From
Hiroshima to the Cuban
Missile Crisis, 1945-1962

MAD AT THE WORLD
A Life of John Steinbeck
Souder, William
Norton (496 pp.)
$32.00 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-0-393-29226-8

Sherwin, Martin J.
Knopf (624 pp.)
$35.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-307-26688-0

An authoritative and sympathetic
account of the life of the Nobel laureate.
While John Steinbeck (1902-1968)
still enjoys a good reputation in high
school and undergraduate classrooms,
the critical consensus is less generous, treating him as a sentimental writer undeserving of his Nobel. When asked if he
deserved the prize, Steinbeck answered, “Frankly, no.” This
is typical of Steinbeck as we encounter him in this book, the
first major biography of him in 25 years. Souder, previously the
biographer of Rachel Carson and John James Audubon, presents his subject as always somewhat ill-suited to his moment.
Unlike his prominent contemporaries Fitzgerald and Hemingway, Steinbeck underwent a “long apprenticeship” due to his
“failure to see that what he should write about was already inside
him.” When he did find success—in dramatic fashion with
Tortilla Flat, In Dubious Battle, Of Mice and Men, and The Grapes
of Wrath—much of it was due to significant contributions from
his first wife, Carol. Steinbeck’s preoccupation with death kept
him busy at his desk but with little attention to the quality of
his work. By Souder’s account, the vague and indiscriminate
grudge Steinbeck carried most of his life may have enabled
what would prove to be his enduring attribute as a writer: his
understanding and compassion for the downtrodden. “This was
the part of the human condition,” writes the author, “he could
never abide: the abuse and oppression of anyone by someone
more powerful.” Strikingly, however, his empathy didn’t always
extend to his intimates. He could be cruel, especially to his first
two wives and his sons (both with his second wife, Gwyn). The
affable narrator of Travels With Charley, then, isn’t whom we
should call to mind when we think of Steinbeck. Souder’s version is much more persuasive.
A lively and perceptive portrait of the artist as a complicated guy.

A fresh examination of the Cuban
missile crisis and its wider historical context, showing how the U.S. avoided nuclear war.
As Pulitzer Prize–winning historian Sherwin writes, it
wasn’t due to wise national leadership. In 1945, dazzled at being
sole possessor of the atomic bomb, American leaders debated
its role. According to the author, Harry Truman and his advisers
concluded that it was the key to containing Stalin. But Stalin was
not cowed, and the confrontation evolved into the Cold War.
Matters came to a head in 1959, when Fidel Castro overthrew
Cuba’s dictator, obsessing the Eisenhower administration during its last year and Kennedy’s throughout. After taking office,
Kennedy learned that U.S.–recruited anti-Castro Cubans were
training to invade Cuba. To his everlasting regret, he assumed
that officials in charge knew what they were doing. When the
invasion was clearly failing, advisers expected Kennedy to send
in American troops to prevent an international humiliation.
That Kennedy chose humiliation was a mark of statesmanship but also a painful lesson about trusting experts. Castro
and Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev assumed that America
would try again, and, angered by U.S. missiles in nearby Turkey,
Khrushchev decided that putting missiles in Cuba would balance matters. Sherwin comprehensively recounts events during
October 1962, after U.S. reconnaissance discovered the missiles. Everyone, Kennedy included, assumed that this meant
war. American nuclear forces were alerted, and two decisions
to launch were averted at the last moment. The first to propose
negotiation was U.N. ambassador Adlai Stevenson. More than
most scholars—and Kennedy himself—Sherwin gives Stevenson credit for planting the idea. Most readers know that, in the
end, Khrushchev withdrew the missiles, and the U.S. removed
theirs from Turkey. Sherwin’s detailed, opinionated scholarship
makes it clear how national leaders bumbled through the crisis, avoiding nuclear Armageddon through modest amounts of
wisdom mixed with plenty of machismo, delusions, and serendipity. Future crises are inevitable, and the author clearly demonstrates how there are no guarantees they will turn out so well.
A fearfully convincing case that avoiding nuclear war “is
contingent on the world’s dwindling reservoir of good luck.”
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DIARY OF A DETOUR

Stern, Lesley
Duke Univ. (320 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Sep. 11, 2020
978-1-4780-0967-2
Diagnosed with a fatal illness, the
author crafts a therapy involving chickens, reading, writing, and travel.
In the latest installment in the publisher’s Writing Matters! series, Stern, a
professor emerita of visual arts, chronicles her life and illness. Divided into 83 chapters, some quite
brief, the text hops around the author’s life like one of her
|

A frightening, vital wake-up call: The West ignores
the rise of an Orwellian China at its peril.
we have been harmonized

nervous chickens. There are sections on her raising of those
chickens (“this book was sprung into being by the chickens,
and it will follow, through many detours, the ways that a vague
idea becomes focused as a consuming passion”), cancer therapies (she has chronic lymphocytic leukemia), travels (Mexico,
Europe, Australia, New Zealand), her cat, her participation in
meditation groups, the deaths of friends and animals, her reading and TV viewing (Gilmore Girls, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel),
and her fondness for museums and films. Readers unfamiliar
with CLL will learn much about the illness and its treatments
as well as the grim physical and psychological side effects, but
there is a section near the end about the promise of immunotherapy for many types of cancer. At times, the text is gripping—
what could be more so than accounts of a struggle for life? At
other times, the author seems not to know when to stop—e.g. in
the long section on cheese. Stern generally writes clearly about
her subjects, only occasionally diving so deeply into medical terminology that some readers may begin to skim. Another minor
criticism of her style: She uses the word “quotidian” more than a
dozen times. Ultimately, though the narrative is overlong, what
emerges most powerfully is Stern’s determination to live—not
just to stay alive but, as Tennyson writes in “Ulysses,” “To strive,
to seek, to find, and not to yield.”
A mixture of the mundane and the medical, the ordinary
and the extraordinary.

“He took on a diverse, lively, sometimes insubordinate society
and did everything in his power to ‘harmonize’ it, as they say
in China, stifling the voices of those who think differently and
subordinating every last corner of society to the command of
the Party.” In a systematic, well-written narrative, the author
precisely examines the means by which China has achieved this
“perfect storm…for democracies everywhere.” These include
widespread censorship; the violent crackdown in Hong Kong;
the continued persecution of the Muslim Uighurs minority,
who have been subjected to a network of “re-education camps”
not seen since the Nazi era; the misuse of technology to spread
disinformation; the rewards system of “social trustworthiness”
to keep citizens in line; and the use of terror and forced confessions. Strittmatter’s accessible yet hard-hitting narrative will
find an audience with policymakers and general readers alike.
A frightening, vital wake-up call: The West ignores the
rise of an Orwellian China at its peril.

TOO MUCH INFORMATION
Understanding What You
Don’t Want To Know

Sunstein, Cass R.
MIT Press (248 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-262-04416-5

WE HAVE
BEEN HARMONIZED
Life in China’s
Surveillance State

A former presidential adviser considers the complexities of information
disclosure.
Sunstein, a legal scholar who, in the
Obama White House, oversaw federal regulations that required
disclosure about such matters as nutrition and workplace safety,
opens his latest book by asking, “When should government
require companies, employers, hospitals, and others to disclose
information?” His short answer: whenever doing so makes
people happier or helps them make decisions. But as he notes,
“Whether it’s right to disclose bad news depends on the people
and the situation. One size does not fit all.” In these essays,
Sunstein addresses key questions policymakers should consider
when deciding whether to disclose or request information. Topics include the reasons people might or might not want information (a friend joked that he “ruined popcorn” after the FDA
finalized a regulation that movie theaters and restaurants had to
disclose caloric content); the psychological factors to consider
when designing disclosures, such as that some people don’t read
them, especially when, as with software downloads, they’re
long; and the value people place on social media, an essay in
which he notes a paradox: “the use of Facebook makes people,
on average, a bit less happy—more likely to be depressed, more
likely to be anxious, less satisfied with their lives,” yet many
people “would demand a lot of money to give it up.” Despite
the use of jargon such as “hedonic loss” and “availability heuristics,” the narrative is clear and relatable. Sunstein even delivers a few zingers, as when he notes in the chapter on “sludge,”
the term for the excessive paperwork people wade through to
cancel magazine subscriptions or sign up for free school meals:

Strittmatter, Kai
Trans. by Martin, Ruth
Custom House/Morrow (368 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-302729-9
A chilling warning that China’s
authoritarian rule is only growing more

insidious.
In this highly relevant, frequently revelatory book, originally published in Germany in 2018, journalist Strittmatter, who
has studied China for 30 years and was stationed in Beijing for
a decade, argues that the opened-up China of Deng Xiaoping
is an illusion. The state has used its new prosperity to essentially bribe the enlarged middle class to abide by increasingly
autocratic measures, and the Chinese Communist Party has
placed its leader, Xi Jinping, in a “godlike” position. “Both the
Chinese people and the world at large have good reason to be
nervous,” writes the author. Reintroducing an ideological mix
of Mao, Marx, and Confucius, Xi is a brilliant technocrat who
has engineered an authoritarian state. The election of Donald
Trump, notes Strittmatter, has been a gift to China: confirmation of the West’s demise. While the West believed that China
would gradually adopt democratic tendencies, that has not happened under Xi, who has strengthened the CCP and its ability
to control the behavior and thought of the Chinese people:
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THE INNOVATION
DELUSION
How Our Obsession
With the New Has Disrupted
the Work That Matters Most

“The Department of the Treasury, and the IRS in particular, win
Olympic gold for sludge production.”
An accessible treatise on the need to ensure that information improves citizens’ well-being.

Vinsel, Lee & Russell, Andrew L.
Crown Archetype (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-525-57568-9

HITLER
Downfall: 1939-1945

Ullrich, Volker
Trans. by Chase, Jefferson
Knopf (848 pp.)
$39.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-101-87400-4

A potent challenge to “the superiority of the innovation mindset.”
As professors Vinsel and Russell write in this vibrant, surefooted argument, the digital economy rests, in part, on the
“demand for rapid growth that disrupts the comfortable incumbents of the status quo.” For many, this attitude, characterized
by creative disruption, has spread from the economy to become
a way of life. Innovation is important, of course, but the concept
of “move fast and break things…can be lousy guidance for anyone who builds or designs actual things.” The authors argue that
it is time to challenge the unholy marriage between Silicon Valley’s ideology of change for change’s sake and Wall Street’s insatiable appetite for immediate profit; instead, we must attend to
the areas of infrastructure and maintenance. Vinsel and Russell point out that innovation—the profitable combination of
new and existing knowledge—is not the enemy. The problem is
“innovation-speak,” a misleading “sales pitch about a future that
doesn’t yet exist.” Innovation-speak flourishes in a society that
values the individual accumulation of wealth above the common
good. Maintenance, though essential to any functioning society,
is often neglected, thus disrupting order in a variety of forms,
whether it’s the physical infrastructure of roads and bridges or
the simple ability to maintain a healthy populace. The authors
guide readers with clear and contemporary examples of when
deferred maintenance led to either slow or fast disaster, both
of which are dangerous. “A slow disaster…is the accretion of
harm from incremental neglect,” they write. “It happens when
children ingest chips from lead paint or when a potholed road
becomes unsafe for traffic.” The authors also thoroughly expose
the unjust hierarchy that leaves maintenance workers at the
bottom of the pay scale. We need a systematic approach, they
argue, to monitoring and caring for our resources, encouraging
sustainability and shared skill sets. Maintenance sustains success, and an ounce of prevention is still worth a pound of cure.
A refreshing, cogently argued book that will hopefully
make the rounds at Facebook, Google, Apple et al.

German historian Ullrich completes
his comprehensive biography of the man
who is perhaps history’s most hated
figure.
Adolf Hitler celebrated his 50th birthday on April 20, 1939,
with a huge party. But even then, months before World War II
began, writes the author, “Nemesis was knocking at his door.”
Five birthdays followed until, hours after his 56th, he and the
loyal though surprisingly impudent Eva Braun died by suicide. Ullrich has numerous concerns in this significant project,
which, like the first installment, remains readable across its
800-plus pages. Far be it from finding excuses for his compatriots, he is unabashed in saying that “the Führer enjoyed the overwhelming support of the German populace, particularly after
the Anschluss of Austria,” so much so that had he been assassinated, he would be remembered today as a brilliant leader.
Indeed, Hitler himself said, “In the future there will never be a
man who holds more authority than I do….But I can be killed
at any time by a criminal or an idiot.” Another of the author’s
goals is to supply the Holocaust with a precise chronology; he
notes that Nazi leaders had made provisional plans to export
Europe’s Jewish population to French-ruled Madagascar, which
would become a German prison colony. This was a small mercy,
however, since the Nazis figured that the Jews would quickly
die in the tropical climate. Though “Hitler rarely missed an
opportunity to scapegoat ‘the Jews’ as those pulling the strings
behind the conflict,” the author argues that after the euthanasia
of handicapped citizens as a kind of proof of conflict, the mass
destruction of the Jews in areas of German control began piecemeal, with SS and police executions behind the front lines that
only eventually became regularized in the concentration camps.
Ordinary Germans knew about the killings, Ullrich maintains,
but looked the other way. So did the Allied leaders for too long,
he adds, faulting them for not stopping the mercurial Hitler
while they had the chance.
An endlessly revealing look at the Nazi regime that
touches on large issues and small details alike.
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An unusually diverse mix of top-down and bottom-up
views of the fight for votes for women.
american women’s suffrage

AMERICAN WOMEN’S
SUFFRAGE
Voices From the Long
Struggle for the Vote
1776-1965

BEING LOLITA
A Memoir

Wood, Alisson
Flatiron Books (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-25021-721-9

Ed. by Ware, Susan
Library of America (780 pp.)
$40.00 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-59853-664-5

A New York writer recalls her affair
with a predatory teacher who told her,
“You’re my Lolita.”
By the age of 18, Wood had undergone electroconvulsive therapy and
taken more than 20 medications, “ranging from Prozac to
lithium,” for medical problems including self-mutilation and
suicidal depression. Her fragile mental health had put her high
school graduation at risk. As a 17-year-old senior, she began
getting help outside of class from a 27-year-old male English
teacher, a Lolita fan she calls Nick North. She soon fell into
an abusive romance described in this uneven memoir that
overstretches parallels to Nabokov’s tale of a pedophile who
rapes his 12-year-old stepdaughter. At furtive meetings at diners, Nick read Lolita to her and ruthlessly exploited her trust.
Fearful of being fired, he insisted she start dating someone
else as a cover for their romance, which she did, guiltily and
briefly. He refused to sleep with her until she’d graduated but
cruelly told her about his interim girlfriend. He persuaded her
to attend Ithaca College by implying that he might go back
to school at Cornell, then visited erratically until she broke
up with him and later began her own teaching career. Wood
tells her tale swiftly and suspensefully, but the writing can
be wooden (she wants “to impact my students in supportive,
meaningful ways”) and novelistically purple (“I looked up at
him from inside his arms and tried to tell him Kiss me just kiss
me please kiss me…and instead he squeezed me harder and let
me go”). At heart, this is a potboiler with a gloss of literary
street cred, and Wood may suspect it: “Sometimes I worry
that the whole Lolita intertextuality is just a conceit, a clever
way to elevate what happened to me, to raise it above the tawdry.” Many readers will also suspect it, but others will be turning the pages too fast to care.
An absorbing but flawed memoir of a male teacher’s
abuse of a young female student.

Rotten eggs, jail terms, and ridicule
were among the hazards faced by suffragists, according to a compendium from
the general editor of American National Biography.
Amid the flood of books marking the centennial of women’s
suffrage, this anthology stands out for its scope and authority. In a season sure to bring paeans to movement foremothers, Ware deromanticizes their fight by gathering 90 pro-, anti-,
or proto-suffrage documents—articles, speeches, pamphlets,
and other nonfiction along with a few poems and humorous
sketches and a play by Charlotte Perkins Gilman—all written or delivered between 1776 and the months after Congress
passed the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Many entries reveal tactical or ideological conflicts among leaders like Susan B. Anthony,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Carrie Chapman Catt, and Lucy Stone,
none more fateful than whether to try to enfranchise women
state by state or push for the federal law that became the 19th
Amendment. Other pieces give voice to the rank and file, to
men, and to American Indians, Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, and Chinese immigrants. With endearing good cheer, the
Massachusetts suffragist Florence Luscomb describes traveling around her state by trolley, toting a 6-foot banner inscribed
“Votes for Women,” only to arrive in a country town and end up
“talking to the air, three assorted dogs, six kids, and the two loafers in front of the grocery store just over the way.” The most
startling item comes from the Mississippi suffragist Belle Kearney, who—with no apparent shame—urged Southerners to support women’s suffrage because it would ensure “immediate and
durable white supremacy,” given that educated white female
voters would outnumber “all the illiterate voters, white and
black, native and foreign—combined.” Some entries have more
historical than literary or human interest, but this is essential
for libraries and a go-to book for anyone seriously interested in
women’s suffrage in America.
An unusually diverse mix of top-down and bottom-up
views of the fight for votes for women.

CYBER REPUBLIC
Reinventing Democracy
in the Age of Intelligent
Machines

Zarkadakis, George
MIT Press (176 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-262-04431-8

Systems engineer and entrepreneur
Zarkadakis proposes a novel, hybrid
approach to a system of governance that
is increasingly entrusted to machines.
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“More than half the people living in liberal democracies are
disillusioned with their political system,” writes the author in
this clear-minded critique of the present state of democratic
rule, adding that 54% believe that “their voice does not have an
impact on political decisions” and nearly two-thirds “think their
government does not act in their interest.” That takes democracy far past the point of dysfunction into the critical-care unit,
but the technocrats will not be moved. Zarkadakis opens his
narrative by relating the collapse of one of his businesses after
the Greek government accepted the harsh austerity measures of
the EU, adding impossible debt to the economy even as Greek
citizens rejected these draconian restrictions. Zarkadakis provocatively writes that the conduct of government and economies by artificial intelligence, by which 500 traders in a leading
bank are replaced by computers and three staffers, might well
flourish better under communism than capitalism, since citizens of communist states would have social protections that
their counterparts in democratic states do not, leaving them to
face “poverty and destitution.” But this isn’t a zero-sum game.
As the author writes, the better course is to develop a hybrid
system of governance that sends some decisions to local communities, erasing “knowledge asymmetries” in the interest of
problem-solving that better engages the will and consent of the
electorate. This entails restoring the checks and balances that
prevent the exercise of the “tyranny of the majority” and the
indifferent rule of an entrenched political class. Some decisions
can even be made by AI, but the key consideration is to undo a
conundrum—namely, that “liberal democracy abhors the direct
involvement of citizens in government.
A worthy study in politics, technology, and the possibilities of remaking democracy in order to save it.
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A FRENCHMAN ON MARS

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alice, Alex
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Smith, Anne & Smith, Owen
First Second (64 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-250-20681-7
Series: Castle in the Stars, 4

FINISH THE FIGHT by Veronica Chambers & the staff of the

New York Times....................................................................................110

GROW by Nicola Davies; illus. by Emily Sutton.............................. 113
THANK YOU, MIYUKI by Roxane Marie Galliez;
illus. by Seng Soun Ratanavanh......................................................... 118
THE INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE GIRL by Jessica Dee Humphreys
& Rona Ambrose; illus. by Simone Shin.............................................126
A MYSTERY IN THE FOREST by Susanna Isern; illus. by Daniel
Montero Galán; trans. by John Brokenbrow..................................... 127
DIGGING FOR WORDS by Angela Burke Kunkel;
illus. by Paola Escobar.........................................................................129
THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON STEREOTYPES by Tanya Lloyd Kyi;
illus. by Drew Shannon......................................................................129
THE PAPER BOAT by Thao Lam....................................................... 130
EVELYN DEL REY IS MOVING AWAY by Meg Medina;
illus. by Sonia Sánchez........................................................................ 132
WHO GIVES A POOP? by Heather L. Montgomery;
illus. by Iris Gottlieb........................................................................... 133
WE DISAGREE by Bethanie Deeney Murguia.................................. 133
IN THE CITY by Chris Raschka.......................................................... 136
FEEL THE FOG by April Pulley Sayre............................................... 138
LOOKING FOR SMILE by Ellen Tarlow;
illus. by Lauren Stringer.................................................................... 140

y o u n g a d u lt

Readers may wish this graphic novel
were several times taller and wider.
Alice’s illustrations showcase some of the most glorious
landmarks of the solar system, circa 1871, from a castle in Prussia to a crater on the moon and the caverns and canyons of Mars.
Often, there are airships floating above them, shaped like enormous birds. Fans of the series might wish the pictures were the
size of turn-of-the-20th-century broadsheets, like the Little
Nemo comic strips, or posters they could hang on their walls.
Even the most ardent fans, who’ve read the previous volumes
again and again, may be baffled by the plot, which includes
multiple political factions active in multiple parts of the galaxy.
But the core of the story is simple enough to follow: There are
good guys and bad guys, and they fight—sometimes with airships, sometimes with psychic powers. (No matter how many
factions show up, almost all of the characters are white—even a
Martian princess appears, at first, to be white and blond.) Like
the first three volumes, this book ends with a cliffhanger, but it
does resolve most of its major plot threads. It even ends with a
kiss. More important, the last page is utterly filled with aircraft,
with three balloons apiece. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11.3-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 78% of actual size.)
Every page is stunning, like coming across an atlas that
covers the entire solar system. (Graphic steampunk. 10-16)

PINE ISLAND HOME by Polly Horvath...........................................126

LETTERS FROM SPACE

Anderson, Clayton C.
Illus. by Batori, Susan
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-53411-074-8

YOUR NAME IS A SONG by Jamilah Thompkins-Bigelow;
illus. by Luisa Uribe............................................................................141
LITTLE FOX by Edward van de Vendel; illus. by Marije Tolman;
trans. by David Colmer......................................................................142

A retired astronaut explains what life
is like aboard the International Space Station.
Plainly based on memories of his own 5-month spacestation mission in 2007, Anderson’s (fictive) letters to family
and students not only make reference to scientific work and
day-to-day routines, but positively fizz with the sense of being
on a great adventure: “I fly to the bathroom—and I even fly

LITTLE WISE WOLF by Gijs van der Hammen;
illus. by Hanneke Siemensma; trans. by Laura Watkinson................142
SMALL WALT SPOTS DOT by Elizabeth Verdick;
illus. by Marc Rosenthal.....................................................................142
THE TRUTH ABOUT DRAGONS by Jaime Zollars...........................145
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children’s books from
across the border
The Case of the Missing Auntie
by Michael Hutchinson (Second Story Press, March 17): In
the fast-paced second volume of
Hutchinson’s middle-grade series about the Mighty Muskrats,
the four kid sleuths take on the
challenge of finding a long-lost
relative who was forced into a
residential school before being
adopted away from their Nation.

Leah Overstreet

In observance of Canada Day/Fête
du Canada, celebrated on July 1, it
has become my practice this time of
year to highlight some of the best recent children’s books from Canadian
publishers. Packages from across the
border often produce some of the
most exciting books I unpack in a
given week, and making sure that U.S.
readers are made aware of them is
one of my great delights. So without
further ado, cue “O, Canada” and read on.

Music for Tigers by Michelle
Kadarusman (Pajama Press,
April 28): Aspiring Toronto musician Louisa has had little interest in her family’s conservation efforts until she is sent to its
Tasmanian preserve, now under
threat from development. There,
she connects with the land and
her family’s history, deepening
her love of music in the process,
in this richly developed middle-grade novel.

Window by Marion Arbona (Kids Can, March 3):
In this inventive picture
book, Martha walks home
from school past window
after window as gatefolds
open up to reveal to readers and the imaginative
child a series of delightfully surreal scenes behind the buildings’ placid facades.
Footsteps in Bay de Verde
by Charis Cotter; illustrated by Jenny Dwyer
(Running the Goat, June
30): Cotter and Dwyer
take readers back to Newfoundland in 1922 for this
deliciously spooky kerosene-lit ghost story about
ghost stories.

Story Boat by Kyo Maclear; illustrated by Rashin Kheiriyeh (Tundra, Feb. 4): This highly metaphorical picture book traces the
journey of a group of refugees
for whom stories and ritual create culture and comfort within a
transient existence.
Powwow by Karen PheasantNeganigwane (Orca, April 21):
Both a history and a celebration,
this title explores the cultural
significance of the powwow in
Indigenous communities. Weaving her own experiences into her
nonfiction narrative, the author
clearly and movingly emphasizes its critical role in restoring
kinship and preserving identity.

Weekend Dad by Naseem Hrab; illustrated by Frank Viva (Groundwood, May 1 digital release & Aug.
4 print release): Hrab’s child protagonist is newly adjusting to two
homes with one parent apiece instead of one home with both parents. Viva’s tender, compassionate illustrations pair beautifully
with the child’s understated yet
emotive narration.
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Salma the Syrian Chef by
Danny Ramadan; illustrated
by Anna Bron (Annick, March
10): Ever since Salma and her
mother left her father behind
in the refugee camp, Mama has
stopped laughing. This picture
book offers a model of resilience in Salma, who draws on
her own ingenuity and her new
friends to cheer Mama up with a taste of home.

when I’m going to the bathroom. So cool!” and “I was like one
of those guys who fix wires on utility poles. But in SPACE!”
Batori captures the exhilaration with cartoon scenes featuring
a diverse crew of pop-eyed humans (plus one green extraterrestrial) in various orientations, joined by various imagined animals (“It would be neat to have a dog or a cat, but what a mess
with no gravity!”), floating foodstuffs, and, following an eventual return to Earth, a cheering crowd at a “Welcome Home”
party. The author closes with a more-detailed recap, so young
readers with serious questions relating to the physiology of
space adaptation syndrome are just as well served as those who
are keenly interested in how long astronauts have to wear their
underwear. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 83% of actual size.)
A tantalizing taste of the (literally) high life. (Informa
tional picture book. 6-8)

In My Anaana’s Amautik by
Nadia Sammurtok; illustrated
by Lenny Lischenko (Inhabit
Media, April 7): Without ever
leaving the hood of Anaana’s fur
parka, this picture book’s toddler narrator describes everything they see, smell, and otherwise sense. It’s the coziest time
readers may ever spend in the Arctic.

LIGHTS OUT

Trending by Kira Vermond; illustrated by Clayton Hanmer
(Owlkids, March 15): This smart
examination of fads and how
they operate puts power in the
hands of child readers, helping
them to understand the latest
trend, learn how to resist it, or
use it to effect change.

y o u n g a d u lt

Arnold, Marsha Diane
Illus. by Reagan, Susan
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-56846-340-7
Creatures search for Night in this story about the negative
effects of light pollution.
In the coastal town in which they live, Fox and Beetle see
an abundance of artificial light and set out to search for “the
Dark of Night.” Instead, they find electric lights everywhere,
ones that confuse Songbird, silence Frog, and disturb Bear’s
hibernation. Each of these creatures joins Fox and Beetle on
their journey into new terrains, including mountains, deserts,
and dunes, but all are still dominated by electric lights. When
they come upon baby turtles hatching on the shore, the creatures decide to swim to a small island. Finally, they see the natural nighttime light they crave. A rhythmic refrain (“Across the
wide, wide world, / they search… / for the Dark of Night. // But
everywhere—Lights!”) creates a satisfying cadence in the text.
Two spreads toward the open and close of the story feature
short rhymes in four stanzas about the kinds of artificial and
natural lights the creatures encounter; these anchor the story
and contrast the two kinds of light in appealing ways. The
closing spreads with the dark sky and natural, nocturnal lights
are enchanting. Stars twinkle, and the moon glows, as Mother
Nature would have it. The fade-in title design on the book’s
cover is especially smart, communicating much about the
story. An author’s note kicks off the book, noting how little we
hear about light pollution. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Illuminating. (Picture book. 4-8)

Hot Hot Pancakes! by Kimura
Yurichi; illustrated by Nishiuchi
Toshio; translated by Nathaniel
Penn (CrackBoom! Books, June
16): Mouse Max is making pancakes—but he runs out of ingredients after making one each
for his four younger siblings. It’ll
take some math (facilitated by
clever use of partial pages) and
some cooperation to even out the stacks.
Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.
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COPYCAT SCIENCE
Step Into the Shoes of the
World’s Greatest Scientists

scheme is fair, if somewhat singsong-y in its cadence. A scattering of couplets suffer from either illogical phrasing given the
visual context (“While sugar drifts like softest snow / Atop her
puffy hat below”—the hat is pictured on her head and not obviously below anything) or lazy rhymes (“Cricket sounds the call
to action / setting off an ant reaction”). The illustrations, oil
under crackling varnish, are of a muted pastel hue with pops
of brighter warm colors. The combination creates a dated vibe
reminiscent of the early 1990s. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 9.8-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 73% of actual size.)
Bland, empty calories. (Picture book. 6-10)

Barfield, Mike
Illus. by the author
QEB Publishing (96 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-7112-5182-3

Learn about science by copying
(adapted) concepts from the best!
In graphic format, readers explore over 40 projects inspired
by as many (more or less) scientific minds throughout history.
The book unfolds predictably in topical double-page spreads,
with the verso page introducing a scientist (sometimes two) in a
paneled page rife with corny humor while the recto summarizes
an experiment, observational study, project, or mathematical
exercise that can be completed with limited supplies commonly
found in most homes. The projects are useful springboards for
science fairs or home-based experiments, but the abbreviated
biographies, which perhaps give too much space to humor, will
have readers seeking out additional sources to learn more about
the individuals discussed. The biographical facts are oversimplified, such as Thomas A. Edison’s claim that “I invented the
microphone” (debatable), or could use a little more meat, such
as the undefined description of Katherine Johnson as a “human
computer” (true, but…), but the experiments are nicely detailed
and will be useful. The diversity of characters trying the experiments slightly mitigates the fact that only two of the scientists introduced are people of color and the majority hail from
Europe. The inclusion of many women scientists is a great first
step, but if there’s a sequel, a globally diverse roster is necessary.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-13.4-inch double-page
spreads viewed at actual size.)
A useful starting point. (STEM flow chart, glossary)
(Graphic nonfiction. 8-12)

WHEN I DRAW A PANDA

Bates, Amy June
Illus. by the author
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-4814-5148-2
A child and an imaginary panda draw together in this picture book.
The unnamed narrator, a young child with dark hair and
light skin, loves to draw. When the child draws a panda and
then a hat for the panda to wear, “he is my panda,” and he goes
on to respond to instructions from an unseen “they” by applying his own vision to what they’ve asked for. Clearly the panda
is a stand-in for the imagination of the child. Unfortunately, a
repetitive point/counterpoint expressed in various iterations of
“when they say to draw a perfect… / my panda prefers to draw
an imperfect…” becomes a one-note push for the inspiration
and fulfillment found in drawing without rules or expectations.
And the murky nature of who “they” are—overbearing parents?
teachers?—makes for an uncomfortable divisiveness. While the
illustrations are loose and flow-y, as befits a story about unhampered creativity, the viewpoint of each double-page spread stagnates: Readers look straight on at panda, child, and blackboard
with no change in perspective, and only occasionally does the
viewpoint move closer or farther away. The type occasionally
leaves its ordered structure, but that’s just not enough to give
the overall story any real animation or originality. Readers may
be encouraged to draw without expectation of perfection—the
point of the story—but the us-versus-them aspect is off-putting. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 22% of actual size.)
Sadly, uninspiring. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE TINY BAKER

Barrett, Hayley
Illus. by Jay, Alison
Barefoot (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 21, 2020
978-1-64686-070-8

True friends are always there to help
you pick up the pieces—and the baked goods.
Told in rhyming couplets, the story follows a bumblebee
baker and her fleet of ladybug assistants as they prepare their
daily treats for a waiting line of pseudo-Victorian insect customers. Alas, tragedy strikes when the ladybugs scent a “fragrant breeze” and swarm off, leaving the kitchen in disarray
and a tearoom full of waiting customers. Discovering their
flight, the baker is left stunned, and it’s up to her ant customers to save the day. The message of friendship to the rescue is
slightly undercut by the baker’s paralysis during her own crisis
and her reliance on others to solve her problems. The rhyme
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In a 90-degree turn sure to delight little ones,
readers see Stanley atop the wooden ladder.
stanley ’s fire engine

THE WILD PATH

illustrations, familiar to Stanley fans, are simply wrought, blackoutlined images mostly presented against white backgrounds.
The two layouts that vary stand out as a result: the bursting
fireworks against a dark blue sky and Stanley’s nighttime arrival
at home, a blue-washed scene with a gorgeous glowing lantern.
Both will earn a lingering look of awe from readers.
An adorable hamster, a fire engine, and fireworks: high
preschooler appeal. (Picture book. 3-5)

Baughman, Sarah R.
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-316-42247-5

y o u n g a d u lt

Legendary, possibly imaginary horses
help a Vermont 12-year-old cope with
loss and change.
Claire’s 18-year-old brother, Andy, is
at a residential facility being treated for
an addiction to pain medication. Her
mother, an accountant, lost her job several months ago; between
that and the cost of Andy’s treatment, her father’s teacher salary isn’t enough for them to continue to keep the family’s horses,
Sunny and Sam. For Claire, Sunny and Sam “hold my skin and
bones together”—she can’t imagine life without them. Hoping to prevent their sale by winning the school history fair, she
researches the historic use of horses in logging and sugaring as
well as their current use in equine therapy. When she finds an
old newspaper clipping of a long-ago accident in which horses
died, she thinks they’re related to the horses she encounters in
the woods—horses only she can see. The storyline of Claire’s
brother’s addiction, her family’s struggles with it, and her
development through a teen support group are all well handled.
However, the wild horses feel out of place. Their existence isn’t
important to the story in any way, and Claire’s belief in them
isn’t all that compelling as a subplot. Claire and her family are
white; her best friend is likely Latinx, and a friend from her
support group, South Asian. An author’s note discusses alcohol
abuse and offers resources for young readers.
Read for the sensitive portrait of addiction and its effects
on a family, not for the magic horses. (Fiction. 9-13)

STANLEY’S FIRE ENGINE

Bee, William
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 1, 2020
978-1-68263-214-7
Series: Stanley

Stanley the hamster and friends show the parts and uses of
his fire engine.
Bee’s hamster is back again, this time using his fire engine to
help friends and assist with a fireworks display. Stanley’s truck
itself might look a bit unfamiliar to little readers, as it isn’t a
modern shiny vehicle but rather a 1940s version used in Great
Britain, with a wooden ladder and large wheel that ratchets it
up protruding from the rear. In a 90-degree turn sure to delight
little ones, readers see Stanley atop the wooden ladder, its gears
and wheel on display. Together with his chipmunk friend Peggy,
Stanley uses the fire engine for kid-friendly activities, such as
rescuing kites from a tree, filling a baby pool, and standing by
at a fireworks show. In fact, the only real mention of firefighting is when mouse friend Charlie’s barbecue goes awry. Bee’s
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top summer middle-grade reads
Curse of the Night Witch by Alex
Aster (Sourcebooks Young Readers, June 9): The emblem on his
skin marks Tor Luna for leadership, but he doesn’t want it. When
he wishes for a water-breather’s
emblem instead, he receives the
Night Witch’s curse and embarks
on a thrilling quest to reverse it.
Drawing on real Latin American folktales, debut
novelist Aster has crafted an utterly magical fantasy.

22 years later. Telling the tale from
their perspective, author Hannigan and illustrator Graudins use a
graphic-novel storyline to immerse
young readers in the disaster and to
observe the city’s response to it.

Brother’s Keeper
by Julie Lee (Holiday House, July
21): In 1950, 12-year-old Sora and her
younger brother race to cross the
38th parallel before it closes, trapping them in North Korea. Their
perilous wintertime flight makes
for gripping reading even as it offers important historical context to young readers
about the world they occupy 70 years later.

Ragweed & Poppy by Avi; illustrated by Brian Floca (Harper/HarperCollins, June 9): Readers of Avi’s
Poppy stories will be delighted by
this look at how the beloved mouse
character met the charismatic Ragweed. Punctuated by illustrator Floca’s graceful black-and-white vignettes, this return to Dimwood
Forest is an immensely satisfying one.

The Mayflower by Kate Messner;
illustrated by Dylan Meconis (Random House, July 7): Readers who
might think they know everything
there is to know about the Pilgrims
will find themselves endlessly enlightened in this funny, collegial,
myth-busting opener to the History Smashers series, enlivened by
Meconis’ comic-strip–style interludes.

Julieta and the Diamond Enigma
by Luisana Duarte Armendáriz
(Tu Books, June 9): When 9-yearold Julieta’s museum-curator dad
takes her on a business trip to
Paris, she promises to stay out of
trouble—but it finds her when the
Regent Diamond is stolen. This
debut by Duarte Amendáriz (a
Kirkus contributor) is a smart, fast-paced chapterbook mystery with an appealing Mexican American
protagonist, just right for younger summer readers.

Thunder Run by Daniel José Older (Scholastic, June 2): Led by Afro-Cuban Magdalys, the dinosaurriding orphans of the Dactyl Hill
Squad are back, moving from the
front lines of the Civil War to a
lovingly realized New Orleans to
Mexico. As always, Older challenges readers to confront contemporary issues of justice and inequity
even as they fly through the pages.

The Great Chicago Fire by Kate Hannigan and Alexandra Graudins (First Second, June 30): Two young
Chicagoans—Irish immigrants Franny and John Patrick Fitzgerald—find themselves in the thick of its
chaos in 1871, then visit the Colombian Exposition
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The Mulberry Tree by Allison
Rushby (Candlewick, July 14):
The tree in the backyard of the
house that Immy and her family are renting while her father
battles debilitating depression
has a strange, brooding presence.
Could it possibly be true that it’s
responsible for the disappearance of two local girls, as legend has it? The tree is
both actor and metaphor in this chiller.

THE NUT THAT FELL FROM
THE TREE

Bhadra, Sangeeta
Illus. by Cormier, France
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0119-3

The Magic Eraser by Aaron
Starmer; illustrated by Courtney
La Forest (Penguin Workshop,
July 7): Carson calls on the magical powers of locker 37 to help
him with a stain on his pants, but
all he gets is an eraser that when
rubbed three times can make
anything disappear: part of the
wall, a toilet, even the class bully. Illustrator La Forest’s appropriately madcap illustrations amplify the
silliness of Starmer’s engaging premise.
Yorick and Bones by Jeremy
Tankard and Hermione Tankard; illustrated by Jeremy Tankard (HarperAlley, May 19):
When mild-mannered skeleton Yorick is accidentally reanimated, he is then exhumed by a
small dog. Gratitude turns to irritation when the dog instantly
begins chewing on Yorick, but this graphic novel
eventually turns into a sweet buddy story, enriched
by Yorick’s amusingly antique speech.

y o u n g a d u lt

The antiquated “House That Jack
Built” gets a makeover for 21st-century
readers.
“This is the house where Jill plays.” A light-skinned girl,
wearing a magician’s hat and cape, is in a treehouse atop a
huge oak. The art is colorful, one-dimensional, and cartoonlike. The next double-page spread adds “This is the oak that
holds the house where Jill plays” and then “This is the nut that
fell from the oak that holds the house where Jill plays.” The
nut is, of course, an acorn. The acorn gets bounced around and
pounced upon by various animals, including a rat, a blue jay, a
raccoon, and more. As the text increases, so do the number
of animals on each light-green page. Cleverly, every humorous
line about a new animal rhymes with “rat looking out from a
shoe,” right through to a skunk that elicits “PEE-EW!” from
the other animals. Those animals flee; text and art dramatically minimize. A shorter second stanza, beginning with “This
is the sun,” introduces a more contemplative mood as it links
the life spans of oaks with humans. It is also less likely than
the first stanza to be memorized by youngsters, as it follows a
less-predictable pattern. Stanza two changes the book from a
simple cumulative tale to deeper food for thought, but unfortunately, the style of art is much better suited for stanza one.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 56% of actual size.)
A good, if not totally coherent, look at a tree’s life cycle.
(Picture book. 4-8)

ASTRID AND APOLLO AND
THE STARRY CAMPOUT

Bidania, V.T.
Illus. by Lee, Dara Lashia
Picture Window Books (64 pp.)
$6.95 paper | Aug. 1, 2020
978-1-5158-6131-7
Series: Astrid and Apollo, 1

Twin Hmong American siblings
lean on each other during a camping
trip in this series opener.
Mosquito bites, scary bears, and an outhouse are just some
of the fears keeping Astrid hidden away in a closet while her
family prepares for their upcoming campout. Her supportive
twin brother, Apollo, reassures her that whatever happens,
they will get through it together. This early chapter book
highlights the strength of sibling bonds and shows Astrid
overcoming adversity in an approachable way. Her timidity
and anxiety gradually decrease as she discovers the reality of
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MIDNIGHT AT THE
BARCLAY HOTEL

camping is a lot less scary than her imagination. While the short
chapters and simple sentence structure support a newly independent reader, some page layouts are disjointed, with illustrations that do not match the corresponding text. Despite this
minor flaw, the cute, cartoon images showcase a gentle-feeling
outdoors and the warm family connection that defines this
trip. Hmong cultural elements such as names and cuisine are
organically incorporated into the storyline. It’s an accessible
and authentic introduction to an ethnic group rarely featured in
children’s literature or mainstream popular culture. Facts about
the Hmong, popular Hmong foods, a glossary, and a discussion
guide are included in the backmatter.
This lighthearted adventure features much-needed
Hmong representation and an equally satisfying plot. (Fiction.
6-9)

Bradley, Fleur
Illus. by Bonet, Xavier
Viking (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-593-20290-6

Five strangers (with secrets!) are
invited to a historic (haunted) hotel—to
solve a murder.
The secluded Barclay Hotel, one of
Colorado’s most haunted places, sends five invitations to a carefully selected guest list: a cowboy, a librarian, a CEO, an actor, and
a detective. The CEO’s preteen son (ghost-hunting aficionado
JJ, who hates reading) and the detective’s granddaughter (aspiring detective Penny, a bookworm) tag along and immediately
connect with the hotel’s lonely resident kid, Emma, daughter
of the head chef. Once the guests are assembled (and the driver
has left, natch), the butler reveals that they’ve been gathered to
solve a mystery—who killed Mr. Barclay?—and, with the exception of the detective, they are the suspects. The kids jump into
action, interviewing suspects to tease out motive, means, and
opportunity—and all of the adults have secrets. The mystery
features some fun reversals, allowing just enough convolution
for mystery novices (who will learn the terms “whodunit” and
“red herring”); Agatha Christie references abound, and the hotel
setting shines. The ghostly supernatural storyline is mild and
unthreatening and not prominent enough for kids looking for a
paranormal scary story. The murder mystery is gentled through
temporal distance (the murder happened a week prior; there are
no bodies or graphic moments). While the ending relies on a villain’s monologue, the happily-ever-after is an earned one. Aside
from dark-skinned Penny and her grandfather, the other characters default to (and are illustrated as) white.
A quirky, kid-friendly introduction to the murder mystery. (Mystery. 8-12)

THE TINAJA TONIGHT

Bissonette, Aimée M.
Illus. by Weiler, Syd
Whitman (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-8075-7949-7
Series: Imagine This!

If you’re thirsty in the middle of the Southwestern desert
and you have claws, feathers, or fur, where do you go?
To a welcome water-filled depression worn into bedrock:
the tinaja. As soon as the desert begins to cool with the setting of the scorching sun, sounds of rustling signal the stirring
of creatures making their ways among the growing shadows.
Timid quails, grunting javelinas, cautious mule deer, yipping
coyotes, jackrabbits, foxes, bats, and rattlesnakes—each takes
a turn for a drink, always watching for a dreaded hawk or prowling cougar. As the sun rises, heating the land, the animals shelter
in the shade and wait for the evening once again. Bissonette’s
poetic narrative, sprinkled with alliteration, leads readers seamlessly from one desert denizen to another. “A mountain lion
approaches….It circles the tinaja with a slow sort of swagger.”
Clarifying information bites regarding each featured element or
animal accompanies the text. Inexplicably, the pronunciation of
tinaja, a Spanish word, is not included anywhere. Weiler wraps
the cooling landscape in purples, oranges, and blues. However,
some depictions of the desert dwellers are inaccurate. The
mountain lion resembles a domestic cat, and the javelinas are
depicted with fur instead of bristles; others, such as the ringtail
cat and foxes, are spot-on.
Uneven artwork aside, this exploration of water’s vital
presence in an arid environment is sure to please. (author’s
note, bibliograrphy) (Informational picture book. 5-10)
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GET UP, ELIZABETH!

Bridges, Shirin Yim
Illus. by Marley, Alea
Cameron + Company (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-944903-94-7
Nearly buried beneath fantastically
abundant billows of red hair, a small, yawning princess is pulled
from bed.
She submits with relative meekness (“No, I’m sorry Elizabeth, / No mouse in your skirt!”) to having her stockings tied
on, her teeth rubbed with soot, sleeves and ruff attached to a
gown over her wide petticoat, and finally her hair wrestled into
shape—all just in time to be presented with a regal bow to an
all-white crowd of likewise bowing retainers. Mouse aside, the
whole procedure has a stilted formality that is only intensified by the elegantly restrained details of Tudor-style dress and
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Christie Matheson

THE AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR OF THE HIDDEN RAINBOW WANTS
CHILDREN TO TOUCH AND PLAY WITH HER BOOKS
By Megan Labrise
Becca Worple

The idea of the rainbow of colors that you can find in nature
was the thing I wanted to capture somehow. And then I love
gardens, I love botanical gardens, I love bees—and I’m worried about bees—so that all kind of fit together in my mind.

The book’s backmatter gives readers more information
about honeybees, such as how they interact with the
plants you depict (tulips, crocuses, clover, etc.). Did you
come across any strange bee trivia in your research?
Well, I researched their winter behavior a little bit, because
I wanted to make sure that it was accurate (as far as a collaged bee can be accurate). They do spend winters inside
their hives, and they get hungry. When they’re in there, they
kind of huddle together to keep warm. As soon as it’s warm
enough, when the flowers start blooming, they are superpsyched to get out and start finding some food. So they really do need you to grow spring flowers, because otherwise
they’re hungry.

One thing your picture books (Tap the Magic Tree, etc.)
have in common is a high level of interactivity. The
Hidden Rainbow asks readers to “point,” “blow,” and
“brush the snow off the budding camellias.” Why are
these calls to action a large part of your work?

Christie Matheson’s vibrant, interactive picture book
The Hidden Rainbow (Greenwillow, June 9) invites readers
to follow a pollinator’s path through the colorful flowers of
spring. The author/illustrator spoke with Kirkus by phone,
from San Francisco, for the following interview, which has
been edited and condensed.

I think it’s another way to draw children into the story, to
give them some agency in their reading, to make them feel
like they’re really part of the story. Another thing that it
does, in my mind, is that it makes the books feel less precious, somehow. They’re meant to be touched, they’re meant
to be played with. When I was in college—I was an English
major, not surprisingly—in my major seminar, one thing that
my professor talked a lot about was the book not just as a
text, but as an object, as a physical thing that you’re holding. That really resonated with me, because the experience
of holding different books gives you different experiences;
and it’s different to read on an e-reader than it is to hold an
actual book. I wanted to take that to another level, especially when I saw my own children, when they were very little,

The Hidden Rainbow received a very enthusiastic citation from our reviewer, who called it, “a color/counting/
concept book that will have young readers buzzing.”
Out of those three components—color, counting, concept—is there one that leads the pack? Or are they all
working in concert?
Thank you for that question! They do work in concert. But I
would say when I was envisioning this book and really starting to develop the concept, color was definitely driving it.
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loving the books they could touch and play with and be involved with beyond just listening to the words and looking
at the pictures. I wanted my books to draw their readers in
as much as possible.

What else do you want them to do?
I’m excited about anything I can do to get kids excited about
nature. This is sort of a random thing, but I hope that after
reading this book, people will pay more attention to the colors in the world around them, the colors in nature. There is
so much beauty outside.

interiors visible in the illustrations. Though its rhyming and
scansion could use work, Bridges’ verse captures a chivvying
tone that seems appropriate considering how the princess is
being respectfully but briskly hustled along by her seldomseen lady’s maid. But the scene-stealing hair seems to have all
the character here, as the stiff, silent child’s face is either hidden or largely expressionless. In lieu of source notes the author
offers a few scattered observations about Elizabethan fashion
and behavior at the end, and Marley’s interiors are evidently
likewise generic rather than based on those of Hatfield House,
where Elizabeth I grew up. Readers might take up the implied
invitation to compare their own morning toilettes or perhaps
imagine enjoying the royal routine themselves. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9.5-by-19-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 79% of actual size.)
Hair today, gone tomorrow. (Picture book. 6-8)

What do you think about The Hidden Rainbow arriving
at a time when readers’ access to the outdoors may
have changed?
Fortunately, I think, being outside, if you’re going to leave
your house, is the best thing to do, rather than being inside [somewhere else]. I encourage anybody to be in nature
every day, whether it’s in a backyard, on a balcony in a city,
wandering around, taking a hike. Anything you can do to be
outside is so healthy, healing, and important right now.
With the rainbow [theme], I think it’s really beautiful
that people are putting rainbows in their windows right now
to thank health care workers. One of the things I’m going
to talk about when I do virtual storytimes is, if you want to
change up the rainbow in your window, what about doing a
rainbow of flowers? Drawing them, making them, collaging
them, however you want to do it. It could be fun to put a big
rainbow of flowers to say a super springy, summery thank
you.

NICO BRAVO AND THE
CELLAR DWELLERS

y o u n g a d u lt

Cavallaro, Mike
Illus. by the author
First Second (192 pp.)
$22.99 | $14.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-250-22037-0
978-1-250-21886-5 paper
Series: Nico Bravo, 2
Living among gods and monsters,
a young boy must save his friends and

The Hidden Rainbow received a starred review in the April 1,
2020, issue.

their magical island.
Jumping right in where Nico Bravo and the Hounds of Hades
(2019) left off, young Nico Bravo, resident of the enchanted
isle of Celestina and employee at Vulcan’s Celestial Supply
Shop, is not looking forward to the annual visit of Sam, better known as Abonsam, the West African god of misfortune
and pestilence—who, despite his bailiwick, comes across
as a pretty likable character. When one of Sam’s monsters is
released, however, all at the shop begin to turn to stone. As
Nico’s friends are petrifying, Orcus, a shape-shifting monster
henchman of Ahriman, god of evil, has broken into the shop
to steal the last piece of Aether, the building block of all things.
Nico embarks upon an epic quest to save his friends and their
home—along the way encountering Atlantean flying saucers,
unicorns stuck in a time loop, and steamroller scorpions—but
not before he learns his own origin story. Cavallaro’s sophomore graphic novel is both fast-paced and engaging, filling its
full-color panels with enough intrigue and explosions to keep
pages flying. Fans of Rick Riordan’s works should feel at home
here with its mix of multicultural religions. Ahriman comes
from Zoroastrian tradition, Orcus is a Roman deity, and secondary character Eowulf derives from Nordic myth; figures
from the Abrahamic faiths seem to be absent, however. Nico
and most of the main human characters are white; only a few
unnamed background humans show any different skin tones.
Smart, fast-paced fun. (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)
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Highlights the lesser-known heroes whose fight for their right to
vote did not end with the ratification of the 19th Amendment.
finish the fight!

FINISH THE FIGHT!
The Brave and
Revolutionary Women
Who Fought for the Right To
Vote

helps the beekeeper (and also the bees—she flutters around
the orchard in butterfly wings as the bees buzz and pollinate).
When the fruit begins to ripen, she learns the proper way to
pick an apple. Then, finally, it is time to make a pie! In a concluding note, debut author Charles explains how she moved
to Vermont and purchased an apple orchard, raising her family there. A detailed section on orchard tools and an apple-pie
recipe are appended. Charles also includes some mind-bending
apple stats: Their orchard once produced more than 10,000
bushels—which is about the weight of 50 elephants. So they
decided to make pies to sell. Sophie and her mom are portrayed
as white while her dad has slightly darker skin.
An inviting behind-the-scenes introduction to an orchard.
(Picture book. 3-7)

Chambers, Veronica & the staff of the New
York Times
Versify/HMH (128 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-0-358-40830-7

An illustrated introduction to many women of color and
queer women responsible for voting rights in America.
Beginning with the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, whose
historic territory was the site of the Seneca Falls convention, and ending with Dakota Sioux activist Zitkála-Šá, this
friendly primer highlights the lesser-known heroes whose fight
for their right to vote did not end with the ratification of the
19th Amendment. Chambers and her co-authors from the New
York Times strike an authoritative yet colloquial tone: “[T]here
are tons of women beyond Susan [B. Anthony] and Elizabeth
[Cady Stanton]’s demographic who helped make suffrage a reality for all women,” they write. Well-chosen quotes and engaging biographical information about such activists as Frances
Ellen Watkins Harper, Mary McLeod Bethune, Angelina Weld
Grimké, Mabel Ping-hua Lee, and Jovita Idár are interspersed
with trenchant observations from contemporary women working in service to their ancestors’ ideals, including Louise Herne,
Charlotte Brooks, and Vilma Martínez. White and straight
women are supporting characters, either as allies or barriers.
Ornate, colorful page layouts also include playful doodles, at
times somewhat distractingly atop historial images. Stories
like that of Susette La Flesche Tibbles, who had to stand up to
several white government officials before she could become the
first Native woman to teach on her reservation, emphasize the
theme that rights require constant advocacy.
Timely, moving, and necessary. (authors’ note, minibiographies, timeline, statistics, acknowledgements, further
reading, bibliography, index) (Collective biography. 8-14)

HOT POT NIGHT!

Chen, Vincent
Illus. by the author
Charlesbridge (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-62354-120-0
Neighbors pool ingredients for a
spontaneous potluck meal.
As the day ends in this urban building, residents in four
separate apartments ask: “What’s for dinner?” An olive-skinned
child suggests hot pot, and the action kicks into high gear. The
olive-skinned, brown-haired host produces an electric tabletop
cooker as a brown-skinned pair shows up with the broth, followed by a fair-skinned, white-haired woman who brings meat
and a brown-skinned, brown-haired man with vegetables he
has grown. Together, everyone cheerfully preps the meal; even
the dog is excited about this communal activity. The animated
spreads have a cartoony energy while the short, energetic sentences invite reading out loud. The illustrations offer little
depth or dimension, however, and the assorted ingredients
(vegetables, tofu, lotus root, seafood, etc.) scattered across the
front and back endpapers resemble artificial food models stocking a toy kitchen. Although the main story names no specific
racial or ethnic details, readers knowledgeable about Chinese
culture will recognize the quintessential roundness of hot pot—
as a vessel shape, as a way to eat, and as a symbol of harmonious reunions. The meal leaves the diners wanting more, and the
story concludes with the promise of future hot-pot nights. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 9.5-by-19-inch double-page spreads
viewed at actual size.)
Flat, unsubtle artwork dilutes a potent concept and
weakens the taste for this picture book promoting community and sharing. (author’s note, recipe) (Picture book. 2-5)

HOW TO GROW AN APPLE PIE

Charles, Beth
Illus. by Rewse, Katie
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-8075-0401-7

A young girl grows up in an apple
orchard.
When Sophie is born, her parents
plant six new apple trees. They tell the infant that when she
turns 6, she will be able to pick apples from her trees and make
a delicious pie. Year after year, Sophie waits eagerly. Finally, it
is her sixth birthday! But alas, both Sophie and her trees have
a bit more waiting to do. First, Sophie learns how to prune
the branches. Then she watches the tiny blossoms form. She
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HUG?

unfamiliar with Copeland’s legendary status as the first black
principal ballerina for the American Ballet Theatre will predict
the trite ending. The illustrations are an attractive combination
of warm brown, yellow, and rosy mahogany. However, this combination also obscures variations in skin tone, especially among
Misty’s classmates. Misty and her mother are depicted with
brown hair and brown skin; Miss Bradley has red hair and pale
skin. Additionally, there’s a disappointing lack of body-type
diversity; the dancers are depicted as uniformly skinny with
extremely long limbs. The precise linework captures movement,
yet the humanity of dance is missing. Many ballet steps are illustrated clearly, but some might confuse readers unfamiliar with
ballet terminology. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 48% of actual size.)
A predictable ballet tale for die-hard Copeland fans or as
an introduction to Coppélia. (Picture book. 5-8)

Chua, Charlene
Illus. by the author
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0206-0
This kid learns to really hug it out.
An unnamed protagonist with black
hair and light brown skin watches in surprise as a gray tabby
hacks a hairball and announces, “I don’t feel well.” Sympathetic,
the kid replies, “Do you want a hug?”—unwittingly initiating
the formation of a line of animals in want of a hug. The text
is limited to spare dialogue in speech bubbles, and so it is the
lively illustrations that largely carry the plot. The first handful
of furry friends are gentle, with a dog and a pair of ducks against
a pastel watercolor backdrop. As the action escalates, so does
the choice of animals, which include a skunk, a porcupine, a
bear, and a sneaky tiger who attempts to make a snack out of
the tabby. As the obscurity and size of the animals comically
escalate, so do the kid’s reactions. Generously, the kid acquiesces to each request despite the personal toll. The kid’s appearance and reactions, however, go from neat through frazzled to
full-out disheveled, with frayed hair and stained clothes. Eventually an eclectic ensemble of demanding creatures, complete
with a fiery dragon, provokes the beleaguered protagonist to
yell, “STOP!” After this eruption, the tabby helps the kid find
peace—with a hug, of course. Short and sweet, the book gently guides readers to find balance between helping others while
acknowledging their own emotional needs. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at
69.4% of actual size.)
This silly romp is sure to elicit giggles while promoting
emotional intelligence. (Picture book. 3-6)

LET’S PLAY MONSTERS!

Cousins, Lucy
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-1060-6

Three-year-old Gabriel encourages
various family members to playact monsters in a cavorting game of chase around the house.
Eager to participate, older sib Josie becomes “green and
scary, / with sharp, pointy teeth / and feet that are hairy.” Uncle
Rufus sprouts imaginary “horns like a cow / and a tail like a pig.”
The family pet, Kitty Cat, has “long sharp claws, / all scritchy
and scratchy,” and Nonna becomes a “bright-pink jelly / with
big round eyes / and feet that are smelly.” While the monsters
chase the child, Gabriel easily escapes, chortling “Hee, hee, hee!
/ But you can’t catch me!” in a continual refrain that kids will
easily repeat. The rhyming text is as much fun to recite as the
game of chase is to watch. The story unfolds with comforting
predictability, Gabriel inviting play on one double-page spread
and on the next gleefully running away from the humorously
transformed family member. Cousins’ signature, childlike
black-outlined drawings in bold primary colors enhance the
romp all the way to the last dinosaurlike monster, Mommy, who
has spikes on her back and gobbles little boys up. Just as the day
is ending, Gabriel is caught and, not surprisingly, becomes his
own monster “with a funny green head, / who is tired and sleepy
/ and ready for bed.” Gabriel, Uncle Rufus, Nonna, and Mommy
all present white; Josie is a child of color.
The frolicking diversion validates a child’s imaginative
ability in an engaging bedtime scenario. (Picture book. 3-5)

BUNHEADS

Copeland, Misty
Illus. by Fiadzigbey, Setor
Putnam (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-399-54764-5
A young ballerina takes on her first
starring role.
Young Misty has just begun taking
ballet when her teacher announces auditions for the classic ballet Coppélia. Misty listens spellbound as Miss Bradley tells the
story of the toymaker who creates a doll so lifelike it threatens
to steal a boy’s heart away from his betrothed, Swanilda. Paired
with a kind classmate, Misty works hard to perfect the steps
and wins the part she’s wanted all along: Swanilda. As the book
closes, Misty and her fellow dancers take their triumphant
opening-night bows. Written in third person, the narrative follows a linear structure, but the storyline lacks conflict and therefore urgency. It functions more as an introduction to Coppélia
than anything else, despite the oddly chosen title. Even those
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The secrets of DNA, unpacked engagingly and accessibly.
grow

TRAILBLAZER
Lily Parr the Unstoppable
Star of Women’s Soccer

some parts of our genetic code with all living things—those that
are alive now and all those that have ever lived on Earth.” Three
spreads filled with small but detailed drawings show variations
in human beings, in other plants and animals living today, and
in fossils. Another spread shows the double helix and its four
building blocks: adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine. This
is followed by one explaining genes, using the example of the
wide variation in human eyes, noses, and hair. While many
young readers won’t retain all the details, this can provide a
sturdy scaffolding for future learning.
The secrets of DNA, unpacked engagingly and accessibly.
(afterword) (Informational picture book. 4-8)

Dale, Elizabeth
Illus. by Coroa, Carolina
Maverick Publishing (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-84886-645-4

y o u n g a d u lt

Not even a ban on women’s soccer could stop Lily Parr from
playing.
Born in England in 1905, Lily Parr, a white woman, learned
how to play growing up with her brothers and is credited with
being one of the first stars of women’s soccer. A left winger
with the Dick, Kerr Ladies team, Parr had the strongest kick in
the country, helping to power her team in competition against
men’s teams—whom they often beat. Throughout World War I,
women’s teams played against one another and sent their profits
to aid soldiers. After the war, in 1921, the Football Association
(this British import assumes readers’ familiarity with the organization) banned women from playing on their fields, a ruling
that would stay in place until 1971. Despite these restrictions,
Parr played soccer for 31 years, and in 2019, the National Football Museum in England erected a statue in her honor. Dale’s
book provides an initial glimpse into Parr’s life yet leaves many
holes. Readers who want to know more about what drove her or
her life off the field will be left wondering. Coroa’s cartoonlike
illustrations are vibrant and match Dale’s pacing. Facts about
soccer and Parr cover the endpapers, respectively, and basic
facts are interspersed throughout the illustrations as well. An
author’s note ends the book, but no backmatter or sources are
included.
A gesture toward perseverance that feels more like a
bullet-point pamphlet than a story. (timeline) (Picture book/
biography. 7-10)

GROW
Secrets of Our DNA

Davies, Nicola
Illus. by Sutton, Emily
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5362-1272-3

What tells living cells how to grow?
The creators of Many: The Diversity
of Life on Earth (2017) now introduce young readers to DNA—
the instructions packed in every living cell. Opening with the
simple idea that all living things grow, they use specific examples and cheerful illustrations to show how growth is about time,
size, and change. Two children of color serve as examples of
human growth from “a tiny blob smaller than a dot” (wee print
emphasizes the “tiny”) to a reproducing adult; they and other
children also appear throughout. Readers learn that: Chimpanzees are close relatives; the genetic code for other animals is less
similar; and less similar still is the code for plants. But “we share
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top summer picture-book reads
Catch That Chicken! by Atinuke;
illustrated by Angela Brooksbank (Candlewick, July 7): Atinuke continues her celebration
of modern Nigerian life with this
picture book about young Lami,
who delights in chasing and
catching the village’s chickens.
Illustrator Brooksbank creates a vivid, colorful tapestry of activity teeming with caring adults of many
generations—and chickens.

The titular seaside cottage
is a constant in the life of
this interracial family, waiting for them to return each
summer. Jordan’s rhythmic
text echoes the waves that
lap up on the shore, and
Courtney-Tickle’s illustrations recall classics of decades ago. It’s a salute to
summer and to tradition that will not grow old.
Let’s Swap for a Day by ShuTi Liao (Reycraft, May 22):
What happens when a girl and
a dog switch places? In Liao’s
whimsical tale, human child
Alphie sleeps on dog Nini’s
bed and plays Frisbee. Meanwhile, Nini walks on her hind
legs to school to study. But
what happens when nature calls? Liao employs a
pitch-perfect sense of child logic to carry her confection of a story along.

Uncle Bobby’s Wedding by Sarah S. Brannen, illustrated by Lucia Soto (Little Bee, May 5): Soto
gives new life to author Brannen’s
sweet 2008 tale about a little girl
who is resentful of her beloved
uncle’s new fiance, Jamie. Wooing Chloe with warmth, respect,
and a little bit of ice cream, Jamie
helps her understand that she’s not losing an uncle; she’s
gaining another uncle. The flower-filled wedding scene
peopled by a happy, interracial family is 100% joy.

The Hidden Rainbow by Christie Matheson (Greenwillow, June
9): In this interactive book, Matheson invites children to follow a
worker bee and her sisters as they
visit a rainbow of flowers, from
red tulips to violet lilacs, helping
the little insects out with the occasional wave or puff of breath.
Counting, colors, and a little bit of botany and apiculture will have young readers buzzing.

Grandparents by Chema Heras;
illustrated by Rosa Osuna,
translated by Elisa Amado (Aldana Libros/Greystone Kids,
May 5): When the music sounds,
elderly Manuel urges his wife,
Manuela, to the open-air dance,
professing his love for every old
and wrinkly bit of her. Heras’ playful text and Amado’s
witty translation from the Spanish are deftly matched
by Osuna’s equally wry illustrations, her wobbly-lined,
white protagonists definitely old and just as definitely
bursting with life.

Child’s Play by Ramiro José Peralta; illustrated by
Blanca Millán, translated by Jon Brokenbrow (Cuento de Luz, May 1): Siblings Danny, Molly, and Marcus play separately and together, creating songs, stories, and art even as conflict is evident outside their

The Little Blue Cottage by Kelly Jordan; illustrated
by Jessica Courtney-Tickle (Page Street, May 12):
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home. When the family, all
brown-skinned, must leave
that home and find another,
their play is their strength
and their joy. Peralta’s understated text, in Brokenbrow’s
sensitive translation, gives
Millán’s vibrant illustrations
room to sing.

LAST
The Story of a White Rhino
Davies, Nicola
Illus. by the author
Tiny Owl (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-910328-64-4

What Sound Is Morning?
by Grant Snider (Chronicle, May 12): Birds sing, dogs
yawn, alarm clocks buzz, light
switches click, babies gurgle,
and so on. Snider’s undulating lines and pastel palette
take readers from predawn
blackness to glorious day, visual and textual images
gently playing off one another in glorious harmony.
Natsumi’s Song of Summer
by Robert Paul Weston; illustrated by Misa Saburi (Tundra,
May 12): Natsumi, a little Japanese girl, is apprehensive that
her visiting cousin Jill, a black
girl who lives overseas, won’t
love what she loves. Happily,
they “fit together like sun and
summer.” Weston uses the Japanese poetic form
of tanka to tell the story while Saburi’s strong line
and delicate colors create Natsumi’s world.
Only the Cat Saw by Ashley
Wolff (Beach Lane/Simon &
Schuster, June 16): This cat
sees a lot, both inside and
outside a cozy farmhouse on
a summer night: sheep, fireflies, a hunting owl—and also
the homey activities of its interracial family. Reillustrating
her 1985 text for the 21st century, Wolff gives new generations another storytime favorite.

y o u n g a d u lt

Is the male white rhinoceros at the
zoo the only one of his kind left?
The text is sparse and thoughtful. The artwork combines
sophisticated collage—including words from many languages
inscribed on buildings and animals—with a distinctive drawing style that breathes life equally into humans and animals,
automobiles and elevated trains, gritty urban settings and
vividly flowered meadows. The first double-page spread has
a beige-and-gray palette that sets a somber mood. A young
person of color—who reappears later—is gazing toward the
protagonist’s large, foregrounded head. A gray city lies behind
this figure. The only words: “I am the last.” The next spread
continues the bleakness with an aerial view of the zoo and
its surrounds. The text continues with the rhino’s sad musing. The pages that follow are a bright and joyous contrast, as
readers see the rhinoceros recalling his native land. No one
could fail to be moved by baby rhinos cavorting in flamingofilled waters or by the protagonist gazing adoringly at his
mama, who smells “beautiful.” The mother’s death from a
horn poacher’s bullet is subtly portrayed but obvious enough
to elicit questions from young readers. More “lasts” at the zoo
create further pathos. The rhino’s eventual, final relocation
will dispel some of the tale’s grimness for little ones; older
readers will feel less optimistic when they read the endnotes
about a real rhino named Sudan. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9.25-by-18.5-inch double-page spreads viewed at 74% of
actual size.)
A powerful conservation message. (note on art) (Picture
book. 5-9)

THE ASCENSION MACHINE

Edwards, Rob
Shadow Dragon Press (308 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-951122-08-9

What begins as a short-term space
con spirals into a galaxywide adventure.
While hustling a few credits for his
next meal, an unnamed 17-year-old narrator is offered a deal: briefly impersonate Mirabor Gravane so he can live free
of his famous family’s restrictive expectations. Newly dubbed
Grey, the narrator arrives planetside at Justice Academy and
embarks on a curriculum of superhero classes, gathering a
motley crew of multispecies friends: Seventhirtyfour, a fourarmed Brontom; Pilvi, a human plant expert; tech genius Gadget Dude; reptilian Dez; and winged Avrim. Trust, friendship,
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and having a place to belong are discussed even as Grey hides
the truth of his identity from his new friends. During convoluted, risky missions, what makes a superhero truly a hero: powers, technology, or just the right knowledge for the situation?
The skills Grey brings as a charismatic human who lacks superpowers but excels at strategic thinking are depicted plainly and
directly. One major reveal will likely be spotted by readers well
in advance, and only Grey, Seventhirtyfour, and Pilvi receive
much character development; action sequences, mysterious
capers, and somewhat cinematic battles take the forefront. The
human characters seem to be white by default; the rest of the
main cast is alien.
An entertaining and action-packed journey that will
appeal to Marvel and DC comics fans. (Science fiction. 10-14)

Eszterhas, Suzi
Photos by the author
Owlkids Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Oct. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-407-8

A trailblazing female wildlife photographer offers young readers a glimpse
into a life spent traveling around the world to take pictures of
animals.
The creator of numerous books about animals and animal
families (Baby Animals With Their Families, 2018, etc.) now looks
back at her life and work in hopes of capturing the interest of
young people (especially girls) who might want to follow suit.
Her conversational, first-person narrative is full of fascinating detail. Each two-page spread is a separate chapter, with a
clearly headlined subject and numerous engaging images of the
photographer, a white woman, at work and her animal subjects.
Appropriately, she starts with her childhood and her first forays
into animal photography in her backyard and at the zoo. She
describes how she prepares for her photo shoots, how she lives
in the field, how she finds her subjects, and how she gets to take
her impressive pictures—sometimes by spending endless hours
so that animals become accustomed to her, and sometimes by
hiding (also for long periods). There are two chapters featuring
her signature work with animal babies. Further chapters introduce two local guides (both people of color) and a scientist (who
is white) without whom her work would not have been possible.
A final spread talks about “giving back” and her work for animal
conservation. Accessible, attractively designed, and well organized, this will have great appeal for animal lovers—and it may
also prompt some to consider turning an interest into a career.
Striking photographs make this an irresistible invitation.
(Q&A) (Informational picture book. 7-10)

LITTLE LEO

Esnaashari, Farnaz
Illus. by Haggman-Sund, Hedvig
Aladdin (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5344-4610-6
An ambitious lion cub perseveres in
disappointment’s wake.
As Leo and Mama stroll the savanna in animation mastermind Esnaashari’s authorial debut, they notice some antelope
springing about the riverbanks. Emboldened, Leo declares his
intention to scale a nearby rock in a single bound. He squares
up, counts down, takes off, and…gets tangled in a shrub. The
braggadocious cub blames his bumble on a baleful breeze. His
beaming mother notes there wasn’t any wind and suggests he
try again. Leo backs up, takes a running start, pushes hard, and…
flops face-first in the dirt. Wounded in pride if not body, he
attributes this mishap to his considerate nature: Apparently, he
stumbled in order to spare a bug underfoot. Doubtful, Mama
offers a sympathetic smile. Leo again sets his feet, bounds for
glory, grasps the peak, and…slips straight into the mud. Poor
Leo! While the lioness tidies her crestfallen cub, they observe
a lush ecosystem full of animals jumping and soaring with the
greatest of ease. Mama urges Leo to try one last time, and initial reluctance turns to newfound resolve. He runs, jumps, and…
summits the stone at last. Mother and son close the book making magnificent tandem leaps. With expressive faces embellished with tattoolike patterns, this lionhearted duo exercise
resilience in the face of personal shortcomings and strict realism—but fall squarely into the Disneyfication trap. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 57% of actual size.)
Sweet but standard fare akin to daytime cartoons.
(author’s note) (Picture book. 4-8)
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KEEPING THINGS GOING

Evans, Harriet
Illus. by Tikkou, Fontini
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-68464-057-7

Children are immensely proud of
parents who work serving the public in many important ways.
A group of young children describe their parents’ jobs,
stressing how they are crucial to a well-functioning community. There are police officers, teachers, foreign-aid volunteers,
lifeguards, letter carriers, firefighters, school bus drivers, and
more. Each parent worker is introduced in a brief rhyme on a
double-page spread accompanied by an illustration depicting
that parent in action. The text, in an abcb rhyme scheme, is
descriptive, accessible, and pertinent. Tikkou’s bright illustrations are neatly integrated with the text, providing additional
|

The deadened manor provides the perfect
backdrop for preternatural forces.
the clockwork crow

A PIG, A FOX, AND A FOX

details about the jobs and the workers. The children, a multiracial group, are first seen on the title page with their backpacks on their way to school and then in the classroom for the
introductory rhyme. The delivery is bright and uncomplicated.
The police-officer parent “helps to keep the peace,” a loaded
comment that may well fall flat with children whose community
interactions with the police are far from peaceful. A companion
work, Keeping Us Healthy, follows the same format, focusing on
ambulance drivers, X-ray technicians, dentists, veterinarians,
and other healers. The diversity is even more striking, with a
“daddy” nurse and “mommy” doctor (both people of color) and
a white pharmacist who uses a wheelchair. Parents and young
readers will find much to discuss.
A cheery if superficial treatment of a common
theme. (Informational picture book. 3-7) (Keeping Us Healthy:
978-1-68464-057-7)

Fenske, Jonathan
Illus. by the author
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$4.99 paper | $9.99 PLB | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-5247-9212-1
978-0-593-38256-1 PLB
Series: Wildlife Workforce, 1

GAME CHANGERS

Feinstein, John
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-374-31205-3
Series: Benchwarmers, 2
Challenges dog two star players both
on and off the court.
Fresh from soccer triumphs in Bench
warmers (2019), sixth grade buds Jeff
Michaels and Andi Carillo eagerly sign
up for, respectively, Merion Middle School’s boys and girls
b-ball teams. Jeff discovers bullying soccer nemesis Ron Arlow
is likewise trying out for point guard, and Andi is saddled with
Amy Josephson, a coach who admits that she’s never coached
before. Frictions develop as the two squads get off to stumbling
starts—but the girls have by far the worst of it, as Coach Josephson proves ignorant of hoops strategy and tactics, benches Andi
for imagined insubordination, and then caps it all by making
racist remarks about black athletes. Feinstein’s game descriptions are tight and exciting for any reader but even moreso for
those who know a pick and roll from a zone trap. At the end
the drama moves from basketball court to food court as Jeff
and Andi go from jock friends to something closer…and even
to the courtroom after the offer from Fran Dunphy (an actual,
renowned college coach) to take over the girls team draws an
injunction from the teachers union. Both young jocks show that
when the pressure is on, they’ve got game in life as well as hoops.
Most of the cast is white; some players are African American
(and one is generically Asian).
Brisk sports action enhanced by treatment of personal,
political, and racial stereotyping issues. (Sports fiction. 11-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

Can an old fox learn new tricks? He’ll
sure try!
A fox doll joins Pig and Fox for the
duo’s third outing, spelling double trouble for poor Pig. As
with the two previous titles, A Pig, a Fox, and a Box (2015) and
A Pig, a Fox, and Stinky Socks (2019), Fox plays tricks on his pal
Pig that don’t quite go as planned. First, Fox places his new doll
atop a high wall of blocks and calls out to Pig. Pig mistakes the
fox doll for the real deal and rushes to rescue his friend from
that precarious position, accidentally knocking down the wall
and—“Oh no!”—burying Fox in the rubble. For the next trick,
Fox knocks on Pig’s door and uses the doll as a decoy in an
attempted surprise. The plan backfires when—“CRACK!”—
the door swings to hit Fox hiding beside it: “Ouch.” Will Fox
survive for a third trick or call it quits? Using fewer than 130
words, Fenske recycles his slapstick formula alongside repeated
phrases to effectively entertain emerging readers. The dialoguedriven story helpfully uses color-coded speech bubbles to identify speakers. Colored backgrounds (some full, some partial)
delineate most comics panels but lack outlines and are sometimes unclear. Though most will love the series’ familiar characters and cartoon violence, Pig’s oafish antics—and the repeated
textual emphasis on his size—play into fat stereotypes. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 7.6-by-10.2-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 89% of actual size.)
Three might just be a crowd for this series. (Early reader.
5-7)

THE CLOCKWORK CROW

Fisher, Catherine
Walker US/Candlewick (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-1491-8

Young Seren Rhys stands on the cusp
of a new life. Unfortunately for her, the
train to her new life is late.
Following the death of her aunt, who
saved her from her 12-year stay at the
orphanage, she receives word that her
godfather, Capt. Arthur Jones, will take her in. Seren spends
her wait dreaming of the Jones family and their surely bustling,
welcoming manor, Plas-y-Fran in Wales. An encounter with a
mysterious man and his more mysterious wrapped parcel (containing the eponymous mechanical bird) leaves Seren reeling,
and the mysteries multiply when she arrives at Plas-y-Fran. The
place is shuttered and cold, nearly deserted but for a few fearful,
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The illustrations immerse readers in the delight and peace
inherent in meditation, contemplation, and reflection.
thank you, miyuki

STORY MAGIC

oppressively unforthcoming servants. The captain and his wife
are away; of their young son, Tomos, there is neither sign nor
sound. With the Crow as her only, if reluctant ally, Seren soon
finds herself enmeshed in mayhem and magic that may prove
lethal. In her characteristic style, Fisher crafts an elaborate fantasy from deceptively simple language. Seren is a sharp, saucy
narrator whose constant puzzlement at others’ consternation
over her impertinence provides running amusement. Supporting characters are fascinating if ambiguous players. not so much
poorly drawn as poorly revealed, perhaps casualties of the quick
pace. The deadened manor, however, provides the perfect backdrop for preternatural forces. Characters are presumed white.
A richly atmospheric page-turner—readers will eagerly
anticipate the forthcoming sequel. (Fantasy. 9-12)

Gale, Laurel
Jolly Fish Press (224 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-63163-439-0
Twelve-year-old Kaya sets out to rescue her older brother, imprisoned by the
Story Magicians Guild.
In the village of Verdan, with
worldbuilding details reminiscent of
a Renaissance Faire along with a few
unimaginative made-up terms (dirt-doves for pigeons, for
instance), olive-skinned Kaya lives with her 19-year-old brother,
Hob. Hob, luckily, is apprenticed to the powerful Story Magicians Guild. It’s a bit of much-needed security in an insecure
world, since rumors are circulating that the listeners—magical
beings who dispense favors to guild members whose stories
they appreciate—are refusing to help anymore. Females are not
supposed to use story magic, but Hob has taught Kaya a few
basics. When Hob is arrested by the guild, Kaya believes it is
her fault and determines to rescue him. While journeying to the
city where Hob is imprisoned, Kaya continues to chastise herself for precipitating his capture by performing magic, but she
nevertheless has no qualms about trotting out the story magic
(mishmashes of standard folk/fairy tales that are tediously
relayed in full) whenever obstacles occur. Between story-magic
tales, the narrative trudges along, annoyingly repeating basic
narrative points over and over: The city of Prima is far away;
Hob is a prisoner; Kaya blames herself. While the premise of
story-based magic is intriguing, the novel suffers from unimaginative worldbuilding, an inconsistent and improbably dense
main character, and a flat-footed delivery.
An interesting premise marred by a bumpy presentation.
(Fantasy. 10-12)

THE RUNAWAY BELLY BUTTON

Flannery, John
Illus. by Song, Mika
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-250-20284-0

A little girl’s neglected belly button
takes off on an adventure.
Grace, a cute, quickly sketched girl
with tawny skin and a straight black
pageboy, excels at getting dirty, but she is also pretty good at
getting clean. Most of her body parts get attention in the bath,
but not Belly Button. So one day, an unbearably filthy Belly Button decides that she has had enough. She detaches and races
out the door! A round figure sporting a haircut like Grace’s and
sticks for arms and legs, Belly Button charges into the great
unknown. She finds a way to get herself clean but also runs into
some unexpected excitement, getting both lost and dirty again.
Unsurprisingly, she has a change of heart. Both Belly Button and
Grace have a renewed appreciation for each other in the end,
but the sly final page reminds readers of yet another unwashed
body part….While the story is amusing and the illustrations
appealing, the overall experience has little heft. As a reminder
to children to wash all their body parts in the bath it works, but
without a stronger element of friendship and adventure, it feels
a bit thin. Charming depictions of Grace and Belly Button, with
their rough outlines and dot eyes, are counterbalanced by a few
confusing spreads without enough textual support. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 27% of actual size.)
A droll tale with a simple message. (Picture book. 3-7)
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THANK YOU, MIYUKI

Galliez, Roxane Marie
Illus. by Ratanavanh, Seng Soun
Princeton Architectural Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-61689-901-1
Joy emerges in the discovery of small
things in the world.
In this third story about effervescent
Miyuki and her calm, kind grandfather,
Miyuki wants to understand what Grandpa is doing as he dances
through tai chi positions and then sits still and quiet. Grandpa
guides bouncy Miyuki through the steps of meditation as they
walk through the gardens, inviting her to look deeply at the
light on the river, the fluffy clouds in the sky, the raindrops, and
more. Miyuki, her mind wandering and so unaware of what’s
been happening, asks persistently, “when will we meditate?”
A compelling double-page spread places a small Miyuki and
Grandpa up and off to the side as he reminds her of all that they
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LAKE

have contemplated, communicating to young readers that we
are but a part of our world—not the whole of it. Soon Miyuki
understands and says, “Grandpa, doesn’t it feel good to be here
right now?” The stylized nature of these highly patterned, textured illustrations plays with size and scale, light and color, to
immerse readers in the delight and peace inherent in meditation, contemplation, and reflection. Galliez and Ratanavanh
once again capture the simplicity of Miyuki’s inner journey, and
in so doing they invite young readers, especially those as vivacious and colorful as young Miyuki, to take part in meditation.
A tale that blooms in its realism and message of kindness
and love. (Picture book. 4-6)

Gamblin, Kate Moss
Illus. by Patkau, Karen
Groundwood (24 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-55498-881-5
Series: See To Learn
“What do you see when you see a
lake?”
Questions with a whimsical, poetic air lead young readers
and listeners through the experience of observing and appreciating the wonders of a woodland lake in this second book of
the See To Learn series (after Forest, 2019). While some swimming and hiking occur, humans are for the most part peripheral
or absent; nature is the focus here, and the author’s intention
is to foster an appreciation of its varied aspects, including the
weather (wind, snow), the four seasons, the animals (moose,
otter, squirrels, swans, geese, dragonflies, water striders, trout
and other types of fish), the plants and trees (pines, maples,
waterlilies, underwater plants), and, of course, the shimmering water and glowing morning and evening skies. Layered,
crisp-edged art framed by branches, swirling plants, and leaves
reflects the text closely. While not a selection children will necessarily choose to read over and over again, this is solid early
nonfiction, accurate and accessible, that calls attention to the
importance of the natural world, provides visual and sensory
description, pinpoints relevant and unexpected details, encourages children to ask and answer questions, and seeks to elicit a
sense of awe. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-17.6-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 69.7% of actual size.)
Lyrical questions leave room for imagination while providing information on a lake’s environment and inhabitants.
(author’s note, further reading) (Informational picture book. 4-7)

ALL EXCEPT AXLE

Gallion, Sue Lowell
Illus. by Wiley, Lisa Manuzak
Aladdin (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-5344-4022-7
A little car’s fears are put to the ultimate test.
A bevy of beautiful new anthropomorphic cars eagerly board their respective transport trucks.
But not Axle. He’s afraid. No-nonsense Earlene, Axle’s transport truck, manages to get him to the car dealership with everyone else, but next thing you know, he’s cowering on top of her,
begging to go back to the factory. Undeterred, Earlene takes
Axle into the flatlands, foothills, and mountains, where he gains
confidence in his motoring skills. And when Earlene experiences a flat on the way back, Axle now has the courage to find
help. While the book attempts to promote self-confidence, this
message is muddled in its delivery. Just what is the book trying
to say about fear? Axle’s are never named—Earlene just assumes
he needs “practice” on the road—which makes conquering
them all the more complicated. And while Earlene’s training montage is nice, is the book implying that a skill must be
mastered before trying anything new? Later, when Axle smells
“burning” late in the book, Earlene’s tire may be the reason, but
this fact is never explained to young readers. Accompanying
art is consistently colorful and upbeat if unimaginatively Carslike, but it too indulges in oddities, like giving the top car at the
assembly line a superfluous, luxurious mustache. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at
48% of actual size.)
Cars and trucks and things don’t go so well here. (Picture
book. 3-6)
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MEET THE CREW AT THE ZOO

Giff, Patricia Reilly
Illus. by Carter, Abby
Holiday House (128 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-0-8234-4666-7
Series: Mysteries on Zoo Lane, 1

Luke and his family have just moved
to New York, where his father will be the
vet at a new zoo.
Luke’s worried about whether or not
he’ll find friends at his new home, but more than anything else
he misses his beloved abuelo, who’s remained behind in Florida. Since his home is right next to the zoo, Luke has plenty of
opportunity to explore, not only encountering several other
children who seem friendly, but also discovering a mysterious
box with some special items inside. As he works his way around
the zoo, he learns about some of the endangered animals in it
while he tries to find the box’s rightful owner. Eventually, he
discovers the box was meant for him all along, and it turns out
|
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Graff ’s signature, over-the-top plotting
builds to a thrilling climax.
the tiny mansion

THE TINY MANSION

that Abuelo was lonely too and will be moving in to help at the
zoo. This very early chapter book features large print, a simple
vocabulary, plenty of white space, and an attractive illustration
on nearly every spread, making it just right for those transitioning from easy readers. The simple information about endangered species is a nice bonus. Luke’s possible biracial white/
Latinx heritage is suggested only in the language used to refer to
his male grandparents: “abuelo” and “grandfather.” He and his
family are all pale-skinned in the illustrations; other characters
are diverse. Book 2, Animal at Large, publishes simultaneously.
A warm, engaging series kickoff with a cheerful conclusion. (map) (Fiction. 5-8) (Animal at Large: 978-0-8234-4667-4)

Graff, Keir
Putnam (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-984813-85-5

Dagmar’s dad, Trent, couldn’t sell—
or pay for—the tiny house he built in
Oakland; now relocated next to a redwood forest, it’s the tiny family home.
The cramped household also includes
Dagmar’s artist stepmom, Leya, and
younger half brother, Santi. Trent’s a skilled repurposer, but
despite support from Dagmar’s corporate-executive mom, family finances are precarious. Dagmar, 12, who misses her friends,
loathes Leya’s vegetarian cuisine, and resents being tailed by Santi,
works surreptitiously to engineer the family’s return to Oakland
and combats boredom exploring the forest. Ignoring the “no
trespassing” sign, she encounters surveillance cameras, barking
mastiffs, and traps set by the landowners—a tech billionaire
and his warring adult siblings—and meets the billionaire’s competitive son, Blake, also 12. Blake shows off his family’s gizmoheavy domicile and invites Dagmar (equally competitive) and
Santi along on a mall trip escorted by Vladimir, his bodyguard,
where they enjoy real (i.e., junk) food and an exciting mall chase
that includes escalator surfing. While the kids’ friendship grows,
Blake’s dad, uncle, and aunt remain at odds. With the long, hot
summer nearing fire season, Graff ’s signature, over-the-top
plotting builds to a thrilling climax. The whimsically drawn
characters are good company, especially resourceful Dagmar, a
droll tour guide whose tart commentary is a highlight.
This smart, hilarious mashup of off-the-grid minimalism
and smart-home consumerism adds up to a quirky treat. (Fic
tion. 8-12)

THE VANDERBEEKERS LOST
AND FOUND

Glaser, Karina Yan
HMH Books (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-358-25619-9
Series: Vanderbeekers, 4

The resourceful seven-member family returns.
Last time readers saw the mixedrace Vanderbeeker kids, they were saving
their mother’s bakery from financial ruin and rescuing some
cats along the way. The five children never met a stray they
didn’t want to save or a situation they didn’t want to fix, and in
this volume, that project is a family friend, 14-year-old Orlando,
who’s been sleeping in the garden shed ever since he and his
mother were evicted from their apartment and his mother took
off. All five Vanderbeeker kids are determined to show their
friend how loved and needed he is in New York City, no matter
how difficult that may be logistically or financially. Unlike other
books in the series, in which the children save the day in ways
that feel plausible, this entry strains credibility a bit more given
the realities of the foster-care and social-services systems. That
may explain why the plot is less focused on the family unit and
rather covers each child individually. The age gaps among the
siblings are more pronounced than in previous entries, with the
oldest children in high school and puberty thrown in the mix,
which may make the novel a harder sell, with too much disconnect between the content and the reading level, despite each
kid’s fundamental likability.
As lovable as ever but less likely to find its place. (Fiction.
8-12)
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WONDERFUL YOU

Graff, Lisa
Illus. by Kaulitzki, Ramona
Philomel (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-984837-38-7
Everyone loves a good beginning.
Graff delivers a heartwarming tale
about a baby’s introduction into the
world, one guaranteed to be read and
reread by children who wonder where their own tales began.
She employs a simple yet effective rhyme scheme—each rhyming couplet ends with “you”—that soothes like a cherished lullaby as the narrator describes the wait for the birth of a baby.
Graff, known for her enchanting middle-grade novels (Far Away,
2019, etc.), deftly relays the worry, delight, anticipation, and joy
of impending parenthood. With each spread she employs the
now-popular comparison of fruit to developing baby as eager
expectant parents address the child to come: “When you were
an eggplant, we called in our crew. / We painted and prepped
|

INVESTIGATORS TAKE
THE PLUNGE

and we waited for you,” reads one representative spread. German artist Kaulitzki shares an inclusive cast of characters,
depicting a multitude of family types to satisfy many of the
ways modern people create a family, including evidently samesex couples and several sets of interracial parents. While there
are plenty of pregnant bellies in evidence, some scenes are open
to interpretation of adoptive families. Her color palette is soft,
rich, and warm, and her compositions are the artistic equivalent
of a hug, blending fluid lines and whimsical colors as well as patterns to appeal to a diverse audience. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads reviewed at 150% of
actual size.)
A natural shower gift for parents-to-be or an excellent
way to introduce the topic of where a young reader’s story
began. (Picture book. 3-6)

Green, John Patrick
Illus. by the author with Polk, Aaron
First Second (208 pp.)
$9.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-250-21998-5
Series: InvestiGators, 2

KIND

Green, Alison
Scholastic (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-338-62705-3
A compilation of many artists’ work
benefits an organization that serves
refugees.
In his foreword, illustrator Axel
Scheffler invites readers to “enjoy exploring this book.” The
verb choice acknowledges that this isn’t so much a story as it
is a call to reflect on many ways we can offer kindness to one
another. He also introduces the British refugee assistance organization Three Peas, which provides context for some interior
spreads’ focus on “people…[who’ve] had to leave their homes
and their countries because of danger.” The text is written by
Scheffler’s longtime editor, and accompanying illustrations
are by many different artists. The spread quoted above has a
picture by Britta Teckentrup that shows not just people, but
anthropomorphic animals crossing wide waters, including one
boat with a giraffe accompanying three brown-skinned people.
Another spread reads, “Animals need lots of kindness, too”;
here, Nicola Kinnear more clearly delineates wild animals from
depicted human beings. Unfortunately, given the collaborative,
patchwork nature of the effort, there are several places where
a conflation of “people” and anthropomorphic animals draws
attention away from the heartfelt messages of inclusion, compassion, and kindness. While animals often make for comforting stand-ins for human characters in children’s books, in this
case their inclusion risks distancing readers from actual humans
in need of empathy and welcome.
Warmhearted, but the uneven approach lessens its
impact. (Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

In this sophomore romp, the silly
investi-gators take to the sewers to once
again save their city.
Mango and Brash, the utility vest–sporting A- (for alligator)
Team of the Special Undercover Investigation Team, are on the
case to locate a rogue robot that received an accidentally transmitted code giving it the ability to combine two things (which is
great in the case of the wheels and shoes that make rollerskates
but suboptimal in the case of broccoli candy). Also seeking this
bot is their foe Crackerdile, an ex–S.U.I.T. agent who’s been
turned into a crumbly cracker. Crackerdile hopes to use the bot
to combine himself with something less brittle. When the city
floods, Brash and Mango are blamed and demoted, and S.U.I.T.
assigns B-Team badgers Bongo and Marsha to the case. Green’s
second entry in his ongoing graphic series is as fun and fastpaced as predecessor InvestiGators (2020), with its recognizable
candy-colored art and high-octane punning. Young readers who
like their humor dialed up to the max should feel right at home
here with breezy bathroom humor, chuckle-causing wordplay
(puns and goofy acronyms abound), and snort-inducing names
including Bill Plungerman the plumber and a reporter called
Cici Boringstories. Even for those unfamiliar with this series,
this installment makes for a fine jumping-in point, and it should
certainly whet appetites for the next proposed volume. Human
characters display a variety of skin tones.
A surefire crowd pleaser. (Graphic fantasy. 7-10)

JULIA’S HOUSE MOVES ON
Hatke, Ben
Illus. by the author
First Second (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-250-19137-3
Series: Julia’s House

Julia decides to pack up and move her House for Lost Creatures, creating a host of problems with unexpected results.
Julia has taken in a cacophony of lost creatures: dwarves,
trolls, and goblins, a singular rarity of a mermaid, and a patchwork cat, among others. But now, the house feels ready for a
move. As the ghost starts to fade and the mermaid languishes,
Julia puts her plan into action—packing books and stacking
boxes. The move quickly turns into a series of catastrophes.
Trying to retain the facade of control, Julia is dismayed to see
her plans making things worse. Knowledge of the previous title,
Julia’s House for Lost Creatures (2014), is a helpful introduction, as
Hatke turns the solution of the first book into the problem for
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LUPE WONG WON’T DANCE

this one. With skillful pacing, the story has messages for both
planners and creatives. The problems seem beyond resolution,
keeping readers in gleeful suspended tension. While the first
book introduced readers to the gnomish folletti, a hedgehoglike ghillie comes to a dramatic rescue here. There are two disparate messages in one story: Kindness will be returned, and it
is OK to not have a plan. Connecting them together are lush
illustrations that stretch the mind and add details to mythic
beasts. Julia presents white. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 25% of actual size.)
This magical wisp of a story has an imaginative message
for both planners and improvisers. (Picture book. 3-7)

Higuera, Donna Barba
Levine Querido (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-64614-003-9

Lupe Wong, bona fide jock, is horrified that square dancing is the next unit
in her seventh grade phys ed class.
Dead set on meeting her sports idol,
Fu Li Hernandez, the first Asian/Latino
pitcher for the Seattle Mariners, Lupe
needs to get straight A’s to cash in on Uncle Hector’s promise. Fu
Li is Chinacan—just like Lupe, whose mom is Mexican and late
dad was Chinese. Determined to put a halt to square dancing,
Lupe brings everyone into her cause: her authentically diverse
group of friends, her interracial family, her wise principal, and
even her endearing PE teacher. As Lupe doggedly challenges
school tradition, readers will connect to her strong internal
voice, empathize with her setbacks, and celebrate her victories.
Higuera creates a very real multicultural middle school community complete with wisecracking humor, mean girls, and a realistic friendship fallout. Lupe has a wonderfully diverse group of
friends with a wide range of interests, from Star Trek to soccer,
deftly avoiding “diversity quota” pitfalls. Lupe’s own mixedheritage family is refreshingly representative of families today.
Principal Singh is Indian; Lupe’s best friend, Andy, is Guinean;
and all other primary characters are presumed white.
Grab your partners and do-si-do—this one is simply
delightful. (Fiction. 8-12)

A NATURAL HISTORY
OF FAIRIES

Hawkins, Emily
Illus. by Roux, Jessica
Frances Lincoln (64 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-78603-763-3

A scientist’s survey of many types of fairies in their natural
habitats.
Cast as the side project of a botanist from early last century
(that would be the 1900s), this sumptuously produced scrapbook offers both general and clinical observations on dozens
of fairy species—from tiny puffball fairies to (judging from the
picture) the squirrel-sized mountain tunder—in gardens, homes,
and wild climes ranging from tropical to arctic. Despite having
wings (wingless varieties are called “elves”), hatching from eggs,
and undergoing metamorphic life cycle transformations from
legless “flutterpillars” to adult(ish) “moppets,” these nonmagical creatures are nonetheless classified as mammals by the fictive scientist. Roux follows suit in painted portraits of graceful,
pointy-eared, anthropomorphic mites clad in discreet floral or
leafy garb and sporting butterfly or insect wings. Rendered in
the style of Cicely Mary Barker’s Flower Fairies, the diminutive figures maintain a white default but do show some variation in skin tones, hair types, and facial features. Stereotypically,
all but one of the jungle fairies, including a “pygmy fairy,” are
brown-skinned, but specimens resident in other habitats or in
adjoining entries often make a diverse showing. Savvy advice
for responsible fairy watchers closes this nearly comprehensive
(tooth fairies turned out to be too “elusive” to glimpse) catalog.
Worldwide in scope, thoroughly informative, teeming
with relentlessly cute poppets. (Fantasy. 10-13)
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THE B ON YOUR THUMB
60 Poems To Boost Reading
and Spelling

Hiller, Colette
Illus. by Freeman, Tor
Frances Lincoln (80 pp.)
$22.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-7112-5460-2

This selection of pithy phonetic
poetry is both fun and educational.
Imported from the U.K., the book is
divided into four sections: “Sounds,” “Silent letters and secrets,”
“Words that sound the same,” and “Homophones.” A foreword
assures caregivers (and independent readers) that the book can
be read from cover to cover, but it’s OK to “just choose a rhyme
that you think your child will enjoy.” With this knowledge (and a
handful of other tips and tricks), readers will delight in the poems
with their phonetic and spelling hints. Each poem is printed in
two colors to allow the letters discussed to stand out and to aid
visual connections: “The sh that’s in your shoulder, / the sh that’s
in your shoe. / S and H go sh, / that is what they do.” The poems
are witty, but a few rely on knowledge of British vocabulary or
pronunciation to fully appreciate. These minor quibbles won’t
detract from the merrymaking, however. The colorful cartoons
|

Hamish, who takes the furry, ursine version of
a hero’s journey, is an endearing character.
hamish takes the train

feature anthropomorphic letters that elevate the humor and
zaniness. The human characters depicted display a range of skin
tones, hair textures, and ages, providing young readers a lot of
opportunities to find themselves or a friend within the pages. It
will work best as a lap book, but a skilled educator might be able
to incorporate a poem or two into their storytelling repertoire,
especially if they take advantage of the suggested extensions in
the backmatter. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-16-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 100% of actual size.)
A fun (not frivolous) phonetic friend. (Picture book/poetry.
5-8)

HAMISH TAKES THE TRAIN

Hirst, Daisy
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5362-1659-2

Absence makes the heart grow
fonder in this affectionate story of two
best friends.
Hamish, an affable brown bear, and his friend Noreen, a
white goose, live together in a cozy country cottage and love
to watch the trains go by. Eager to ride a train and see the city,
Hamish sets out while Noreen is content to stay home. When
Hamish meets Christov, a human construction worker too sick to
work the crane, Hamish enthusiastically offers to do so. He also
learns to navigate the city and makes friends, but all the while
he misses Noreen. When Christov tells Hamish, “I miss somebody, too…but he’s thousands of miles away,” Hamish returns to
his friend, though he tells Noreen that he will continue to work
in the city during the week. Hamish, who takes the furry, ursine
version of a hero’s journey, is an endearing character; he has a
friendly, curious nature, and his reunion with Noreen is a triumphant, warmhearted one. The illustrations effectively juxtapose
Hamish’s pastoral cottage life, warm greens taking center stage,
with the busy, bustling city in which the greens make way for a
darker blue-gray and brick reds. Most of the townspeople present
white, but Christov and a few others are slightly darker-skinned.
The circumstances that separate Christov from his loved one go
unexplored but open up possibilities for conversation.
This there-and-back-again tale is surely worth the ride.
(Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Born “in a narrow, smelly alleyway,” Cat’s origins are squalid
at best. Nonetheless she is brimming with self-confidence.
Still, her first foray into the performing arts does not go well.
Kicked out of a cafe for “caterwauling,” she retreats to a cozy
spot in a seamstress’s studio, where she begins creating fanciful
clothing. A visit to a nightclub results in a gig co-starring with
Josephine Baker and her cheetah. Missing her large family, Cat
decides to head home to establish Madame Kitty’s Catacombs
Club. The name is one of several feline-oriented puns found
sprinkled throughout the text. These puns combine with the
sophisticated vocabulary and casual inclusion of legendary artists Edith Piaf and Baker to create an archly adult tone that
may limit appeal. Some internal rhymes and occasional alliteration are pleasing but can’t quite compensate for the overlong,
overstuffed text. Grobler’s scratchy, atmospheric illustrations,
vaguely reminiscent of Maira Kalman’s artwork, offer exaggerated outlines and intriguing textures. The inclusion of vignettes,
single-page pictures, and double-page spreads adds interest and
helps to move the (somewhat clunky) plot along. An author’s
note briskly outlines the lives of Piaf and Baker while endpapers
feature an idiosyncratic map of Paris that features pertinent
locations and a few landmarks. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 90% of actual size.)
Cat’s adventures don’t qualify as a catastrophe, but neither are they particularly compelling. (Picture book. 5-8)

FELIX AND THE MONSTERS

Holtsclaw, Josh & Holtsclaw, Monica
Illus. by the authors
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-593-11052-2

A guard halfheartedly does his job
but deep inside has a musical soul.
Felix’s job is to guard a wall and keep
his side safe from the monsters on the other side. But what he
really likes to do is rock out on his keytar and pretend he is in a
band. None of the other guards understand his passion. Instead of
wielding a spear or a shield, Felix grabs his keytar and plays “epic
solos.” One day, someone joins him. Sounds of a bass guitar float
over from the other side of the wall! A small, red, saucer-eared creature named Dot has been “lured…by the beautiful sounds of that
portable piano machine.” The temptation to create sweet beats
together is too strong—Felix jump to Dot’s side of the wall, and
they jam. Felix finds a shocking revelation: The monsters are not
monstrous at all. When his fellow guards come crashing in, ready
to save him, Felix isn’t sure he wants to go back. In the illustrations, on Felix’s side, everything has sharp, blocklike angles (even
the guards). On Dot’s side everything is rounded and smooth. Blue,
thimble-shaped Felix himself is a combination of both aesthetics.
The conclusion rushes toward happiness and reads a bit slapdash,
but it is winsome just the same. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 47% of actual size.)
A gentle reminder of the danger of preconceived notions.
(Picture book. 4-7)

PARIS CAT

Hofmeyr, Dianne
Illus. by Grobler, Piet
Tiny Owl (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-910328-62-0
An anthropomorphic cat learns about
fashion and finds success as a dancer before
opening her own Parisian club for cats.
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Introduces heavy issues in the context of child-led social change, a
powerful method that inspires hope rather than despair.
the international day of the girl

PINE ISLAND HOME

because there is no private bathroom, she practices her skills
with other girls until they can build an outhouse to help girls
continue going to school. Other girls use STEM skills, advocacy, and positive personality traits and talents to address mental health, access to education, nutrition, and child marriage.
Each spread is dedicated to one girl’s story: One side pictures
the girl being active in her community in attractive pastel illustrations; the other side relays her story in a few concise, accessible paragraphs, with a sidebar naming her country and some
other countries with similar issues. A header introduces her as
“strong,” “smart,” “brave,” etc. This nonfiction volume introduces heavy issues in the context of child-led social change, a
powerful method that inspires hope rather than despair. Endnotes offer a timeline of advocacy at the U.N. for girls and
women and further information, including statistics, with webbased sources. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-24-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 61% of actual size.)
Engaging, age-appropriate, and eye-opening. (Nonfiction.
6-10)

Horvath, Polly
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday
House (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-8234-4785-5
Four orphaned girls try to figure out
how to get along on their own.
When a relative is found to take them
in after their missionary parents’ sudden
deaths by tsunami, the McCready sisters
move from Borneo to British Columbia only to discover that
Great-Aunt Martha has died unexpectedly. However, Martha
has left her paperwork in good order, registered the children
at the local schools, and stocked her house with food and
beds. Fourteen-year-old Fiona must keep everyone together
and avoid alerting social services. The school principal is sympathetic and supportive. The cranky neighbor, Al, a drinker
who lets fly the occasional oath and whose trailer home is in
disarray, reluctantly agrees to pretend to be the girls’ guardian.
They think of him as the Waste Troll, based on a disparaging
comment by the McCreadys’ garden-gnome–look-alike lawyer.
While Marlin, 12, discovers her affinity and talent for cooking
and baking, Natasha, 10, becomes a bird-watcher, and Charlie, 8 and a worrier, befriends Al before any of the others. The
default white is assumed. Horvath, ever respectful of the inner
lives of children, has a way of incorporating moments of sweet
hilarity into an account that makes the girls’ situation seem
plausible. She doesn’t stint on vocabulary or on sophisticated
observations, yet her narrative arc is direct and extraordinarily
satisfying, with its emphasis on competence and survival of the
domestic, familial, and emotional sort.
Delightful. (Fiction. 9-14)

ENDANGERED ANIMALS
And How You Can Help

Hutchinson, Sam
Illus. by Dennis, Sarah
Princeton Architectural Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-61689-940-0

Intricate cut-paper montages featuring almost invisibly
embedded wild animals accompany a plea to be concerned
about threatened and endangered species.
Arranged along the lines of their previous search-andfind outings, Animal Habitats (2019) and Animal Camouflage
(2017), the book presents a sampling of the endangered animals found in each of seven generic habitats: rainforest, desert,
ocean, savanna, mountains, forest, and polar. Dennis highlights
Hutchinson’s brief introductions to select wildlife first with a
set of technically adroit individual cut-paper portraits and then,
with a page turn, a challenging full-page collective tangle of
flora and fauna tailor made for poring over. The author hasn’t
really done his homework, as he hilariously mischaracterizes
the black rhino as a “gentle giant” and also supplies incorrect
“Red List” ratings for several entries, according to the International Union for Conservation of Nature. Furthermore, of the
nine chosen examples in each group, two or three at one end
of the spread are rated “least concern” or “data deficient” (and
therefore quite possibly not threatened) on the IUCN List, and
one or two at the opposite end are already “extinct” or “extinct
in the wild”—which rather cuts down on the number of creatures on display that are actually endangered. Poor copy editing
also compromises the presentation’s effectiveness.
Weak of content but heartfelt of tone and with eye-catching illustrations. (Informational picture book. 7-9)

THE INTERNATIONAL
DAY OF THE GIRL
Celebrating Girls
Around the World

Humphreys, Jessica Dee & Ambrose, Rona
Illus. by Shin, Simone
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0058-5
Series: CitizenKid

Fictional profiles based on real girls from countries around
the world illustrate some of the gender-based inequities that
inspired girl activists to champion the International Day of the
Girl through the United Nations.
Flora, in Brazil, begins to learn capoeira, a martial art that
can help her defend herself against men who follow girls on
the “long, unsafe road to and from school.” Hana, in Afghanistan, learns to read from her grandmother when girls are prohibited from going to school. Abuya, in Kenya, learns carpentry
from her father, and when her sister stops going to high school
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A MYSTERY IN
THE FOREST

playground where kids jump double Dutch, and a gym populated with pint-sized basketball players, all clearly part of one
bustling neighborhood. Her artistry brings black and brown joy
to the forefront of each page. These children evince equal joy
in learning and in play. One particularly touching double-page
spread depicts two vignettes of a pair of black children, possibly
siblings; in one, they cuddle comfortably together, and in the
other, the older gives the younger a playful noogie. Adults will
appreciate the closing checklist of promises, which emphasize
active engagement with school. A closing note very generally
introduces principles that underlie the Lebron James Family
Foundation’s I Promise School (in Akron, Ohio). (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at
15% of actual size.)
Sincere and wholehearted. (Picture book. 4-8)

Isern, Susanna
Illus. by Montero Galán, Daniel
Trans. by Brokenbrow, John
Cuento de Luz (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
97884-16733-92-7
Series: Whispers in the Forest
Deer, who has a talent for treats, tracks down a disruptive
force in this Spanish import.
When his routine of collecting ingredients in the quietest
part of the forest and turning them into sweet jams, cakes, and
pies for a daily feast is disrupted, Deer must investigate. Who
would be so rude as to run roughshod over the forest area where
Deer goes every day, to break into Deer’s home, and, most egregiously, to take his Secret Recipe Book? The chef ’s anxietyinducing journey leads him to the home of Rabbit, who turns
out to be a nervous, lonely creature. Even after Deer shouts at
him, the pitiful rabbit still wishes he could bake like Deer so
that “more people would come to see me. I thought I could be
like you!” What happens next in Isern’s follow-up to The Lonely
Mailman (2017) hinges on an act of kindness so perfect it would
be a different kind of crime to spoil it here. As in Mailman,
Montero Galán’s illustrations capture the lives of these anthropomorphic animals with warm, natural hues, whether it’s the
darkening sky of sunset after a frustrating day or the winding
path taken through all the neighbors’ homes by the aroma from
Deer’s kitchen. Rabbit’s emotions, in particular, are heartbreaking as rendered, the huge orange eyes practically twitching off
the page.
This lovely book about forgiveness shows that friendship
can form even in the most unlikely situations. (recipe) (Picture book. 4-8)

SHARKO AND HIPPO

y o u n g a d u lt

Kalan, Elliott
Illus. by Tsurumi, Andrea
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-06-279109-2
A shark’s plan to go fishing unravels when his friend simply
provides the wrong equipment.
Introducing the pair as “bestest friends,” Sharko explains, “I
do the talking, and Hippo does the carrying.” At the pier, Hippo
wears a green jacket with a plethora of pockets that apparently
contain everything they will need. “Hippo, launch the boat!”
The absurdity begins. Hippo silently produces a goat and then
a bag of oats, making quite the splash while astonishing Sharko.
Recovering quickly, Sharko demands a pole, but Hippo takes out
a banana peel, pail, plow, and pillow, all to Sharko’s increasing
frustration. Instead of bait, out comes the boat, now uselessly
bobbing in the water. The exasperated Sharko begins to question Hippo about the endlessly inappropriate substitutions and
angrily declares, “What kind of friend are you? You never give
me the thing I need!” A warm hug from Hippo soothes Sharko’s
feelings as they leave the pier. Kalan’s comedic duo brings to
mind the iconic team of Chico and Harpo Marx. Dialogue in
speech bubbles drives the narrative seamlessly, coupled with
Tsurumi’s genial cartoon art, which downplays Sharko’s teeth
in favor of impressively emphatic eyebrows. Kids will laugh
along with each picture cue as the silliness endures down to the
last reveal, which discloses Hippo’s secret motive behind the
foolishness.
Amid the laughter and ridiculousness, readers will be
able to muse over Hippo’s altruistic wisdom. (Picture book. 3-6)

I PROMISE

James, LeBron
Illus. by Mata, Nina
Harper/HarperCollins
(32 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-0-06-297106-7
The NBA star offers a poem that encourages curiosity,
integrity, compassion, courage, and self-forgiveness.
James makes his debut as a children’s author with a motivational poem touting life habits that children should strive for.
In the first-person narration, he provides young readers with
foundational self-esteem encouragement layered within basketball descriptions: “I promise to run full court and show up
each time / to get right back up and let my magic shine.” While
the verse is nothing particularly artful, it is heartfelt, and in
her illustrations, Mata offers attention-grabbing illustrations
of a diverse and enthusiastic group of children. Scenes vary,
including classrooms hung with student artwork, an asphalt
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DO LIZARDS EAT ICE CREAM?
How Animals Beat the Heat

in politics and the military, trumpets his belief in strong central
government and a national army, points to the newspaper, the
banks, and other institutions he founded, and sums himself up
as a sterling example of an immigrant who led “a life of enormous consequence.” But actual biographical detail is so scanty
that, for instance, he confines all references to wife and children
to one sentence, leaving his illegitimate birth, his father, and
(until the closing author’s note) even his death unmentioned.
For a more rounded, nuanced portrait of the great man steer
younger readers to David A. Adler’s Picture Book of Alexander
Hamilton, illustrated by Matt Collins (2019). (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at
77% of actual size.)
A buffed-up exercise in patriotic idolatry. (bibliography)
(Picture book biography. 7-10)

Kaner, Etta
Illus. by Piechota, Jenna
Owlkids Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Oct. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-398-9

Silly questions and sensible, sometimes surprising answers show how animals cope with hot temperatures.
In this companion to Do Frogs Drink Hot Chocolate? How
Animals Keep Warm (2018), Kaner offers young readers further
fascinating facts about animal adaptations. Not all her foolishseeming questions are answered negatively. Sometimes, there is
a “YES!” or a “YES! (sort of),” which is far more likely to engage
surprised readers than a straight binary. Ochre sea stars “fill up
with cold seawater so they won’t dry out in the sun” if stranded
on shore at high tide. So yes, like us, they drink lots of water to
stay cool. Musk oxen don’t get haircuts, but they shed a woolly
layer every spring. From shovel-snouted lizards to herring gulls,
the 13 species portrayed come from around the world. Many
will be familiar, even to second graders, from zoos, picture
books, and nature documentaries. With its stylized illustrations
and clean, colorful design, this would show well in a read-aloud
session. But alas, as in the previous title, the designer wasted
the opportunity a picture-book page turn provides for engaging
listeners in speculation, instead placing question and answer on
the same spread. A final page, showing a brown-haired, brownskinned child floating in a tube and eating a Popsicle, suggests
what some lucky humans can do. With no backmatter nor
sources this has limited potential beyond its not-inconsiderable
entertainment value.
A pleasant but not necessary addition to the nature
shelves. (Informational picture book. 5-8)

SLOW MOE

Kerbel, Deborah
Illus. by Ferrer, Marianne
Orca (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-4598-2352-5
A sweet harangue against the failings
of little siblings everywhere.
They are too slow; they are too messy; they take away too
much attention from everyone, especially parents. As the protagonist lists little brother Moe’s failings, he appears as a giant
snail placidly spooning Cheerios one by one into his mouth and
leaving an impressive trail of slime and discarded items in his
wake. However, when adults are not around, younger siblings
can be fun. It is when the protagonist is alone with Moe that his
joyful, exuberant, human-self emerges. Kid Moe runs fast, and
his favorite game is tag. He also plays basketball and hopscotch,
jumps rope, and climbs the monkey bars. The book is filled with
wonderful details: Mom’s raised eyebrows, Dad’s striped socks
and no shoes, and the protagonist’s fiercely crossed arms. Slow
Moe the snail takes up at least a quarter of the couch, and the
stairway carpet drips through the railings (or is that more slime?).
Lent Roland, the French edition, publishes simultaneously, and
Rachel Martinez’s translation offers some delights absent from
the original, such as the title character’s contrast with his 11thcentury literary forebear. In either language, the title character
reminds readers that we are different people depending upon
whom we are with and that familial relationships are complex
and simple at the same time. Characters appear to be white.
Young readers will love the moment when Moe turns
from snail to human child. (Picture book. 3-7) (Lent Roland:
978-1-4598-2475-1)

HAMILTON

Keating, Frank
Illus. by Wimmer, Mike
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-5344-0656-8
Diverted from their Mount Rushmore
series, veteran collaborators still produce
another noble profile carved in granite.
Alexander Hamilton may not be literally cut into a mountain the way the subjects of their Abraham (2017), George (2012),
and Theodore (2006) are, but Keating and Wimmer present him
in the same lapidary way, with oratorical, self-aggrandizing narration (“I was a father of my country”; “I was a whirlwind”; “I
was all action”) paired to oil paintings done in a photorealistic
style in which figures (white throughout) dressed in elaborate
period costume look as if they’re posing for formal portraits or
making up a historical diorama. The narrator retraces his career
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Illustrator Escobar beautifully captures the distinctive
architecture of a working-class neighborhood in Bogotá.
digging for words

NICANOR’S GATE

days until it is Saturday, when he and the other children in the
neighborhood can enter Paradise—Gutiérrez’s library. Illustrator Escobar beautifully captures the distinctive architecture of
a working-class neighborhood in Bogotá as well as its multiethnic and varied inhabitants. Readers will be transported through
the artwork into the settings of some of the books mentioned,
from the ballrooms of faraway Russia through “the magical village” of Macondo, with its yellow butterflies, and on to Treasure
Island and the Little Prince’s planet. In the aftermatter, readers
learn that today Gutiérrez also directs a foundation he created
that “provides reading materials to schools, organizations, and
libraries across Colombia.”
The inspiring story of a man who believes in the power
of books and the importance of community. (Picture book/biog
raphy. 4-8)

Kimmel, Eric A.
Illus. by Massari, Alida
Kar-Ben (24 pp.)
$17.99 | $7.99 paper | Aug. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-7452-6
978-1-5415-7453-3 paper
Anyone looking for a definition of
“miracle” could look to this picture book.
The miracle Nicanor witnesses couldn’t be more straightforward. He’s hired the finest artisans to build a gate for the
Temple in Jerusalem, two colossal doors made of metal. But as
soon as they’re placed on a transport ship, a storm begins. It
sinks one of the doors—and very nearly the ship—to the bottom of the sea. But just as the precious cargo seems to be lost,
the law of gravity appears to reverse itself, and the door is suddenly floating on top of the water. It would be difficult to find
a clearer example of deus ex machina. But if the plot is unsurprising (at least to people who believe in miracles), the story
still manages to convey a sense of wonder. This is due largely to
Massari’s illustrations. The text describes the doors: “cast from
Corninthian gold, a rare mixture of copper, gold, and silver that
gleamed like the sun.” The colors in her pictures are so rich that
the metal really does look like gold. (The characters’ skin tones
are equally rich and varied shades of brown.) The marvels also
contrast beautifully with the bleakness of the story. When hope
seems lost, one character responds with both faith and resignation: “We do what we can. The rest is in God’s hands.” (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9.75-by-20.5-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 83% of actual size.)
This story will take away, and immediately restore, readers’ belief in miracles. (Picture book/religion. 4-10)

THIS IS YOUR BRAIN
ON STEREOTYPES
How Science Is
Tackling Unconscious Bias

y o u n g a d u lt

Kyi, Tanya Lloyd
Illus. by Shannon, Drew
Kids Can (88 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0016-5

Bias, discrimination, prejudice, and
stereotypes start developing early in the brain; research shows
these can change with effort.
Through the lens of scientific research, Kyi examines how
brains are wired toward bias, how stereotypes emerge, and the
effects on those being stereotyped, especially when it comes to
race, gender, and sexual orientation. Taking a global perspective but often pointing to how problems have manifested in the
United States, the book highlights the harmful and sometimes
lethal ways stereotypes manifest in daily life, policing, and
health care. Information is well organized, backed by examples,
and, by focusing on the individual experience, refrains from
centering whiteness. Offering historical context via such disparate examples as eugenics, Dr. Seuss, and the Rwandan genocide, Kyi illustrates “affective contagion,” emphasizing how
leaders play a part in perpetuating stereotypes, and brings into
the discussion the powerful role the media have in sustaining or
diminishing stereotypes. She identifies the impacts of “stereotype threat,” when an individual is afraid of confirming someone’s stereotypes about them, and gives examples of how those
in the position of power can offset it. After noting that an individual must be motivated to see their biases and wish to change,
the book ends with concrete actions readers can take to begin
rewiring their brains from the stereotypes they’ve internalized.
A must-read primer for change. (further reading, selected
resources, index) (Nonfiction. 10-16)

DIGGING FOR WORDS
José Alberto Gutiérrez
and the Library
He Built

Kunkel, Angela Burke
Illus. by Escobar, Paola
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-984892-63-8
978-1-984892-64-5 PLB

The story of José Alberto Gutiérrez, a garbage collector
who built a library for his neighborhood in the city of Bogotá,
Colombia, out of books he collected on his route through the
wealthier neighborhoods of the city.
Proving the old saying that one person’s trash is another person’s treasure, Gutiérrez searched “the household trash for hidden treasure…books!” Caught up in the first book he found long
ago—Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy—and read over and over
again and realizing the strength to be found in words, he eventually created a library out of his findings. In parallel, the book
tells the story of a fictional boy, also named José, who counts the
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A timely, resonant, exceptional model of visual storytelling.
the paper boat

THE PAPER BOAT
A Refugee Story

but his prized “weshipee blook” has gone missing amid the clutter! Following a fruitless search and a bit of calming meditation,
he gathers sprigs of fresh herbs and veggies, chops them all on
the countertop, and just before finally dishing up an improvised
“Blegaful Shew” (stew), finds his blook. “The Chef can’t believe
it! / His little heart bursts. / It was there all along— / Did you
see it first?” (Of course you did.) Replete with extra syllables and
switches in rhyme scheme, the overworked narrative concludes
with the nutritious observation that “the very best recipes… /
come straight from the heart” and a full recipe for that likewise
nutritious “Shew.” (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 70% of actual size.)
The movies were better. (Picture book. 6-8)

Lam, Thao
Illus. by the author
Owlkids Books (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-363-7

A refugee story features distinctive
artwork honoring courage, kindness, and
memory.
A child-centered retelling of one family’s escape from Communist-ruled Vietnam, this wordless picture book renders a
harrowing experience through clever uses of paper craft. From
the outset, a visual motif of ants is key in unfolding the story.
Close-up views of a single child are juxtaposed against others of
preoccupied adults standing by the same dinner table. No one
eats; armored tanks drive past, hastening the family’s departure. Mother and child navigate darkness and heart-stopping
moments, becoming lost, until ants appear in the moonlight
and lead them to a body of water. As they await passage, mother
folds a paper sailboat to distract the child. Later, ants board this
paper craft and seem to travel for days in a dramatic montage
that feels almost quaint until the page turn reveals increasingly
hostile conditions, starting with a parching sun. Only some of
the ants survive the ensuing sea gull attacks, thunderstorms,
and violent waves, crystallizing for viewers of all ages the perilous journey confronting refugees. When the child’s family
reappears, they have settled in a racially diverse metropolis and
are seated for a sumptuous meal at home. There is much going
on, and children will be compelled to return again and again to
digest its story.
A timely, resonant, exceptional model of visual storytelling; the ironic title is a seaworthy companion to “a wing and
a prayer.” (author’s note) (Picture book. 5-9)

THE STITCHERS

Lawrence, Lorien
Amulet/Abrams (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-4197-4692-5
Series: Fright Watch, 1
Goodie Lane is a cul-de-sac of deadly
secrets.
Seventh graders Parker and Mike
investigate why their neighbors, the Oldies of Goodie Lane, never appear to age.
Things turn otherworldly when Parker notices that Mr. Brown,
who formerly tottered down the street, is suddenly outpacing the duo on their morning runs and has a distinctive scar
on his calf—one in the exact spot and shape as her deceased
runner father. As the duo work to solve the mystery, a glowing pond and a drowning victim from years past may provide
deadly answers. While cover appeal will draw in young readers
and remind Millennial caregivers of the creepy delights of Fear
Street, the story’s plot pales in comparison. Readers are denied
the false sense of normalcy and many subsequent peaks and
valleys of suspicion because the story starts after Parker and
Mike have begun their investigation. Tantalizing subplots, from
Ms. Bea’s mysterious facial lotions and Grandma Jane’s witchy
herbal creations, are never explored or fleshed out, which may
frustrate more than titillate. Savvy readers will always be a few
steps ahead of the protagonists, whose motivations are sometimes confusing and investigatory skills are lacking. A sequel is
suggested in the final pages, hopefully one with more answers.
Parker is white, and Mike is black.
Amusing but amateurish. (Horror. 11-13)

THE TINY CHEF
And da Mishing Weshipee
Blook

Larsen, Rachel & Reid, Adam &
Akturk, Ozi
Illus. by the authors
Razorbill/Penguin (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-593-11505-3

The toque-topped star of a series of online miniepisodes
makes the shift to print with a culinary conundrum.
Billed as “the world’s tiniest cooking show,” the original
stop-motion featurettes are set in an elaborately laid-out hollow tree-stump kitchen furnished with miniature cookware and
bric-a-brac—all on display here in a set of digitally tweaked photos that effectively steal the show from both the rudimentary
storyline and its felted green protagonist. Tiny Chef, who writes
and speaks in language resembling baby talk with a speech
impediment, is all set to make “Blegaful Mie” (vegetable pie)…
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THE BIG SIBLING GETAWAY

money. / Then M can be for whatever you want.” Per abecedary
best practices, the capital and lowercase versions of each letter
are included, but the book is primarily about grubby horseplay
and mean-spirited pranks, not so much for teaching phonemic
awareness or building vocabulary. Aiming for irreverent and mischievous, the book meets those marks, but little about the story
or characters is likable. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Unpleasant…unless you love truly gross humor. (Picture
book. 5-8.)

Leer, Korrie
Illus. by the author
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-8075-2831-0

Cassie has a new baby brother and
needs to get away from all the crying.
When the new baby arrives, the wailing and sobbing start—and never stop. Cassie decides she needs
a break and finds an empty box to hide in. When she can still
hear the crying, her box becomes a car and takes her to the
beach. The wailing continues, and the box becomes a small sailboat taking her far across the sea. The box then becomes a hot
air balloon, and Cassie soars with the birds. Finally, when even
that isn’t far enough, the box becomes a rocket, and she blasts
off to somewhere completely silent. But being alone might
not be as wonderful as Cassie expected it to be. This is a grand,
funny, and imaginative adventure of a beleaguered child trying
to find an escape. Even though it is about a new baby, this book
has appeal for all children who just need to get away from something that is bothering them. Cassie provides readers with an
excellent model of a child who helps herself to take a break from
a stressful environment to find calm. The charming illustrations
add to the adventure and humor. There are big, bold examples
of onomatopoeia, fostering phonemic awareness. Cassie and
the baby have light brown skin and black hair. Only the arms of
her parents are shown, one medium brown and one pale.
A fun, sweet getaway for anyone who needs one, especially those with new siblings. (Picture book. 4-8)

HORSE & BUGGY PLANT
A SEED!

Long, Ethan
Illus. by the author
Holiday House (32 pp.)
$15.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-8234-4498-4
Series: I Like To Read

A IS FOR APPLE, UNLESS . . .

Llewellyn, Tom
Illus. by Hoffmann, Mark
Cameron + Company (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-944903-97-8

Hold your nose while two siblings
take readers from A to Z.
Rendered with oversized heads on small bodies, the pale,
dark-haired siblings assign a word to each letter of the alphabet
in seemingly conventional fashion (“A is for Apple”), but each
entry is followed by an “unless…” or its semantic equivalent:
“unless you’re being chased / by a bloodsucking vampire, / then A
is for AAAAAAGGHHH!!!” The insolent, petulant short-haired
sibling is fond of sister-taunting, chasing her in a vampire costume and, later, scaring her with a dangling reptile when “S is for
Snake.” The same child also throws a fit to get some ice cream,
informing readers, “if you scream loud enough (and long enough),
you’ll probably get some.” There’s a heavy dose of potty humor—
instances of “doo-doo,” poop, pee, (lots of) farting, and undies—as
well as repeated vomiting and nose-picking. Some of the entries
are a stretch, making for a disjointed text: A monkey suddenly
appears when “M is for Monkey / unless you have mountains of
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Growing plants takes water, soil, sun,
and patience.
In the same vein as a popular pachyderm-and-porker pair, a
cartoon horse and a sun hat–wearing horsefly engage in agricultural
pursuits—with minimal props—against a flat, neon background
that changes color with each page or each panel. The goal of this
adventure is to plant seeds and grow vegetables (or vegetables and
fruits depending on how one categorizes tomatoes, though the
book does not wade into that debate). Buggy is determined to get
on with the job while Horse’s high energy levels and abbreviated
attention span provide comedic distractions. Befitting this very
elementary early reader, the dialogue-only text that peppers the
story is sparse—limited to mostly one-syllable words and a few
brief sentences, the longest of which contains six words. This entry
in the series, alas, is not as successful as its predecessors. The combination of incredibly spare text and frequent jumps from one conversation to the next may leave some children feeling disjointed or
confused. These leaps also distract from the final joke, which stems
from planting unknown seeds; its subtle buildup is at odds with the
broad humor of the characters. The ultrabright backgrounds often
compete with tiny Buggy and pale gray Horse, overshadowing the
duo. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 56% of actual size.)
A less ebullient outing than usual. (Early reader. 5-8)
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THE WILLOUGHBYS RETURN

The ending hints at a friendship that lasts into future years, but
the beauty of the book lies in the sheer pleasure and exhilaration
exhibited by the girls as they enjoy the present moment. Newbery Medalist Medina’s versatility is in evidence here, showing
she’s as much in tune with the picture-book audience as she is
with older readers. With lines that go at angles and splashes
of bold colors and patterns, Sánchez’s artwork is as lively and
full of movement as the two girls. Layered applications of color
create texture, and the interiors of their apartments are cozily
beckoning. Evelyn is depicted with brown skin and locs, and
Daniela with pale skin and two puffy pigtails.
A tender story of friendship and change. (Picture book. 4-7)

Lowry, Lois
HMH Books (176 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-358-42389-8
Series: Willoughbys

The incompetent parents from The
Willoughbys (2008) find themselves thawed
by global warming.
Henry and Frances haven’t aged
since the accident that buried them in
snow and froze them for 30 years in the Swiss Alps. Their Rip
van Winkle–ish return is archly comedic, with the pair, a medical miracle, realizing (at last!) how much they’ve lost and how
baffled they are now. Meanwhile, their eldest son, Tim, is grown
and in charge of his adoptive father’s candy empire, now threatened with destitution by a congressional ban on candy (opposed
by an unnamed Bernie Sanders). He is father to 11-year-old
Richie, who employs ad-speak whenever he talks about his newest toys, like a remote-controlled car (“The iconic Lamborghini
bull adorns the hubcaps and hood”). But Richie envies Winston
Poore, the very poor boy next door, who has a toy car carved
for him by his itinerant encyclopedia-salesman father. Winston
and his sister, Winifred, plan to earn money for essentials by
offering their services as companions to lonely Richie while
their mother dabbles, spectacularly unsuccessfully, in running a
B&B. Lowry’s exaggerated characters and breezy, unlikely plot
are highly entertaining. She offers humorous commentary both
via footnotes advising readers of odd facts related to the narrative and via Henry and Frances’ reentry challenges. The threads
of the story, with various tales of parents gone missing, fortunes
lost or never found, and good luck in the end, are gathered most
satisfactorily and warmheartedly.
Highly amusing. (Fiction. 8-12)

OUR SUBWAY BABY

Mercurio, Peter
Illus. by Espinosa, Leo
Dial (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-525-42754-4

Families are formed everywhere—
including large metropolitan mass-transit systems!
Baby Kevin, initially known as “Danny ACE Doe,” was
found in the New York City’s 14th Street subway station, which
serves the A-C-E lines, by one of his future fathers, Danny.
Kevin’s other father, Pete (author Mercurio), serves as the narrator, explaining how the two men came to add the newborn to
their family. Readers are given an abridged version of the story
from Danny and Pete’s point of view as they work to formally
adopt Kevin and bring him home in time for Christmas. The
story excels at highlighting the determination of loving fathers
while still including realistic moments of hesitation, doubt, and
fear that occur for new and soon-to-be parents. The language is
mindful of its audience (for example using “piggy banks” instead
of “bank accounts” to discuss finances) while never patronizing
young readers. Espinosa’s posterlike artwork—which presents
the cleanest New York readers are ever likely to see—extends
the text and makes use of unexpected angles to heighten emotional scenes and moments of urgency. The diversity of skin
tones, ages, and faces (Danny and Pete both present white,
and Kevin has light brown skin) befits the Big Apple. Family
snapshots and a closing author’s note emphasize that the most
important thing in any family is love. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 11.3-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 43% of
actual size.)
A delightful story of love and hope. (Informational picture
book. 5-8)

EVELYN DEL REY
IS MOVING AWAY

Medina, Meg
Illus. by Sánchez, Sonia
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-0704-0

Daniela’s “número uno best friend,” Evelyn Del Rey, is moving away. But today, for one last time, they’ll play. Just like they
always do.
Daniela and Evelyn are two Latinx girls who live across the
street from each other in apartments that are almost identical.
One has a bedroom with “sunny yellow” walls and lives with
both her parents and a cat; the other has a bedroom with “cotton candy” pink walls and lives with her mother and a hamster.
But they “are mostly the same, just like [their] apartments. But
not after today.” As the grown-ups pack and the moving truck
is loaded, the girls enjoy one last day together. When the time
comes to say goodbye, plans are made and big hugs are given.
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In this time of destructive divisiveness, Mouse
and Squirrel’s journey toward respecting their
differences is an important lesson for us all.
we disagree

I WILL NEVER FORGET YOU

encounters with dead animals, guts, and writhing intestinal
fauna. Piling evocative chapter heads like “Hunk of Tongue”
and “Stool to Fuel” atop essays redolent with puns and doubleentendres, she adds unusual nuggets of insight to her disquisitions on fertilizers and fecal transplants: the significant role
dinosaurs and other prehistoric “megapoopers” played in seed
dispersal, hints that certain parasitic worms may be as good for
us as certain species of intestinal bacteria, and the notion that
artificially preserving endangered species isn’t automatically a
good thing. Along with occasional diversions to, for instance,
point out the environmental impact of palm oil’s near ubiquity
in our food and consumer goods, she further indulges her wide
range of interests in footnotes on nearly every page and a closing resource list bulging with analytical commentary. Neither
the scanty assortment of photos nor Gottlieb’s decorative penand-ink vignettes include human figures.
A well-stirred slurry of facts and fun for strong-stomached “poop sleuths.” (index, activities, synonym chart,
annotated bibliography) (Nonfiction. 11-14)

Miyanishi, Tatsuya
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Gharbi, Mariko Shii
Museyon (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 1, 2020
978-1-940842-44-8
Series: Tyrannosaurus

Thanks to some kind words, Miyanishi’s Tyrannosaurus experiences an unexpected friendship.
A little Spinosaurus named Wimpy is poking about the
seashore for red berries when a Tyrannosaurus appears looking for a meal. Just as the Tyrannosaurus is about to chow down
on Wimpy, there is a giant earthquake. The ground cracks, the
piece of land they are standing on breaks off, and the two dinosaurs drift away. As they spend more time together, they form
an unexpected friendship. Wimpy shares that he was gathering
red berries for his sick mother, and the Tyrannosaurus begins to
empathize with him. When the Tyrannosaurs picks berries for
them and protects Wimpy from a flying Tapejara, the Spinosaurus showers the Tyrannosaurus with compliments, calling him
“cool” and “kind.” After another unexpected earthquake, the
Tyrannosaurus makes an enormous sacrifice for his friend. In
the end, the two friends can no longer be with each other, and
Wimpy learns how to reflect on good memories and the kindness of his friend. Through this unusual circumstance, there
are lessons of empathy, compassion, friendship, and self-sacrifice. The Tyrannosaurus’ response to Wimpy and subsequent
behavior demonstrate how encouraging and powerful positive
words can be. Miyanishi’s trademark artwork is very bold and
vibrant, and the translation features great use of onomatopoeia
throughout the story. (This book was reviewed digitally with 7-by22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 48% of actual size.)
A sweet story readers are unlikely to forget. (Picture book.
5-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

WE DISAGREE

Murguia, Bethanie Deeney
Illus. by the author
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-5344-3880-4
Up with polka dots! Down with prairie dogs! Can’t Mouse
and Squirrel agree on anything?
Drums or guitars? Why bother?—humming is obviously
better. Mouse (clad in blue polka-dot trousers) loves a clear
blue sky, but Squirrel (in a red knit cap) is partial to dark, gray
clouds. Who cares if Mouse likes bikes—Squirrel knows that
hiking’s the way to go. Tensions rise with each heated exchange
of opinions until, faced with their irreconcilable differences,
the two rodents march off in a huff. But wait—the frenemies
realize, midstep, that being different needn’t be an impediment
to friendship, and disagreement doesn’t have to be an inevitable
deal breaker. Written as verse for two voices, the text presents
Mouse’s upbeat questions and Squirrel’s grumpy rejoinders in
an abcb rhyme scheme. The snappy meter, encapsulated in
blue and salmon speech bubbles, perfectly reflects the growing frustration between the furry protagonists. Murguia’s
gray-toned drawings against expanses of white negative space
effectively focus readers’ attention on the silliness of the situation. She comically captures the gradual shift of the aggrieved
rodents’ expressions as they transform from benign curiosity to
mutual outrage. In this time of destructive divisiveness, Mouse
and Squirrel’s journey toward respecting their differences is an
important lesson for us all.
No toxic discourse here—Murguia’s rodents model what
it means to agree to disagree. (Picture book. 3-7)

WHO GIVES A POOP?
Surprising Science
From One End to the
Other

Montgomery, Heather L.
Illus. by Gottlieb, Iris
Bloomsbury (176 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5476-0347-3

A biologist digests her own observations and those of other researchers
studying poop’s properties, products, and potential.
“Once I put my poo goggles on,” the author writes, “I found
fecal fun everywhere.” Picking up more or less where her Some
thing Rotten: A Fresh Look at Roadkill (2018) left off, Montgomery continues to convey her devotion to decomposition with
breezy visits to labs and landfills, conversations with scat specialists, and thoroughly detailed up-close and personal notes on
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Completely “pig-dic-u-lous”—and a whole lot of fun.
the case of the bad apples

THE CASE OF THE
BAD APPLES

one believes that she’ll be scary enough. Willow and Evie cross
paths at the local public library, where they bond over a popular
mystery series. Unaware that she works at the Hauntery, Willow
offers Evie a position at Hotel Ivan in her dream role, and they
plot to save the family business. The author gives the familiar
storyline of small businesses fighting to compete with corrupt
corporations a fun, spooky twist. This straightforward, heartfelt narrative with engaging, well-developed characters will have
readers rooting for the underdog. Willow and Evie are white.
A story with more heart than spook. (Fantasy. 8-12)

Newman, Robin
Illus. by Zemke, Deborah
Creston (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-939547-76-7
Series: A Wilcox & Griswold Mystery
More hard-boiled hilarity, this time
with a side of apples.
In their third case, mice Detective
Wilcox and Capt. Griswold, esteemed
Missing Food Investigators, look into the latest “bad apple” on
the farm. The action starts with a call from a doctor at Whole
Hog Emergency Care. It seems Porcini “pigged out” on a basket of apples that may have been deliberately poisoned! For the
MFIs, that’s a Code 22—better known as “attempted hamslaughter.” The detectives rush to the scene of the crime to get
the 411 and “save [Porcini’s] bacon.” At the pig’s pen, they find
the basket (with four remaining apples) and a series of hoof,
claw, and paw prints. The MFIs quickly narrow down the suspects to fellow farm animals Sweet Pea (another pig), Herman
the Vermin (a rat), and Hot Dog (a dog, natch). But whodunit?
Forensics will reveal the truth. With a successful formula established in earlier series entries, this one’s par for the course. The
five chapters range in text complexity, reaching 23 lines at most
per page. Full-color cartoon spot illustrations provide contextual clues and break up the text. Though yellow sticky notes
define slangy terms like “tox screen” and “perp,” the abundant
wordplay is perhaps best deciphered by more confident readers.
Completely “pig-dic-u-lous”—and a whole lot of fun.
(recipe) (Early reader. 7-9)

DINOMIGHTY!

Paleo, Doug
Illus. by Blecha, Aaron
Etch/HMH (224 pp.)
$13.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-358-33156-8
Series: Dinomighty!
A team of dino-heroes foils the plots
of their archenemies in this energetic
graphic novel.
Dinomighties to the rescue! Purple
Teri-Dactyl is “a motivated and resilient go-getter”; Dave is
an orange triceratops who loves food and “pumping iron”; teal
T-Lex loves selfies (but it’s a bummer they’re all of her chin) and
loud roars; and Bach is an extremely intelligent, science-loving
chicken whose only utterance is the sound “bok.” When the
team receives an anonymous email with the message “D0n’+
L00k n0w bu+ +r0ubl3 1s af00t,” they know someone is looking to become their archnemeses. Soon the Dinomighties learn
that “bad guys extraordinaire” Diplodocus and Diplodoofus
have plotted to steal the “golden egglettes…the most valuable
jewels in all of Dinotown and beyond,” which are hidden away
in Cosmos Castle. It’s up to the Dinomighties to save the day.
The script is filled with painful puns and easy jokes just waiting for a percussive sting. From a character-development standpoint, the team’s dynamic is supportive but chaotic, and it’s
unclear how or why the Dinomighties assembled in the first
place. Blecha’s cartoon stylization is filled to the brim with
bright colors, goofy faces, and action-oriented emanata that
leave readers little space to rest their eyes, but those with a tolerance for visual noise will certainly be engaged. Dinos assigned
feminine pronouns are drawn with pronounced eyelashes even
though they are reptiles.
A jumble of frenetic energy and bad jokes for readers with
a taste for same. (Graphic adventure. 7-10)

THE 2ND BEST HAUNTED
HOTEL ON MERCER STREET

Oakes, Cory Putman
Amulet/Abrams (304 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-4197-4017-6

Two 12-year-olds, one overwhelmed
and alive and the other underestimated
and 5-years-deceased, come together to
save a beloved haunted hotel.
Willow Ivan is determined to not
fail the 400-year-old Hotel Ivan and its ghostly staff. After the
death of her mother—and her subsequent return as a ghost—
Willow and her father, who struggles with depression, have been
hanging on by a thread. Even with the help of her eccentric staff,
Willow is struggling to manage the hotel, making the lauded
Hauntery chain’s opening of a new location nearby a devastating blow. Evie MacNeil and her family have moved between several branches of the unfeeling chain’s locations. Evie, along with
her annoying cousin, has been playing the role of Spooky Little
Girl but longs instead to be a Terrifying Phantasm, although no
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GURPLE AND PREEN
A Broken Crayon Cosmic
Adventure

themselves. A third section offers sensible suggestions for what
we can do to rethink, refuse, reduce, repair, reuse, and recycle to
reduce the amount of plastic in our oceans. She devotes a final
chapter to the difficulties of recycling this complex material. In
conclusion, there are photographs of plastics found on beaches
and a sculpture of a whale skeleton she created from it. (Her
Facebook page includes more examples of her art, an activity
that would probably appeal to young plastic collectors.) Ably
translated from the Portuguese original by Springer, who also
provided North American content, this text is not easy to read
or think about, but confident, concerned readers will find it full
of solid, useful information. Carvalho’s colored-pencil sketches
as well as photographs enliven the pages.
A cleverly conceived and comprehensive introduction to
a serious issue. (sources and resources) (Nonfiction. 10-16)

Park, Linda Sue
Illus. by Ohi, Debbie Ridpath
Simon & Schuster (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-5344-3141-6

Seemingly insurmountable problems
are defeated one step at a time.
Gurple, a purple robot, is bereft. Her spaceship has crashed,
and all the giant crayons that serve as cargo pods have spilled
out. Each crayon, when broken in half, might yield something
to fix the ship, but to Gurple’s consternation their contents
seem useless. Only Preen, Gurple’s faithful, mostly silent companion sees this “junk” for what it is. A string of lights, a skateboard, a hockey stick, and even a lampshade all have their uses.
When the ship’s multiracial human crew awakens from suspended animation, the ship is fixed. How? As Gurple translates
for Preen, “the way you do anything hard…step by step by step.”
Seeming chaos can overwhelm young and old alike, so Park’s
message to take it slow should be appreciated by all (she even
works in a clever reference to Anne Lamotte’s classic writing
manual, Bird by Bird). Readers who peer closely at the logic of
the book, though, may find themselves scratching their heads.
Why do the crayons yield such disparate, unrelated items? Who
is the kid staring out the window at the moon at the end of the
book? Fortunately, the lively cartoon art, featuring digitally collaged crayons, is consistently bright, colorful, and funny. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 53% of actual size.)
A bumpy ride to a worthy message that’s still worth the
trip. (Picture book. 4-7)

I FOUND HOPE IN A
CHERRY TREE
y o u n g a d u lt

Pendziwol, Jean E.
Illus. by Dion, Nathalie
Groundwood (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-77306-220-4

A child and a cat experience solace, joy, and wonder while
exploring the natural world.
Starting inside a country house and then venturing out into
a snowy landscape, a child with straight, black hair and pale
skin and a playful cat observe and reflect upon the simple, ever
evolving pleasures of the natural world. Eyes can behold mischievous shadows created by the sun, ears can hear the stories
carried in the wind, tongues can taste soft, sweet clouds, and
best of all, there’s the hopeful promise of spring in the buds on
the shivering cherry-tree branches. Each of the four parts of
the poetic, first-person narrative is a bite-sized reminder that
even scary or dismal things, like wind that howls like wolves or
icy, sharp snowflakes, contain hope and joy. Visual and textual
motifs are woven throughout, building to the reassuring and
gratifying conclusion featuring the child and cat amid a shower
of cherry blossoms. There’s comfort in steady, sure things, like
the constant presence of the sun and the cyclical nature of the
seasons. Textured canvases overlaid with soft pastels and cool
earth tones create a dreamy, tranquil atmosphere, mirroring
the quiet wonder of the text. Compositions are grounded by
expertly placed shapes and lines, moving the eye through the
scene in a peaceful, steady manner. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8.9-by-21.2-inch double-page spreads viewed at 15.4% of
actual size.)
An ode to solitude and nature, this picture book provides
comforting certitude in current times of uncertainty. (Picture
book. 3-9)

PLASTICUS MARITIMUS

Pêgo, Ana & Minhós Martins, Isabel
Illus. by Carvalho, Bernado P.
Trans. by Springer, Jane
Greystone Kids (176 pp.)
$19.95 | $16.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-77164-643-7
978-1-77164-645-1 paper
Ocean plastic threatens our world.
Pêgo, a marine biologist, has been
documenting and collecting plastic from seashores for years.
She gave it a scientific name, Plasticus maritimus, in 2015. In
this comprehensive introduction, she explains and describes
the problems plastics create in the oceans and other waterways. (The text, co-written with Minhós Martins, is presented
in Pêgo’s first-person singular.) After an opening chapter about
the importance of oceans, she provides a “field guide” to this
invasive species, explaining what it is and why and how it is
made, used, and discarded. She offers examples, both common and unusual, and tells her young readers how to look for it
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IN THE CITY

on a helicopter and tells her she misses her, sadly the pair is separated. The convenient wrap-up involves the woolly creature’s
arrival in the city, where she joins Willa’s life. Everything seems
a bit off-kilter (why does Willa howl? Why is her skin tinted
blue, with schoolmates having a variety of normal and outlandish tones?), but the romp skims along the surface to simply tell a
quirky story of friendship. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 36.5% of actual size.)
Friendships do indeed come in all shapes and sizes. (Pic
ture book. 4-6)

Raschka, Chris
Illus. by the author
Richard Jackson/Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-4814-8627-9
An ode to friendship on wings of rhyme. Also feathers.
Firmly clapping back at urbanites who regard pigeons as
pests, Raschka offers avian flocks rendered with typically
energetic brushwork in gemlike, often wildly fantastical hues,
swirling lyrically around skyscrapers and apartment buildings,
perching on ledges and stoplights, pecking beneath picnic
tables, socializing in the park, or pairing off in flight to bill
and coo. Though often parsed out to just a phrase or two per
page, the accompanying verse likewise wings along, as a brownskinned child, watching the birds “in their tumbling flocks /
soaring past the courthouse clock,” wonders “where…friends
come from.” This child then perches on the same park bench
as a lighter-skinned child. Closer looks at the distinctive colors
and shimmering highlights on the birds at her feet accompany
further thoughts: “How do two friends find each other? / Why
choose this one, not another?” But if, in the end, conclusions
remain elusive (“I suppose it’s in the air. / All my answers are
up there”), these two new friends, at least, are as close as the
nearest touch or shared glance. Along with casting bright, joyful
light on some ubiquitous yet often unappreciated natural wonders, this heady outing irresistibly invites young readers into a
ruminative frame of mind. (This book was reviewed digitally with
8-by-21-inch double-page spreads viewed at 71% of actual size.)
Just another masterwork from the multiple Caldecott
medalist, shimmering with light, life, and deep thoughts.
(Picture book. 6-8)

GLOW DOWN DEEP
Amazing Creatures That
Light Up

Regan, Lisa
Firefly (48 pp.)
$19.95 | $12.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-2281-0253-3
978-0-2281-0252-6 paper

Big, ghostly stock photos enhanced
with glow-in-the-dark elements shed
light on 22 sea creatures that exhibit either biofluorescence or
bioluminescence.
For readers a little hazy on the difference, Regan opens by
defining the two terms and then, claiming that over 90% of all
marine organisms feature one or the other, presents pithy but
exact introductions paired to a riveting series of ultra–close-up
portraits, dimly lit and placed against solid black backgrounds.
From plankton, corals, and various kinds of jellies to the bounteously toothy likes of the dragonfish and viperfish, all of these
creatures present a thrillingly exotic otherness—their angular
lines or drifting, graceful tentacles enhanced by added dots and
swirls of phosphorescent overlay (not seen). Happily, along with
describing each animal’s major features and typical habitat, the
author carefully notes that most are smaller than they look here
(krill, for instance, “are not much bigger than a paper clip”). She
also has some news flashes for anyone who thinks that those
undersea glimmers are used only to attract prey and mates…as
it turns out, krill and hatchetfish employ “counter-illumination”
as a defense, and some sea cucumbers can actually drive predators away by strobing like a “burglar alarm.” From the lenticular
squid writhing on the front cover on, rarely have denizens of
the deep looked more eerily appealing.
Young readers who take the dive will emerge with glowing reports. (glossary) (Informational picture book. 7-9)

BUTTERCUP THE BIGFOOT

Rees, Douglas
Illus. by Muñoz, Isabel
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-250-20934-4

A youngster with a penchant for
howling finds the perfect companion.
Willa Cathcart Wilmerding is bold
and clever. She climbs supertall trees,
befriends arachnids, and can even spell the word “H-E-L-I-CO-P-T-E-R.” But every Friday night, Willa climbs to the roof of
her house and howls at the moon. It doesn’t have anything to do
with werewolves—she just enjoys howling. (The howls tumble
and stretch across the pages as she bellows.) When her mom
admonishes her, Willa decides to run away to the mountains
where she can howl in peace. However, the mountains are also
where Bigfoot lives. And Bigfoot likes to howl just as much as
Willa. (This particular version is shaggy, pink, and female.) After
a bit of a standoff, the two become fast friends. Willa decides to
name her new friend Buttercup. But when Willa’s mom comes
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We like these butts, and we cannot lie!
animals brag about their bottoms

NATURE AT NIGHT

Revver different parts of the car and how they work in short
passages with plenty of details. Finally the squirrel thrives, realizing his true gifts and even joining the pit crew, and he puts
his skills to the test when his sister’s life and a race-day repair
are on the line. Expressive illustrations, near disasters, and gags
with Revver’s brother Farty (also aptly named) sustain the light
adventure. While Revver’s mother and sister assume stereotypical gender roles, the pit crew includes multiple women mechanics. Humans seem to be default white.
For budding race-car enthusiasts and readers who’ve ever
felt they learn differently. (Fantasy. 8-11)

Regan, Lisa
Firefly (48 pp.)
$19.95 | $12.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-2281-0255-7
978-0-2281-0254-0 paper
A gallery of luminous natural beauties (not necessarily nocturnal), from
puffins to polar lights.
Leading off with a lenticular 3-D
cover image of a hawksbill sea turtle glimmering red and green,
this (stock) photo gallery spans land, sea, and sky to present 23
lambent wonders—all animals except for the foxfire mushroom
and the northern and southern auroras—enhanced by glowin-the-dark highlights. Even without that gimmick the figures
seem luminous against the deep, black backgrounds. Nor is the
glow always external; chameleons shine from their very bones;
fimbriated moray eels gleam in part from internal organs; and
the mushrooms, an orange octopus, and several others in the
lineup at least look brightly lit from within. Aside from occasional bobbles, such as a claim that glowworms luminesce as
larvae opposite a photo of flashing adults and contradictory
observations that polka-dot tree frogs shine either by natural
or only in ultraviolet light, Regan’s lucid, specific remarks about
how each organism makes and uses its lights are spot-on. Anita
Sitarski’s Cold Light (2007) offers less-dazzling photography
but makes a natural follow-up since it illuminates a wider range
of examples (including light-producing rocks and minerals) in
greater detail.
Both casual browsers and budding zoologists will light up.
(glossary) (Informational picture book. 7-9)

ANIMALS BRAG ABOUT
THEIR BOTTOMS

y o u n g a d u lt

Saito, Maki
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Bergstrom, Brian
Greystone Kids (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-77164-710-6

Bum’s the word!
This humorous title delivers just what it promises: fauna
fawning over their own rumps, no more and no less. Though
scatological jokes would be an obvious extension of the theme,
and scenes of creatures sitting down might be expected, Saito
resists such content and mostly depicts the animals against
white backgrounds, their backsides facing readers. The accompanying first-person text offers proud self-praise of the speakers’ posteriors. At the very beginning, however, a hippo’s head,
rather than its bottom, peeks onto the recto facing a small rabbit, viewed from the rear, on the verso. The text above the rabbit boasts, “My bottom is such a round bottom—and so cute,
don’t you think?” The hippo replies, “I have a round bottom
too! So round—and so-o-o big!” A page turn reveals that big
bottom, and on the facing page an elephant looks down from
the recto’s upper-right corner to declare, “My bottom’s even
bigger! So much bigger!” The page turn reveals that yes, indeed,
it is. Next come a tiger’s, zebra’s, and okapi’s striped bums, then
other colorful bottoms. Monkeys and baboons, shown frontand back-facing declare, “Our bottoms are the same color as our
faces!” The culminating spreads show a lineup of every bottom
from the prior pages. In Saito’s delicate renderings, each bottom is distinct and, yes, beautiful.
We like these butts, and we cannot lie! (Picture book. 2-6)

REVVER THE SPEEDWAY
SQUIRREL

Rinker, Sherri Duskey
Illus. by Willan, Alex
Bloomsbury (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5476-0361-9

A squirrel car-racing fan becomes
part of a pit crew.
Growing up in a tree overlooking a
racetrack, a young squirrel has become
fascinated with the speeding cars and the sound of their engines.
Although aptly named Revver, he has trouble paying attention
when his mother tries to convey the critical skills that he, his
sister, and two brothers will need to know when they leave
their nest. As he questions his talents within the traditional
learning environment, his engineering and speed experiments
in this opening section of the novel help keep the episodic
chapters quick and lively. When the siblings scatter in different
directions on their 50th day of life, Revver heads to the racetrack. After Bill, one of the crew mechanics, realizes that the
observant squirrel in his garage can understand him, he teaches
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The effect—whether read silently or
aloud—is mesmerizing and reverent.
feel the fog

THE LOST WONDERLAND
DIARIES

to elementary explanations of how warm, moist air cools to create fog, presenting examples of environments where that often
occurs. The final pages contain a bit more science and plenty
more lyricism. The text is complemented artfully with stunning,
full-lead photographs from several states in the U.S. as well as
the countries of Greenland and Panama. An abundance of natural beauty is seen in every spread: from spider webs to deer;
from tide pools to icebergs. Aside from one small shot of birds
on a wire, there are no images of people or human-made objects.
The effect—whether read silently or aloud—is mesmerizing
and reverent. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Alluring. (further facts) (Informational picture book. 3-7)

Savage, J. Scott
Shadow Mountain (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-62972-786-8

Wonderland is in danger, and two
unlikely heroes must work together to
save it.
San Jose eighth graders Celia and
Tyrus have barely just met at the library
when they find the lost diaries of Charles Dodgson—aka Lewis
Carroll, narrator Celia’s great-great-great-great-uncle—in which
the author recorded his very real travels into the parallel world
of Wonderland. When the kids accidentally open a doorway to
Wonderland, they discover it has changed a lot since the time
Carroll visited, and the place is a much darker, more dangerous
world for its unhappy inhabitants, who live under the threat
of a nefarious hauntstrosity. Tyrus is a bookworm and wordsmith while Celia is a math and logic whiz, and the story puts
their newly minted friendship to the test as they learn to work
together and use their skills to solve puzzles and riddles, running against time to save Wonderland and get back to their
own world. Savage pays homage to Carroll’s world with imagination as well as a notable love for math and literature while
adding his own ingenious twists to the original. Both Celia and
Tyrus struggle with bullying back home, and Celia’s dyslexia is
a constant source of frustration when other kids underestimate
her intelligence, and the book ultimately offers a message of
empowerment and self-love. Tyrus is brown-skinned and Celia
is assumed white.
A fun and clever return to Wonderland. (Fantasy. 10-14)

IDA AND THE WORLD BEYOND
MOUNT KAISERZIPF

Schwalbe, Linda
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Wilson, David Henry
NorthSouth (64 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-7358-4420-9

This Swiss import introduces an
intrepid woman whose world travels and
writings were extraordinary for her time.
Ida Pfeiffer (1797-1858) was one of seven children in her Austrian family. One to three sentences per composition convey
the narrator’s circumstances and intent, allowing the images
to carry details and feelings. A collector of natural specimens
and companion to her adventurous brothers, the protagonist
was later reined in and married off by her mother. Two sons followed, but they grow and leave in the space of three pages. (The
husband was already out of the picture.) The narrative emphasis
is on Pfeiffer’s subsequent adventuresome voyage and exploration of flora, fauna, and other civilizations. (In reality, she made
several; this story compresses them into one.) Readers will be
amused that she had to tie herself to her bed during a storm
at sea to avoid falling out. The vivid colors are emotive rather
than natural; the shapes are stylized. Pfeiffer has lavender skin
and green hair. Friendly jungle inhabitants are a slightly darker
purple; wearing masks, they greet her and later include her in
a firelit celebration. The book’s large trim size and panoramic
spreads suit the scale of her childhood dreams and later escapades. The warm palette and teeming life of her new friends’
island contrast with the barren trees dotting the dark landscape
the day her brothers left home.
While not strictly biographical, the story captures the
curiosity and courage of a woman who finally followed her
dream. (afterword, map) (Picture book. 4-7)

FEEL THE FOG

Sayre, April Pulley
Photos by the author
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5344-3760-9
Series: Weather Walks
Full-color photographs pair with
sparse but poetic text to describe the fog
and offer the basic science behind it.
Words set in a spindly typeface called QuickRest appear in
different ink colors, contrasting well at all times against fullbleed art. The initial double-spread page says, “Fog rolls in, damp
and pale.” That is followed by two coordinated photographs on
the next spread: “A cloud, ground level, / hugs stone / and snail.”
The text is simple, accessible, and graceful throughout, always
with a pleasant rhythm and sometimes rhyming. There is gentle
humor, as in an apt reference to the kind of bone-chilling fog
that appears to be affecting a hunched-over water bird: “Dewy.
Cold stewy.” About halfway in, the text—still maintaining its
cadence—switches from sensory descriptions of fog’s presence
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MOOTILDA’S BAD MOOD

P.T. quietly offers Mission Leader AlphaWolf a side deal
appealing to his vanity. But soon, another clam named Susan
B. Clamthony approaches LaserShark and sheds some light on
P.T.’s true scheme. Narrated by Earth, this sophomore volume
continues with all the same punchy puns and visual panache as
its predecessor. Scieszka skillfully weaves in facts about climate
change and environmental and social commentary into his jetpropelled zaniness, bringing a subtle undercurrent of relevance
into a seemingly goofy tale. With its now-familiar collages utilizing a dazzling psychedelic array of color, the series will delight
fans, although this volume is a fine jumping-in point for new
readers as well.
A high energy follow-up proving silly can still be smart.
(Graphic/science fiction hybrid. 8-12)

Schwartz, Corey Rosen & Call, Kirsti
Illus. by Ranucci, Claudia
Little Bee (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-4998-1086-8
This bovine’s having a bad day!
Little Mootilda wakes up with straw
in her hair. When her moomaw gives her a frozen treat to cheer
her up, it falls on the ground after one lick. “Her moomaw said,
‘That’s terri-bull, / but don’t stay in and mope.’ / She smoothed
her cowlick, smooched her cheek, / and said, ‘Go jump some
rope!’ ” Mootilda jumps rope with some other calves. That
seems to help until she trips and kicks a bucket of milk, sending
it flying and tangling everyone in the rope. One of the calves
suggests a swim with sheep, but a big, splashy belly-flop leaves
Mootilda in her bad mood. Cycling with pigs and playing basketball with horses end just as disastrously. Four chickens tell her
about their bad day: A flying bucket destroyed their painting; a
big splash drowned their sand castle….They “cow-miserate” and
get some ice cream. She doesn’t realize it, but the conversation
has helped. Now when another mischance befalls her ice cream,
she laughs—her bad mood has gone. After a few more cow puns,
she pulls up a couple bales and opens a “cow-nseling” service.
Little ones might need a bit of help understanding Mootilda’s
revelation, but Ranucci’s bright illustrations of wide-eyed farm
critters are engaging and lively, and the details demand repeated
readings. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch dou
ble-page spreads viewed at 79% of actual size.)
A barnyard parable sure to lighten bad mooods. (Picture
book. 2-7)

KITTIES ON DINOSAURS

y o u n g a d u lt

Slack, Michael
Illus. by the author
Dial (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-593-10838-3

Everyone knows kitties like to climb, but these kitties are
obsessed.
A pink, a yellow, and a calico kitty who live together on a catshaped tropical island are expert climbers. They have climbed
everything: a cat tree, a real tree, and even an ancient litter box
surrounded by trees. Their next conquest: the dinosaurs on
Dinosaur Island. Heedless of the narrator’s admonitions, the
kitties climb into their domed, amphibious “litter mobile” (it
has a periscope!), and they head out to climb some prehistoric
monsters. Their first attempt ends with them literally bouncing
down the back of a puzzled sauropod when it rears up on its
hind legs. They next don cowboy boots in hopes of lassoing a
dino, but this time they nearly end up in the lava pit. “Cat-mouflage” proves equally disastrous. A paratrooping plan D (who
makes a plan D?) fails, but the dinos have been charmed by the
kitties’ adorableness, and climbing ensues after some cuddling.
That’s it, right? Dinosaurs must be the ultimate climb, but it
turns out those were only dinosaur kids. Will they make a try for
the Mommysaurs? Of course! Slack’s jokey, cajoling narration
adds to the fun of this silly romp. The digitally painted illustrations of round-eyed kitties and toothy cartoon dinos will entice
fans of both to read or listen. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 55% of actual size.)
What will these kitties conquer next? Hopefully a sequel.
(Picture book. 2-7)

ASTRONUTS MISSION TWO
The Water Planet
Scieszka, Jon
Illus. by Weinberg, Steven
Chronicle (228 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-4521-7120-3
Series: AstroNuts, 2

The lovable aerospace animal assemblage returns in search of another hospitable planet for Earth’s inhabitants.
After striking out in their first mission (AstroNuts Mission
One: The Plant Planet, 2019), the four agents of NNASA—LaserShark, StinkBug, SmartHawk, and AlphaWolf—are back to
investigate another potential planet for Earth’s residents, this
time with modifications that give each one a special power.
Their ship, built from Thomas Jefferson’s nose from Mount
Rushmore, rockets them to the Water Planet, where they meet
its president, P.T. Clam. Brimming with hyperbole and effusive
praise, P.T. bombastically extols his home planet and offers
the AstroNuts to swap the Water Planet for Earth, promising
to filter Earth’s polluted waters. Noticing the others’ reticence,
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THE ROCKING DEAD

towering wall that stretches off into the distance to leave squirrel and tree alone in stark isolation. Thinking that there might
be more trees or bigger pine cones to claim on the other side, the
squirrel scampers to the top of the wall—and in a wordless final
scene is left staring at a crowded woodland aswarm with other
squirrels. Readers may be left feeling cast adrift, particularly
as the plotline comes off as, at best, thin next to flavorsome
explorations of the theme like Jeff Mack’s Mine! (2017), Alex
Willmore’s It’s My Sausage (2020), or Tallec’s own (as illustrator)
How Selfish! written by Clare Helen Welsh (2020). (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at
42% of actual size.)
Food for thought, though the portions are larger and
tastier elsewhere. (Picture book. 6-8)

Sullivan, Dana
Illus. by the author
Red Chair Press (64 pp.)
$18.99 | $8.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-63440-858-5
978-1-63440-859-2 paper
Series: Dead Max Comix, 2
A boy and his dead dog navigate the
difficult world of seventh grade.
In this graphic follow-up to The Dead
ening (2020), Derrick Hollis and his ghostly canine’s co-created
Dead Max comics are a hit, and he’s been asked to pen an advice
column for the school paper. He has also formed a band with
best friend Doug and is looking forward to competing in a Battle of the Bands that he has also planned as a pet-adoption event.
Derrick is also trying to negotiate a budding relationship with
his crush, Kim. Sullivan’s sophomore effort is busy, both plotwise with its many disparate narrative threads and visually with
his crowded, border-busting full-color panels. The art packs a
confetti-colored punch into each panel, and while his characters
encompass a spectrum of skin tones and heights and include
characters with visible disabilities, his female characters are all
similarly and unbelievably wasp-waisted and thin. For such a
slender volume, it contains too many goings-on for any arc to
be fully explored or resolved. For example, Derrick’s mother
has a problem with alcohol (a seemingly important detail) that
was introduced in the previous volume, but it hardly gets more
than a sentence in this offering, and when he answers his peers’
queries in his column, he brushes their serious problems aside.
Derrick and Doug are white; Kim and her best friend, Keisha,
have brown skin.
Ambitious but overstuffed. (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)

LOOKING FOR SMILE

Tarlow, Ellen
Illus. by Stringer, Lauren
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-5344-6619-7
A tenderhearted, life-affirming exploration of the depressive cycle through simple language and a rich
visual vocabulary.
Bear and Smile seem inseparable. They do everything
together: wake, munch, roam floral fields and wooded wilderness, plunge into waterfalls, and slurp golden gobs of honey.
Suffused with a solar glow, vibrant illustrations undergirded
by the inimitable texture of Arches paper initially exude the
most wonderful warmth. All is clearly well—but, as the world
has a habit of reminding us, great difficulties sometimes arrive
abruptly. One morning—without warning, without reason—
Bear finds himself alone. Smile is nowhere to be found. Amid
Bear’s gloomy landscape, a few objects retain their true colors,
but the rest of the world is subsumed by a deep blue malaise.
Rabbit notices something is amiss and suggests Bear seek
Smile in his favorite places; Bear searches everywhere, to no
avail. Bear slurps a pawful of honey as a last resort; still, Smile
doesn’t return. As hope fades, Bird swoops in and asks what’s
wrong. Bear shares his sorrow, and Bird sits alongside him. They
share the comfortable silence of confidants—until Bird begins
to sing, softly at first, then louder as Bear hums in harmony. As
they fill the forest with song, something stirs deep within Bear.
As it rises, the world slowly shifts. Color imbues the page. Life
irrupts anew. At long last, Smile appears on Bear’s face. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 57% of actual size.)
Invaluable in this moment and beyond. (Picture book. 5-10)

IT’S MY TREE

Tallec, Olivier
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Ghione, Yvette
Kids Can (36 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0547-4
A meditation on the perils of
possessiveness.
In what is not so much a story as an
open-ended discussion starter, a solitary
squirrel stakes a claim—“It’s MY tree and these are MY pinecones”—and then whirls off on a round of imaginary what-ifs.
Having first contemplated the prospect of being challenged for
ownership and then the notion that there just might be enough
shade and pine cones to share (“But we all know where that
kind of thinking leads”), the squirrel proceeds to envision ways
to reinforce its property rights…maybe by building a wall (nothing topical to see here, oh no). In the illustrations, the bucolic
setting is transformed into a mental landscape dominated by a
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This lovely celebration of African American culture,
featuring a Muslim family, offers a fresh way to look
at the tradition of creating new names.
your name is a song

YOUR NAME IS A SONG

lots more / colours than just blue.” The bouncy text hops and
scans cheerfully along, matching Roo’s playfully pounding feet.
The one-note joke gets a lot of mileage. But will the trickiest
color rhyme of all trip up Roo (and readers too)? (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9.8-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 42.3% of actual size.)
Infinitely shareable. Roo knows giggles. (Picture book. 3-6)

Thompkins-Bigelow, Jamilah
Illus. by Uribe, Luisa
The Innovation Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-943147-72-4

A girl learns to appreciate her long
name and the diverse names of others.
A black child wearing cornrows braided into an afro puff
watches her classmates in the schoolyard playing handball.
Momma arrives, wearing a bright headwrap, and asks about her
first day of school. The girl is upset because no one could say
her name—not even the teacher. Reflecting the title, Momma
tells her to tell her teacher her name is a song. As they walk
through the streets, swaying and dancing to the sounds of street
musicians and music from cars, Momma sings names from
many different cultures. (Each name is spelled phonetically in
parentheses for ease of caregivers reading aloud.) The next day,
“the girl didn’t want to go to school, but she had songs to teach.”
She even shows her teacher that “Miss Anderson” is a song.
This lovely celebration of African American culture, featuring
a Muslim family, offers a fresh way to look at the tradition of
creating new names; Momma says, “Made-up names come from
dreamers. Their real names were stolen long ago so they dream
up new ones. They make a way out of no way, make names out
of no names—pull them from the sky!” A glossary notes the
origins and meanings of the names included in the text, with a
note to always listen closely to how a person pronounces their
name. The dynamic, pastel-hued illustrations reflect energy and
strength.
A delightful celebration. (Picture book. 5-10)

SHERLOCK BONES AND THE
NATURAL HISTORY MYSTERY

Treml, Renée
Illus. by the author
Etch/HMH (272 pp.)
$17.99 | $7.99 paper | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-358-31184-3
978-0-358-31185-0 paper
Series: Sherlock Bones

ROO KNOWS BLUE

Treml, Renée
Illus. by the author
Penguin Random House Australia/
Trafalgar (24 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-14-379032-7
Explore colors set against an Australian landscape.
An exuberant kangaroo leaps around, singing a tune: “The
sky, the lake, / some flowers too. / Roo knows, / Roo knows, /
Roo knows / blue!” Spots of blue pop from the page against
a mottled gray-and-white backdrop, highlighting all that Roo
is seeing. As Roo bounds along, another color appears. “A
fox, some rocks, / a parrot’s head. / Roo knows / Roo knows, /
Roo knows….” A page turn reveals Roo confidently shouting,
“BLUE!” Luckily, a possum friend is there to help. “Silly Roo,
/ that’s not blue, / that’s… // red!” The three letters are enormous, and a full crimson background helps readers shout out
the answer. Roo sets off, bounding again. What will the next
color be? The rhyme builds up the anticipation, yellow bursts
from the page, and Roo answers, “blue?” Readers will delight in
correcting Roo’s confusion. “Little Roo, Little Roo, / there are
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In this graphic offering, a skeletal
sleuth and his stuffed sidekick are on the
case to catch a museum thief.
At the State Natural History Museum reside Sherlock
Bones, a tawny frogmouth skeleton, and his quiet companion,
a taxidermic Indian ringneck parrot named Watts. One day
the emergency alarm blares, and Bones quickly deduces that
the museum’s Royal Blue Diamond has been stolen. As Bones
and Watts investigate, they find that the diamond wasn’t the
only pilfered property: Other blue items are also missing. With
the help of new friend Grace, a chocolate-loving (and live) raccoon, the sleuths must gather clues and catch the thief before
the museum is shut down and they are all sent into the dark
and dusty recesses of storage. Treml’s graphic mystery will most
certainly delight fledgling eagle-eyed detectives who can spot
cleverly placed clues (and red herrings) in the tidy panels alongside cheery heroes Bones and Watts. Interspersed throughout
the narrative are fun facts covering a swath of natural science
from beetles to butterflies. While Treml’s art is eye-catching,
the black-and-white presentation is a disappointing choice for
such a visual offering that relies heavily on color to propel its
plot. This quibble aside, mystery aficionados should enjoy the
chance to solve the case alongside the lovable cast of animal
characters.
A nifty whodunit. (Graphic mystery. 7-10)
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Tolman’s remarkable illustrations invite readers
into a beautiful, fully realized dreamscape.
little fox

LITTLE WISE WOLF

the action in carefully constructed stream-of-consciousness,
always exactly complementing Tolman’s remarkable illustrations, which are rendered in a mesmerizing variety of forms and
techniques. (Production notes at the end provide insight into
their creation.) They invite readers into a beautiful, fully realized dreamscape. Backgrounds are gray-green, white, and soft
tan, with birds and animals accurately drawn and softly hued.
Little Fox and his family are seen in the brightest possible shade
of orange, and the kind human child, who is white, also has
bright orange hair and clothing. Readers will cheer Little Fox’s
full recovery while they study each page to find every glorious
detail.
A tender, brilliant tour de force from the Netherlands.
(Picture book. 4-9)

van der Hammen, Gijs
Illus. by Siemensma, Hanneke
Trans. by Watkinson, Laura
Kids Can (34 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0549-8
A little wolf learns there is more to life than accumulating knowledge in this Canadian import first published in the
Netherlands.
Little Wise Wolf is known for his love of reading big books
and for his knowledge. But when the other animals in the forest
come to him with their questions—“What do butterflies eat?”;
“How many stars are in the sky?”—Little Wise Wolf doesn’t open
his door. He tells himself he has too much to learn, too many big
books to read, to take time to help. Then one day, the king’s
crow summons him to the castle to heal the ailing king, and he
reluctantly begins the long journey to the castle. Unbeknownst
to him, his animal neighbors are following, and when Little
Wise Wolf gets weary and becomes lost, they rescue him with
a tent and food and a fire. Humbled by their gestures of compassion and friendship, Little Wise Wolf realizes that maybe he
isn’t so wise after all. This endearing story is exquisite on many
levels. The text is crisp and warm, and the illustrations, composed of translucent layers of earthy tones that evoke a textural,
harmonious atmosphere, are sublime. There’s a bit of hide-andseek going on with placement of the animals that will intrigue,
and the flashes of bright red—most prominently in Little Wise
Wolf ’s boots—are brilliantly conceived visual accents to keep
the eye engaged. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9.7-by23.4-inch double-page spreads viewed at 26% of actual size.)
Truly wonderful in all aspects. (Picture book. 3-8)

SMALL WALT
SPOTS DOT

Verdick, Elizabeth
Illus. by Rosenthal, Marc
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(48 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5344-4284-9
Will the eponymous, anthropomorphic snowplow and his
driver, Gus, be able to help a stray dog in the snowy city?
Of course, the resounding answer is yes—and with their
characteristic teamwork and compassion. As always, the fun
of watching the team do their careful work of plowing in areas
too tight for the larger plows is enhanced by simple sentences,
easily learned jingles, and plenty of onomatopoeia. In this episode, astute viewers will notice signs of the dog before Walt
does; he in turn is ahead of Gus. When Gus—who presents as
white—calls for help in rescuing the dog, a police SUV named
Bea shows up with her dark-skinned, female driver, Officer
Chance. Young readers are again given opportunities to speculate and predict: Will Walt’s open cab door help the humans
as they stumble about, trying to catch the “blur of fur”? The
climactic chase scene ends with the SUV taking the dog away,
acknowledging Walt’s contribution: “Take a bow, plow.” Later,
Gus drives a somewhat saddened Walt to the animal shelter.
The anticipated ending includes a new rhyme that presents the
new threesome. The retro-style illustrations include diversity in
humans. As in previous books, universally lauded human values
come through with no trace of didacticism. And the carefully
crafted sentences with limited, repetitive vocabulary work well
for both beginning readers and the read-aloud crowd. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed
at actual size.)
Every young child deserves to know Small Walt. (Picture
book. 3-6)

LITTLE FOX

van de Vendel, Edward
Illus. by Tolman, Marije
Trans. by Colmer, David
Levine Querido (88 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-64614-007-7
An exuberant young fox plays joyfully
among birds and animals, not always paying attention to possible dangers.
He cannot resist racing behind two purple butterflies, causing him to zoom past the edge of an outcropping, falling heavily. His story is first told wordlessly in detailed illustrations
that continue as text begins while he is unconscious, narrating
a dream in which he recalls his development from birth, playing with his brothers and sisters, being cared for and taught by
his parents, and having adventures in the world around him.
A human child on a bicycle appears, whose activities are presented wordlessly. The narration picks up Fox’s dream again and
comes full circle with the child finding Little Fox and returning
him home safely to his fox family. Van de Vendel’s text describes
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LITTLE BIRD

of trying to force a friendship, Eric and Kevin decided just to be
friendly.” As its predecessor did, this chipper story uses bright,
goofy, cotton-candy–toned art with tons of kid appeal to get to
a complex, important, and too-little-seen message. It’s slightly
misleading to suggest that emotional connections need to rely
on shared activities, but for children struggling to figure out
how to appropriately navigate relationships—or kids who just
want a fun story with raucous pictures—this will be a hit. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 19% of actual size.)
Better than a bottle of glitter soda. (Picture book. 4-8)

Voigt, Cynthia
Illus. by Perkins, Lynne Rae
Greenwillow (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-06-299689-3
A crow goes on a journey and is forever changed.
An undersized crow, Little Bird is
relegated to menial jobs in her flock. At
the story’s opening, she is watching the half-grown fledglings
while the other crows do more important jobs. Then a cat
comes, and chaos ensues. One fledgling is taken, and, nearly as
bad, “Our Luck”—a shiny necklace woven into the rook’s nest
as a protective totem—is also gone. Little Bird, shamed, sets off
to find it. The third-person narrative is told from Little Bird’s
point of view, and while she understands other animals’ speech,
they, with the exception of a wise goat, do not understand the
language of crows. But understanding and comprehension are
two different things, and there are many words Little Bird hears
whose meanings she doesn’t know. As Little Bird journeys farther away, she encounters unfamiliar concepts and continually
tries to put them into context. This allegorylike story is brilliantly conceived, but its ruminative aspect is tedious at times.
Little Bird’s assessing each new experience based solely on
what she currently knows is not unlike reading about someone
inventing the wheel. Over and over. That said, flashes of bright
humor burst joyfully, especially when the other animals talk,
and the story’s theme sneaks up on readers: Curiosity changes
you, enriches you, and gives you choices.
This quirky fable will either bemuse or beguile. (Fantasy.
8-12)

MARJORY SAVES THE
EVERGLADES
The Story of Marjory
Stoneman Douglas

y o u n g a d u lt

Wallace, Sandra Neil
Illus. by Gibbon, Rebecca
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(56 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-5344-3154-6
A visually rich look at the life of Marjory Stoneman Douglas,
a champion of the Everglades.
Vivid and lush, done in acrylic ink and colored pencil, the
illustrations immediately greet readers with skies full of birds
and flowers that create a horticultural rainbow. Alas, the bold,
folk-style illustrations that provide so much visual interest cannot save a problematic text about a noteworthy woman. Vague,
suggestive lines pepper the narrative, leading to more questions
than answers: “…it would be a long time before Marjory felt the
southern sunlight again. Or her father’s warm hug.” With no
mention of a family separation to help them along, readers will
be puzzled. “Finally, she found her voice. It wasn’t her father’s
voice, her mother’s voice, or Aunt Fanny’s. It was entirely the
voice of Marjory Stoneman Douglas.” Readers will wonder, did
any of those people try to silence her? Her father (now back in
the story) gave her the reporting job where she found that voice
and used it to advocate for women’s suffrage. Marjory “became
an activist” in her later years. But what was all of her advocacy
prior to that? The fatal flaw of the text, however, lies in its promotion of Marjory Stoneman Douglas, a white woman, as leader
of the charge to save the Everglades, reducing the work of the
Miccosukee and Seminole tribes (and countless others) to a sentence in the author’s note. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Readers (and Marjory) deserve better. (timeline, environmental tips, sources, additional resources) (Picture book/
biography. 6-10)

WHY CAN’T WE BE
BESTIE-CORNS?

von Innerebner, Jessika
Illus. by the author
Dial (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-984814-80-7
Series: Kevin the Unicorn
Unicorns Kevin and Eric decide not to be B(U)FFs.
In this worthy follow-up to the excellent It’s Not All Rain
bows (2019), Kevin is excited when he finds out that a new unicorn is moving in next door. Kevin is a “magical friend-making
machine,” and he just knows that this unicorn will be a perfect
best friend. Kevin imagines all kinds of adventures with his new
bestie, with a featureless cardboard-corn standing in for a real
unicorn, and when Eric meets Kevin, he’s equally enthusiastic
about immediately cementing their bond. But tension arises
when Kevin finds out that Eric prefers clam juice to glitter soda
and when Eric discovers that his new “BEST best friend” doesn’t
like camping. After a few other attempts, the two unicorns realize that not everyone is destined to be best friends, so “instead
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SILENT JOURNEY

any other errant “not-Bobs,” too). Luckily, Bruce just might
find a new, more accepting community, after all. Aptly named
Staake fills the art with sly asides: a sign that states “Curb Your
Bob,” a supermarket shelf filled with Bob-related cereals, and a
“Bobhound” bus, to name a few. Background colors in Bobville
are muted to pastel shades; the other side of the wall is splashy,
diverse, and bold.
A clever look at tolerance and understanding. (Picture book.
4-8)

Watson, Carl
Illus. by Bosley, Andrew
Red Chair Press (176 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 15, 2020
978-1-947159-30-3
Thirteen-year-old Scott wants a
place to belong, just like the abandoned
dog he befriends one summer.
Ever since Scott’s mother died seven
years ago, he has been deaf. A skilled lip reader, he communicates with his father using American Sign Language, but when
his father leaves him with his stern grandmother in order to
take an extended business trip, he struggles to connect. The
stray dog becomes solace, traveling with Scott when he is then
sent to live with an estranged uncle. Some might see Scott’s condition as conversion deafness, but this is not a book about the
experience of living with this rare disorder, never named in the
book. It is a book about a boy who becomes deaf after trauma,
then is cured of his deafness as if by magic with a second trauma.
Early in the story, Scott wishes that God would give him back
his hearing. Instead of learning to accept his hearing loss, he is
granted his wish. Scott’s use of ASL is depicted as a crutch that
keeps him from bravely using his voice. In addition to this overused and offensive depiction of deafness, the narrative’s pace
and tone are uneven. Watson raises the stakes exponentially in
the last act, and the ending is surprisingly tragic. Scott and all
the important characters are presumed white.
Authentic depictions of Deaf child characters are vanishingly few; this does not add to that small number. (Fiction. 9-13)

SÉANCE TEA PARTY

Yee, Reimena
Illus. by the author
Random House (272 pp.)
$20.99 | $12.99 paper | $23.99 PLB
Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-593-12532-8
978-1-984894-15-1 paper
978-1-984894-16-8 PLB
As a girl struggles to navigate adolescence, she finds support from an unlikely

source.
In this graphic novel, 12-year-old Lora Xi finds herself
increasingly isolated. While her best friend and her classmates
seem obsessed with parties, boys, and texting, her interests
have remained fixed on witches, ghosts, and nostalgic activities of childhood. While throwing herself a séance tea party
in the attic, she discovers a ghost, a girl about her age, named
Alexa. The two become fast friends, with Alexa gently prodding Lora to reach out to peers and slowly engage in more social
events. The energetic, flowing graphics embellished with colorful details reveal complex narratives for both characters. With
the help of some old friends, Alexa eventually discovers more
about her long-forgotten past, having lived in the same town 50
years prior. Lora finds the courage to participate in more social
events while staying authentic. But the two friends gradually
find their goals diverging, which leads to an emotional climax.
While this is Yee’s middle-grade debut, she is a veteran of comic
books, and it shows. She artfully balances complex character
arcs and suspense while bringing a touch of fantasy and wonder
without overcrowding the plot. Lora is of Chinese descent, and
Alexa is white; Lora’s middle-class North American community
is vibrantly diverse.
A coming-of-age tale that is both comforting and wonderfully peculiar. (author’s note) (Graphic fantasy. 9-12)

WELCOME TO BOBVILLE
City of Bobs

Winter, Jonah
Illus. by Staake, Bob
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-593-12272-3
978-0-593-12273-0 PLB
In a town where everyone looks the
same, individuality finally shines.
In Bobville, everyone is named “Bob” (according to their
nametags), and everyone looks exactly the same. Striped shirts
stretch over rotund bodies, noses flop, and skin and clothes are
drab in grayscale shades. Every Bob does the same thing as the
next Bob—they eat the same food, think the same thoughts,
indulge in the same hobby (playing accordion, of course), and
dream the same dreams at night (watching paint dry). They
have heard of suspicious others who are not named Bob but
see those only on the news. One day, one intrepid Bob wakes
up and decides instead to be called “Bruce.” Bruce gets a new,
very colorful wardrobe and steps outside. The town is appalled.
They immediately ostracize the “Person Formerly Known as
Bob,” quickly building a wall to keep Bruce out forever (and
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Sharp-eyed young readers will catch on quickly as
they are led in entirely unexpected directions.
the truth about dragons

KNOWING THE NAME OF
A BIRD

a visiting spacecraft: “Are you a boy or a girl?” one asks. “No,”
Robot responds. Next, learning through trial and error that a
cute bunnylike creature is actually a ravening “vexzor” whose
“favorite foods were scientists and crewmembers,” Robot finds
an acceptable dietary substitute, and lastly they make Yuli, a
new cloud person from planet Cumuli who communicates only
in Cumulan Sign Language, welcome with an overture of friendship. Robot is assigned no pronoun until adopting “they” in the
course of arguing with the guards. Occasional “science words”
like “assessment” or “binary” are bolded and defined in a glossary at the end. Early readers have come a long way from the
topics and tropes of Amelia Bedelia, and though in vocabulary
these four miniepisodes stand at a relatively advanced level,
emergent readers will be comfortable with both their format
and their themes and messages.
A book that is as helpful as its protagonist. (Early reader.
6-9)

Yolen, Jane
Illus. by van der Linde, Jori
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-56846-349-0
What’s in a name? The characteristics of a bird cannot be conveyed by the names we give them—
or by words in general.
According to Yolen, birds are given both scientific and popular names, such as robin, hawk, peacock, or swan, but neither
name captures anything about what the bird is really like. The
individuality of a bird, such as its color, or more tactile qualities, such as “The dinosaur feet, / crooked and brown, / or the
talons with / nails as hard as / an old man’s,” are not conveyed
by the name we give it. A bird’s name can’t convey its movement in space or the drama of a peacock’s outspread tail or the
nature of its flight or even if it flies at all. (Picture the emu or
the ostrich.) A concluding quote from noted physicist Richard
Feynman sums it up: “You can know the name of a bird in all the
languages of the world, but when you’re finished, you’ll know
absolutely nothing about the bird.” The idea is interesting, and
van der Linde’s illustrations are clean, clear, and attractive, but
in exploring negation the text offers little for curious, concretethinking young readers. It’s thematically consistent but also
maddening that the book doesn’t consistently identify the birds
pictured. The closing note discusses recording bird song but
then shrugs away the value of those recordings. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10.8-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 54.3% of actual size.)
An interesting thought experiment, but it doesn’t quite
take off. (Picture book. 4-6)

THE TRUTH
ABOUT DRAGONS

y o u n g a d u lt

Zollars, Jaime
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-316-48148-9

Dragons are real. Dragons are terrifying. Dragons are everywhere.
The unnamed protagonist, pale-skinned and clad in purple
boots, brown corduroy knickers, and a red jacket, seems to be
surrounded by dragons. They roam wild, showing their sharp
teeth, hovering over everything, waiting to smother. In the
beginning the protagonist appears very small, posed against a
castle backdrop with large, menacing dragons looming in deep
mists of purples, soft browns, and greens. But then the child
starts noticing some anomalies. The mist lifts, colors brighten,
and lines sharpen. The castle is gone, replaced by a school setting. The dragons are closer to a child’s size and have hands
instead of claws. Some are wearing mismatched socks, devouring food in a cafeteria, making noise in the library, and even creating music. Soon many have human bodies and faces, diverse
in skin tone. The protagonist becomes part of the group, playing together and challenging the few dragons that remain, even
daring to be dragonlike when necessary. In a perfectly seamless
blending, the text is spare and beautifully descriptive, focused
entirely on dragons and their characteristics, while the illustrations depict the action and the child’s changing reactions.
Sharp-eyed young readers will catch on quickly as they are led
in entirely unexpected directions, interpreting the child’s circumstance as anxiety on the first day of school or perhaps at a
new school. Children and their grown-ups can choose this one
again and again when faced with new situations.
A beautifully rendered, comforting, gentle lesson in overcoming fears. (Picture book. 4-8)

ROBOT THE ROBOT IS
HERE TO HELP!

Youngmark, Matt
Illus. by the author
Huggle Bug Books (88 pp.)
$22.99 | Aug. 26, 2020
978-1-0878-7552-1
Series: Robot the Robot, 1

A robot learns how to get in touch
with their own feelings and finds ways
to help a lonely newcomer, a hungry
extraterrestrial pet, and a pair of grown-ups with rigid views on
binary gender roles.
Wheeling about the orbiting Science Outpost B-333, looking for ways to be helpful, Robot resembles R2-D2 in the very
simple cartoon illustrations, though they have both a face and a
habit of changing color in each chapter. They first have a comfy
talk about personal reactions with Dr. Grbzl, a froglike therapist,
then an amusing conversation with two scowling guards aboard
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young
adult
THE COMPANION

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alender, Katie
Putnam (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-399-54591-7

THROWAWAY GIRLS by Andrea Contos................................................
FLAMER by Mike Curato.........................................................................

It’s been three months since 16-yearold Margot Radegan survived the car
wreck that killed her parents and two
sisters.
John Sutton, an old law school friend
of Margot’s father who owes him a debt
of gratitude, offers to take her in and away from the group home
where she’s been staying. When she catches a glimpse of Copeland Hall, the Suttons’ stately and enormous country home near
Chicago, she’s in awe. However, John and Laura Sutton’s support hinges on being a companion to their 17-year-old daughter, Agatha, who has a mysterious illness that has robbed her of
speech and rendered her barely responsive to her surroundings.
There’s no cellphone signal or access to Wi-Fi, but Margot’s
prospects are few, and eventually she develops a rapport with
Laura and finds she enjoys helping with Agatha. There’s even
a spark of romance with John and Laura’s 16-year-old son, Barrett. However, a series of strange events hint at a dark legacy
lingering in the vast halls of Laura’s ancestral home, and the
Suttons might not be quite what they seem. Margot’s narration
feels intimate, especially when she reflects on her potent grief,
and Agatha is never used as a prop: She and Margot develop
a silent communication that transcends speech. The palpable
and steadily building sense of dread throughout is enhanced by
a whisper of the supernatural. All characters seem to be white.
A pitch-perfect contemporary gothic. (Suspense. 12-18)

BLOOD MOON by Lucy Cuthew.............................................................
QUEERFULLY AND WONDERFULLY MADE ed. by Leigh Finke;
illus. by Shelby Pearson.............................................................................
THE LAST HALLOWEEN by Abby Howard............................................
BEARMOUTH by Liz Hyder.....................................................................
WATCH OVER ME by Nina LaCour........................................................
GOD LOVES HAIR by Vivek Shraya; illus. by Juliana Neufeld.............
FLAMER

Curato, Mike
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (368 pp.)
$25.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-62779-641-5

GENOMICS
A Revolution in Health and
Disease Discovery

Andersson, Hans C. & Stewart, Whitney
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (144 pp.)
$37.32 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-0056-3
A geneticist and an author for young
people provide a genome primer for
teens.
In efficient, readable prose, this book
walks readers through the history of humanity’s understanding
and application of genetics to modern medicine. After contextualizing by using genomics to identify undiagnosed diseases, a
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foundational history lesson shows how genetic inheritance was
theorized, described, and discovered (a process that started in
530 B.C.E.) and provides rundowns of basic genetic laws (with
Punnett squares demonstrating dominant and recessive traits).
A chapter on PKU (a disease that’s manageable through a special diet but causes lifelong intellectual disabilities if not caught
early) walks readers through the early development of newborn
screening, which grounds discussions of the nitty-gritty of
DNA. Through sidebars and various perspectives, the authors’
multiple explanations and diagrams help to distill complicated
information into easy-to-work-with concepts. Other chapters
cover the development of medical DNA tests and commercial
genetic testing (along with its limitations) before finally looking to the future potential of personalized genetic medicine.
Every step of the way, ethical implications are tackled head-on—
respect for members of the disability community is prioritized,
eugenics is debunked and its application rightfully vilified, and
discrimination on racial and transgender lines is confronted.
This accessible introduction demystifies the complicated science. The authors strategically use scientific language and
terminology paired with plainspoken explanations, and the colorful, varied physical layout enhances the reading experience.
High-quality, curiosity-sparking brain fuel. (glossary,
source notes, bibliography, further information, index,
photo credits) (Nonfiction. 13-18)

the end, only two suggestions are offered for ways to help in the
gun control movement: write to your politicians and vote when
you reach 18.
Such a detailed history, although interesting, may have
a limited audience. (charts, bibliography, discussion questions) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

THROWAWAY GIRLS

Contos, Andrea
Kids Can (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0314-2

WHOSE RIGHT IS IT? THE
SECOND AMENDMENT AND
THE FIGHT OVER GUNS

Bajramovic, Hana
Henry Holt (256 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-250-22425-5

Attorney Bajramovic presents a history of gun rights.
The history begins just before England’s Glorious Revolution (1688), which
led to that country’s developing a Bill of Rights that would,
about a century later, strongly influence the United States’ own.
Unfortunately, the Second Amendment, which established a
right to keep and bear arms, is surprisingly ambiguous, leading
to long years of uncertainty and strife. Bajramovic informs readers that gun-ownership restrictions in past centuries were common and often racially motivated. Although mostly presented
in a clear, straightforward manner, the narrative, replete with
numerous graphs, is unlikely to appeal to National Rifle Association members and occasionally demonstrates unnecessary bias,
such as with this unpleasant description of NRA hard-liner
Harlon Carter, quoted from one of her sources: “Sweat would
break out on his already glassy dome, and his face would turn as
red as freshly butchered game.” Long supplemental featurettes
interrupt the main story frequently, and there are many rather
bothersome references to information that will be presented
later. Some 800 endnotes keyed to page number within the text
help to buttress the factual content. For those who persevere to
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A tenacious 17-year-old girl pieces
together a dark account of class.
Caroline’s world is one of stifling
privilege at her Maryland prep school
and at home with her uptight, homophobic mother and passive father. Her saving
grace was The Wayside, a bar in West Virginia where she used to
meet up with the ex-girlfriend with whom she could wholly be
herself, two secrets not even her best friend, Madison, knows
about. This is why, after Madison goes missing, Caroline finds
it bizarre that Madison had a matchbook from The Wayside.
Caroline is determined to solve Madison’s disappearance but
along the way learns of other missing girls that no one is looking for, girls whose lives attract less attention due to their race
and socio-economic status. As the mystery unravels, Caroline
scrambles for leads to find Madison and the others. In a parallel
narrative, an intriguing, ominous voice narrates a life wholly the
opposite of Caroline’s. It will take defiance and cost Caroline
things she holds dear to find the truth and avenge past wrongs.
This haunting debut infused with social commentary on privilege and power is one that readers looking for suspense will
enjoy. The author uses the relationships between characters,
the second narrator shrouded in mystery, and the overall sinister, menacing tone to create a captivating tension that will keep
readers going until the end. Caroline and Madison are white.
A smart, memorable mystery. (Mystery. 14-18)

THE CREEPSHOW
The Taker

Cooper, Elley
Illus. by Schoonover, Brent
Scholastic (224 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-338-63123-4

Cooper delivers two original novellas
inspired by the popular Creepshow films
and television series.
In The Taker, after her family moves
to a new town, eighth grader Bea enters a middle school where
she’s thrilled to join the dance team, even if her fellow dancers
aren’t the nicest girls at school. When Bea meets the ghost of a
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fun summer reads centering
black characters
The Magic in Changing Your Stars by
Leah Henderson (Sterling, April 7): Ailey Benjamin Lane, named for black
dancer Alvin Ailey and astronomer/inventor Benjamin Banneker, is headed
into stiff competition for the role of
the Scarecrow in The Wiz. Black excellence, black fantastic, and black family
combine for a transformational story
of passion and persistence.

Early in my career as a school librarian, I observed that students
frequently assumed—often correctly—that a black person on a
book cover signaled that it would
be serious and not a “fun” read. Recent events have led to long-overdue interest by many nonblack
people in reading about racism and
sharing titles about it with young
people. Of course understanding
systemic racism is critical. But, as author Christine Taylor-Butler has pointed out, when we only encounter black
characters in books that center their pain and suffering,
we overlook black joy. We still need many more titles like
the following, but for now, here are some fantastic #ownvoices black novels for summer reading.

The Season of Styx Malone by Kekla Magoon (Wendy Lamb/Random,
2018): Cooler-than-cool Styx Malone
takes brothers Caleb and Bobby
Gene on a mischievous, path-altering
summer adventure in rural Indiana.
Heartening and hopeful, this is a love
letter to black male youth grasping
the desires within them, absorbing
the worlds around them, striving to
be more otherwise than ordinary.

Middle grade:
The Jumbie God’s Revenge by Tracey Baptiste (Algonquin, 2019): One
day, an out-of-season hurricane turns
the island upside down. Corinne
finds Papa Bois, guardian jumbie of
the forest. He tells her the storm is
the work of the jumbie god, Huracan.
Even though she’s half jumbie herself,
Corinne isn’t sure how to stop the
mighty god from destroying the island.

Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the
Sky by Kwame Mbalia (Rick Riordan
Presents/Disney, 2019): Chicago seventh grader Tristan Strong travels to
Alke, where African American folk
characters are gods. Tristan is mourning the death of his best friend, Eddie. On the ride to summer exile with
his grandparents, Tristan begins reading Eddie’s journal. It allows Tristan
to see folk heroes sending an unseen
someone off on a mission.

The Last Last-Day-of-Summer by
Lamar Giles (Versify/HMH, 2019):
Veteran sleuths Otto and Sheed are
coming to terms with the end of their
brave, heroic summer at Grandma’s.
They’ve got their lifesaving maneuvers committed to memory and ready
to save any day. Save the day they
must, as a mysterious, bendy gentleman and an oversized, clingy platypus have been unleashed on the city.
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All the Things We Never Knew by
Liara Tamani (Greenwillow, June 9):
For Carli and Rex, it’s love at first
sight when he blows her a kiss from
the free-throw line as she watches
on the sidelines. Tamani crafts layers of complexity around falling
in love, making hard choices, and
dealing with loss—on and off the
court—in this deeply intimate story
of two talented, sensitive teens.

Deathless Divide by Justina Ireland (Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins,
Feb. 4): Two young black women
kick zombie ass from the post–
Civil War East to the late-1800s
American West. Alternating between Jane’s haunted life and
Katherine’s more devout but no
less deadly existence, each chapter takes readers farther west, with
hopes resting on happy endings for
the duo in California.

seemingly friendly teen girl named Kimmie—who has a penchant for swiping small items and who is haunting her room—
she welcomes the company. However, as Bea bends under
the toxic influence of her new friends, she discovers that her
friendly ghost may not be so friendly after all. In Pretty Polly,
13-year-old animal lover Casey, who lives with his struggling
single mom, is thrilled when he’s allowed to adopt his dream
pet, an African grey parrot. Dorian Grey was advertised as
free to a good home, and Casey quickly realizes that Dorian
is preternaturally smart but has a dangerously wicked streak.
Utilizing neat twists to emphasize well-known cautionary tales
are a trademark of the Creepshow franchise, as is its particular brand of twisted humor. Cooper somewhat successfully
pulls off the former but not the latter, and the straightforward,
rather simplistic prose doesn’t allow for much nuance. However, in another nod to the source material, the comic-book
panels in the preface are a nice touch. All characters seem to
be white.
Teens seeking intense scares, or really, any scares at all,
should look elsewhere. (Horror. 12-14)

No One Here Is Lonely by Sarah
Everett (Knopf, 2019): Before his
accidental death, Will signed up
to be a Cognitive Donor with a
service that allows people to talk
to a Companion—a facsimile of
the deceased. Keeping her phone
on as she moves through her summer, Eden takes Will with her everywhere and falls in love with him
despite knowing he’s not real.

y o u n g a d u lt

The Sound of Stars by Alechia
Dow (Inkyard Press, Feb. 25): A
human teen and an alien invader
make an unlikely and potentially
dangerous connection. When the
spaceships came to Earth, large
numbers of humans died and the
Ilori took over. Seventeen-year-old
Ellie managed to hold onto a trove
of forbidden books. There is much
to enjoy in this story featuring a
complex black teen.

WAYWARD WITCH

Córdova, Zoraida
Sourcebooks Fire (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-4926-5068-3
Series: Brooklyn Brujas, 3
The Mortiz sisters are back in this
conclusion to the Brooklyn Brujas
trilogy.
Rose, the youngest Mortiz sister
and a bruja with a newly found unique
power, never expected to be a Chosen One or to go on her
own adventure as her sisters did before her. But on the night of
her Deathday party, Rose and her father are whisked away to
the mythical Kingdom of Adas, the fairy realm where he was
trapped for years and where Rose is welcomed by the king as
Lady Siphon, one of the Guardians of Adas. Together with a
misfit band of powerful companions, Rose must save the kingdom from the spreading rot that is destroying the land while
her father is kept hostage. Rose fights to survive, defeats multiple adversaries, and makes new friends and allies, simultaneously contending with the secrets her father had been keeping
from their family and learning to control her powers without
letting them consume her—all while struggling not to lose
herself and her memories of home and family. Infusing her
story with Latinx traditions and characters, Córdova beautifully wraps up the series through the self-assured narration
of a 15-year-old girl who finds herself as she learns to control
her powers. Readers new to the series will find the book easy
to follow and discover much to love in the immersive, diverse
world of the close-knit Mortiz family.
An engrossing read. (map, author’s note) (Fantasy. 14-18)

Truly Madly Royally by Debbie
Rigaud (Point/Scholastic, 2019):
Zora, a young, black community
organizer, commutes from New
Jersey to a summer program at a local Ivy League. A chance encounter
leads to a relationship with Owen,
a white boy who is prince of a small
European country. Readers will
root for smart, talented Zora as she
navigates the world of the rich.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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A powerful, fiercely feminist novel.
blood moon

FLAMER

terrifying, Frankie’s fear and shame are compounded by the
seeming betrayal of people she trusted. This beautifully written
novel in verse is equal parts tender and tough, covering a broad
swath of adolescent concerns, from orgasms to the dark side of
the internet. Cuthew’s depiction of online bullying and harassment is graphic and spot-on; funny dialogue helps to lighten the
intensity. All characters seem to be white.
A powerful, fiercely feminist novel that normalizes menstruation and confronts destructive cyberculture. (Verse novel.
13-18)

Curato, Mike
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (368 pp.)
$25.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-62779-641-5
The last week at Scouting camp
highlights accomplishments and humiliations that last a lifetime.
Aiden, a fat, biracial (Filipino and
white), soon-to-be high schooler, is in his last week of Boy Scout
camp in 1995. Each day documents events, from bonding over
fireside songs and learning important skills to the micro- and
macroaggressions that follow an adolescent boy of color who
presents as effeminate and is queer. As the week moves on,
readers learn more about Aiden and his life, from his stressful
home with an emotionally abusive father to his love of Catholicism and being an altar server. The stress of a new school, bullies
who are ever present, and struggles with identity drive Aiden
to a breaking point, one that’s familiar to many young people.
The monochromatic illustrations, sometimes highlighted with
red, orange, and yellow, are timeless moments of a remembered
childhood. The use of red to highlight the tangible (firelight, a
Swiss Army knife) and represent the intangible (passion, sorrow,
and hope) is a master class in simplicity. But the true star of this
book is the writing, which describes a boy who could live in any
decade on his journey of self-discovery. This is a story that will
be read and reread, and for some, it will be the defining book of
their adolescence.
Buy it. Read it. Share it. (afterword, resources) (Graphic
fiction. 12-18)

SHE REPRESENTS
44 Women Who Are
Changing Politics . . . and the
World
Donohue, Caitlin
Illus. by Arrington, Briana
Zest Books (216 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-7901-9

Women in the United States and
around the world have taken different
paths to political involvement and power.
This look at 44 individuals explores the ways women have
made a difference in the political lives of their communities.
Donohue has chosen past and current elected officials, primarily from the United States but also from other countries and
including women with varying political points of view. Many
of the subjects make headlines regularly, such as Speaker of
the House Nancy Pelosi and former vice presidential nominee
Sarah Palin; others do not. On the international front, women
such as Jacinda Ardern, the prime minister of New Zealand
who drew attention for taking family leave while in office, and
Camila Vallejo Dowling, a Communist member of the National
Congress of Chile’s Chamber of Deputies, are featured. The
sobering story of Marielle Franco, an openly queer black city
councilor from Rio de Janeiro who grew up in a favela and was
killed because of her activism, demonstrates the price some
women have paid for speaking out. Sidebars define important
terminology, and nestled among the bright portraits of many
of the subjects are lists of distinguished women leaders. The
tone of this richly diverse and well-sourced work is conversational and lively. Each short biography contains the subject’s
life story, their primary causes, significant achievements, and
quotes; despite the brevity, the coverage provides keen insight
into each subject.
A must-have title. (source notes) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

BLOOD MOON

Cuthew, Lucy
Walker US/Candlewick (416 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5362-1503-8
Frankie struggles with the fallout
after a meme about her awkward first
sexual experience goes viral.
Frankie and Harriet have been best
friends forever. They share a treehouse
with a telescope and a passion for astronomy and photography. But Frankie
becomes annoyed as Harriet becomes
more boy-obsessed, and Harriet thinks Frankie is prudish and
judgmental. But there is a boy Frankie secretly likes—in sweet
Benjamin, she finds her science geek equal. After Frankie and
Harriet have a blowup, Frankie and Benjamin share a sexual
experience, her first, during which she gets her period. Initially, the couple are able to move past the awkwardness goodnaturedly. But the next day at school, everyone’s buzzing about
what happened, and a nasty meme about it goes viral. As the
online response to the meme grows increasingly violent and
150
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Kit Frick

AN INTRICATELY PLOTTED THRILLER SET IN THE HAMPTONS SHINES A
LIGHT ON SOCIAL ISSUES
By Laura Simeon
Steadfast Studio

production the previous winter. All three of my novels take
place either in multiple timelines or [with] multiple points
of view or both. So I always have a lot of moving parts, and
it’s something that I’ve become better equipped to navigate
with each book. The way in which I outline is fairly sparse:
I often just give myself a sentence or two, so it’s more like a
map, but it gives me room to play so that I stay interested
when I’m drafting.

I loved the way the mystery kept me guessing, but after
the big reveal I could connect the dots and see how you
got there.
As an author that’s what [I] hope to hear—that you didn’t
necessarily figure it out, but the breadcrumbs are there and
you can see how the pieces fit together. Even if something is
very shocking, I try hard for it to make complete logical sense
when you look in retrospect. I hate it when I read a book
where there’s a twist that I’m amazed at—and then I realize
there’s absolutely no way that I could have figured it out.

Kit Frick’s I Killed Zoe Spanos (McElderry, June 30) is the
perfect summer read, gripping even the most distracted-bythe-pandemic brain and offering plenty of substance. Frick
and I sat down to chat about the novel over Zoom; the conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

As a fan of mysteries and thrillers, I appreciate the way
books like this one have strong reader appeal and deal
with serious issues.

In your own words, what is the story about?
I Killed Zoe Spanos is a book about a confession that doesn’t
hold water and the quest to find the truth. When Anna arrives in the village of Herron Mills, she’s there for a fresh
start. She’s going to take the summer nanny gig, and she’s
ready to leave her hard-partying past in Brooklyn behind.
The longer she spends in Herron Mills, the more she realizes she has this connection—that she cannot quite place
but knows is there—to Zoe Spanos, who went missing the
previous New Year’s Eve. Things escalate to the point where
Anna confesses to playing a role in Zoe’s death, which is not
a spoiler because we learn that Zoe is dead in the first chapter of the book.

Through genre fiction we do have an opportunity to both
draw in reluctant readers but also to address social issues.
I’ve been able to explore a variety of issues through my
books, from bullying and friendship breakups to conversion
“therapy” to the intersections of class, race, and crime. In Zoe,
Anna comes from a working-class background in Brooklyn
to nanny for an affluent family in the Hamptons. At one
point, Martina casts suspicion on Caden Talbot, another local teen. In real life, true-crime reportage can be problematic in a number of ways—when it sensationalizes trauma
and when it implicates living people who have to deal with
the very real fallout. I wanted to explore that in the novel;
Martina is well meaning and never directly accuses Caden of
anything, however as one of the few black teens in Herron
Mills [Caden is biracial—African American and white], it’s
the reality that despite Martina’s attempts at careful reporting, Caden is still scrutinized by the community in a heightened way because of his race. Martina in turn must reckon
with the impact of her reporting.

The various timelines and perspectives must have been
tricky to plan and execute.
The book takes place in three timelines: the summer that
Anna spends in Herron Mills; the fall, when Anna confesses
to manslaughter and concealing Zoe’s body and is incarcerated in a juvenile detention center awaiting trial; and the podcast that local teen Martina Green produces [which] began
152
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I am an avid consumer of true-crime media, and I wanted Martina’s Missing Zoe podcast to encapsulate both the
highs and lows of reporting on crime and living suspects. [It]
was one way to call attention to our societal fixation with
missing and dead girls. Often the focus is on the killer; [this
is] very much a woman-centered story that looks at a missing girl.

As an editor and someone who writes poetry for adults,
what do you enjoy about writing YA?

FRANKIE COMICS

Dukes, Rachel
Illus. by the author
Oni Press (144 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-5493-0688-4

Often in adult books with teen characters, the teen character is looking back and processing situations that happened
in their youth. In YA, the point of view is immediate; I think
YA really is much more about point of view and state of mind
than it is about the character’s age. I was drawn to writing
YA because I still feel like I’m 16 a lot of the time. Adolescence is very much just below the surface for me—those
emotions and the way in which I processed everything, [the
way] everything feels heightened, feels life and death. Tapping into that state of mind was very readily available to me
as an author. In terms of writing thrillers specifically, everything really is life or death, so it felt like a very natural conversation between the emotional immediacy of adolescence
and the actually heightened stakes of a thriller.

What kind of feedback have you gotten from
teen readers?
It’s been wonderful—interacting with teen readers has been
one of the most special parts of this job, and I just want to do
more of it. There’s nothing more special than having a teen
come up to you at an event and tell you how meaningful your
book was to them. When someone tells you that your book
is their favorite and they read it four times—it’s the most
rewarding thing because you know that even if only a small
handful of readers have that intense response to your work,
it was that book for someone. I remember feeling that way
about a small handful of books as a teen and how meaningful
they were to me.

FIND LAYLA

Elison, Meg
Skyscape (188 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5420-1978-1

I Killed Zoe Spanos was reviewed in the April 1, 2020, issue.

A teen suffering from neglect at
home films a viral video to shine a spotlight on her bitter truth.
At 14, Layla Bailey is an aspiring
scientist and caretaker of her younger
brother, Andy. She acts as both subject
and observer of her own life, living in an unsafe, moldering apartment that suffers from the same neglect that she and Andy do.
Their mother, who checks out more often than not, leaves them
to their own devices. Layla is bullied at school for her unkempt
appearance and poor personal hygiene, and things come to a head
when Andy is taken away by Child Protective Services, prompting her to post a video she filmed of her home for a school biome
project. When the video goes viral, Layla tries to do what it takes
to survive on her own terms and to control as much of the experiment of her life as she is able. Sharply observed and well-written,
Layla’s story is both accessible and resonant, deftly tackling issues
of poverty, neglect, and resilience. To get to know Layla is to
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After a couple finds a kitten at their
door, even the most mundane routines
become different.
In a series of full-color minicomics,
Frankie, a blue-eyed black and white
cat, gets into typical kitty mischief while also bringing joy to
her humans, Rachel and Mike. A webcomic based on real life
is the basis for this book, a collection of cute, sweet, and silly
scenes rather than a story with an overarching plot. From sleepy
snuggles to sassily stealing people food, Frankie is always lovable with her expressive face and oversized eyes. One series of
scenes features duplicate panels of everyday activities such as
using the bathroom, making dinner, and being on the computer,
one side sans cat and the other with Frankie always in the way.
Anyone who lives with a social cat will surely relate. Another
scene shows Frankie stealing a hair tie, a favorite toy of cats
everywhere. Crisp, vibrantly colored, mostly black-lined cartoon drawings are in panels, sometimes outlined, sometimes
open, with ample white space throughout. Rachel presents
white; Mike has light brown skin and black hair. This ode to
a beloved pet delightfully highlights the joys of living with a
feline companion.
Fluffy fun for cat lovers. (cat care tips, resources) (Graphic
humor. 12-adult)

understand the myriad challenges that many young people face
behind closed doors and the fortitude required of them to survive against odds that are stacked against them. Layla’s mother
and brother seem to be white; mention of Layla’s hair texture and
hair-care needs may cue her as biracial.
A powerful voice that is bound to make an indelible
impact on readers. (Fiction. 14-18)

growing up, and these have the potential to be amplified by
religious beliefs. Addressing that issue head-on, this guide for
Christians seeks to provide counsel, understanding, and gentle
guidance across a series of 40-plus chapters that address everything from coming out in a variety of contexts, positive ways
to deal with haters, and helping start the conversation about
gender-neutral bathrooms at school, to living authentically. The
book acknowledges that the advice is sometimes vague, but
that’s because the spectrum of queer life is so broad. In this
regard, the book excels by speaking to a range of genders and
sexual identities; asexuals, nonbinary people, bisexuals, pansexuals, etc., are all addressed with respect and will find useful tips for navigating their early years. The book works better
for hunt-and-peck readers as opposed to those reading from
cover to cover because some of the information is repetitious,
but that repetition may be necessary to counterbalance years
of incorrect, inaccurate, or purposely hateful misinformation.
The contributors to this fabulous read include mental health
experts and religious leaders. Text boxes, pie charts, graphs, and
grayscale illustrations support and enhance the main narrative.
A must-have book for libraries, schools, and churches.
(note on language, glossary, additional resources, sources)
(Self-help. 12-18)

DARK BLADE

Feasey, Steve
Bloomsbury (352 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-4088-7339-7
Series: Whispers of the Gods, 1
Altruistic orphan Lann is destined to
be paired with the Dreadblade, a magical,
deadly sword that demands fidelity of its
bearer as it eliminates evil.
After his mother dies in childbirth
and his father is fatally attacked by a wolfish creature, humble
Lann takes refuge with the witch Fleya. While there, Lann
learns that her sister was his birth mother and receives a visit
from Rakur, a trickster god who gives him the Dreadblade. Now
Fleya and Lann, plus Dreadblade, are driven to save Stromgard
from a conspiracy as well as from the monsters from the Void.
All of this is orchestrated by the vengeful prince Kelewulf and
the villainous sorcerer Yirgan. Kelewulf is determined to ruin
the Rivengeld royals with dark Art and gain power. The tropes
are familiar but don’t feel formulaic thanks to a cast of characters with well-developed backstories. Even Kelewulf is viewed
with sympathy by his cousin, King Erik. Historical events
are seamlessly interspersed with present-day action, contests
fought at close range, and a hint of romance, leaving readers
cheering for the hero. Lann maintains his appealing humanity
because it is the Dreadblade who identifies the evil, allowing
Lann to make peace with delivering justice. Kelewulf ’s comeuppance will have to wait since the book ends with a cliffhanger. In
this Scandivanian-inspired setting, characters default to white.
The promise of more clashing action will have readers
clamoring for the next book. (map) (Fantasy. 12-15)

THE BIG QUESTIONS BOOK OF
SEX & CONSENT

Freitas, Donna
Levine Querido (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-64614-018-3

A teen sex-education guide that
emphasizes consent.
An author for teens and middle graders as well as a sex-education lecturer on college campuses, Freitas shapes what she’s learned from the students she works with
to guide teens on their own paths as sexual beings. A lengthy,
philosophical opening may lose some readers, but it starts
teens thinking critically about their “relational ethic” in regard
to friendships. The author then expands this framework to a
“sexual ethic.” Her candid, conversational style is inclusive, recognizing both that relationships aren’t a one-size-fits-all heterosexual construct and the intersections that race, religion,
and other identities add to the discussions. To create a sexual
ethic, Freitas encourages teens to consider such topics as their
own sexual identity, societal norms and stereotypes, and their
presence on social media. These contemplations, in turn, build
upon one another, culminating in a look at the nuanced nature
of consent (rather than a simple yes-or-no response), how
it can end sexual violence, and its relation to desire and love.
Each section concludes with several questions that prompt
self-reflection and journaling. The author avoids shaming readers, instead both acknowledging how some religions constrict
sexual freedom and encouraging respect for personal religious
choices. At odds throughout, however, are middle-grade and YA
authors’ advice to their 12-year-old selves and an authorial tone

QUEERFULLY AND
WONDERFULLY MADE
A Guide for LGBTQ+
Christian Teens
Ed. by Finke, Leigh
Illus. by Pearson, Shelby
Beaming Books (260 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-5064-6524-1

A must-read guide for all queer and
questioning Christians (and their allies, too)!
Queer youth still face a multitude of challenges while
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A comic horror tour de force.
the last halloween

NOT YOUR #LOVESTORY

more suited to complex, mature issues like vulnerability and the
hookup culture of college campuses.
An important book that addresses the missing components of most sex-ed programs. (further reading, bibliography) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

Hartl, Sonia
Page Street (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-64567-054-4

Goldsmith, Connie with Sato, Kiyo
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (136 pp.)
$32.37 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-5901-1

Illuminates the story of a Japanese
American activist’s experiences with
internment and her perseverance in

rebuilding her life.
In 1941, Sato’s family was living near Sacramento, California,
on her family’s small but successful farm. Seven of her younger
siblings were in school, another was in the U.S. Army, and Sato
herself had just entered college. A year later, everything had
changed: In February 1942, the U.S. government forced anyone
with one-sixteenth or more Japanese ancestry into incarceration camps. In a straightforward and affecting narrative, the
authors take readers through a personal journey well embedded in its historical context. The Satos’ experience is recounted
alongside the dominant sentiments and political policies of the
times. Sidebars further elucidate events, enhanced by photographs and archival documents. One such inset explains the
contracting of photographers to paint internment in a positive
light. Another examines the euphemistic language used to influence public perceptions of this suspension of civil rights. After
the war, Sato pursued a career in nursing in the U.S. Air Force
and in public health. A Korean War veteran and president of the
Sacramento branch of the Japanese American Citizens League,
she has been active as a public speaker, making school visits to
educate youth about internment and advocating for human
rights. This timely and important story puts a human face on a
shameful chapter in American history.
A moving, insightful portrait. (foreword, author’s note,
family tree, timeline, glossary, source notes, bibliography,
further information, index, photo credits) (Biography. 12-16)
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Macy Evans dreams of becoming a
social media star with her feminist ’80s
and ’90s movie reviews—until she finds
herself in the wrong spotlight.
Life isn’t easy for Macy and her single
waitress mom, who struggle to get by.
Macy works at a video rental shop along with her best friend,
Elise, and Paxton, a boy with a soft smile and sad past. Meanwhile, she puts her heart into her YouTube channel, hoping that
it will someday generate enough income for her to get out of her
dead-end town. When someone posts pictures on Twitter of her
and the hunky boy who sat next to her at a Kansas City Royals
baseball game with a comment insinuating that something happened between them, Macy suddenly becomes internet-famous
and the object of shaming comments and real-life stalkers. Her
YouTube views, however, are through the roof. Can she leverage
her newfound fame? Is compromising her values for followers
worth jeopardizing her friendships and something more profound with Paxton? Hartl adds an interesting perspective to
the canon of internet-ruins-everything stories, with gentle and
respectful treatment of the very real hardships and humanity
behind the all-consuming race for clicks. The resolution is a bit
pat, but at least everyone gets a happy ending. Most characters
default to white; Elise is Latinx and queer.
A touching and very human perspective on internet
infamy: Click on this one. (Fiction. 14-18)

KIYO SATO
From a WWII Japanese
Internment Camp to a Life of
Service

THE LAST HALLOWEEN
The Children
Howard, Abby
Illus. by the author
Iron Circus Comics (442 pp.)
$25.00 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-945820-66-3

When nightmarish creatures attack,
the fate of humanity rests in the hands of
a 10-year-old girl.
It is Halloween night, and all young Mona wants to do is
trick-or-treat, but her parent is unable to take her. In the dark
and gloom of night, monsters descend, and Mona finds herself
absorbed into a motley but friendly crew of creatures: tween
vampire Ringley, creepy living doll Robert, teenage ghoul Shirley,
and Banjo the wereopossum. The nightmarish monster scourge
has been unleashed by the presumed death of the Phagocyte,
a magical being who keeps the balance between worlds. Can
Mona and her friends find the Phagocyte’s heir before the
monsters devour all of humanity? In this spectacularly wrought
graphic offering, writer and artist Howard’s illustrations are
unquestionably striking, utilizing a perfect mood-setting
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top summer ya reads
You Should See Me in a
Crown by Leah Johnson
(Scholastic, June 2): “Johnson does an excellent job
of portraying the anxiety
and internalized self-hatred
from being different in a
mostly white, affluent small
town. The queer prom romance you didn’t know you
needed.”

The Mermaid, the Witch,
and the Sea by Maggie Tokuda-Hall (Candlewick, May
5): “Set against the backdrop
of colonial expansion, this
nautical fantasy goes beyond mere swashbuckling to
examine the impacts of imperialism and misogyny. Absolutely enthralling.”
Banned Book Club by Hyun
Sook Kim and Ryan Estrada;
illustrated by Hyung-Ju Ko
(Iron Circus Comics, May 19):
“Disturbing elements of political corruption and loss of human rights are lightened by
moving depictions of sweet,
funny moments between
friends. A tribute to young
people’s resistance in the face of oppression.”

Where We Go From Here by
Lucas Rocha; translated by
Larissa Helena (PUSH/Scholastic, June 2): “This treatise on community provides
comfort in an often homophobic world, with strongwilled drag queens; drunken,
ecstatic nights; and blossoming lovers. Simply fearless.”
You Brought Me the Ocean:
An Aqualad Graphic Novel
by Alex Sanchez; illustrated
by Julie Maroh (DC, June 9):
“Jake Hyde finds out that the
‘birthmarks’ on his body that
he self-consciously keeps
covered grant him the power to control water. A worthy,
diverse addition to the DC
Universe.”

A Song of Wraiths and Ruin
by Roseanne A. Brown (Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins,
June 2): “Brown’s complex
plot winds and races from
beginning to end…and her
exceptionally
well-built
world is infused with North
and West African tricksters,
naming conventions, and religious traditions.”
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I’ll Be the One by Lyla Lee
(Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins, June 16): “Slathers
on all the juicy drama, high
emotion, and kick-ass performances you’d expect
from a K-pop talent competition but also has quieter moments where true
friendships and a swoony

black-and-white pen-and-ink scheme and grabbing its reader
with both the scope of its imagination and its clever use of perspective, including fish-eye shots. Despite its prepubescent protagonist, this is not a middle-grade tale; Howard has a keen eye
for creative gore that may deter the squeamish, however, those
who forge on will be utterly captivated by its unexpected heart
and dark humor. Although Howard’s first volume in a proposed
series is a hefty doorstop at nearly 450 pages, expect readers to
blaze through it at wildfire speed and absolutely demand more.
Mona’s parent is nonbinary; most characters appear to be white.
A comic horror tour de force. (character list, reader questions, guide to making a comic) (Graphic horror. 14-18)

romance develop.”
The Circus Rose by Betsy
Cornwell (Clarion/HMH,
June 16): “A queer reimagining of ‘Snow-White and
Rose-Red.’ This creative exploration of chosen family,
self-knowledge, love, and the
tension between opposites is
both timely and timeless.”

BEARMOUTH

Hyder, Liz
Norton Young Readers (256 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-324-01586-4

Devil’s Ballast by Meg Caddy (Text, July 14): “A swashbuckling fictional account of
two of the world’s most infamous pirates. Caddy maintains historical authenticity
throughout, neither dampening the violence of the setting nor the dangers of having a marginalized body.”
The Glare by Margot Harrison (Disney-Hyperion/LBYR,
July 14): “The expertly balanced reality-blurring storyline and strategic technology
depictions seed psychological
scares that will linger long after reading. A chilling way to
turn screen time into scream time.”
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Newt has been eking out a living as
an unskilled laborer in the bleak Bearmouth coal mine since the age of 4.
Forced to work in appalling underground conditions in an alternate Britain
for meager pay, Newt—also called “YouNuck” (eunuch) by others as a malicious nod to their perceived
undefined gender—must split their earnings between essential
purchases from the company store and wages sent to their family back home. Life in the mine is brutal, and each day seems to
bring new injuries, assaults, or deaths. Newt is able to focus on
the bright spots in the darkness: loving friendships, moments of
joy, and caring fellow miners who treat Newt like family. Newt
is encouraged to keep their head down and follow the rules so
as to not upset the fine balance in the mines between exploited
workers and those in power, but everything changes when a
dangerous newcomer joins the team and begins asking provocative questions. When tragedy strikes, Newt begins to question
their religious faith in the Mayker and yearns for change. Newt
is taught their letters by Thomas, a fellow worker in the mines,
and the story is told in Newt’s own words through phonetically
written prose. Thomas has brown skin; all other characters
seem to be white.
This grim and immersive thriller delivers suspense in the
dark. (Dystopian thriller. 14-18)

SING LIKE NO
ONE’S LISTENING

precision. The story is fast paced, and the character development is quite robust for both primary and secondary characters.
Reya has a strong character arc that will leave readers rooting
for her and her best friend, Nina Nadeer, during various trials.
From self-blame to top of her game, Reya finds her way in a setting in which the odds are never in her favor. The fantasy world
combines various Indian cultural elements such as food and the
grandeur of royalty with magic-weaving.
Enchanting. (Fantasy. 12-18)

Jones, Vanessa
Peachtree (312 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-68263-194-2

Nettie is a singer—although she currently can’t produce a single note.
Despite a disastrous audition, Nettie is accepted by the prestigious Duke’s
Academy of Performing Arts in London’s
West End. Her famous mother, who trained there as a ballerina,
passed away suddenly a year ago, leaving Nettie’s emotions raw.
After a horrendous first day that includes bullying from an older
student and cruel public abuse from an elder ballet teacher, she
stops in an empty studio, where she surprises herself by being
able to sing a song her mother liked. Then she realizes she’s not
alone; someone’s playing piano, hidden by a partition. Shocked,
Nettie runs out, leaving the identity of her accompanist a mystery. As she settles in, Nettie collects a dramatic group of friends,
including two gay boys and a bi-curious girl who struggles with
body issues and disordered eating; Nettie does her best to support her. Getting to know an attractive guitar player and private voice lessons that help her work through her psychological
triggers take up the rest of Nettie’s time. Anglophiles, music
and theater nerds, and those looking for some classic will-theywon’t-they romance will all find something to enjoy here. Jones
writes her subject matter authentically, with obvious passion
to balance the professional arts’ not-so-pretty struggles. Most
characters are white although there is some ethnic diversity in
the cast.
A touching portrait of healing after loss. (Fiction. 14-18)

WATCH OVER ME

LaCour, Nina
Dutton (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-593-10897-0

When she ages out of foster care,
Mila takes an internship on a haunted
farm outside Mendocino.
After being abandoned by her single
mother, Mila was placed in foster care.
The family she lives with now wants a
baby and won’t adopt her, so Mila gets a farm internship after
high school graduation. Mila is a quiet, beautifully written character; LaCour is a master at depicting loneliness. The farm is
run by Terry and Julia, whose focus is on rebuilding the lives
of youth impacted by foster care. Although the farm is in a
remote rural area, Mila is determined to make it her new home.
In addition to the seven foster children and two other interns,
ghosts live there. The sense of place is strong, and readers will
be transported to the rocky, coastal hills shrouded in fog and
full of secrets. When mementos from her past begin to appear,
Mila must decide if she is strong enough to remain at the farm.
The pacing of the book is excellent; readers won’t get a full picture of the physical and emotional trauma Mila suffered until
she herself is ready to process and confront it. Mila’s journey
to reclaim herself and find independence is tense and powerful. Mila and Julia are white, Terry is black, and the interns and
children are ethnically diverse.
Gripping; an emotion-packed must-read. (Fiction. 12-18)

THE BOOKWEAVER’S
DAUGHTER

Kannan, Malavika
Tanglewood Publishing (200 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-939100-41-2
Reya Kandhari is forced to step into
the role of Bookweaver, with no training
or practice, after the sudden death of her
father.
Will Reya learn to harness her powers and weave the story that saves Kasmira? Fifteen-year-old
Reya has worked in the Fields disguised as a peasant since she
was 8. When Jahan Zakir ascended the throne of Kasmira,
Mages—people like Reya who can channel magic—were driven
out. However, Reya is no ordinary Mage; she is the Bookweaver’s daughter, next in line to carry forth the powers many
believe to be extinct. After her father’s untimely and violent
death, it is up to Reya to weave a story that saves her beloved
homeland from the clutches of a cruel king. In this captivating debut, the author deftly creates a fantasy world with poetic
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IGNITING DARKNESS

LaFevers, Robin
HMH Books (560 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-544-99109-5
Series: Courting Darkness, 2
Two daughters of Death test their
faith and meet their fate.
Rife with labyrinthine plotting, swoonworthy romance, and endless intrigue, the
500-plus-page conclusion to LaFevers’
Courting Darkness duology resumes in medias res. Sybella, an
assassin trained by the convent of Saint Mortain and attendee to
|

Stealthily subversive.
like spilled water

BLOOD & HONEY

the former Duchess of Brittany, now Queen of France, makes
contact with Genevieve, a fellow novitiate foundering five years
into her infiltration of the French court. Surrounded by manipulators and shrinking in his father’s shadow, the king struggles
to find his footing as a ruler. Meanwhile, France’s regent seeks
power at every turn; Pierre, Sybella’s bloodthirsty brother, pursues malevolent ends of his own; and the enforced monotheism
of 15th-century Europe grinds in tension with the Nine, a set of
pre-Christian deities Sybella and Genevieve serve. Can Death’s
own daughters survive the ceaseless scheming, much less while
preserving France and Brittany, their chosen families, and the
old gods? LaFevers’ dynamic, fully realized protagonists once
again shine in alternating first-person accounts—and, better
still, are afforded love interests every bit their equals. Though
most readers will have no trouble following the narrative’s central thread, only the fully entwined will stitch together a tapestry on par with the five-volume arras begun in the His Fair
Assassin series. Unfortunately, all characters adhere to the myth
of a lily-white Europe.
A thrilling ride and dazzling denouement—but to a pentalogy, not a duology. (map, dramatis personae, author’s note)
(Historical fantasy. 14-adult)

Mahurin, Shelby
HarperTeen (544 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-287805-2
Series: Serpent & Dove, 2

LIKE SPILLED WATER

Liu, Jennie
Carolrhoda Lab (216 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-7290-4

Na’s life at her vocational college in
China ends when she has to go home and
support her family.
Nineteen-year-old Na barely knows
her parents, who work year-round in
the city of Taiyuan. Even her younger
brother, Bao-bao, became a stranger after joining their parents
in the city to study for the National Higher Education Entrance
Exam. Na’s modest freedom at vocational college ends when
Bao-bao dies and she returns to live with her parents. As Na
adjusts to being an only child, she looks through her brother’s
possessions and begins to realize Bao-bao wasn’t the dedicated,
high-achieving student she envied, and she has questions about
the circumstances surrounding his death. Na’s feelings of jealousy regarding male favoritism and her limited future options
inspire sympathy. She filters detailed depictions of filial piety,
funeral rites, grief, romantic relationships, and parental support
through a modern teenager’s perspective. While the depiction
of traditional Chinese sayings and expectations, their impact
on Na, and her limited awareness of mental health might be
jarring to some Western readers, Na is likewise puzzled by the
characters in Jane Eyre and their individual freedoms. Na’s character-driven story arc is stealthily subversive. The multigenerational cast is all Chinese.
Will lead readers through a quiet revolution. (author’s
note, discussion topics) (Fiction. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

After Serpent & Dove (2019), Lou and
Reid must gather allies to take on villainous Morgane.
In a stumbling first act, witch Lou
and her forced-husband–turned-love,
Reid, struggle to retain likability, making foolish decisions while
hiding out from enemies as the heroes regroup and prepare for
their next encounter. In a painful bit of characterization, Lou’s
sassy empowerment comes at the cost, early on, of the sexual
boundaries of the characters around her (unfortunately played
as steamy). Further troubling characterization comes in a classist scene in which the heroes mock a dirty, poor person for having missing teeth. To stop Morgane’s murderous endgame spell,
they must forge an alliance between enemies: blood witches
(Coco’s people), the witch hunters, and werewolves. A colorful surprise alliance comes when they join traveling performers with secrets. Lou and Reid’s romance hits character-driven
speed bumps—Lou’s pull toward magic’s darker side isn’t terribly original but is solidly done, and it strengthens Reid’s selfhating and self-acceptance storyline, fueling his anti-magic bias.
There’s plenty of action, and secondary characters have their
own romantic storylines. The climax gives only a moment to
breathe before sinister implications for the next book set in.
Though the leads default to white, racial diversity is present
in the world and in secondary characters (like brown-skinned
Coco and Beau, who is coded as white and Polynesian); additionally, there’s casual inclusion of same-sex relationships and
respectful bisexuality representation.
The strong magic system and plentiful conflicts don’t
make up for problematic missteps. (Fantasy. 15-adult)

NONE SHALL SLEEP

Marney, Ellie
Little, Brown (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-316-49783-1

Two 18-year-olds with traumatic
pasts become entangled in a high-stakes
manhunt for a serial killer targeting
teenagers.
Emma Lewis isn’t your average psychology undergrad (and not just because
she has a buzz cut). Two and a half years ago, she escaped a serial
killer’s clutches and then helped the authorities apprehend him.
Now a student at Ohio State, she’s been recruited for her unique
qualifications by an agent in the FBI’s Behavioral Science
department to spend the summer interviewing juvenile offenders. Alongside trainee Travis Bell, whose late father was killed
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Deftly explores the nature of loyalty in desperate circumstances.
traitor

MAJESTY

while apprehending one of their subjects, Emma reluctantly
ventures into the minds of teenage killers—and must confront
her own past when one of the subjects offers unexpected insight
into the motives of a new killer known as the Butcher. Set in the
early 1980s, narrated in present tense, and told through Emma’s
perspective as well as others’ (including the Butcher’s), the
tightly plotted story moves inexorably forward with shocking
twists alongside clear, applicable descriptions of the cognitive
behavioral strategies Emma uses to navigate her PTSD. The
narrative is critical of law enforcement work, emphasizing its
psychological toll, and the ‘80s cultural references are handled
with a light touch. Emma is white while Travis is cued as biracial
(Mexican American and white); although most secondary characters appear white, two key figures are people of color.
Vivid, chilling, and important. (author’s note) (Fiction.
13-18)

McGee, Katharine
Random House (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-984830-21-0
Series: American Royals, 2
America’s new queen has a royal wedding to plan in the follow-up to 2019’s
American Royals.
Imagine that George Washington
was crowned America’s first king instead
of president, and you’ve got the intriguing premise of McGee’s
addictive series. In the wake of the sudden death of King
George IV, his oldest daughter and heir to the throne, Beatrice, must put her grief aside and throw herself into her new
responsibilities as queen. But first, she must get married. Even
in a contemporary America, the very idea of a single woman taking the throne is controversial. She’s engaged to the perfectly
nice son of the Duke of Boston, Theodore “Teddy” Eaton, but
her heart lies with a commoner, and Beatrice is torn between
love and duty. Meanwhile, her younger, hard-partying sister,
Samantha, is consumed by her own romantic foibles, as is her
best (and nonroyal) friend, Nina, who briefly dated Samantha’s
twin brother, Jefferson. Then there’s relentless social climber
Daphne, Jeff ’s ex, who plans to win him back at any cost—along
with the status that comes with him. McGee skillfully juggles
each woman’s narrative, framing their struggles with plenty of
pomp and circumstance and the challenges of living very public
lives. Add in a dramatic finale that packs in all the feels, and
you’ve got a royal winner. Most characters are white, but Nina is
Latinx, and there is diversity in the supporting cast.
An immensely fun sequel. (Fiction. 14-19)

TRAITOR
A Novel of World War II

McCrina, Amanda
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-374-31352-4

During World War II, two young
men find themselves caught in the crosshairs of various factions in the occupied
Galician city known to Poles as Lwów
and to Ukrainians as L’viv.
Seventeen-year-old Tolya is a half Polish/half Ukrainian
sniper in the Soviet Army stationed in the contested territory,
where he must keep his Polish heritage a secret or risk his life.
Aleksey is a charismatic Ukrainian nationalist whose father was
a celebrated freedom fighter. The narrative jumps back and
forth between Tolya in 1944, following the Soviet liberation of
the city from Germany, and Aleksey three years earlier, with
German forces poised to invade the city following the Soviets’
initial retreat. Their paths cross in 1944 when, in a split-second
decision, Tolya shoots his unit’s political officer and Aleksey’s
squad of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army rescues him at the
behest of a mysterious informer within the Soviet ranks. Following a subsequent betrayal within his own squad, Aleksey
goes on the run with Tolya, setting up a complex plot full of
double crosses and unexpected alliances. The narrative’s nonlinear structure is effective at building suspense and garnering
sympathy for its protagonists, though some confusion over who
is fighting whom is warranted in this complicated slice of history that does not shy away from depicting scenes of violence
and torture.
Deftly explores poignant questions about the nature of
loyalty in desperate circumstances. (historical note, map, list
of military and paramilitary forces, list of characters, author’s
note) (Historical fiction. 14-18)
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CHARMING AS A VERB

Philippe, Ben
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-06-282414-1
A charismatic 17-year-old boy used to
hustling his way through life meets his
match.
Henri Haltiwanger, who is Haitian
American, has a face for everyone—the
wealthy owners of the dogs he walks
under his guise of a business, the rich kids he attends Fine Arts
Technical Education Academy with on Manhattan’s Upper
West Side, and anyone else who can help further his dream of
attending Columbia University. He takes pride in his charm
until Corinne—classmate and neighbor—blackmails him into
helping her fix her reputation for being excessively intense and
lacking in social graces. This is the last thing he needs after the
disappointment of a lackluster Columbia interview, but Henri
agrees, knowing their friendship can be mutually beneficial. As
the pair grows closer, he realizes that he could fall for Corinne.
|

AFTERSHOCKS

Under the enormous pressure that befalls many first-generation
Americans, Henri will do whatever it takes for a dream he is
beginning to question, leading him to take a risk that just may
cost him everything. This humorous, first-person narrative with
a conversational, almost conspiratorial, tone will captivate readers even with the almost-too-neat ending. The author breathes
life into each character, giving those in Henri’s circle depth and
investing readers in their stories. The novel demonstrates the
pressure many face to be accepted into their dream colleges and
thrive after high school. Corinne is black.
A satisfyingly amusing read. (Romance. 14-18)

Reichardt, Marisa
Amulet/Abrams (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-4197-3917-0

THE BLACK KIDS

Reed, Christina Hammonds
Simon & Schuster (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-5344-6272-4
The final weeks of high school for
a wealthy, black teen are marked by the
Los Angeles riots.
Ashley and her family are well off—
she lives in a large house, has a nanny, and
attends a private school with little diversity in the student body. Although there are 12 other black students at her school, she doesn’t hang out with them. Her friends
are rich, white, and free with microaggressions. During the
last weeks of senior year, their primary concerns are dates for
prom, hanging out, and waiting for college acceptance letters.
On TV, the trial of four of the police officers who beat Rodney
King plays incessantly. When the officers are acquitted and the
city erupts in violence, Ashley’s sister joins in the protests, her
uncle desperately tries to save her grandmother’s business in
the heart of the hot zone, and Ashley struggles to make sense
of it all. Before the incident of police brutality toward Rodney
King and subsequent lack of justice, Ashley had not explored
what it meant to be a young black woman in the social sphere
she was traveling in and in the world. Unfortunately, despite
this catalyst she remains an underdeveloped character. Even
with the memorable setting and explosive moment in time, the
novel’s struggles with pacing weaken the tension. However, the
explorations of race and socio-economic privilege are valuable
and will speak to readers who have not previously confronted or
thought about these issues.
A timely exploration of ’90s Los Angeles during racial
upheaval and one girl’s awakening. (Fiction. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Two teens are trapped in a California
earthquake—a big one.
Aghast to discover that her mother is
dating her high school water polo coach,
Ruby skips practice in favor of the laundromat beside the liquor store, where she
hopes she can find someone to buy her a beer. She’s approaching the only other person there, a boy who appears slightly older
than her, when the ground begins to thrash. Ruby dives for
cover but the building collapses—she’s trapped. So is the boy,
named Charlie. Though they can’t move or see each other, they
converse over the next day and a half while injury, dehydration,
and aftershocks make their situation ever more perilous. When
rescuers eventually come, Ruby is reunited with her mother
and friends. Told in Ruby’s first-person voice, with flashbacks
detailing her relationships with her mother, boyfriend, and
best friend, Mila, the accounts of the quake and its immediate
aftermath and the relationship that develops between Ruby and
Charlie are immediate, visceral, and compelling. But the rescue
comes less than halfway through the book, and after that both
pacing and plot falter. Suspense leaks out, and what should be
emotional reunion scenes feel underwritten. The novel defaults
to an all-white cast.
The final third doesn’t quite match the can’t-put-down
promise of the start. (resources) (Fiction. 14-18)

CRISPR

Ridge, Yolanda
Illus. by Boersma, Alex
Annick Press (116 pp.)
$24.95 | $14.95 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-77321-424-5
978-1-77321-423-8 paper
A provocative report on worldchanging developments promised by a
dawning breakthrough in biotechnology.
Ridge first goes over the ins and outs of chromosomes and
genomes, then explains how certain clusters of “palindromic
repeats” found in the DNA of single-celled creatures can be
employed to edit with precision any cell’s genetic “instruction manual.” Though just missing the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic, she goes on to explore the technique’s current and
potential uses and misuses. The former include creating better medicines, cures for cancer and other systemic diseases,
new plant varieties, and better livestock; the latter, scrambling
ecological balances, cooking up frightening bioweapons, and
“Playing God” with human germlines to make designer babies.
In general she comes down on the positive side (if for no other
reason than that it’s too late to get the cat back into the bag)
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GOD LOVES HAIR
10th Anniversary
Edition

but doesn’t skimp on laying out complications and quandaries
for readers to chew over in formulating their own views. She
leavens the hefty informational load as best she can (“The
genetic similarity between a human and a banana is 60%”), and
Boersma supplies a generous array of staid but lucid diagrams,
schematics, and infographics in support. Though it is marketed
as a book for readers 14 and up, both graphic design and complexity of language seem to suit it better for middle schoolers.
Science literally on the cutting edge, offering prospects
of wonder and terror in equal measure. (sources, resource
lists, index) (Nonfiction. 12-14)

Shraya, Vivek
Illus. by Neufeld, Juliana
Arsenal Pulp Press (128 pp.)
$21.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-55152-813-7
Linked, illustrated vignettes, reissued in a 10th anniversary
edition with a new cover and foreword by Cherie Dimaline,
inspired by Shraya’s childhood spent learning to love her queer,
brown, complex self.
This work of creative nonfiction begins with Shraya’s
mother’s prayers for two sons. This binary, gender-based bargaining with Hindu gods is a stark contrast to the author’s
fluid gender identity: although Shraya now identifies as transgender, she wrote this book before coming out and has kept
the pronouns and male identifiers from the original. The book
moves between India and Canada, and Shraya’s treatment
of India is refreshingly nuanced and affectionate. In Canada,
Shraya’s 5-year-old self is spanked for trying on lipstick without permission, but in India, his aunts eagerly wrap him in
saris and bangles and praise his prettiness. Several stories capture Shraya’s changing relationship with his Hindu faith, from
the disappointment of failing to convince the Hindu sage Sai
Baba to take him on as a student to the ecstatic discovery of
the half-man half-woman deity Ardhanaraeeshwara (“I am
not invisible anymore”). Each vignette beautifully captures
the tension Shraya’s younger self felt navigating the intersections of gender, race, and faith. The author’s stunningly honest
voice is suffused with tenderness not only for her past self, but
also for other young people currently coming to terms with
multiple identities in families and societies that may not be
accepting of their full selves.
A lyrical meditation on growing up queer, brown, and
Hindu. (Short stories. 12-adult)

WHEN VILLAINS RISE

Schaeffer, Rebecca
HMH Books (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-328-86356-0
Series: Market of Monsters, 3
Villains rise and shine in this final
entry in the Market of Monsters trilogy
After the events of Only Ashes Remain
(2019), Nita and Kovit have finally captured Fabricio, the boy who betrayed
Nita and whose father runs the infamous Tácunan Law, the
company that protects monsters from jail. Bringing the company down—along with those who run the corrupt International Non-Human Police—becomes Nita’s mission, in
addition to avenging her father’s death. But time runs out when
proof of Kovit’s identity as a monstrous, torturing unnatural
is made public. With both their lives in danger, power-hungry
Nita will stop at nothing to save herself and Kovit. Throughout
the series both Kovit and Nita have engaged in extreme, violent
behavior that affirmed their monstrosity as well as their broken humanity while engaging with questions such as whether
they were driven to it by their very nature, by the way society
deals with those whom they consider to be monsters, or the way
their own families and friends failed them. Although the novel
never crosses a line into sugarcoating their inexcusable choices,
it does show sympathy for its devils as it sails into a grand finale
full of twists and turns. Nita’s father is Chilean and her mother
is nonhuman while Kovit is Thai; both are coded as asexual.
A dark, compelling ending to an uncomfortable, morally
gray series. (Fantasy. 14-adult)
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RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

Silverman, Laura
McElderry (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5344-7419-2

Classic rom-com setup with teen
angst underpinnings.
Jewish Shoshanna has a perfectly
imperfect life: her parents, Mom and
Mama, have always showered her with
love and affection; her amazing best
friends, Geraldine and Cheyenne, always have her back; and
while money is tight, Shoshanna has a dream job at Once
Upon, the independent bookshop in the local mall. But this
year everything feels different: Her mothers are fighting, and
the new hire at the bookstore (attractive Jake, who is Jewish—
a rarity in their Georgia city) has made Shoshanna’s happy
|

A melancholic but multicolored apocalyptic tale.
ever after

EVER AFTER

space fraught. A diverse cast of secondary characters lack
dimension but are respectfully portrayed (even the supremely
weird goth couple at the bookstore) while frequent musings
on favorite books and Harry Potter references will make any
book nerd’s heart flutter even before the romance begins. This
fast, undemanding read offers snappy dialogue, implausibly
happy endings almost all around, and affirmation for nerdy
girls everywhere. Contemporary Jewish characters remain
elusive; this may not be a zinger, but it fills a niche, and Jewish teens seeking themselves in text will particularly appreciate it. Shoshanna, her parents, and Jake are white; Geraldine
is Mexican American, Cheyenne has dark brown skin and is
queer, and there is diversity in the supporting cast.
Perfectly pleasant. (Romance. 12-16)

Vieweg, Olivia
Illus. by the author
Trans. by the author
Graphic Universe (288 pp.)
$33.32 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-8392-4

FRIGHT NIGHT

Stoffels, Maren
Underlined (224 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-593-17596-5
A group of teens do their best to survive the night.
Fright Night is in town, and local
teens Dylan, Sofia, and Quin are excited
to enter the woods for a night of scares.
Kelly and Sandy are excited for Fright
Night too, but they’ll be working the attractions: dressing up
in disturbing costumes to stalk the paying customers and earning a hefty chunk of change for their services. Over the course
of Fright Night, the five teens mix and mingle with creepy,
violent results. The narrative plays its cards close to the vest,
creating a pulpy read filled with thrills and chills that unfortunately lack much nuance or substance. The result is a book
that’s fun in the moment but forgettable once the book is
done. The teen characters lack specificity, so much so that the
two teens who have mysterious backstories (Dylan and Kelly)
are almost interchangeable. The novel’s big reveal reframes
this a bit with hindsight, but by then it might be too little too
late. The spooky sequences are rendered admirably enough,
and readers looking for a Fear Street–like paperback to bring
to the beach or on the bus will be satisfied. All characters are
presumably white.
An adequate thriller. (Thriller. 12-16)

y o u n g a d u lt

Seeking a friend and forgiveness at
the end of the world.
It’s been two years since the zombielike outbreak started, but life in the
walled city of Weimar, Germany, is relatively safe. The hospital warden dotes on once-blond Vivi, even obtaining pink hair
dye for her, but nevertheless sends her to the barricade to help
fend off the hungry hordes. After a bite puts a sudden end to a
fleeting new friendship, Vivi ends up on the run with irritated
(and now infected) fellow fighter Eva. Caught in the wilderness
beyond the walls, auburn-haired Eva repeatedly and reluctantly
saves the hapless Vivi. Opposites in lethality, both are haunted
by the dead—Vivi by those she couldn’t save and Eva by those
she’s killed. The palette is vivid and warm, an unusually cheerful choice for a typically bleak subject, with hints of a manga
influence. Although the undead—here, blank-eyed biters, some
sprouting vines and tendrils—follow the usual zombie behaviors, the tale deviates from some standard tropes, beginning
in media res, with characters aware of the infection but not
all-knowing, and throwing a curveball of a conclusion. Offering minimal history and concrete context, Vieweg offers an
art-house take on a normally gory and typically action-packed
subject and focuses on the now, rather than the how, of the
apocalypse. Main human characters are white.
A melancholic but multicolored apocalyptic tale told
with originality. (Graphic horror. 14-18)

THE SUMMER OF EVERYTHING

Winters, Julian
Interlude Press (312 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-945053-91-7

The summer before college is one to
remember.
Recent high school grad Wesley Hudson, 18 and gay, is home in Santa Monica
after a few weeks in Italy with his parents,
a noted chef and a successful YA author.
Wesley now has the summer to work at an indie bookshop, hang
out with his co-workers, and spend quality time with his best
friends, caustic, proudly fat Ella and skater Nico, before entering UCLA. Or does he? Wesley’s not really sure about college,
leaving his home-away-from-home job, and being hours away
from Nico, on whom he also has a crush. When Ella discovers
the bookstore might be closing, it’s up to the gang to save the
day while Wesley pursues Nico (and is pursued by hunky Manu).
Wesley is biracial with a white mom and light-skinned black
|
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The ending leaves readers thirsting for more.
lux

THE SHADOW OF KYOSHI

dad; Ella is white, and Nico is Mexican American. The inclusion of a range of ethnicities and queer cultures enriches the
novel; however, the identity of an aromantic asexual bookstore
friend is mentioned without much development. One weakness
is teen characters who reference Madonna, listen to music produced before the year 2000, and love Empire Records and Buffy
the Vampire Slayer—in short, they feel like, and will appeal most
to, Millennials. Fans of the friends-to-lovers trope will enjoy
the amusing voice.
A sweet beach read for adults but may not be as popular
with teens. (Fiction. 14-adult)

Yee, F.C.
Amulet/Abrams (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-1-4197-3505-9
Series: Kyoshi Novels, 2

After fighting physical battles, Avatar Kyoshi faces new foes, this time in
diplomacy.
In order to fully appreciate this second installment of the Kyoshi Novels,
readers must be familiar with the East-Asian–inspired culture
of Avatar as well as the events that transpired in The Rise of
Kyoshi (2019). Yun, abandoned after losing the title of Avatar,
battles for survival against the malevolent spirit Father Glowworm, a struggle that hints at a gruesome ending. Meanwhile,
Kyoshi avoids the social obligations of being Avatar by traveling across the land to personally subdue criminal activity, occasionally with violence. Unable to avoid politics any longer, she
acquiesces to a small meeting with the Fire Lord. Upon her
arrival she is dismayed to find that it is instead a well-attended
feast riddled with political intrigue. The Fire Lord Zoryu asks
for Kyoshi’s support with his waning popularity among the fire
clans, especially as his half brother Chaejin seeks to rule. As
Kyoshi blunders through the court, Yun appears and promises
revenge. Kyoshi and her allies now race to stop Yun and keep
the Fire Clans from dissolving into war. While the narrative is
gripping, multiple themes crowd the plot and occasionally disrupt the flow. Also, Kyoshi’s ongoing defeats both on and off the
battlefield may leave some fans frustrated.
A sequel with a solid narrative that reveals the flawed
beginnings of Avatar Kyoshi. (Fantasy. 12-16)

LUX
The New Girl

Woodfolk, Ashley
Penguin Workshop (144 pp.)
$15.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-593-09602-4
Series: Flyy Girls, 1
A 16-year-old Brooklyn girl struggles
to get a fresh start.
Lux Lawson has had a hard year—her
father left for another family 10 months
ago, leaving her feeling unworthy, and
she’s on thin ice with her mother after two expulsions. This is
why, after she loses it on Simone, a girl who’s harassed her since
she arrived at the third school in a year, she knows she’ll be living with her father and his new family. Faced with no choice,
Lux arrives at her father’s swanky apartment knowing she must
make the best of this situation if she wants to avoid military
school. Lux devises a plan, starting with her acceptance into the
Augusta Savage School of Arts in Harlem, where she can hone
her photography skills. Lux just needs to stick to her father’s
strict demands, stay out of trouble at school, get in with the
Flyy Girls—known for being popular, low-profile pranksters—
and keep her mistakes from haunting her to get what she wants.
In this short, accessible volume, Woodfolk creates an authentic
cast of characters that reluctant readers will engage with from
the opening scene. Short chapters and clearly written prose
make this first-person narrative a brisk read, and the ending
leaves readers thirsting for more. Lux and the rest of the cast
are predominately black.
A lively series opener. (Fiction. 14-18)
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FABLE

Young, Adrienne
Wednesday Books (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-250-25436-8
Series: Fable, 1
In a dark maritime fantasy, the first
of a projected duology, a young woman
finds home and family on a ship full of
secrets.
Four years ago, 14-year-old Fable was
marooned on a notorious island of thieves. Now the auburnhaired diver has managed to get onboard the Marigold to search
for Saint, the father who abandoned her. But Saint is a powerful, sinister figure among the sea traders; and in the Narrows,
the most important rule is to trust no one. The narrative excels
in the immersive world conjured by Fable’s first-person voice,
crammed with nautical lore and rich in sensory details. The
cramped geography creates a grim, violent, and cruel society,
and it’s no surprise that Fable is equally wary and hard. Nonetheless, her seafaring competence and touch of magic earn her
|

a place among the Marigold’s crew. Even more compelling is her
fraught, complicated relationship with Saint and the memory
of her fey, charismatic mother, although the frequent flashbacks can be disorienting. More unfortunate is the uneven
pacing, for the most part glacially slow—despite the frequent
action-packed set pieces, nothing actually seems to happen
for over 200 pages—until a rushed climax and a romance that
comes from nowhere lead to a forced-feeling cliffhanger. Fable
is white, and secondary characters have a range of skin tones
For readers who can’t get enough of strong female protagonists in unusual settings. (Fantasy. 12-18)

DEVASTATION CLASS

Zipper, Glen & Mongeon, Elaine
Blink (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-310-76900-2

y o u n g a d u lt

Teenage cadets must fight battles
both within and outside their ranks to
survive the unknown.
When the Kastazi—an alien race
fleeing a dying planet—came to Earth,
it started the Nine-Year War, but the
Alliance destroyed them. Now in peacetime, the Alliance
has launched the Explorers Program, selecting only the most
elite cadets who will be future leaders. Leading them are JD
and Viv. Overwhelmed by the program’s challenges, JD has
been sabotaging himself. Meanwhile, Viv is consumed by the
events surrounding her father’s death when new evidence of
what happened appears. But none of that matters when their
battleship, the UAS California, is unexpectedly attacked by a
Kastazi Destroyer. The moment the cadets thought was far off
is suddenly present: Seizing control of the ship, JD and Viv take
risk after risk to fend off hostiles as the deep-rooted distrust
between civilian students and cadets mounts. Just as the cadets
think they’ve found respite, a new mystery unfolds, leaving
them searching for answers. Readers who don’t mind the nearglacial buildup laying out the history with precise, technical language will be rewarded with the action that follows. Although
there are several alternating first-person voices, JD and Viv are
the most well-realized characters; their peers fall flat. Readers
may get lost in the dialogue, as speech indicators are sparse.
Main characters are cued as white; names suggest some ethnic
diversity in the supporting cast.
A tempting concept marred by uninspired writing. (Sci
ence fiction. 13-18)
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
PRIVILEGE by Thomas H. Carry.......................................................147
THE KEEPER OF THE STONES by Roz Kay;
illus. by Kelsea Rothaus.......................................................................150
THE TALKING BAOBOB TREE by Nelda LaTeef;
illus. by the author...............................................................................150
GANADO RED by Susan Lowell; illus. by R.W. Scholes...................154
TWO DESPERADOS by Susan Lowell............................................... 155
CATWALK by Meryl Natchez............................................................. 157
IVA by Mike Weedall...........................................................................158

TWO DESPERADOS
Stories

Lowell, Susan
Texas Review Press (206 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $5.99 e-book |
978-1-68003-193-5
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THE MAN ON THE RAILS

Abdullaoglu, Rovshan
Self (306 pp.)
$0.99 e-book | Oct. 16, 2018

Two men lie on Canadian railroad
tracks hoping to commit suicide while
they discuss what brought them to this
point in this novel.
An absurd scene plays out in Saskatchewan as Ted, a local man with a
painful family history, and Farouk, a
Bosnian immigrant, find themselves on the same railroad
tracks hoping to get run over by the next passing locomotive. For Ted, this is his third suicide attempt; Farouk has also
traveled this road before. Ted reveals that he lost his mother
at a young age and had an indifferent father. Farouk arrived in
Canada after the war in the Balkans, a Bosnian Muslim son of
a Serbian mother and Bosnian father. In the 1990s, Farouk’s
mother, Adriana, was sent to Mostar, a Bosnian town that was
half Serbian, to write a newspaper article about the city’s history. Her tour guide was Amin, a disheveled Bosnian whom she
instantly detested. But in Mostar, where young men jumped off
a 100-foot bridge to prove their courage, Adriana got past her
prejudices and fell in love. The couple married and made the
fateful decision to move to Srebrenica. Back in Canada, the old
struggles are tied to the new, as Ted and Farouk must overcome
their manias before the next train arrives. Azerbaijani writer
Abdullaoglu explicitly confronts some of the worst moments
of the Balkan war and does a commendable job of portraying
the complexities and nuances of that fraught place at its darkest hour. The storytelling is convincing, and its philosophical
aspect has a timely and vital message. A lot happens in this
novel, and though the incidents all come full circle, the narrative is weighted much more heavily to Farouk’s story. Some
scenes are a bit preachy, but the theme of love overpowering
adversity remains authentic.
An absorbing and contemplative tale about the ravages
of war and the need for love.

THE WATCHMAKER’S
DAUGHTER

HOW TO BECOME AN
AMBASSADOR
An American Foreign
Service Odyssey

Archer, C.J.
Self (300 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jun. 28, 2016
978-0-648-21469-4
In the first novel in Archer’s Glass
and Steele historical fantasy series, a
woman who’s been cheated out of her
family legacy begins working for a man

In this blend of memoir and how-to
guide, a man details his career as a diplomat in hopes of inspiring others to follow

in his footsteps.
There are two ways to become an ambassador for the United
States, explains Armbruster wryly at the beginning of this volume.
One is to get rich, support a winning presidential candidate, and
accept your appointment as a reward for your efforts. The second,
more satisfying way is to rise through the Foreign Service. Using
his own story to illustrate the process, the former ambassador to
the Marshall Islands steers would-be diplomats through a career
of international relations: “This book is for those of you who are
curious about the world, and sure that there is a place for you in the
international firmament. Why not ambassador? I hope this proves
to be a little bit of a flight plan for you on how to get there. In
today’s uncertain world, I know one thing, we need you.” A childhood fan of Homer’s country-hopping Odyssey, Armbruster got his
first chance to live abroad at age 17 when he served as a nanny for a
diplomat stationed in Moscow. The author got married right after
college and—just for the fun of it—spent his honeymoon with his
new wife, Kathy, on a Yugoslavian freighter bound for Casablanca.
After several years of working as a journalist in Hawaii, he sat for
the Foreign Service exam at 30. He was sworn in and given his first
assignment: Helsinki. Subsequent tours included Havana; Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico; Kabul; and even the North Pole. Each assignment
was a learning experience, but more importantly, each was a grand
adventure for an idealist who loved to travel and serve his country.
Armbruster succeeds in demystifying the process of becoming
a diplomat, which is—in his description—much more achievable
than many might suspect. Readers will enjoy his encounters across
the globe, from trying to get a bridge built faster in Tajikistan to
dealing with the legacy of American nuclear testing in the Marshall
Islands. The accounts are marbled with self-deprecating humor: “I
smiled and said, ‘Are those your parents?’ I could see Kathy bury
her face in her hands. The Consul General drew himself up to full
attention, ‘No. That is the emperor and empress of Japan.’ ” The
spine of the book is an interview Armbruster gave Mark Tauber of
the Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training. The author
uses his answers as a jumping-off point for more detailed discussions of his experiences. This contributes, in part, to the book’s
somewhat fragmentary structure, in which information is frequently repeated and the narrative lurches forward and backward
in time. Armbruster only half commits to the how-to dimension of
the book, making the work’s didacticism somewhat awkward—a
traditional memoir would likely have achieved the same purpose.
That said, he is a concise and amusing storyteller, and he certainly
makes a career in the State Department sound tempting.
A messy but illuminating look at life in the Foreign Service.
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with a magical secret.
In London in 1890, India Steele prepares to confront Eddie
Hardacre, the scoundrel whom she nearly married. India’s
father, Elliot, died recently and left his watchmaking shop to
Eddie under the assumption the young man would marry his
daughter. Instead, Eddie canceled the engagement, swiping the
shop and apartment above it from India and rendering her destitute. Worse, because she’s a woman, India has been rejected
by the watchmaker’s guild. No shops will hire her. In Eddie’s
shop, her attempt to embarrass him backfires when Matthew
Glass, a customer, picks her up and carries her outside. Matt
then invites India to Brown’s hotel for tea. There, she learns
that he’s an American in possession of a special watch made five
years ago by a man named Chronos. Matt met Chronos in Broken Creek, New Mexico, but must now track him down because
the watch is damaged. Matt hires India as his assistant, even
allowing her a room at his lavish home in Mayfair. Yet the situation isn’t as it appears: India sees Matt’s likeness on a “Wanted”
poster and witnesses the purple glow and regenerative power of
Chronos’ watch. Early on, Archer establishes a bouncy, romantic tone for her Glass and Steele series, which delights in historical detail and slowly unfurls the central mystery. Sharp dialogue
displays Eddie’s awfulness when India questions whether she
should accept Matt’s invitation. (“You don’t seem like you’re in
a position to worry about what’s proper.”) Chapters end on reliably jolting notes, as when Willie Johnson, Matt’s hard-living
female cousin who eschews societal conventions, accuses India
of spying. Period phrases, such as “he doesn’t want to swing for
his crimes,” bolster the narrative’s Victorian aspect while Matt’s
American manners often shock India; during a chase scene, he
unbuttons her waistcoat so she can breathe. This first volume
focuses on India’s personal woes. The mystery of the watch carries into the next installment.
Archer will hook genre fans with a likable cast and overarching plot worthy of further worldbuilding.

Armbruster, Thomas Hart
$17.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 10, 2020
978-1-09-830848-3
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campfire
songs
Ordinarily, children and teens
across the country would now be attending summer camps—making new
friends, learning about nature, and engaging in fun, educational activities.
The COVID-19 pandemic has altered
such plans, but as kids shelter in place,
they can vicariously experience different versions of camp thanks to these
books, reviewed by Kirkus Indie:
For the youngest campers, there’s
Stover Goes To Camp, part of a picture-book series by Kathy
Brodsky with illustrations by Cameron Bennett. In it, Stover, a young pig, is anxious about going to sleep-away camp
for the first time—but he has so much fun swimming, sailing,
and stargazing, among other activities, that he’s eager to return next year. Kirkus’ reviewer calls it “a comforting introduction” that “honestly portrays the nervousness that firsttime campers feel.”
In Renee Perez’s middle-grade
novel Camp Strange, fifth grader
Ezekiel Raroso discovers that he
has magical powers, so he’s sent
to the titular camp—which, as it
turns out, is for Faerman children,
also known as fairies. Ezekiel soon
makes friends, sprouts wings, and
confronts sinister forces. Kirkus’
review compares this summercamp tale to J.K. Rowling’s work,
although it approvingly points out
that Ezekiel is “a less hotheaded
11-year-old than Harry Potter was.”
Death and Love at the Old Summer Camp, a YA mystery by
Dolores Maggiore, tells the tale of 15-year-old Pina Mazzini,
who, in 1959, explores an abandoned
boys summer camp while on vacation. While there, she has a disturbing supernatural vision of a bully
taunting a younger boy; she investigates further with her best friend,
Katie, for whom she also has romantic feelings. Further visions reveal
that a murder may have occurred at
the camp years before—and that Katie’s father may have been involved.
Kirkus’ reviewer calls the book “a
pleasant pastiche of teen sleuthing
and coming-of-age gay romance.”
David Rapp is the senior Indie editor.
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THE DRAGON IN THE WHITES

Baird, Tim
Self (273 pp.)
$12.50 paper | $0.99 e-book
Apr. 13, 2017
978-1-5204-1250-4

Modern New Englanders go up
against an ancient, fire-breathing dragon
in Baird’s debut fantasy series starter.
Tryggvi Brynjarson is a young Viking
who loves to explore. While on the
island of Vestmannaeyjar with his father and others, he goes
off on his own and discovers a unique stone. He keeps the rock
with him throughout his life, including during a grueling journey in search of new land; he eventually marries, and his wife
has a child. Centuries later, Tryggvi is reborn as a dragon, which
emerges from the stone that he’d discovered. The dragon is
perfectly content to live alone in caves, but the humans that it
periodically encounters are frightened of it and attack it with
weapons. About 1,000 years later, in the modern day, 17-year-old
New Hampshire native Liam Tryggvison visits his grandfather
in Maine. While hiking in the forest, he’s excited to find a cave
full of gold coins. But Liam also awakens the aforementioned
dragon, from which he narrowly escapes. Once the dragon is
outside and takes flight, it confronts aircraft and gunfire. Surprisingly, the winged creature then vanishes almost as quickly
as it appeared. Liam, feeling guilt over how the dragon endangered people’s lives, is determined to track it down—although
the beast may be ready to hunt. Much of Baird’s tale doesn’t
feature the titular creature. The lengthy initial section, however,
is utterly engrossing, as Tryggvi faces harsh cold at sea as well
as land-based perils such as bears and wolves. The early part of
the book also offers the perspective of the sympathetic dragon,
who has hazy memories of its previous life and wants humans to
leave it alone. The author’s straightforward prose clearly establishes the regularly changing settings and delineates the passage
of time. Baird also delivers brisk action scenes, as when the
dragon battles the aforementioned “metal birds” that are capable of hurting it. The ending offers resolution but also incentive
for readers to check out the next published installment.
An offbeat and engaging story of a mythical creature.

STOVER GOES TO CAMP

Brodsky, Kathy
Illus. by Bennett, Cameron
Helpingwords (40 pp.)
$19.99 | $4.99 e-book | Jul. 1, 2019
978-0-9977922-2-5
Stover, a young pig, experiences
his first sleep-away camp in this rhyming sequel to Stover (2011) from author
Brodsky and illustrator Bennett.
When Stover overhears his parents talking about camp,
he’s nervous; he’s only ever slept over at a friend’s house before.

However, it doesn’t take long for Stover to feel right at home at
camp, especially after a counselor assures him, “You’re okay! /
Everyone is nervous the first time away.” Stover learns many new
skills, including swimming and sailing, and he faces new challenges, including the toughest hike of the year. In a final letter
home, Stover proclaims how happy he is that he came and how
he’ll be back next year. Brodsky shares details of camp preparation, honestly portrays the nervousness that first-time campers
feel, and shows plenty of fun activities. The text has a generally
consistent rhythm until it describes more complicated camp
activities, although the rhymes are consistent throughout. Bennett’s kid-friendly cartoon illustrations present campers from a
variety of animal species, all of whom look like they’re enjoying
their time at camp. One human shows up along a hike, however,
which may be a tad confusing. Final questions will help readers
reflect on their own camp experiences.
An animal adventure that provides a comforting introduction to camp.

of genial good ol’ boys who have Max’s back. But this novel also
offers a hesitant romance between two broken people. Max is an
easy character to like. He has been betrayed by three Carolyns,
lastly the wife who ended up getting his child visitation rights
restricted after she cheated on him. So he moved home, licked
his wounds, and started a new solo chapter of his life. California Carolyn isn’t as likable as Max in the beginning. But as they
talk on their cross-country journey, the sordid parts of Carolyn’s
life trickle out and she becomes a more sympathetic character
inside her tough exterior. As her looks are starting to fade, she
has no idea what her next chapter holds. Slowly, grudgingly, Max
falls for another Carolyn even though she’s afraid to let in a new
love. Their growing relationship is so tentative that it remains
in doubt. Bruce weaves a lean narrative with few wasted words
in his fast-paced tale of Max and Carolyn, two people who truly
deserve a happy ending.
Suspense and romance blend beautifully in this story of
two lost souls.

SEARCHING FOR FAMILY
AND TRADITIONS AT THE
FRENCH TABLE
Book Two

Bruce, J.J.
Huntington Creek Press (204 pp.)
$3.69 e-book | Jun. 15, 2020

The fourth time could prove the
charm for a military veteran unlucky in
love—if he can dodge a band of assassins.
In Bruce’s debut novel, Max Kugar
isn’t insane. Still, three times he has fallen
for a woman named Carolyn, expecting a brilliant result but instead getting
his heart broken. The most recent was
Carolyn III, his ex-wife who he discovered was unfaithful. In
fact, Max’s infatuation with women named Carolyn has become
a running joke among his friends. Not having learned his lesson, Max gets involved with another Carolyn in his capacity as
an antique weapons dealer. Carolyn McMasters is a California
beauty who is not talented enough to make it as an actor. She
inherited a valuable Japanese sword from her grandfather. The
widow of a director who overdosed on drugs, Carolyn wants to
sell the sword in order to maintain the lifestyle to which she
has become accustomed. She makes the mistake of telling her
plans to her estranged brother, Thomas. The paranoid Thomas
goes crazy, worried that her selling a national treasure will screw
up his planned deal with a Japanese company. Thomas uses his
ties to a Mexican cartel to send assassins after Carolyn and the
sword. This results in Carolyn and Max’s racing across the country from the protagonist’s North Carolina base with the support
of fellow former Marine Allen. They need to sell the sword to a
reliable buyer before the cartel assassins can close in on them.
In a short space, Bruce still manages to create a dense story.
Of course, this is first and foremost a thriller, with danger and
duplicity around every turn. There’s plenty of cloak and dagger
as Max uses subterfuge to keep the group off the grid. The author
doesn’t stint on the action featuring Max, an Afghanistan War
veteran, and his Marine “brothers.” Bruce has produced a stable
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THE CAROLYN FACTOR

Bumpus, Carole
She Writes Press (376 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-63152-896-5

This sequel offers French family stories—and recipes—from Nord-Pas-deCalais, Normandy and Brittany on the Atlantic coast, the Loire
Valley, and Auvergne.
With tape recorder and notepad in hand, Bumpus—traveling with Josianne, her French-speaking friend and guide—first
interviewed Veronique for this collection. Veronique lived east
of Dunkirk in the Monts de Flandres area, close to the Belgian
border. Madame Pund, Veronique’s mother, served “her famous
Potjevlesh” (meat pot), a Flemish specialty. Historically, the dish
was prepared from leftover meats, such as “rabbit, chicken, and
pork…all roasted with a lot of herbs.” Fearful of stirring tragic
memories, the author cautiously asked Veronique whether
her mother would mind talking about World War II. With
Madame Pund’s permission, Veronique launched into the story
of her father, whose family escaped the German bombings of
Dunkirk. He was 9 years old when his mother and aunt decided
to flee. With the men out fighting the Germans, his aunt, who
did not know how to drive, became the designated driver. She
“could barely reach the pedals…and didn’t know how to use the
brake.” To stop the car, Veronique’s father would “jump out
and put a block of wood in front of the wheels.” When German airplanes strafed the line of cars, they would “all jump into
the ditch.” In Normandy, Bumpus visited the Cathedral of Our
Lady in Bayeux, consecrated in 1077, to see the church where a
200-foot-long tapestry depicting “the entire story of William
the Conqueror…woven into the cloth” originally resided. The
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The images skillfully showcase the variety and grandeur of the
Bhutanese terrain, with its majestic snow-capped peaks,
wide skies, piney hillsides, and verdant valleys.
sentient beings in the kingdom of bhutan

author’s straightforward narrative delivers vivid imagery of
both the surroundings and the people: “The air was crisp and
sparkling as we drove along the beach”; Madame Pund “moved
through the room with some discomfort yet carried herself in a
regal manner.” As a poignant illustration of Bumpus’ belief that
the trauma of war permanently changes lives, she introduces a
French grandmother who had barely survived in Paris during
World War II. Upon hearing of 9/11, the woman ordered 500
kilos of potatoes, just in case. All of the recipes discussed and
sampled are included in this enjoyable work.
An engaging gastronomic presentation of French history
and culture.

PRIVILEGE

Carry, Thomas H.
Koehler Books (142 pp.)
$24.95 | $15.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
May 15, 2020
978-1-64663-036-3
978-1-64663-034-9 paper
A restless college educator finds himself in deep trouble after he commits
murder in this suspense novel.
At 43, Danny Waite, a university film
studies professor, has hit a wall in both his career and his personal life despite having a loving wife, Abbie, and a reliable best
friend, Paul Vartan. This stifling stagnancy is most apparent in
the classroom, where he ends lectures prematurely and doesn’t
penalize lazy students for late assignments. He lacks motivation
to shake things up and dejectedly contemplates the movie posters gracing his office walls as he resents his arrogant academic colleagues. In this brisk novel about the hazards of idle hands, debut
author Carry carefully and coyly sets the stage for the unbridled
mayhem to come. The stultified professor’s situation is irreversibly altered by the unexpected arrival of teaching assistant Stacy
Mann, a bisexual, e-cigarette–smoking film-program undergrad
who swoops in and upends everything in Danny’s life. Danny
finds himself in Stacy’s apartment getting drunk and stoned until
they get in a fight that becomes so violent that he strangles her to
death. A foolproof coverup scheme has police convinced of his
innocence, but when another student suspects foul play, Danny
adds another corpse to his body count and “intractable situation.”
Blatant infidelity also enters the plot, but it’s never fleshed out, as
Danny has bigger situations to resolve. He ultimately turns out to
be an expert at playing “the man with nothing to hide.” Over the
course of this novel, Carry cleverly keeps things crisply detailed
and moving at a brisk pace. Readers will find the story to be gripping from beginning to end as Danny struggles to get away with
his crimes and further twists complicate matters. Carry has managed to produce a story that’s brief enough to finish in one rapt
sitting, and it will be engrossing for classic film buffs, teachers,
and other readers who appreciate protagonists who wade into
the murkier waters of life.
A thoroughly entertaining, spring-loaded tale of one
man’s lethal remedy for middle-age boredom.
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SENTIENT BEINGS IN THE
KINGDOM OF BHUTAN

Chambers, Laurie S.
Photos by the author
BalboaPress (66 pp.)
$24.45 paper | $9.99 e-book
Aug. 21, 2019
978-1-982232-70-2

A photography book celebrates dogs and their cherished
status in a Buddhist society.
Chambers, a world traveler, salutes the isolated Himalayan nation of Bhutan for its natural beauty and the “vibrations”
imparted to its inhabitants by “the light and teachings of the
Buddha.” Chief among these teachings is a reverence for all
beings capable of feeling and suffering, especially dogs. The Bhutanese, she writes, believe that canines contain the reincarnated
souls of human ancestors; thus, killing even strays is forbidden
because it will prevent “that being from living out its Karma.”
The book mainly consists of the author’s color photographs of
Bhutanese dogs that indeed seem to have it pretty good. They
loll happily about, resting on sidewalks, staircases, mountain
pathways, and rocky outcroppings—and in gardens and fields
and outside temples—lying unconscious on their sides or surveying the world in Sphinx-like postures of alert repose, occasionally allowing a human to pet them. The mutts are a motley
black and white and tan, ears pointed or floppy, some of them
embodying Buddhist virtues according to the captions. “Attentiveness” is illustrated by a dog with its ear cocked; “trust” by a
pooch sleeping peacefully under a car in disregard of the danger
of being run over; and “love” by an adorable canine gazing into
the camera with golden, liquid eyes. Some photos have other
subjects, including karmically underprivileged pack mules and,
of course, humans, who appear in a number of portraits featuring Bhutanese laypeople and monks in colorful traditional garments. The images skillfully showcase the variety and grandeur
of the Bhutanese terrain, with its majestic snow-capped peaks,
wide skies, piney hillsides, and verdant valleys. Chambers’ photos are notable for a slight blurriness and an unusual color palette, with the green of foliage being washed out while throbbing
blues dominate in clothing, distant landscapes, shadows, and
even black fur. It’s a striking effect that looks almost ultraviolet
and gives many of the photos an eerie charge. Her compositions
are not the most inspired—just pooches lounging around—but
they will look like nirvana to some connoisseurs of canine glory.
An attractive coffee-table album of canine photos with a
vibrant and spiritually uplifting setting.

AN OLD MAN AND HIS
PENGUIN
How Dindim Made João
Pereira de Souza an
Honorary Penguin

Christian, Alayne Kay
Illus. by Reardon, Milanka
Blue Whale Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 1, 2020
978-1-73289-356-6

MEMORIES OF TUNA FISH

Cincotta, Howard
Self (193 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Apr. 2, 2020
978-1-69302-035-3

Cincotta’s collection offers stories of
complicated relationships, fragmented families, and people in compromising situations.
In “The Water Bearer,” traveling salesman Alex enjoys a breezy “summer affair”
with Pennsylvania waitress Mary Anne Womack. The two spend
nights together only when he’s passing through; Alex calls it “a
series of one-night stands.” But when Alex can’t get Mary Anne
off his mind, he realizes that he truly values their relationship and
that she may not feel the same way. Other characters in this book
experience romantic hurdles, as well, such as Stephen in “The
Daughter of My Former Lover.” He thinks back to his relationship with Natalie and how her 6-year-old daughter, Emily, used
to express herself with kicks and the occasional punch. Family is
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A rescued penguin returns every year to see the man who
saved him in this picture book.
João Pereira de Souza, an elderly Brazilian, discovers a dying
penguin covered with oil on the beach. Over many days, he
tenderly brings the bird—whom he names Dindim—back to
health, hand-feeding him with sardines and cleaning him. They
become companions: “He loved Dindim like a son. Dindim
loved João as if he were another penguin.” João is understanding, though lonely, when Dindim swims away after nine months,
and then surprised and delighted when the penguin eventually
returns. The bird keeps coming back annually for monthslong
visits. Based on a true story, the tale is beautifully told with
poetic compression and well-chosen details. Christian, whose
previous children’s book was Sienna, the Cowgirl Fairy (2017),
brings out the sweet friendship and the penguin’s playful personality: “HONK, HONK! Dindim wagged his tail and waddled
in circles.” The underlying lesson about compassion and good
stewardship is subtle but effective; an author’s note explains the
real-life circumstances. Reardon, who also illustrated the penguin-themed Noodles’ & Albie’s Birthday Surprise (2016), deftly
captures the story’s charm and expressiveness.
A moving, affectionate, and joyful tale, all the more so for
being true.

also a recurring theme; in “Body Slam,” for instance, retired wrestler The Kid wants to even the score with his father, who abandoned him and his mother. He does so in the ring, as his dad is
none other than the world wrestling champion, El Cid. Although
these stories are sometimes droll, they’re also unnerving, and the
humor’s tone can be dark. A figure who calls himself “Lucifer”
appears in “The Flow,” offering to help Lawrence Brick overcome his writer’s block in exchange for his soul; however, Lawrence may be able to change the terms of the deal by striking his
own bargain. Similarly, “Bethesda, Exit Only,” in which a father
gets lost while driving his kid to a Maryland school, is initially
funny—but as his need for directions increases, so does his ire,
and road rage becomes a distinct possibility.
The vibrant characters effectively ground these stories in
reality and make the otherworldly elements feel less fantastical than they might have otherwise. The man who calls himself
“Lucifer,” for example, comes across as an arrogant, pretentious
man whom the narration takes to calling by his other moniker
“Scratch.” The narrator of “How I Made My First $200 Million”
details the genesis of his widely popular online game, AfterLife, which involves his mentally ill father, who heard what he
thought were voices of demigods; ultimately, it’s a story about a
boy who found inspiration in his loving dad. Characters’ flaws
often make them more believable; in “Lithics,” William fondly
recalls Rebecca, a girl from his only year at a New Mexico high
school; one of their last moments together included a humiliating incident that he’d rather forget. Readers aren’t likely to
forget Cincotta’s prose, though, which beautifies not only the
characters’ environments, but also remnants of the days gone
by: “Art Deco shapes and neon lights shone over a landscape
of stone fences and empty fields that turned yellow and brittle
in the winter cold. Now it was a relic of a bulldozed past, sitting on a frontage road, squeezed between a tire outlet and a
strip mall.” Readers will find these people and places familiar,
and they’ll become invested in their fates when they stumble or
take a wrong turn.
Keenly written, relatable, and compelling tales.

THE ULTRA BETRAYAL

Dyer, Glenn
Self (376 pp.)
$27.00 | $15.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jun. 9, 2020
978-0-9991173-6-1
978-0-9991173-4-7 paper
This sequel follows an American and
British spy team during World War II.
England, 1942. The crucial secrets of
Bletchley Park, Britain’s code and cipher
school, are in jeopardy. Swedish cryptologist Gunnar Lind has
disappeared from the school, and it is vital to the war effort that
his knowledge of Britain’s code-breaking program doesn’t end up
in Nazi hands. Winston Churchill knows just whom he wants for
the mission: Conor Thorn and Emily Bright. Conor is an agent of
the OSS, America’s newly inaugurated intelligence agency. He’s
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top summer indie reads
Concrete to Saltwater by Brian Averill (The Hesperium
Group): “Skateboarders and
surfers defy gravity on a California beach in this vibrant
photography book….Averill, a photographer, surfer, and
skateboarder, collects 10 years of his photos from the Venice, California, beach, which hosts an iconic surf culture as
well as a thriving beachside skateboarding park.”
Secluded Summer at Hidden Havens
by Wendy Black Farley (BookBaby):
“The head of a literary agency swaps
places with a writing teacher for a summer, and both find love and intrigue….
Black Farley’s book is a lighthearted
romp, offering a modern, less-serious
spin on a campus novel.”
Stories To Sing in the Dark by
Matthew Bright (Lethe Press):
“Ghosts, space travel, and murderous movie censors are among
the obstacles to gay love in these
phantasmagoric tales. In his first
short story collection, Bright…
combines vigorous narratives with
prose that is atmospheric, slyly humorous, and saturated with evocative imagery.”
The MIT Murders by Stephen L.
Bruneau (iUniverse): “A series of brutal murders in Boston tests the police and terrifies a book club….A believable time frame, intelligent dialogue, an abundance of twists, and
escalation in the psychopath’s violence lead to quick page turns. Characters are intelligent, and a mix of
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races is represented. Augustin, a smart, albeit chain-smoking, middle-aged African American chief cop, deserves
prominence in a sequel.”
Bear and the Oxbow Island Gang
by Rae Chalmers; illustrated by Jamie Hogan (Maine Authors Publishing): “A sixth grade boy and
some friends team up to try to foil
a poacher/plant thief in this debut middle-grade novel….Funny,
warmhearted, and involving, with
a timely ecological message.”
Captain Bad Breaker and the Cot
ton Candy Ship by L.L. Faer &
E. Raven; illustrated by Salvador
Capuyan (Xlibris Corp.): “In this
children’s book, a dastardly ex-pirate gets his comeuppance from a
savvy young ship captain….There’s
a lot to enjoy in this humorous tale,
especially the descriptions of the
key scoundrel. He uses a dog bone to pick his teeth, and
his best friend is a skull called the ‘Head of Doom,’ which
he squeezes for luck.”
Root and Branch by Preston Fleming (PF Press): “A security contractor learns that the U.S. government
is using his company’s technology
for sinister purposes in a new thriller from the author of Maid of Baikal
(2017).…Readers familiar with Fleming’s prior work will likely anticipate
keen characterization and dialogue—
and won’t be disappointed.”

The Language of Cherries by
Jen Marie Hawkins (Owl Hollow
Press): “Sixteen-year-old budding
artist Evie Perez is spending an
unhappy summer accompanying her geologist dad on his temporary Iceland assignment, fretting that her best friend might be
moving in on her boyfriend back
in Miami. The one bright spot in
the chilly, gray landscape is a cherry orchard that provides both succulent fruit and an inspiring setting for
Evie to paint in. An added attraction is 17-year-old Oskar Eriksson….A luminous YA love story with magnetic
characters and literary flair.”

Hello, Friends! By Bola Williams; illustrated by Daniel
Stevens (Pears Lane Publishing): “Curly-haired, brownskinned Daniel is getting
ready to attend a neighborhood picnic with his dad. As
they walk, Daniel encounters many friends, each time
greeting them by name: His pal Zola responds in French;
Mai greets him in Chinese....Children surrounded by diversity will find this book relatable; others may use it as
a window into unfamiliar cultures.”

y o u n g a d u lt

Highland Conquest by Heather
McCollum (Entangled: Amara):
“A Highland warrior wins a battle
but loses his heart in this novel….
McCollum is a seasoned romance
writer and knows her stuff. Does
her latest novel break any new
ground? No. Is it predictable?
You bet. But it sure is an enjoyable read.”

known for his rather reckless methods—like his recent shootout with German spies in the Lisbon airport. Emily is an MI6
agent who worked with Conor successfully on his previous mission—and who has developed strong feelings for him despite
herself. Conor is a bit distracted after recently learning that his
wife, Grace, was raped not long before her death. Emily goes
ahead to Stockholm to search for Lind, but when she turns up
missing, Conor must go after her, accompanied by the cryptologist’s highly suspicious wife, Eve. With so many emotions
involved, it’s all but inevitable that Conor will resort to even
more reckless tactics to save Emily and the Allied war effort.
Dyer’s detailed prose excels at evoking the feel of World War
II spycraft—or at least the sense of it that readers have in their
minds: An operative’s “suite at the Grand was impressively spacious, as well as being neat and orderly, as if an army of maids
had just left….A small envelope lay on top of the paper. An
ashtray, free from any ash, was placed alongside the newspaper
and a pack of Chesterfield cigarettes, unopened.” The book features the requisite historical cameos—Alan Turing, Edward R.
Murrow, Ian Fleming—and plenty of cloak-and-dagger encounters, which will please readers enough to ignore the rather contrived plot. Grace’s assault seems a bit exploitatively dark for
this sort of novel, which can at times feel quite cartoonish. But
fans of this genre will enjoy Dyer’s handling of the setting and
the tropes.
A fun, if slightly flawed, wartime espionage tale.

MEET ZADE!
Book One: Bringing Home a
New Puppy

Eliason, Donna & Copeland, Milada
Illus. by Darley, Heidi
FriesenPress

A young boy takes care of a new
puppy in this debut illustrated children’s book.
Zade is one of several puppies born on a ranch. When
Zade is 8 weeks old, he is adopted by pale-skinned Connor
and his family, who live in a city. The city is very different from
the ranch, and Zade must learn new rules in dealing with this
human family. Zade also has to learn to behave around Connor’s diverse friends. But Connor helps his pals know the right
signals to give Zade to become his friend and to keep him from
jumping up. Connor also learns a lot about all the care that
Zade needs and how even though the boy is a canine owner,
he should “never approach a strange dog—that can be dangerous.” Eliason and Copeland, both canine trainers, introduce
characters and concepts in simple language, focusing particularly on drawing connections between puppies’ feelings and
kids’ emotions: “Puppies are just as nervous about changes
as little children.” In this series opener, the authors acknowledge Zade’s feelings—that he will miss his parents—without
making leaving the ranch seem traumatic since clearly the
puppy loves his new family. Sections of the accessible text are
broken down by topic, allowing young readers easy stopping
points to pause and digest the information. Darley’s sweet
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The author nails the terror of driving in blizzard conditions
and the joy of snuggling under puffy quilts.
snowed under

illustrations of children are reminiscent of the style of the
Precious Moments Company, and some of the pooches evoke
Gustaf Tenggren’s classic Poky Little Puppy. A Utah artist, Darley
gives the simple line and color paintings depth and action that
capture the enthusiasm of a puppy. Some images show moments
not explained in the text—a poodle is depicted by a doghouse,
and pictures of Connor or Zade with balls are featured. But the
dog training techniques Darley portrays, particularly the posture to keep a canine from jumping, are incredibly helpful.
For preschoolers preparing to become dog owners, this
tale offers a valuable introduction.

SNOWED UNDER

Feliz, Mary
Lyrical Underground (227 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $7.99 e-book | Jun. 9, 2020
978-1-5161-0531-1
A professional organizer adds solving
a murder to her to-do list in this resort
community cozy.
When the main character in Feliz’s
sixth Maggie McDonald Mystery agrees
to help ready a friend’s Lake Tahoe ski
cabin for sale, slipping over a frozen body buried in the snow outside the garage isn’t part of the plan. Dev Bailey, always known
as a “chill guy,” is now an ice-cold corpse. He had been missing
for months, leaving behind his pregnant wife, Leslie, and their
two preschool kids. Dev was a neighbor of Maggie’s friend Tess
Olmos. She enlisted Maggie in her capacity of professional
organizer to help clean her vacation home before listing it for
sale. Contrary to public opinion that Dev was “everyone’s favorite neighbor,” it appears someone felt otherwise, as his autopsy
reveals broken bones, bruises, and death by head injury. Maggie
soon comes up with a list of possible suspects, including Leslie’s
ex-lover, the unlikely named businessperson Walter Raleigh; former class clown and current snowplow driver Ryan Stillwell; and
gruff shopkeeper Jens Zimmer, “who can’t get along with anyone for more than a few minutes.” Even the deceased’s younger
sister, Amrita, working as a nanny for the Bailey children, seems
dodgy, especially because of her recent baffling behavior. Feliz’s
mysteries are always a welcome read. The cast of characters
she’s created—Maggie and her family, friends, neighbors, and
dogs—slides easily in and out of the series’ half-dozen mysteries.
Unlike the first five books, this story takes place in the frosty
mountains, four hours away from Maggie’s Silicon Valley home.
The author nails the terror of driving in blizzard conditions, the
joy of snuggling under puffy quilts, and the winter desire for
“food, fire, a little booze.” Particularly charming are the ways
Maggie finds to entertain Dev’s young children when she offers
to babysit. Although a crime is the hook for the book, friendship and neighborliness are its core.
While the mystery tends to take a back seat, this tale
offers a winning wintry ride.
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I HAVE THE ANSWER

Fordon, Kelly
Wayne State Univ. Press (216 pp.)
$18.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Apr. 7, 2020
978-0-8143-4752-2
Characters deal with personal tragedies and outsiders in this short story
collection.
A man attempts to record the memories of his father before they are all lost
to dementia, but as the tales begin to contradict one another,
he can’t be sure what is fact and what is fiction. A woman whose
husband recently left her suffers a sudden attack of agoraphobia only to be drawn into the strange fantasies of her peculiar
neighbor. Some women acclimate to their lives as mothers over
the course of 16 years. A stressed-out high school student wakes
up one morning to discover that he’s grown a third arm: “He
went to the bathroom and splashed water on his face, and that’s
when he noticed the third arm. It was more like a hologram of a
third arm. He could see the wall through it….As he stood looking at himself, it went straight up like a crossing guard’s arm.
Then it waved.” In these 13 stories, Fordon explores the often
surreal nature of suburban life, usually through the perplexing
and aggravating relationships formed between family members, friends, and neighbors. The author’s prose is exact and
knife-sharp, slicing to the soft center of her characters’ afflictions. In “How It Passed,” in which some friends narrate their
experiences using the first-person plural, they gripe about their
husbands thusly: “They are useless, we decide. Before long we
are peeling them apart like string cheese with our ragged, misshapen nails.” Some tales sputter to rather easy conclusions, but
each one finds a provocative tension between two or more people and burrows unflinchingly toward the heart of it. The results
are stories that lay bare the messiness that lurks behind the
facades people present to society. Standout pieces include “The
Shorebirds and the Shaman,” in which a newly widowed woman
is tricked by a friend into attending an alternative therapy seminar on Lake Erie, and “Why Did I Ever Think This Was a Good
Idea,” which follows a mother wishing good riddance to her disrespectful son, about to leave for a gap year in China.
A shrewd and probing volume of literary tales.

THE YEARNING LURKS
The Collected Poems
Frode, Charles
Lulu.com (192 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Mar. 11, 2020
978-1-67810-146-6

A veteran author offers an eclectic
collection of verse.
In the opening of his volume of
poetry, Frode makes a modest admission:
His first teachers called his language

GIFT OF THE SWAN
The Swans of Swan Lake Iris
Gardens
Gochnauer, J.R.
Photos by the author
Manuscript (119 pp.)

A debut collection of full-color photographs, inspirational
quotes, and information about the breathtaking waterfowl of
Swan Lake Iris Gardens in Sumter, South Carolina.
In this brief, gentle paean to the graceful beauty of swans,
Gochnauer notes that Swan Lake Iris Gardens is home to all
eight known species of the waterfowl. The park was first envisioned in 1927 by entrepreneur Hamilton Carr Bland, an avid
outdoorsman who acquired 50 swampy acres and painstakingly
transformed it into a serene lake with multiple small islands.
Ultimately, Bland deeded his land to the city of Sumter, notes
Gochnauer, and on top of that donation, the A.T. Heath family
deeded 79 acres to the city. Thanks to Bland’s vision and work,
the park now boasts more than 150 acres and remains free and
open to the public. He also acquired numerous swans, which
continue to make the gardens their home. Gochnauer presents photos of all eight species of the bird—including mute,
trumpeter, whooper, Bewick’s, tundra, black, coscoroba, and
black-necked varieties. These images feature lush details; in
one photo, for instance, a pair of mute swans curve their necks
as they daintily feed in brackish water that’s thick with sunsoaked green plants. Another image of a black swan with her
chicks in rippling water radiates the energy of youth, and still
another photo’s watery reflections of a trumpeter swan among

shady cypress trees will particularly appeal to nature lovers.
This lovely, easily browsable assemblage also contains some
compelling information that may be useful to young students;
for example, Gochnauer notes that the trumpeter swan was
hunted into near extinction by the 1930s. The author sprinkles
in quotes from nature enthusiasts, such as Henry David Thoreau, throughout the book.
A peaceful stroll for waterfowl lovers.

THE ANCESTOR

Goldberg, Lee Matthew
All Due Respect (329 pp.)
Aug. 21, 2020
978-1-64396-114-9
In Goldberg’s novel of the past and
present, a 19th-century man finds himself in modern-day Alaska.
In 2020, a mysterious man finds himself stranded in the freezing wilderness.
He doesn’t know where he is or how he
got there, or even his name. He’s about to be eaten by a pack
of wolves when a pair of hunters save him by shooting off their
guns. From a distance, the man notices that one of the hunters
looks exactly like him; he hides and sneaks into the back of the
hunters’ truck. It ends up in Laner, Alaska, where Travis Barlow, the look-alike, lives with his wife, Callie, and their son, Eli.
Travis’ father, Stu, is the town sheriff, and Travis’ grandfather
Clifford lives nearby. Travis once had a brother, Bobby, whose
cause of death remains a mystery. The newcomer finds a journal
in his coat, which helps his memory. His name is Wyatt Barlow,
and in 1898, he left his Washington farm to seek gold in Alaska.
He determines that he must be a Barlow ancestor who somehow ended up in the future; he also misses his wife and son and
recalls a horrible crime he committed. At first, Wyatt scavenges
around Laner for food and shelter while taking trips to Travis’
house to spy on the family: “Is this the wife and son he craves?”
Eventually, Wyatt presents himself to Travis, who experiences
“the awe that a doppelgänger can unearth.” The moment gives
them the feeling of “eras colliding.” Travis helps Wyatt get a job,
and he, too, becomes fascinated by his double. Travis has been
in a rut, and Wyatt’s presence fills him with a sense of adventure,
but Wyatt’s plans are less clear as he plots his own future.
Over the course of this novel, Goldberg demonstrates an
impressive command of his ensemble, smoothly differentiating multiple characters and detailing their arcs through time.
He always keeps the plot moving forward, even when characters turn to the past, such as Stu, who can’t let go of Bobby’s
death, and Wyatt, who wishes his wife and child had followed
him to the present. Moments of humor brighten the story, as
when Wyatt, at length, recalls a fellow traveler correctly identifying him as a gold-rusher: “What gave it away?” Wyatt asks.
The man replies, “There ain’t a stench of fish or God on ya.” At
other points, Goldberg’s writing is more meditative and reaches
an impressive level of emotional clarity, as when Travis considers the sea: “This ocean that brings the town life, but has taken
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“prolix.” It’s a common enough habit for writers young and old,
and readers will see a fair amount of purple prose in the author’s
introduction. But this excess is blessedly absent from his verse,
which is compact, forceful, and evocative. The collection gathers poems from a life that is stretching into its eighth decade, so
it is by necessity wide-ranging. Nonetheless, Frode says they are
all “love” poems, at least broadly, and throughout, the author
writes enthusiastically about his emotional attachments to
people, nature, art, and poetry itself. Readers catch a bit of the
poet’s capacious understanding of love in “Arms,” which opens:
“My arms / Have held / Strong men, / Ardent women, / All four /
Of my children, / My parents, / Bags of groceries, / Laundry, and
/ Dusty boxes / Of moving.” Here, readers see affections that
attach to objects romantic and mundane, and the juxtaposition
of ardent lovers and crinkly grocery bags drives the point home
efficiently. Elsewhere in the book, readers see Frode expounding on his passion for the craft of writing. In “Poems Are Like
Lovers,” a lengthy prose poem, the author writes: “Poems are like
lovers; warm arms to fall back into; a fluent and effortless letting go;
a music of laughter at each touch; detours into an intimate cul-de-sac;
a halt in the acute and obtuse hands of death.” This is an imposing
accumulation of metaphors, but it poignantly demonstrates
the ways in which even after all these years, language itself still
bowls Frode over.
Probing and potent poems that draw on a long life of writing.
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The story nicely balances Sunday’s anxiety with
her humorous voice and active imagination.
surgery on sunday

it away too. The final resting place for his brother who went
out high on bad shit. He never stood a chance, not even from
birth.” The small-town setting, the family dynamics, and the
abnormal circumstances of Wyatt’s arrival result in a story that
blends the familiar and the supernatural in a manner that calls
Stephen King’s work to mind. That said, Goldberg’s book possesses a flavor all its own—a distinctive mélange of the sincere
and the strange.
An offbeat and gripping novel of family pain.

THE MANY DEATHS OF
COLE PARKER
And Other Stories
Grant, Taylor
Running Wild Press (246 pp.)
$21.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 1, 2020
978-1-947041-72-1

Characters suffer the torment of loneliness, heartache, and otherworldly beings
in this collection of grim short stories.
In the title tale, Cole Parker dies at
the hands of a mysterious, tall, gray man. Yet Cole somehow
returns to consciousness in an entirely new life that’s both
strange and familiar. His wife, Angeline, and her abusive exhusband, Frank Bannon, are there as well, but though their
faces and names haven’t changed, everything else is different.
Chillingly, the black-eyed gray man makes his way into this
life to kill Cole once again. This begins a seemingly endless
cycle of lives for Cole, from an escaped prisoner to a vile, corrupt senator, joined by versions of Angeline and Frank. If Cole
can learn who the gray man is, perhaps he can stop him from
repeatedly murdering him and return to his original existence
with Angeline. Grant’s book also includes five additional stories
that are shorter but equally dark. In “The Dead Years,” a man
meets Margot Walker, who’s the mirror image of his lost love,
Emma Grace. He wants to believe that Margot truly is Emma,
but the truth is far more disconcerting. The author, whose work
includes TV series, short films, and a comic-book adaptation,
has a crisp prose that condenses hefty narratives into short
forms. “A Thousand Rooms of Darkness,” for example, concerns Anne Hunnicut and her intense phobia of Halloween; her
meticulous backstory gives this fear credibility and enhances
the suspenseful tale’s latter half. As with all good horror stories,
relatable issues affect the characters here, such as despondency
and suicidal urges. But Grant also succeeds at dread-inducing
setups. Jack Bennett, in “Static,” is the bodyguard for Laura
Cooper, but even he’s shaken by the unexplained staticky calls
to a safe house’s private number.
Acute horror tales that are as enthralling as they are outright scary.
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SURGERY ON SUNDAY

Harrison, Kat
Illus. by Crampton, Shane
Warren Publishing (28 pp.)
$17.95 | $9.95 paper | Mar. 27, 2020
978-1-73470-750-2
978-1-73470-751-9 paper
A little girl feels nervous about
undergoing minor surgery in this debut
picture book.
Sunday, a small, pale-skinned girl with unkempt brown hair,
is about to have surgery to fix a small tear in her eardrum. She’s
worried but has ticked all the boxes on her checklist—everything from a packed bag to a “stomach in knots like a triple-tied
shoelace.” At the hospital, she encounters unfamiliar procedures like wearing a plastic identity bracelet and getting an IV,
but the nurse’s encouraging words help her to be brave. She also
calms herself down with pleasant daydreams. After the operation, she’s tired and groggy for a while but soon feels like herself
again, and hears better too. In her book, Harrison soothes fears
by helping kids know what to expect before surgery. The story
nicely balances Sunday’s anxiety with her humorous voice and
active imagination. She’s encouraged to be brave but in a way
that acknowledges her understandable nerves; adults are kind
and reassuring. Also useful are a list of five rules for surgery, such
as bringing a toy or other item, and several questions adults can
use to help children talk through their fears. Crampton provides cheerful, appealingly detailed images in calming pastels
that feature a diverse cast.
A friendly, useful, and nicely illustrated guide for kids facing surgery.

ELEMENTAL

Hill, Whitney
Benu Media (307 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Apr. 2, 2020
978-1-73442-272-6
A superpowered private detective is
drawn into a murky power struggle in
Hill’s debut urban fantasy novel.
Twenty-five-year-old Arden Finch is a
PI in Durham, North Carolina. She’s also
a sylph—an elemental spirit with the innate ability to control
air. Although she was raised by a supernatural overlord and two
djinn, Arden has been kept away from a group of factions called
Otherside, which is made up of elves, vampires, werewolves, and
other supernatural beings who rule the world behind the scenes
and who cooperate with one another to keep their existence a
secret from humans. The elves have put a bounty on elementals, so Arden can’t use her powers without risking exposure and
death. But when a “high-blood” elf hires her to investigate the
disappearance of his grandmother, Arden is forced to wade into
the depths and deceptions of Otherside. It’s a dangerous path

for her to tread, but solving the case might gain her the leverage she needs to strike out on her own and lift the bounty. Can
Arden stay ahead of the forces that seek to manipulate her? Hill
provides narrator Arden with a no-nonsense independence that
may remind readers of novelist Seanan McGuire’s urban fantasy
adventurer October Daye. The prose style is a familiar one for
the action-detective genre, but the author takes the time to
evoke a clear sense of place, and the intricacies of Otherside
are well served by its connection to North Carolina. The fantasy element, though complex, has a pleasingly lived-in feel, and
that comfortable familiarity extends to the characters. Arden is
a winning protagonist, pushing against PI stereotypes in small
but telling ways, and the denizens of Otherside—particularly
the vampires and djinn—have well-developed personalities.
Hill also has a fine ear for dialogue and a good sense of timing,
and the story builds steadily and believably, resulting in a genuine page-turner. Readers are left with a sense of closure, but a
sequel would be more than welcome.
Hard-boiled adventure and snappy worldbuilding in the
shadowy margins of the everyday.

Kay, Roz
Illus. by Rothaus, Kelsea
Hayloft Publishing (204 pp.)
Mar. 16, 2020
978-1-910237-58-8
After time traveling to the Bronze Age,
a girl must save a community and her
brother in this debut middle-grade novel.
The family farm in Wiltshire, England, where 12-year-old Lizzie Greenwood lives, stands close
to the remains of an ancient stone circle called the Bull Stones.
Her brother, Daniel, 14, is fascinated by the circle and a nearby
Bronze Age site being excavated by archaeologists. As the two
investigate the area on a winter solstice evening, they’re charged
by a herd of eerie bulls. Lizzie and Daniel flee between the
stones—and find themselves in broad summer daylight some
3,000 years ago near a village of roundhouses. The siblings learn
that the villagers are called the Horse People, and their enemy is
the Bullmaster, who kills women and children and steals men’s
souls for his slave army. The Horse People’s queen could stop
him, but she’s been mortally wounded by a bull. When the Bullmaster seizes Daniel, Lizzie realizes she must use the stones to
prevent disaster by traveling back and forth through time. Time
travel is a compelling theme, and Kay handles it well in her
book. Lizzie’s trips through the stones make storytelling sense,
as when she gets penicillin—used on her family’s farm to treat
animals—to save the queen. Lizzie herself is brave and appealingly thoughtful as she wrestles with the question of whom to
trust. Her special connection to the stones helps explain her
ability to understand and speak the ancient language, often a
sticking point in time-travel stories (although the supposedly
Bronze Age tongue is closer to Chaucer’s Middle English). Kay’s

THE TALKING
BAOBAB TREE

LaTeef, Nelda
Illus. by the author
Sub-Saharan Publishers (40 pp.)
Mar. 25, 2020
A rabbit and a tree get the better of a
greedy hyena in this beautiful retelling of
a Senegalese fable.
Johari, a rabbit, isn’t sure how she’ll survive lost in the desert
until she discovers a lush baobab tree. Startled when the tree
speaks to her, Johari quickly adjusts, showing her appreciation
for the wise tree. “You deserve to be known as the Tree of Life,”
Johari tells it. “You provide food, shelter, shade, and so much
more.” Rewarding Johari for her appreciation and kind spirit,
the deciduous giant reveals secret treasures. But after Johari
returns home, a greedy hyena demands to know those secrets.
As in similar folktales, Johari’s cleverness and willingness to
give up material treasures give her the ultimate reward, and the
hyena’s greediness is punished. Like LaTeef ’s previous Animal
Village (2018), this picture book is based on a traditional West
African story she learned in her African travels. Her flowing
prose seamlessly integrates new vocabulary in English (baobab)
and Wolof, the language of the story’s origin. The beautiful
acrylic, India ink, and collage illustrations capture the setting
and the tone of the tale. The design is also inventive; in one
delightful two-page spread, Johari slides down a sand dune,
requiring readers to turn the book sideways. In another long
illustration, a collage of gems fills the inside of the baobab.
A rich, inventive rendering of a familiar folktale.
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THE KEEPER OF
THE STONES

writing is another pleasure, atmospheric and poetic even when
describing small details: “Sheep’s wool straggles of smoke clinging to the air.” The black-and-white illustrations by debut artist Rothaus are skillfully shaded and composed, adding to the
book’s sense of mystery.
Both gripping and lyrical—a fine time-travel tale.

RAVEN

Loh, Sue
Self (353 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $0.99 e-book | Apr. 5, 2020
978-0-578-57946-7
A team of teenage computer security
experts tackles a mysterious hacker.
In the near future, the Cinzento
Secure corporation, which focuses on
cybersecurity, also houses the Cinzento
Academy. Though all the students are
gifted, Team Raven is especially elite,
composed of computer-skill prodigies more qualified than most
adults. As “Mom,” the kids’ lunch lady/counselor/substitute parent says, “They’re a pretty special bunch—when they don’t let
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it go to their heads.” The team lead is Ginger “Fireball” Finney,
16, named for her “flame-colored” hair. Other team members,
each with their own nicknames, work on specialties like system integration, networking, security, and hacking. Newly
recruited to Team Raven is Angel Cambeiro, 17, perhaps inevitably nicknamed Noob; his field of expertise is troubleshooting. The team’s latest assignment is to solve a security breach
that’s caused multiple problems at a major bank. The crew is
confident they’ve got the chops but soon discover “an epidemic
of weird,” as Fireball puts it. For example, the glitches seem to
disappear on their own. But why would a hacker go to the trouble of breaking a system only to fix it? Who is the mysterious
helper sending the team coded messages? And what’s happened
to Zander Grayson, Cinzento Secure’s CEO? As Team Raven
works to unravel the mysteries, which begin affecting the country’s entire infrastructure, they encounter big revelations.
Loh uses her background as a Microsoft software engineer to give her debut the ring of authenticity in plot, action,
and dialogue. Though the concepts may be unfamiliar for
nontechies, Loh makes them as understandable as possible,
engaging readers through her teenage characters’ slangy energy:
“Within minutes, memory maxed out, all the drives filled up, and
the machine controlling them crashed and rebooted. ‘Whiskey
Tango Foxtrot?’ murmured Scrappy.” The book is also well plotted and paced so that tensions and complexities develop intriguingly. Readers may guess some of the mysteries ahead of time,
but it’s still enjoyable to see the team puzzle them out. Despite
the novel’s tech focus, another strength is that it’s characterdriven. The diverse young protagonists may be geniuses, but
they’re still maturing. For example, when Fireball and fellow
team member Scrappy deliver a martial arts beat down to bullies threatening a city bus driver, she numbers it among “instinctive acts of kindness.” Later that day, Fireball lets information
slip to a reporter who’d questioned her abilities. As a result,
she’s temporarily removed as team lead and reflects on the bus
incident. It’s true they genuinely hate bullies, “But hadn’t some
of it been about pride? About needing to establish worth?” This
reflectiveness helps balance what could be a smug undertone to
the team’s superiority of skill. The arrival of a new member, too,
provides conflict through team friction plus a graceful excuse
for necessary exposition.
Gripping and fresh, with memorable characters—a winner.

GANADO RED

Lowell, Susan
Illus. by R.W. Scholes
Rio Nuevo Publishers (152 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Nov. 6, 2019
978-1-940322-46-9
Lowell collects a novella and eight
short stories, primarily set in various eras
of the American Southwest.
In “The Kill,” a Montanan’s choice of
college is on the other side of the country,
in Princeton, New Jersey, but he doesn’t stray far from his roots;
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he even keeps a hunting rifle under his bed, and his ways seem
to fascinate his English professor. However, for the most part,
a theme of shared experience threads through Lowell’s book.
In “Lavinia Peace,” wife and mother Lynn has spent her life in
the Western United States, unlike her single, free-spirited sister,
Catherine. But the two share, via photos and letters, memories
of their great-grandmother and her great love, George. Similarly,
the titular novella follows myriad characters through decades
in Arizona and New Mexico, all connected by a rug that Adjiba
Yazzie first weaves in 1920. It changes hands and homes several
times until the 1980s, and its discernible blood-red color signifies
a unity among people who otherwise have no blood relation. The
author’s lyrical prose has a surreal quality; in “White Canyon,”
for example, a young girl in the 1950s suffers a fall, and the scene
abruptly transitions to 1980, when she’s living in Dallas with her
husband and child. As an adult, she has headaches and seems to
lose time, which may stem from radiation exposure when she was
younger. But in all of Lowell’s tales, her prose ignites the senses,
such as in the description of a woman weeping over a stove and
hearing “tears dropping upon the hot metal with faint hisses.”
Adjiba is described as enjoying working outside “under the broad
blue sky” with the cottonwood trees’ “fresh light green against
the cinnamon sand.” Scholes’ simple but distinctive black-andwhite sketches preface each story as well as each of the novella’s
five chapters.
Incisive, profound, and colorful tales.

TWO DESPERADOS
Stories

Lowell, Susan
Texas Review Press (206 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $5.99 e-book
978-1-68003-193-5
Characters in this volume of short
stories shuffle through lives steeped in
regret, uncertainty, and the inevitability
of death.
In the opening tale, “The Woman
Who Loved Trees,” an aging poet writes his latest verse. But as
he reflects on a past that entails fame and praise that no longer
interest him, he may be anticipating and welcoming death. Others in this book are more fearful of the end. Rascoe, for example,
a blacksmith in “Ironwork,” scoffs at ostentatious newspaper
headlines. But as 1999 comes to a close, those headlines, coupled with Rascoe’s ominous dreams, make Y2K a truly daunting
forthcoming event. But Lowell’s stories aren’t typically bleak,
notwithstanding the despondency that many of her characters
endure. In “The Frog Prince,” Teresa Slade is on a “surprise
vacation” with her husband, Ray, and her daughter, Claire.
Though her overwhelming unhappiness is apparent, Teresa
clings to hope, however fleeting it is. As in the author’s earlier
work, the tales here are set mostly in Arizona and neighboring
states, including the outstanding eponymous tale. In it, Elizabeth Ryding leaves her contemptible boyfriend in Alaska and
returns to Arizona, her home state. But as her mother is oddly

Babisch’s haunting and evocative illustrations enhance the text.
loukas and the game of chance

unavailable, she stays with her delightfully assertive Aunt Tinny
along with, quite possibly, a ghost. Lowell displays a knack for
indelible, concise descriptions and subtle humor. “The Witch
of the Stacks,” for one, begins with: “Long, long ago, almost
before computers.” In other instances, characters provide the
charm, like Aunt Tinny—“Ahnt,” she repeatedly stresses—who
answers her door with a sizable Rottweiler at her side and a
hefty Colt .45 in her hand. The author also plays with different
narrative forms: In “Love and Death,” a collection (within this
collection) of “short short stories,” there’s flash fiction as well as
a fragmented tale showcasing a killer’s frightening perspective.
Another sublime compilation from a consistently impressive wordsmith.

“like the tail of a kite.” A slight criticism would be that those unfamiliar with harness racing would have benefitted from an introduction that describes the sport. Illustrated with photographs
from various sources throughout, this keenly observed memoir
offers an insider view that will be of particular delight to fans of
Illusionist.
A powerfully compelling and moving story of a remarkable racehorse.

LOUKAS AND THE GAME
OF CHANCE

Manna, Anthony L.
Illus. by Babisch, Donald
Mascot Books (96 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $3.99 e-book | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-68401-433-0

THE BOUNTY OF ILLUSIONIST

A debut memoir recounts the joys and
anxieties of caring for a champion racehorse.
Over the course of her illustrious
five-year career, Illusionist, a “classy bay
mare” known to her owners as “Lusi,” had 140 starts in harness
racing and earned over $1 million. Dave, the author’s husband,
owned the horse since she was 3 years old. The book recounts the
Ontario couple’s time spent at the track and the period following Lusi’s retirement from racing, when she became a broodmare.
The timeline of the memoir is cleverly fractured, interspersing
memories of Lusi’s race-day successes with her later battle to
survive following a difficult C-section that left her and her new
foal, Albert, fighting against tough odds. Lumsden’s former work
in clinical practice allows her to describe each medical development in matter-of-fact detail while simultaneously relaying
her worries as a compassionate caretaker. Candid in tenor, this
work covers every aspect of Ontario’s standard-bred horse racing industry, discussing the “stress-free” methods adopted in
training, relationships with co-owners, finances, and emotional
strains. The author drip-feeds details of Lusi’s and Albert’s progress as the story develops, which makes for compelling reading
as the audience roots for their recovery. Lumsden’s no-nonsense
reporting of facts creates a sense of immediacy: “Time was of
the essence. Intestinal strangulation and twisting meant a risk
of bowel death and surgical removal.” This approach can also
prove gruesome: “Blood-soaked gauze sheets and stainless-steel
objects surrounding the pus-filled centre of the infection.” Her
blunt delivery is tempered by moments of tender introspection,
as when the author depicts an emotional breaking point: “I cried
for the horses’ lives I could not control. I cried for my husband,
who had done all he possibly could.” Lumsden also demonstrates
an endearing descriptive style, particularly in her effortless use of
similes—at one point, she describes a foal following its mother

A wealthy man discovers the consequences of selfishness and the possibility
of redemption in a middle-grade fantasy
inspired by Greek folktales.
Loukas, a considerate boy with a gift for music, lives on an
island in the Aegean Sea. His father is a fisherman who teaches
his son his trade. Loukas brings his wooden flute to play while
they fish. One day, Loukas’ music catches the attention of a
leopard snake who stops to listen to it. The nonvenomous snake
shows its gratitude by leaving three gold coins as it slithers away.
Loukas befriends the snake, whom he names Lambros, and the
friendship leads to good fortune for his family. As an adult, Loukas marries a seamstress named Thera, with whom he has two
children, Sophie and Petros. He has selfish desires, however,
after he meets a malicious merchant, and he loses his family and
fortune to the man. Bereft, Loukas embarks on a perilous journey to find the “celestial guardians,” Destiny, her son, Ilion, and
her daughter, Luna, and to appeal to them for the return of his
family. Manna, the author of The Orphan: A Cinderella Story From
Greece (2011), tells a lyrical story of bravery and redemption
anchored by a courageous and resilient protagonist. The fastpaced narrative centers on Loukas, whose character is shaped
early by the dedication and kindness he shows to a snake who
finds great pleasure and comfort in his music. The poignancy of
their friendship makes his later descent into hubris and greed
all the more tragic. His journey to find Destiny and her children
takes a number of dangerous twists and turns as he encounters
the mythical Keeper of the Forest; three bewitching sisters
seeking true love; a giant begging for rain to end a drought;
and two mountains looking for respect. Babisch’s haunting and
evocative illustrations enhance the text. This is another winner from Manna, whose Mr. Semolina-Semolinus: A Greek Folktale
(1997), written in collaboration with Christodoula Mitakidou
and illustrated by Giselle Potter, was a New York Public Library
Best Book for Children.
A splendid folktale that may appeal to fans of short stories and folklore.
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Lumsden, Renata
FriesenPress (240 pp.)
$23.99 | $14.49 paper | $2.99 e-book
Apr. 28, 2017
978-1-5255-0125-8
978-1-5255-0126-5 paper
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CATWALK

BRIDGING BARRIERS

Natchez, Meryl
Longship Press (99 pp.)
Jun. 23, 2020
978-0-578-64422-6

Paddock, Michael
Orange Hat Publishing (290 pp.)
$19.95 paper
978-1-64538-141-9

A collection of verse explores the
strange contours of modern existence.
This impressive volume presents 79
poems in a wide variety of metrical and
spatial forms. Natchez begins with a sense of urgency in “Looseplex: Rescue Mission,” in which a sudden trip to New York City
signals trouble ahead. The poem features effective assonance
and arresting imagery (“Grief flings its implacable lasso / Off the
edge of the world where you will be lost”) before abruptly ending midthought. Later, the author juxtaposes two poems, both
named “Full Circle, A Diptych,” that turn out to be hinged, mirror images of each other. The seemingly simple act of flipping
them, with lines structured in reverse order, thus creates different perceptions. In “Dawn,” she employs line breaks to slippery
effect, investing an everyday occurrence with additional meanings: “The newspaper waits / at the curb / the morning / fears
still unwrapped.” Is “morning fears” adjective/noun or noun/
verb? And what remains unwrapped: the newspaper, the morning, or both? One presence occupying a large space throughout
the entire book belongs to Natchez’s husband of over 40 years.
“Two-step, Starting with a Grapefruit” represents the give-andtake nature of their relationship while “Why size has almost
nothing to do with it” extols the seductive virtues of voluntarily
washing the dishes after a party. Another salient feature of
this collection centers on what the author calls “prose poems.”
The traditionally punctuated “Why I have a soft spot for bad
TV” reads like a microstory and offers a glimpse of her childhood, particularly her relationship with her father, whereas the
completely unpunctuated “Being here now” suggests the rush
of thoughts while one suffers in traffic. Odes to flatulence and
endless chores appear alongside meditations on life and death,
harmony and dissonance. “Corporate Ode” gently chides readers for their volatile relationships with consumerism and technology. Although these poems are relatively short, with none
extending past two pages, readers will most likely need to pause
multiple times and process the flood of associations that Natchez provokes with her masterful control of content and form.
Outstanding poetic musings that strike at the very core
of human connections and contradictions.
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An engineer celebrates a quirky
leader behind several public works projects in Guatemala.
In this debut memoir, Paddock
describes the decades of work he did
in the Guatemalan highlands through
Engineers Without Borders, building bridges and bringing
clean water to rural communities. Although the author narrates the story, he is a minor character. The book’s focus is on
Michael Shawcross, a British expatriate who made his home
in the highlands and served as a link between the communities he lived in and the Western volunteers who supplied
knowledge and equipment; he died in 2014. Known to all
as Don Mike, Shawcross is a larger-than-life figure in these
pages, famous for his diplomatic abilities as well as the muchrepaired white Land Cruiser that took him and Paddock to
their projects. (The book includes photographs from various
sources, many of which feature Don Mike’s Santa Claus–esque
beard and make his raconteur qualities evident.) The author
concentrates on two projects the pair worked on: a bridge over
a dangerous river and a plumbing system that brought potable water to a village for the first time. Don Mike served as
a human bridge, teaching Paddock about Guatemala’s recent
history (“Although it may not be openly discussed, the past
is part of the context of every project,” he says) and helping
local communities develop ownership over undertakings that
required outside help. The author values both the labor and
the expertise of the Guatemalans who worked on the projects,
and local residents like Mincho, Rolando, and Gavina are fully
developed, authentic characters whose efforts are crucial to
the enterprises’ success. Paddock is a solid writer with an occasional vivid turn of phrase (“The next morning, eighty workers
lifted the cages and slowly moved them onto the bridge like
a centipede with 160 legs”), and the book is both enjoyable
and informative. Don Mike comes off as unique without being
eccentric, making him a compelling protagonist. Fans of Tracy
Kidder’s Mountains Beyond Mountains are likely to enjoy this
inside look at locally driven international development.
A well-written tribute to engineering projects and the
volunteers who run them.

Phillips offers valuable insight into how the United
States used dance as a propaganda tool.
martha graham’s cold war

WHAT NELL DREAMS

MARTHA GRAHAM’S
COLD WAR
The Dance of
American Diplomacy

Parrish, Anne Leigh
Unsolicited Press (162 pp.)
Nov. 3, 2019
978-1-950730-97-1

A historian examines the political uses
of modern dance in this sweeping exploration of legendary dancer and choreographer Martha Graham’s government-sponsored Cold War tours.
“I am not a propagandist….My dances are not political,” Graham once declared, but Phillips, a history lecturer at Columbia
University, reveals in this expansive and meticulously researched
debut that art and politics were deeply intertwined for the modern-dance pioneer. From 1955 to the late 1980s, Graham went
on numerous U.S. government–sponsored tours of Europe, Asia,
and the Middle East. Although the post–World War II deployment of artists and intellectuals to promote a pro–U.S. agenda
abroad is no secret, “cultural histories of Cold War diplomacy
have overlooked modern dance as a discrete subject,” Phillips
convincingly argues. Graham enthusiastically took iconic works,
such as “Appalachian Spring,” to Japan, Israel, and other countries,
and her dances were meant to showcase American values, such
as freedom, individualism, and the pioneer spirit. The choreographer, despite her disavowal of politics, was in reality a canny
political operator, as Phillips shows, as well as a valuable asset on
the “cocktail circuit of diplomacy.” Her troupe received tour support from every presidential administration from Eisenhower’s
to Reagan’s, and she skillfully shifted with the political winds,
cozying up to various power players in order to get much-needed
financial support for her company; letters that Phillips unearthed
in her archival research show Graham’s persistent efforts, especially in her later years, to endear herself to different first ladies.
Phillips effectively combines a survey of cultural diplomacy
during the Cold War with an examination of Graham’s outsize
role in the history of American dance, and interviews with Graham company dancers formed part of her research. In the 1950s,
the choreographer’s innovations were a powerful counterpoint
to the rigidity of Soviet classical ballet, and her work, while not
explicitly political, could carry strong messages with their multiracial casting, challenging subject matter, and international
collaborations with artists, such as sculptor Isamu Noguchi.
However, as Graham aged, her style ossified, and by the 1970s,
her work was increasingly seen as “old-fashioned.” That fact,
combined with her imperious personality and a changing political landscape, made her somewhat less useful as a diplomatic
tool, the author notes. Still, as late as 1987, her company was
traveling to East Berlin to perform; a trip to Moscow was in
the works at the time the Soviet Union collapsed, just before
Graham’s death at 96. Phillips offers valuable insight into how
the United States used dance as a propaganda tool. However,
the book doesn’t make clear what, if anything, the government
gained from such efforts. Graham also remains an elusive figure throughout the work; readers hear of her alcoholism, her
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Characters in this collection of short
stories and a novella seek to validate
their lives while ensnared in unhappy or
fractured relationships.
In the story “He Said, She Said,” a
woman has to sell her bookstore when her
novelist husband’s debut isn’t selling well. After his later books garner
attention and the couple are financially secure, she returns to writing
poetry, an activity she enjoyed before they married. He, meanwhile,
revels in multiple extramarital affairs. The predominantly female
characters in Parrish’s tales struggle to define themselves. Adultery
is a recurring theme, as in “The First Time.” In this case, a married
woman is sleeping with a married man. Sadly, the title isn’t referencing the initial intimacy but, rather, a much worse transgression the
woman suffers. There are additional hurdles that various players
must face. Marjorie in “The Shed,” for example, wonders about her
retired husband, Ed, who spruces up the shed and then spends most
of his time there. Does he think his wife has grown weary of him, or
does he feel that way about her? The collection’s final and best offering is the novella Mavis Muldoon. The eponymous character is an
80-year-old woman lounging in a lawn chair in a convenience store
parking lot. She reflects on a full life, which includes losing both her
husband and her only child. But her warmheartedness is infectious,
as she gives a homeless man money for food, cares for his pet ferret,
and lends a troubled teen girl her ear.
Many of the tales here are filled with misery and melancholy.
A woman is considered a “freak” for much of her life simply due
to her above-average height (“Here’s Why”) while Sally of “A Wild
Feeling,” who craves affection, desperately tells her boyfriend’s
other lover: “Give him back.” The book delivers a series of joyless
marriages and relationships along with people who are discontent with careers or retirement. Even the dreamers who pursue
their love of such arts as painting and photography may achieve
success but don’t necessarily find bliss. There are nevertheless
glimmers of hope. In “People Like Them,” Raoul has a job that
involves checking residents’ homes while they’re away. This gives
him and his girlfriend, Sally, the opportunity to stay, at least for a
time, in an expensive home, though they may ultimately appreciate what they already have. Likewise, Mavis’ general buoyancy
outshines the past tragedies she’s endured as well as her surviving
family members—her granddaughter, Isabelle, and her husband,
Brian—who seemingly view her as a burden. Parrish’s concise
writing gives her already blunt language an even meaner punch:
“Frank’s death had been sudden, which though merciful for him,
was cruel for her. She’d had no time to prepare herself….He went
to the store, stood in line, and dropped dead.” Readers will find
some harsh, emotionally draining stories here. But these tales are
also wonderfully worthwhile courtesy of an indelible voice that
leaves a lasting impact.
Relentlessly despondent, refreshing, and unforgettable
tales from a skillful author.

Phillips, Victoria
Oxford Univ. (472 pp.)
$45.00 | $30.99 e-book | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-19-061036-4
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reluctance to retire from performing, and her relationships
with figures such as first lady Betty Ford as well as her disinterest in feminism. However, she only really comes alive when
Phillips discusses her dancing, as in a moving description of her
performance in “Clytemnestra.”
An ambitious, if uneven, book that will interest history
buffs and dance aficionados.

ECONOMICS THROUGH
EVERYDAY STORIES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

Prados, Elena Fernandez
CreateSpace (76 pp.)
$21.00 paper | $9.99 e-book
Jan. 20, 2016
978-1-5232-9641-5

Economic concepts explained for
young readers, featuring an international
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cast of characters.
In this debut children’s nonfiction book, Prados covers
economic and financial terms, from international trade to
tax policy and cost of goods sold to interest rates, through
a series of short vignettes centered on characters engaged
in financial activities around the world. A Colombian academic—who trades literary analysis for taking over the family farm—offers a lesson in supply, demand, and agricultural
prices. A carpenter in Spain discovers that free trade means
that Chinese companies can produce furniture more cheaply
than he can, but at the same time, his sick cousin can get a lifesaving drug from a foreign pharmaceutical maker (“While
your prayers must have helped, we also need to give thanks
to international trade!”). Each vignette concludes with a
bulleted summary of the concepts it dramatizes, presented
in simple language: “We live in a globalized world where
economies have become more interconnected. As a result,
economic developments in one country can have knock-on
effects on other nations.” While the book does a good job of
breaking complex topics into their essential components, at
times it takes the simplification too far, as in the account of
an Afghan farmer who has success planting an imported variety of pistachio seeds and spreads prosperity throughout his
village. The chapter celebrates the productivity gains without addressing the negative economic and environmental
effects that also accompany agricultural advancements. The
diverse characters add an engaging element to the book’s lessons, but the prose remains on the didactic side: “ ‘Perhaps
now that my business is larger,’ Chandrika tells herself, ‘I can
afford to take on a loan and open a third Montessori nursery!’ ” Still, the language is far more readable than an economics textbook, and the book offers a good starting point
for parent-child conversations that go into more detail and
for young readers looking to improve their understanding of
the global economy.
A well-considered series of economic concepts in simplified form told via stories of individuals from around the world.

THEY HAVE JESUS,
WE HAVE LASAGNA

Resetar, Patrick
Match Point Publishing (231 pp.)

THE INTRIGUES OF JENNIE LEE

Rosenberg, Alex
Top Hat Books (336 pp.)
$18.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
May 29, 2020
978-1-78904-458-4

A historical tale that reimagines
European politics between the world
wars from the perspective of a new, young
Member of Parliament.
Englishwoman Jennie Lee is only 24
years old when she’s elected to Parliament in 1929 as a member
of the Labour Party, but her age belies her impressive political intellect. She’s fierce in her convictions and unafraid to

13 BILLION TO ONE

Rush, Randy
Rantanna Media (290 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Jun. 24, 2020
978-1-9992524-0-3
A writer recounts his spectacular
Canadian lottery win and the avalanche
of grief it brought him.
Debut author Rush’s life was completely transformed in an instant when
he won the lottery, a windfall of 50 million Canadian dollars
tax free. It took him about a “nanosecond” to quit his job, and
he quickly celebrated with some carefree spending, including
getting two brand new sports cars. Rush was contacted by Jeremy, the son of one of his most trusted friends, David, with a
business proposition: He asked for a $5 million investment in
social media software that promised to be the next Facebook.
Jeremy “radiated success,” and his “strong, charismatic personality” made him appear like a “visionary on a mission.” The
author was convinced and parted with $4.6 million, but he soon
began to have doubts. According to Rush, Jeremy was inclined
to purchase ludicrously luxurious items and was suspiciously
comfortable cutting legal corners. The author contends that he
discovered that Jeremy’s business proposal was more hype than
promise and that he bamboozled him out of millions, all with
the help of David, who was once a spiritual mentor to Rush. The
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A debut memoir offers stories about a
boisterous Roman Catholic family.
Resetar’s book concentrates on
his upbringing in a crowded duplex in
Kingston, Pennsylvania, with his parents, brother, and three sisters, recollecting their spirited family life. “While my
mother readied the Sunday meal for her
family of seven,” the author writes, “the rest of us were occupied
trying to secure the seats we thought we deserved, nearly tearing
each other’s eyes out in the process.” Resetar writes about his
blend of Italian, Irish, Dutch, Native American, Polish, and Slovakian heritage. He recounts how he and his siblings were raised
“with a mix of mostly Catholic ideals combined with occasional
Polish Orthodox traditions,” giving rise to a kind of crazy-quilt
assortment of familial and religious influences. “I’d like to say
that the religious efforts of my grandparents weren’t lost on
us,” he writes, “but my family found God only in those rarest
of moments when we needed someone struck by a bolt of lightning.” The author relates dozens of vignettes from his childhood
and young adult years, telling tales about the generational family
feuds that shaped his early years, how baseball was his first love,
and how the racetrack was his second home. Resetar livens up
every story and anecdote with dialogue and humor, even when
he’s writing about serious subjects like his father’s alcoholism.
The entertaining book’s prevailing impression is that of chaos
recalled with warm affection. The most memorable character
is the author’s mother, who was always ready with a sarcastic
comeback. “You know, Jesus probably played around when he
was a kid,” Resetar’s brother told her at one point. “None of
you are the son of God,” she replied. “If you were, you might
be allowed to.” This combination of drama and pathos turns the
work into an effective modern family story.
A vivid and enjoyable account about growing up in
Pennsylvania.

speak her mind, particularly regarding her socialist political
leanings. Yet, with fascism on the rise, Jennie is discomfited by
how socialist ideals are being warped to aid tyrannical political
parties. When her friend Elizabeth Bowes-Lyons, the Duchess
of York, clandestinely reveals documents that tie the British
government to Benito Mussolini and men who financially back
Adolf Hitler, Jennie realizes that this knowledge gives her the
power to change the course of history. Rosenberg, the author
of Autumn in Oxford (2016), expertly weaves Jennie’s tenacity in
the political sphere with her romantic life over the course of
the novel. Her outspokenness and attractiveness lead to many
dalliances with colleagues, and the romantic subplots are a
welcome addition to the story, alleviating any potential stuffiness from the government-heavy plotline. Jennie’s relationship
with Member of Parliament Frank Wise, especially, contributes to the development of her character and highlights more
than just her political fervor. Additionally, Rosenberg’s prose
is expressively descriptive and direct, making the story accessible to readers who may not be very familiar with the inner
workings of Parliament. Many of Rosenberg’s characters are
based on real people, which will be a bonus for fans of political history. The story does run a bit long and has moments in
which the action seems slower. On the whole, however, Rosenberg provides a history of the interwar years that’s gripping
enough that readers will forgive these trespasses.
An often captivating tale of one politician’s experience
during the rise of fascism in 1930s Europe.

Smith’s wonderfully expressive, inventive vocabulary resembles
that in Norman Juster’s The Phantom Tollbooth.
mulrox and the malcognitos

author energetically chronicles his progressively sickening realizations—Jeremy was not a newcomer to fraud and left behind
him a “trail of devastated victims.” Rush eventually made it his
mission to “take down” white-collar crime. The author’s prose
is lucidly informal—it reads like a lament delivered to a friend
over drinks. He’s also impressively candid—he admits that the
money brought far more sorrow than contentment. Ultimately,
he was compelled to ruminate about what he wanted in life, the
real gift of the lottery win: “How much was enough? How much
did I really need?” The minute details of a court battle with Jeremy that raged on for eight months are likely to exhaust readers.
But overall, the book is a gripping story full of greed, astonishing naiveté, and thoughtful reflections.
A thrilling remembrance by a fighter of white-collar crime.

YEAR BY YEAR
Poems

Sachs, Lynne
Tender Buttons Press (64 pp.)
$19.00 paper | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-927920-20-9

Fifty poems and their drafts chronicle
a lifetime of personal and public events.
In 2017, filmmaker Sachs created a
documentary, Tip of My Tongue, to celebrate her 50th birthday. The project included 50 poems, one for
each year of her life, presented as handwritten works in progress. With this collection, Sachs offers the finished poems, often
accompanied by reproductions of the drafts. This allows readers to see how early ideas are amended, discarded, or refined. In
“1970,” for example, notes jotted on the draft include “Chronicles of Narnia—Peter, Susan, Edmund, Lucy / Ecology—terrariums.” Several lines play with the Narnia idea, yet the final draft
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drops the image to focus on the terrarium, drawing a comparison between that enclosed world and the TV news: “Vietnam
behind / another glass / in the den.” Poems without drafts to
clarify movement of thought can sometimes have obscure connections, as in “1995,” in which the speaker considers her baby
daughter, once inside her, now outside. That poem has some
jarringly sinister images (“I am a snake, a spider, the flame of a
burning sword”); it would have been instructive to see more of
the processes that produced them. Some poems concentrate on
family or individual memories, such as “1972,” which explores
the changes of puberty; others draw explicit parallels between
biography and history. In “1991,” for example, the speaker sees
herself (as many women did) in the lawyer Anita Hill as she’s
testifying: “I don’t know her, but I am there with her.” A line in
the draft reads “I alone can hear her gulp,” which becomes “I
notice her gulp” in the final version. In moving from “I alone” to
“I,” the speaker makes more room for collective experience; she
is not alone in noticing.
A filmmaker’s compelling work provides an opportunity
to trace a poet’s creative process.

MULROX AND THE
MALCOGNITOS

Smith, Kerelyn
Fog Field Press (370 pp.)
$24.99 | $12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Mar. 29, 2020
978-1-73421-690-5
978-1-73421-691-2 paper
An ogre poet embarks on a quest to
save his lively bad ideas from a monster
in this debut children’s novel.
Mulrox is not your typical ogre. He’s
scrawny, and worse, he loves poetry more than smashing things.
All in all, he’s a huge disappointment to his Great-Aunt Griselda,
who’s an ogre’s ogre. After breaking a hip in a roof-stomping
accident, she has taken over Mulrox’s bedroom—and now
threatens to take over his house. He can stop her, she says, only
by winning an upcoming talent competition; Mulrox accepts
the challenge but is full of self-doubt, never satisfied with his
own work. On top of that, a squirrelmonk has a message for
him: “Events are in motion….It can’t be helped. You’ll just have
to do your best.” His destiny, it seems, is to help a swarm of malcognitos—his own bad ideas come to life—defeat the Vaccus,
their enemy and the embodiment of writer’s block. But first,
they must find the portal to Sounous, the malcognitos’ home,
and that won’t be easy, even with Mulrox’s eccentric neighbor
Yahgurkin tagging along to help. In her book, Smith demonstrates the same love of words that characterizes Mulrox. Her
wonderfully expressive, inventive vocabulary resembles that
in Norman Juster’s The Phantom Tollbooth (1961), with an ogre
flavor all its own. The story thinks through its mythology in
compelling ways, as when Sounous, the land of ideas both good
and bad, is described as a “magnificent palace with a thatched
roof and wooden door. Everyone should be interested in it.”

Because the novel presents itself as a portal/quest story, readers
will likely expect the real adventure to begin after the portal is
found—but that doesn’t happen until well over two-thirds of
the way through, making the pace feel off.
An original and witty adventure that celebrates the
imagination.

proceedings and testimony are well documented, providing
rich and evocative details.
An armchair historian delivers a remarkably compelling
story of justice denied.

M-9

Wolf, Marvin J.
Self (424 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Aug. 21, 2019
978-1-68774-225-4

IVA
The True Story of
Tokyo Rose

Weedall, Mike
Luminaire Press (308 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
May 8, 2020
978-1-64388-291-8
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A debut historical work focuses on
the woman who was turned into World
War II’s legendary Tokyo Rose.
The name Tokyo Rose conjures up images of a powerfully
seductive Japanese woman demoralizing homesick American
soldiers through radio propaganda during the brutal years
of World War II in the Pacific. How that label was affixed to
Iva Toguri, a Japanese American, is a tragic and complicated
story recounted by Weedall in this book. Toguri may have
been guilty of naiveté and misplaced faith in the American
judicial system, but she was primarily a victim of consistently
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. In July 1941, as
a 25-year-old aspiring medical student, she dutifully obeyed
her parents and went to Japan to bring greetings and gifts
from her prosperous family to her aunt’s poor one. Her stay
there was a disaster, and for several months, Toguri tried to
return to the United States, but there were obstacles. When
the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, she could not return
home and became an enemy alien. Abandoned by her relatives, she refused to renounce her American citizenship. She
was coerced into working for Radio Tokyo as one of the many
Japanese American women who introduced songs and read
copy on frequent broadcasts. She tried covertly to sabotage
all propaganda efforts and was under constant pressure from
her Japanese bosses. At the war’s end, she became a hapless
victim of intense anti-Japanese sentiment, spearheaded by the
powerful tabloid columnist Walter Winchell, and, through
perjured testimony and FBI misconduct, was tried and convicted of treason in a biased court proceeding. Toguri served
time in prison and was paroled in 1956. She was finally granted
a presidential pardon in 1977. The story is gripping, and Weedall recounts Toguri’s years of isolation, prison, and particularly
her Kafkaesque trial with excellent pacing and a keen eye for
drama. The prosecutor told the jury: “This is one of the most
despicable cases of treason against our country at a time of
national emergency.” The singular focus on Toguri omits some
historical context: The Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings
are only mentioned in one sentence. Undated chapters often
leave readers unclear of the precise chronology. But while the
mostly fictionalized dialogue is sometimes strained, the court

Two unlikely partners find themselves in the crosshairs of a ruthless international gang in this thriller.
Veteran author Wolf has created an
intriguing odd couple in this first volume
of his new series. Wily detective Rudy Chelmin joined the Army
Criminal Investigation Division after losing his leg in action in
1991. He discovers a new partner in recruit Will Spaulding, who
finds a woman’s naked body in a boxcar full of Army boots. Will
enlisted in the Army after getting run out of Barstow, California,
after daring to arrest a guilty but privileged scion. The two pair
up to solve the murder of Kendra Farrell, the naked woman who
died from hypothermia. But their efforts attract the attention
of M-9, a dangerous Salvadoran gang, which blows up Will’s
Camaro with an RPG. Kendra worked at a base that was the
Marine equivalent of Amazon, handling orders for all sorts of
items. So first the investigators have to determine whether
Kendra was involved in or stumbled onto something shady.
Next, they have to figure out which of the police with whom
they have been working may be in league with M-9, striving
to block their investigation. Finally, Rudy disappears and Will
has to locate him before he ends up exactly like Kendra. Wolf,
who was an Army combat photographer in Vietnam, draws on
his experiences to lend authenticity to his descriptions of the
military and its infrastructure. But he also shines at research,
painting a vivid picture of M-9 and its associates. Between his
knowledge and his inquiries, the author has fashioned a wellwoven tapestry that Rudy and Will must unravel in order to
solve their case. The well-drawn Rudy and Will are the winning
foundation on which this intricate thriller is built. Rudy is set
in his ways, drawing on his instincts as an investigator. He’s a
widower who lost his wife in a suspicious tank accident, but he
starts to find love again in this story. Will is more of an inexperienced plodder, but he still manages to intellectually challenge
Rudy. They are an enjoyable team that readers will want to visit
with again.
Strange circumstances throw together a detective duo in
this riveting, complex tale.
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Se e n & He a r d
Jennifer Egan is working on a companion book to her acclaimed novel A Visit From the Goon
Squad, the author revealed on an episode of the podcast Bookable.
In a conversation with Susan Choi (Trust Exercise), Egan said, “It feels a little risky, because
I don’t know if it’s going to work, but I’m writing a companion volume to A Visit From the Goon
Squad,” at which point Choi gasped.
“I wouldn’t call it a sequel,” Egan continued. “A Visit From the Goon Squad leapt into the
future, which was basically right now. So this one goes up to about 2034.…I’m following various
characters, many of them in the generation that are still kids in Goon Squad, in their futures.”
A Visit From the Goon Squad, published in 2010, is a novel in stories that follows a wide cast
of characters, including fictional music executive Bennie Salazar. The book won the Pulitzer Prize
and the National Book Critics Circle Award.—Michael Schaub

Anthony Pidgeon-Redferns

JENNIFER EGAN WRITING GOON SQUAD COMPANION BOOK

WATERSHIP DOWN FILM RIGHTS RETURN TO ESTATE
Tom Smith-Daily Express-Hulton Archive-Getty Images

Richard Adams’ rabbits have found their way home.
An English court has ruled in favor of Adams’ estate and family in a lawsuit
regarding the film rights to his bestselling 1972 novel Watership Down, as reported
by Variety.
In 1976, the English author (who died in 2016) sold the book’s movie rights to
American filmmaker Martin Rosen, who wrote, directed, and produced a 1978 animated feature based on it. In the suit, the estate and family (as Watership Down
Enterprises) accused Rosen of entering into more than $500,000 worth of agreements, including an audiobook contract, under the premise that he held all rights
to the novel—not just film rights. They also held that Rosen had failed to pay them
fees related to a 2018 Netflix/BBC animated miniseries based on the book.
The court ruled in Watership Down Enterprises’ favor, awarding it nearly
$100,000 in damages and canceling the film-rights contract, among other remedies.—David Rapp

REVENANT AUTHOR TO PUBLISH NEW NOVEL

Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.
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Jeff Kravitz-FilmMagic

Michael Punke, whose 2002 novel formed the basis for the critically acclaimed movie, will publish his second novel next year, the Associated Press reports. Henry Holt and Company will
release Punke’s Ridgeline, which, the publisher says, “interweaves the perspectives of key U.S.
Army officers, the family members they brought with them to settle the West, and the indigenous people who fought off the invasion of their land, including the legendary Crazy Horse.”
The Revenant followed Hugh Glass, a frontiersman seeking revenge on two trappers who
left him to die after he was mauled by a bear. The film version of the novel was a box office
hit and earned three Academy Awards, including one for star Leonardo DiCaprio and one for
director Alejandro G. Iñárritu.
Punke’s day job as deputy U.S. trade representative and ambassador to the World Trade
Organization in Switzerland meant that he was legally forbidden from even talking about The
Revenant. He currently works as a vice president for Amazon Web Services, so he’ll likely be
able to promote his new novel.—M.S.

Leonardo DiCaprio and
Alejandro G. Iñárritu

Appreciations: To Kill a Mockingbird at 60
B Y G RE G O RY MC NA MEE

Roderick Field

If you were alive in the American South 80-odd years ago, you witnessed some of
the worst days of Jim Crow. When I was very young, a quarter-century later, the most
overt practices of American apartheid had passed, though there were vestiges in the
form of fading signs that said things like “Whites Only” or “Colored Drinking Fountain.” Gone were the most obvious insults: legally enforced separate schools, separate
sections of public buildings and transportation, separate graveyards, things that were
the order of the day when Harper Lee was a child. Born in 1926 in Monroeville, Alabama, Lee made her way to New York early on, like her neighbor and friend Truman
Capote. She remembered the not-so-hidden wounds of racism back home, and over
years of effort and discarded drafts, she crafted a novel that laid them bare.
Like widower Atticus Finch, the hero of To Kill a Mockingbird, Lee’s father had been
a respected lawyer. Like Scout, the preteen narrator whose go-to-church name is Jean
Louise, Lee had been a precocious tomboy. Then there were the other players in Lee’s

story, told from a child’s point of view but dealing with the decidedly adult world of a fictional Alabama town called Maycomb.
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There is Jem, Scout’s brother, cautious though adventuresome, and Dill, a neighbor much like young Capote. There are sometimes terrifying grown-ups, such as the man who growls, “Hasn’t snowed in Maycomb since Appomattox.” That’s a line worthy
of Faulkner, until he adds, “It’s bad children like you makes the seasons change.”
There’s hatred tucked away in those words. Certainly many of the whites of the town harbor
ancient hatred against the African Americans in their community, most of them cautious not to
attract unwanted attention. In their innocence, the children hold no such feelings, and neither
does the ghostlike young man who lives down the lane, hobbled with the scary name of Boo.
Lee takes her time establishing this world and mulling over something that Atticus has
told Scout: “It’s a sin to kill a mockingbird.” A neighbor elaborates: “Mockingbirds don’t do
one thing but make music for us to enjoy. They don’t eat up people’s gardens, don’t nest in
corncribs, they don’t do one thing but sing their hearts out for us.”
It’s a world of mockingbirds and blue jays, though, of innocents and predators. The latter
come out in full force in the second half of the book, when Atticus defends Tom Robinson, an
African American man who has been wrongly accused of rape. The children witness his wrongful conviction at the hands
of an all-white jury not inclined to see the truth of the matter. We can be sure that Scout and Jem, shocked, will carry the
memory of this injustice over the course of their lives—and will do something about it one day. Of all the hard lessons that
Scout and Jem have to learn in Lee’s morally charged novel, it is the willingness of the all-white jury to accept patent lies that
constitutes the single greatest injustice—but far from the only one.
To Kill a Mockingbird turns 60 this year. It has changed minds and lives—but clearly, to judge by the news, not enough.
Although it has been criticized for paternalism and for privileging its white characters over its black ones, it nonetheless
still has lessons for our poisonous present. That it remains so much a part of our time gives it urgency and makes it essential
reading—and rereading—today.
Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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